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Preface to ”Wildfire Hazard and Risk Assessment”

Wildfire risk can be perceived as the combination of wildfire hazards (often described by

likelihood and intensity) with the susceptibility of people, property, or other valued resources to

that hazard. Reflecting the seriousness of wildfire risk to communities around the world, substantial

resources are devoted to assessing wildfire hazards and risks. Wildfire hazard and risk assessments

are conducted at a wide range of scales, from localized to nationwide, and are often intended

to communicate and support decision making about risks, including the prioritization of scarce

resources. Improvements in the underlying science of wildfire hazard and risk assessment and in

the development, communication, and application of these assessments support effective decisions

made on all aspects of societal adaptations to wildfire, including decisions about the prevention,

mitigation, and suppression of wildfire risks. To support such efforts, this Special Issue of the journal

Fire compiles articles on the understanding, modeling, and addressing of wildfire risks to homes,

water resources, firefighters, and landscapes.

James R. Meldrum

Editor
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Abstract: Accurate maps of the wildland–urban interface (WUI) are critical for the development of
effective land management policies, conducting risk assessments, and the mitigation of wildfire risk.
Most WUI maps identify areas at risk from wildfire by overlaying coarse-scale housing data with land
cover or vegetation data. However, it is unclear how well the current WUI mapping methods capture
the patterns of building loss. We quantified the building loss in WUI disasters, and then compared
how well census-based and point-based WUI maps captured the building loss. We examined the
building loss in both WUI and non-WUI land-use types, and in relation to the core components of
the United States Federal Register WUI definition: housing density, vegetation cover, and proximity
to large patches of wildland vegetation. We used building location data from 70 large fires in the
conterminous United States, which cumulatively destroyed 54,000 buildings from 2000 through to
2018. We found that: (1) 86% and 97% of the building loss occurred in areas designated as WUI
using the census-based and point-based methods, respectively; (2) 95% and 100% of all of the losses
occurred within 100 m and 850 m of wildland vegetation, respectively; and (3) WUI components were
the most predictive of building loss when measured at fine scales.

Keywords: wildfire; risk assessment; structure loss; wildland–urban interface; mitigation; mapping;
land use; disaster

1. Introduction

The rapid development and expansion of the wildland–urban interface (WUI) into areas with
highly-flammable vegetation has significantly increased the potential for building loss during wildland
fires [1–5]. Recent wildfire losses in the United States, Australia, and Spain have highlighted the global
nature of this phenomenon [6]. Globally, wildfires have occurred across the full spectrum of rural to
urban communities with a range of housing densities and arrangements, and have even spread into
urban areas that were considered low risk [7]. In the United States, which has seen extensive losses in
the 2020 fire season, there are currently an estimated 1.7 million residences in areas at high or extreme
risk of wildfire [8], the majority of which are in the WUI.

Wildfires that cause substantial building loss are known as WUI disasters [9]. Many WUI disasters
follow the same sequence of events. First, a wildfire ignites in an extreme environment (i.e., fuel,
weather, and topography) that allows it to escape initial attack. Then, as the fire grows, it threatens a
large number of homes and buildings relative to firefighting resources, which reduces the efficacy of
the fire suppression, which leads to numerous losses [9,10]. The increased fuel loading in fire-adapted
ecosystems due to historical fire suppression practices [9], increased residential development and
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increased anthropogenic ignitions [11] due to an expanding WUI [12], and climate change [13] is
believed to exacerbate the WUI problem. Although the exact number of WUI disasters is unknown,
these events likely represent only a small subset of the total number of wildfires that ignite annually [14].
Understanding when and where WUI disasters are likely to occur, and how buildings and community
characteristics influence the likelihood of building loss is critical for the development of strategies for
the reduction of wildfire risk and increasing community resiliency [9,10,15–20]. Although wildfires
can impact WUI communities in multiple ways (e.g., loss of life, smoke, evacuation, post-fire economic
recovery), we focused on building loss because, at its core, community wildfire risk has been described
as a home ignition problem, with building loss being responsible for the majority of economic loss
during WUI disasters [9,10]. Accordingly, land managers tasked with reducing wildfire-caused
building loss risk require accurate maps of at-risk buildings within the WUI, calculated at appropriate
scales [17,18,20].

WUI mapping efforts in the United States are based on the Federal Register definition of WUI
communities [21], which focuses on buildings within or adjacent to wildland vegetation. The Federal
Register definition further differentiates two subtypes within the WUI based on housing density
and the proximity of buildings relative to wildland vegetation: (1) intermix, in which housing units
are dispersed among wildland vegetation; and (2) interface, in which housing units are adjacent to
wildland vegetation. Several different WUI mapping efforts have operationalized these definitions in
order to estimate the number of at-risk housing units and the total extent of the WUI [1,5,12,22–24].
The SILVIS WUI maps made available by the University of Wisconsin SILVIS Lab have emerged as
the most widely-used WUI maps in the United States [5,22,23]. For example, a presidential executive
order in 2016 directed federal wildfire mitigation and planning efforts to use SILVIS WUI maps or their
equivalent when determining wildfire risk [25]. SILVIS WUI maps rely on the U.S. Census Bureau
(Census) block level accounting of housing units and wildland vegetation extents extracted from land
cover data in order to classify WUI based on three specific components: housing unit density, vegetation
cover, and proximity to large patches of contiguous wildland vegetation [5,22,23]. Although SILVIS
WUI maps are often used to estimate the number of at-risk housing units and communities at risk
in the WUI, they may be insufficient for wildfire planning and response due to the relatively coarse
spatial scale of the census blocks, the decadal update interval, and the lack of consideration of fire’s
behavior [17,18,20].

The increasing availability and use of individual building location data in WUI mapping overcomes
the uncertainty associated with housing unit locations and other critical factors that influence the fire
behavior and response in census block data [1,18]. Although fine-scale data have historically only
been available for limited spatial extents [17,18], recent developments in remote sensing technology
have greatly increased the ability to collect fine-scale building locations [26,27]. Point-based building
location and development data are now available across large extents through commercial vendors
and open data archives [28,29]. With these advances in technology, a single dataset of at-risk buildings,
the finest spatial unit of the WUI problem, can be used in various applications, and provide consistency
across multiple scales.

Wildland–urban interface categories can be assigned to building points using the spatial analysis of
WUI components (housing unit density, vegetation cover, and proximity to large patches of contiguous
wildland vegetation) calculated at appropriate scales [1,5,17,24]. Regardless of whether WUI maps are
developed based on individual building locations or census blocks as inputs, WUI maps should align
with our understanding of what and where the WUI is [24]. Although numerous concerns exist in
the WUI (e.g., loss of life, evacuation, smoke impacts), of particular interest to managers is the ability
of WUI maps to identify buildings that are at risk of igniting [20,30]. However, there is a paucity
of information on how well WUI maps capture the observed patterns of building loss during WUI
disasters. A systematic assessment of building loss alignment with point-based and census-based WUI
maps is needed [30,31].
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In order to advance our understanding of where building loss occurs and how we spatially
conceptualize the WUI problem [9,21], this study sought to: (1) characterize the occurrence of WUI
disasters; (2) assess building loss relative to the three core components of the WUI (building density,
vegetation cover, and proximity to large patches of contiguous wildland vegetation) at multiple scales,
hereinafter referred to as WUI component-scale combinations; and (3) evaluate how well the SILVIS
and point-based WUI maps capture the patterns of building loss in WUI disasters. We anticipated that
building loss would be positively-correlated with housing density, vegetation cover, and proximity
to vegetation, as all three of these factors increase the potential for heat and fire brand exposure [9].
We also expected that both WUI mapping methods would capture a majority of the building loss in
WUI disasters, but that point-based maps would perform better due to their finer spatial resolution.

2. Methods and Data

2.1. Overview of Methods

We utilized a combination of spatial and non-spatial datasets to identify WUI disasters and
examine the patterns of building loss within those disasters. We start with a summary of our analyses,
followed by detailed description of the data sources and methods. First, we queried the National
Wildfire Coordinating Group Wildfire Incident Status Summary Reports, which are referred to as
ICS-209 [32], in order to identify individual wildfires and the associated building loss. WUI disasters
were identified through the inclusion of only those wildfires that reported more than 50 destroyed
buildings, which is similar to the thresholds used by others [9,10]. Next, we examined how well the
SILVIS WUI maps and point-based WUI maps captured the patterns of building loss. This involved
the use of geospatial datasets of fire perimeters and building location points affected by and adjacent
to WUI disasters. Using a series of spatial overlays, we attributed each building location to a specific
fire, burn status (burned or unburned), census block housing unit density, and SILVIS WUI type [23].
The building density, percent vegetation cover, and distance to vegetation were then calculated at
multiple scales, following the framework proposed by Bar-Massada et al. [18], using the National
Land Cover Database (NLCD) [33]. Figure 1 provides an overview of the spatial datasets used in this
analysis for the 2012 Waldo Canyon Fire in Colorado.

2.2. Identifying WUI Disasters

In order to identify WUI disasters, we queried the ICS-209 databases from 2000 to 2018. Individual
ICS-209 reports capture daily information on the incident type, fire size, percent containment, significant
events, resource needs, and cumulative number of threatened and destroyed structures [32]. The ICS-209
reports changed the ways in which they recorded structure types over time. Before 2014, they recorded
structures as either primary buildings, outbuildings, or commercial buildings, whereas in 2014 and
after, they included several additional categories. We used the total destroyed primary structures
before 2014, and the total destroyed single residences for 2014 onwards as proxies for building loss.
Primary structures made up 63% of all of the destroyed structures from 2000 to 2013. This change
in the data reporting introduces a small bias, but the focus on homes and residential structures
aligns well with prior conceptualizations of the WUI problem [9,10], and better matches the spatial
building location datasets described below. We then identified 108 wildfire incidents with more than 50
destroyed buildings. We chose the 50-building threshold, which is slightly lower than the thresholds
used by others to identify WUI disasters [9,10], in order to account for potential errors in the ICS-209
reported structure loss [34].
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Figure 1. An example of the spatial datasets used in our analysis, including fire perimeters, wildland
vegetation land cover, census blocks, and building locations using the 2012 Waldo Canyon Fire in
Colorado. Each building location was assigned a burn status and attributed with information from
layers derived from the above data and the SILVIS wildland–urban interface data, including building
density, percent vegetation cover, and distance to vegetation.

2.3. Building Location Data

We were able to acquire the building location data for 70 of the fires we identified as WUI disasters
in the ICS-209. We achieved this by querying and merging four distinct point-based building location
datasets. Henceforth, we refer to buildings, but also acknowledge the differences in terminology
and potential bias between buildings and the housing units referenced in the Census-based data,
and between buildings and the destroyed structures referenced in ICS-209 reports. For the subsequent
analysis and discussion, we equate the three terms. First, the building location data were acquired for
44 fires from a spatial dataset of burned and unburned buildings created by visually digitizing the
buildings and evaluating the building burn status from high-resolution pre- and post-fire Google Earth
imagery from 2000 through 2013, which was produced by Alexandre et al. [35]. Second, the building
location data were acquired for 15 fires from the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
(CalFire) as part of their Damage Inspection Report Program (DINS) [36]. This dataset was produced
from door-to-door damage inspections collected by CalFire staff with GPS-enabled tablets during and
after wildfire incidents. However, the CalFire dataset is only available for a limited set of fires in
California, starting in 2013. The CalFire data collection process, data attributes, and limitations are
further described in Syphard and Keeley [7]. Third, the building location data were acquired for 11 fires
identified in the ICS-209 analysis that were missing the building location data from other sources.
For these fires, the affected buildings were digitized, and the burn status (burned or unburned) was
determined using pre- and post-fire Google Earth imagery using similar methods to those described
in Alexandre et al. [35]. The fourth building location dataset used in this analysis was the Microsoft
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structure footprint dataset [29]. This dataset allowed us to augment the CalFire data by identifying
missing undamaged building locations within the fire perimeters. It also allowed us to identify
buildings within 2400 m of each fire perimeter, and to reduce edge effects when calculating the building
density. The Microsoft dataset was generated using the RefineNet convolutional neural network
for semantic segmentation, followed by a polygonization process to identify the building footprints
in high-resolution satellite images [37] collected roughly around 2015. Although it is impossible to
determine the exact build date of a specific structure in the Microsoft data, the building locations
have a reported accuracy of 99.3%, with commission and omission error rates of 0.7% and 6.5%,
respectively [29]. For this study, the footprint polygon centroid locations were used in order to match
the other building datasets.

The remaining 38 WUI disasters were excluded because of data limitations. These limitations
included: limited pre- and post-fire image availability regarding the evaluation of the fate of the
buildings (6 fires), insufficient building location data (15 fires), missing fire perimeters (5 fires), or errors
in the ICS-209 reports (12 fires). Fires which were missing high-resolution imagery included the 2002
Hayman Fire in Colorado and the 2004 Bear Fire in California, and recent fires such as the 2018 Roosevelt
Fire in Wyoming and the 2018 Spring Creek Fire in Colorado, which both lacked publicly-available
post-fire imagery as of 1st January 2020. Other fires, such as the 2003 Padua Fire and the 2007 Ham
Lake Fire, were excluded due to insufficient building location data. For example, the ICS-209 reported
that the 2003 Padua Fire destroyed 60 buildings, but the corresponding spatial dataset of the building
locations only included 22 burned building location points. Fires for which the ICS-209 reported more
than 50 burned buildings, but the spatial data had less than 50 burned buildings, were included in
the initial ICS-209 analysis, but were excluded from subsequent building location analyses evaluating
the census-based and point-based WUI map accuracy. Fires with missing or insufficient building
location data occurred in states that were generally well-represented by other fires, allowing us to
assume that the missing fires would not bias the results. The final fire perimeter for each WUI disaster
identified in the ICS-209 database was identified using data from either the Monitoring Trends in
Burn Severity (MTBS) [38] or the Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination program (GeoMAC) [39].
Because the perimeters for the 2008 Parker Road Fire, the 2013 Carolina Forest Condo Fire, the 2016
Glendale fire, the 2017 NEU Wind Complex, and the 2017 County Road 630 E were not included in
these databases, they were removed from all of the subsequent analyses.

2.4. Census-Based WUI Map Building Loss

We assigned a SILVIS WUI type and census block-based housing unit density to each building
location prior to the assessment of the proportion of the building loss in the different WUI
categories [5,23]. For each WUI disaster, we calculated the total number of exposed buildings
(total buildings within the fire perimeter), the total number of burned buildings, the proportion of
burned buildings to total exposed buildings, and the total number of unburned buildings adjacent
to the fire (within 2400 m) in each SILVIS WUI type. We used a buffer distance of 2400 m because
this is the buffer distance commonly used in Census-based WUI maps, and it represents the expected
maximum travel distance for fire brands [5,23]. The total number of buildings and proportion of
loss between the WUI and non-WUI buildings, as well as among the WUI types (interface, intermix,
low density vegetated, high density non-vegetated), were assessed for both the individual fires and the
dataset as a whole.

2.5. Point-Based WUI Map and Building Loss

We calculated the values for each WUI component (housing unit density, vegetation cover,
and proximity to large patches of contiguous wildland vegetation) at multiple scales, referred to
as WUI component-scale combinations, using the framework proposed by Bar-Massada et al. [18],
and then assigned values to each individual building point. The building density was calculated using
the locations of the building points measured at different neighborhood sizes, ranging from 100-m to
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1000-m radii in 100-m increments. In order to calculate the percentage of vegetation cover around each
building, we first reclassified the 2011 NLCD data [33] in order to delineate the wildland vegetation
using forest, shrub/scrub, grassland, wetland, and open space categories. We then estimated the
percentage of the vegetation cover surrounding each building using circular neighborhoods with radii
increasing in 100-m increments from 100 to 1000 m. In order to identify the proximity to contiguous
patches of wildland vegetation at multiple scales, we varied the patch size. A single binary morphology
shrink and expand algorithm was applied to the national NLCD wildland vegetation data in order to
remove isolated pixels of vegetation and generalize the edges [40]. The resulting data were converted
into polygons, from which the patch size was measured. Five different layers of wildland vegetation
were created, with minimum patch sizes of 0.2, 0.4, 1.25, 2.5, and 5.0 km2, and then the distance to
the vegetation was measured for each building location using the approach outlined by Chen and
McAneney [41].

We used logistic regression on the entire dataset in order to assess the relationship between
the building burn status and the WUI components at different scales after first conducting indicator
kriging with semivariogram analysis in order to determine the distance at which the burn status was
correlated between adjacent building locations [42,43]. This resulted in correlative models, the fit of
which was then assessed using the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic
plots [44] and p-values to assess the predictor significance. WUI component-scale models and AUC
results were used in order to determine which scale had the highest predictive performance for each
WUI component.

For each building location, we measured the value of each of the three WUI components at the
scale with the highest predictive performance based on the AUC. Point-based WUI classifications were
then determined for each building location using these three component values and the framework
presented by Bar-Massada et al. [18]. The classification of the WUI type using both point-based and
census-based WUI mapping approaches allowed us to compare the ways in which each approach
aligned with the observed building loss in WUI disasters, and to categorize the burned buildings as
either WUI or non-WUI. Using a heuristic approach, we assessed how the burned buildings were
distributed across the range of building density, vegetation cover, and distance to contiguous patches
of wildland vegetation using histograms and cumulative distribution functions. This facilitated the
examination of the building loss in relation to both the distribution extremes and the WUI component
thresholds operationalized in the WUI definitions; a minimum building density of 6.17 buildings
per km2, a maximum distance to wildland vegetation of 2400 m, and a vegetation cover percentage
threshold of 50% in order to differentiate the intermix from the interface [5,23,24].

3. Results

3.1. Identifying WUI Disasters

Between 2000 and 2018, the ICS-209 reports documented 2777 wildfires that burned at least one
building, and cumulatively burned 58,705 buildings (Table 1). Of these 2777 fires, 108 fires burned
more than 50 buildings, and were classified as WUI disasters. These 108 fires were responsible for
83% of all of the building loss reported in the ICS-209 database. Geographically, the WUI disasters
were distributed primarily across the western United States (Figure 2). Over half of the WUI disasters
occurred in California (51%), followed by Texas (10%), Colorado (7%), Arizona (7%), and New Mexico
(6%). On average, there were five WUI disasters and 2433 buildings lost per year. We observed a slight
increase in both the number of buildings lost and the number of WUI disasters per year through time,
but the building loss was heavily influenced by fires in 2018, and the number of WUI disasters had a
high year to year variability (Figure 3).
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Table 1. The number and percentage of wildfires and building loss reported in the Incident Status
Summary Reports (ICS-209) between 2000 and 2018.

Buildings Lost per
Wildfire

Number of Wildfires Number of Buildings Lost

Total % Total %

>1000 9 0.3% 31,321 53.4%
401–1000 8 0.3% 4849 8.3%
101–400 46 1.7% 9283 15.8%
51–100 45 1.6% 3053 5.2%
21–50 103 3.7% 3439 5.9%
6–20 286 10.3% 3024 5.2%
1–5 2280 82.1% 3736 6.4%

Total 2777 100.0% 58,705 100.0%

 

Buildings 

lost per 

wildfire 

Number of wildfires   Number of buildings lost 

Total %   Total % 

> 1,000 9 0.3%  31,321 53.4% 

401 - 1,000 8 0.3%  4,849 8.3% 

101 - 400 46 1.7%  9,283 15.8% 

51 - 100 45 1.6%  3,053 5.2% 

21 - 50 103 3.7%  3,439 5.9% 

6 - 20 286 10.3%  3,024 5.2% 

1 - 5 2,280 82.1%   3,736 6.4% 

Total 2,777  100.0%   58,705 100.0% 

 

Figure 2. The spatial distribution and magnitude of wildland–urban interface (WUI) disasters in the
conterminous United States from 2000 to 2018.

3.2. Census-Based WUI Map Building Loss

The composite building location dataset created by merging the four point-based building location
datasets contained 987,430 total buildings within and adjacent to fire perimeters. This included
135,416 buildings that were within fire perimeters, of which 53,786 were burned. The minimum,
median, and maximum number of burned buildings per fire were 51, 194, and 18,831, respectively.
California’s 2018 Camp Fire was responsible for 35% of the total building loss in our dataset. Eighty-six
percent of all of the burned buildings were in areas classified as WUI interface (16,009 buildings) and
intermix (30,441 buildings) based on the SILVIS WUI map (Table 2). The remaining 14% of the burned
buildings were located in areas classified as non-WUI, either areas with vegetation and low building
density, or areas with no vegetation and medium or high building density. Most of these buildings
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(11% of total) were in areas with building densities of less than 6.17 buildings per km2, which is the
threshold used by SILVIS to distinguish WUI from non-WUI. There was considerable variability among
the individual WUI disasters in terms of how the building loss was distributed between the SILVIS
WUI categories (Figure 4). In total, 42 of 70 WUI disasters experienced 80% or more of their losses in
the WUI interface or intermix categories, but 12 WUI disasters had more than 50% of their loss occur
in non-WUI areas. While most WUI disasters (90%) engendered some building loss in low-density
non-WUI areas, only 9% caused building loss in high-density non-WUI areas.

 

 

Figure 3. Trends in (a) wildland–urban interface (WUI) disaster annual building loss from 2000 to 2018,
and (b) the number of WUI disasters from 2000 to 2018.

Table 2. Total number of buildings and burned buildings by SILVIS wildland–urban interface (WIU)
type for WUI disasters from 2000 to 2018.

Buildings within Fire Perimeters Buildings
Outside Fire
Perimeters
(≤2400 m)

Wildland–Urban Interface
Category

Count
Percent of

Grand
Total

Burned
Percent of

Total
Burned

WUI
Interface 44,913 33% 16,009 30% 553,847
Intermix 68,170 50% 30,441 56% 225,205

WUI total 113,083 83% 46,450 86% 779,052

Non-WUI
Vegetation and no housing 4089 3% 819 2% 12,532
Vegetation and very-low
housing density

12,107 9% 3880 7% 39,009

No vegetation and low to
very-low housing density

2719 2% 986 2% 27,347

No vegetation and medium to
high housing density

3418 3% 1651 3% 129,490

Non-WUI total 22,333 17% 7336 14% 208,378

Grand total 135,416 100% 53,786 100% 987,430
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Figure 4. Percentage of building loss in wildland–urban interface (WUI) and non-WUI land use types
for the most destructive WUI disasters, using SILVIS WUI categories. The data were sorted by most to
least destructive, with the fire name, state, year, and total building loss.
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3.3. Determining the Scale to Measure WUI Components for Point-Based WUI Maps

Indicator kriging and semivariogram analysis documented the sample independence between
the point-based building locations, with a range, sill, and nugget of <0.01 m2, 0.002 m, and 0.14 m2,
respectively. The small values for the range, sill, and nugget indicated no spatial autocorrelation in the
building location burn status at meaningful scales. After measuring and assigning values for each WUI
component at multiple scales for all 135,416 affected buildings, we assessed their relationship to burn
status using bivariate logistic regression models (Table 3). Based on the AUC, the best performing
scales were a 1000-m neighborhood for building density and a 100-m neighborhood for vegetation
cover. The multiple WUI component-scale combinations for distance to wildland vegetation patch
size all resulted in the same AUC value, indicating that most buildings were lost near a 5 km2 or
larger patch of wildland vegetation. Overall, low AUC values suggest poor predictive power for
most individual WUI component-scale combinations. Building density AUC values tended to slowly
increase and then level off with neighborhood sizes up to 1000 m. We observed building density AUC
values dropping off and becoming erratic after 1000 m. Vegetation cover AUC values were greatest at
100 m, and declined with increasing neighborhood size. The relationships between building loss and
proximity to the various vegetation patch sizes we tested were all similar to one another, indicating no
difference in the predictive performance between the various patch sizes. The p-values did not vary
and were significant (<0.0001) for all of the models, likely due to the large sample size.

Table 3. Logistic regression results testing WUI component-scale combinations for building density,
vegetation cover, and distance to wildland vegetation.

Building Density Vegetation Cover Distance to Wildland Vegetation

Radius (m) AUC
R

(Pseudo)
Radius

(m) AUC
R

(Pseudo)
Patch Size

(km2) AUC
R

(Pseudo)

100 0.583 0.017 100 0.550 0.006 0.20 0.475 0.001
200 0.591 0.023 200 0.542 0.005 0.40 0.475 0.001
300 0.597 0.027 300 0.538 0.004 1.25 0.475 0.001
400 0.600 0.029 400 0.536 0.004 2.50 0.475 0.001
500 0.602 0.031 500 0.534 0.004 5.00 0.475 0.001
600 0.603 0.033 600 0.533 0.004
700 0.603 0.034 700 0.533 0.003
800 0.604 0.035 800 0.532 0.003
900 0.604 0.036 900 0.531 0.003

1000 0.604 0.036 1000 0.529 0.003

The wildland–urban interface component values for the burned buildings were distributed across
a wide range of building densities, vegetation cover, and proximities to wildland vegetation when
calculated at the highest performing WUI component-scale combinations. However, the majority
of the building loss occurred in areas with low building density, high vegetation cover, and within
close proximity to large patches of wildland vegetation (Figure 5). Only 2.7% of the burned buildings
occurred at densities of <6.17 buildings per km2 (the minimum housing density threshold used to
differentiate WUI from non-WUI areas in the census-based SILVIS WUI maps). Ten percent of the
burned buildings occurred in areas with less than 25% vegetation cover. In comparison, 80% of the
building loss occurred in areas with 50% or more vegetation cover (the threshold used in the SILVIS WUI
data to distinguish WUI interface from WUI intermix). Eighty percent of all of the burned buildings
were located within wildland vegetation (0 m distance), 95% of the burned buildings occurred within
100 m, and 100% of the burned buildings occurred within 850 m, which is substantially less than the
2400-m threshold used in the SILVIS WUI data to distinguish WUI from non-WUI areas. Only seven
WUI disasters resulted in building loss at distances greater than 300 m from wildland vegetation,
and only California’s 2017 Tubbs Fire caused building loss further than 500 m from large patches of
wildland vegetation.
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Building density   Vegetation cover   Distance to wildland vegetation 

Radius 

(m) AUC 

R 

(pseudo)  

Radius 

(m) AUC 

R 

(pseudo)  

Patch size 

(km2) AUC 

R 

(pseudo) 

100 0.583 0.017  100 0.550 0.006  0.20 0.475 0.001 

200 0.591 0.023  200 0.542 0.005  0.40 0.475 0.001 

300 0.597 0.027  300 0.538 0.004  1.25 0.475 0.001 

400 0.600 0.029  400 0.536 0.004  2.50 0.475 0.001 

500 0.602 0.031  500 0.534 0.004  5.00 0.475 0.001 

600 0.603 0.033  600 0.533 0.004     
700 0.603 0.034  700 0.533 0.003     
800 0.604 0.035  800 0.532 0.003     
900 0.604 0.036  900 0.531 0.003     

1000 0.604 0.036   1000 0.529 0.003         

Figure 5. Building loss by wildland–urban interface components: (a) histogram of the building density
calculated with a 1000-m neighborhood size, (b) histogram of the vegetation cover within 100 m, and (c)
cumulative percentage of the building loss by distance to 5 km2 or larger patches of wildland vegetation.

3.4. Building Loss by Point-Based WUI Type

Each building’s point-based WUI type was determined using the point-based WUI framework
and the WUI component values calculated at the best-performing predictive scale. We used a minimum
building density threshold of 6.17 buildings per km2, calculated using a 1000-m neighborhood in order
to distinguish WUI from low-density non-WUI; a vegetation cover threshold of 50%, calculated using
a 100-m neighborhood in order to differentiate the WUI interface from WUI intermix; and a maximum
distance of 850 m from wildland vegetation patches of 5 km2 or larger. The point-based WUI map
classified 97% of the burned buildings as either WUI interface (20%) or WUI intermix (77%) (Table 4).
The remaining 3% of the burned buildings were located in areas classified as non-WUI, primarily
in areas with vegetation and low to very-low building density (less than 6.17 buildings per km2).
The percentage of building loss was 22% to 31% in non-WUI areas, and 33% and 42% for interface and
intermix areas. The WUI intermix areas experienced the highest rates of loss, at 42%.

Table 4. Total buildings and building loss by wildland–urban interface (WUI) type, created using
a point-based WUI mapping method in which the WUI component values were calculated using
the best-performing scale for each. The building density and percentage of vegetation cover were
measured in 1000-m and 100-m neighborhoods, respectively, and the distance to wildland vegetation
was measured using a 5 km2 minimum patch size and a maximum distance of 850 m.

Buildings within Fire Perimeters Buildings
Outside Fire
Perimeters
(≤2400 m)

Wildland–Urban Interface
Category Count

Percent of
Grand
Total Burned

Percent of
Total

Burned

WUI
Interface 32,727 24% 10,815 20% 514,241
Intermix 97,909 72% 41,492 77% 393,682

WUI total 130,636 96% 52,307 97% 907,923

Non-WUI
Vegetation and no housing 0 0% 0 0%
Vegetation and very-low
housing density 4534 3% 1424 3% 16,795
No vegetation and low to
very-low housing density 246 <1% 55 0% 2769
No vegetation and medium to
high housing density 0 0% 0 0% 59,943

Non-WUI total 4780 4% 1479 3% 79,507
Grand total 135,416 100% 53,786 100% 987,430

4. Discussion

This study characterized the occurrence of WUI disasters and assessed building loss relative to
housing density, vegetation cover, and proximity to large patches of contiguous wildland vegetation,
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and evaluated how well census-based and point-based WUI maps captured patterns of building loss in
WUI disasters. We identified 108 wildfires in the United States between 2000 and 2018 that burned more
than 50 buildings. These WUI disasters were the most destructive wildfires in the United States in terms
of building loss. However, they represented only a small fraction of the estimated 1.4 million wildfire
ignitions estimated to have occurred during our study period [14]. The WUI disasters tended to be
concentrated in California, Colorado, Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico. The number of WUI disasters
and the associated building loss has been increasing since 2000. However, there was considerable
interannual variation, with extensive losses in 2017 and 2018, and with the Camp Fire in Paradise,
California heavily influencing the overall trend. Widespread drought conditions in the western United
States in 2020, along with climactic and demographic trends, resulted in extensive areas burned and
building losses in many western states [9,11–13,23,45], with over 17,663 buildings destroyed as of
30 November 2020 [46].

We defined WUI disasters as those wildfires that burned more than 50 buildings, but there is
no formally agreed-upon definition. Cohen suggested 100 burned buildings was an appropriate
threshold [9], but we lowered that number in order to capture more loss and account for potential
errors in the ICS-209 data. Had we used Cohen’s threshold of 100 burned buildings, the proportion of
the WUI interface loss relative to WUI intermix loss would have likely been slightly higher. If we had
further lowered the threshold or examined all of the fires with building loss, the proportion of WUI
interface loss would have likely been slightly lower. Future research investigating the sensitivity of
WUI disasters’ building-loss thresholds would be useful in advancing our understanding of the spatial
nature of building loss, and could help to develop a framework to synthesize findings from disparate
post-wildfire building-loss case studies [5,18,24].

Census-based and point-based WUI maps, respectively, classified 86% and 97% of all of the
buildings lost in WUI disasters as being in either the WUI interface or intermix. Despite the coarse
resolution of the SILVIS WUI data, these maps effectively identify the majority of structures that are
at risk of loss during WUI disasters. The SILVIS WUI mapping methods are transparent and easy
to replicate with publicly available data [23]. Census and land cover data collection efforts are both
well-documented and routinely updated, allowing managers and researchers to account for temporal
changes in WUI development [12,33,47]. Both the demonstrated utility of the SILVIS WUI maps and
their acceptance as a standard through Executive Order #13728 [25] suggest that they will continue
to serve an essential role at a national scale, and for many broad-scale WUI mapping efforts that do
not require specific building locations. That said, point-based WUI mapping methods classified more
burned buildings as either WUI interface or intermix. Their ability to include the specific locations
of at-risk building locations and exclude low-risk buildings offers additional advantages for certain
applications at multiple scales, and more closely aligns with our conceptual understanding of the WUI
problem as one for which the fundamental unit is the individual building [9,10,17,18,20].

Our finding, that building loss mostly occurs in areas with low building densities and high
vegetation cover, supports previous findings [35,48–50]. Higher losses in rural intermix environments
with more wildland vegetation may be due to multiple factors, such as: continuous vegetation
providing more potential for fire spread and building ignition, lower fire response capacity, the relative
inaccessibility of dispersed buildings, or incident managers’ choices to direct resources to areas with
higher-density clusters of buildings [51]. However, 20.5% of the building loss occurred in areas with
> 500 buildings per km2, suggesting that the building loss in dense environments may be influenced by
a set of unique environmental factors related to the buildings themselves, such as construction materials,
landscaping, and proximity to neighboring buildings, all of which may facilitate building-to-building
ignition [35,48,52]. Our results indicate that the building loss declined rapidly with the increasing
distance from vegetation. All building loss in the study occurred within 850 m from large patches
of wildland vegetation, and less than 5% of the building loss occurred at distances exceeding 100 m.
The fires’ spread is likely hindered in environments with fragmented vegetation, and likely depends on
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embers, which rarely travel and ignite buildings farther than several hundred meters from the nearest
patch of wildland vegetation [52,53].

Point-based WUI maps identified a higher percentage of burned buildings as WUI compared to the
census-based methods. This suggests that, if the goal is to identify at-risk buildings, map developers
can adjust WUI mapping methods to align with the observed losses. This could involve the selection
of specific scales and thresholds for the calculation of WUI component values (minimum housing
density, vegetation cover, and maximum buffer distance). The fact that all of the building loss occurs
at distances substantially less than the 2400 m used in other WUI mapping efforts [5,22,23] suggests
that this threshold could potentially be altered for WUI maps that seek to identify at-risk buildings.
The 2400-m distance threshold used in the SILVIS WUI maps may be appropriate for census-based
WUI maps, but our results suggest that a more conservative distance threshold may be appropriate for
point-based WUI maps. The reduction of the buffer distance threshold to 850 m or shorter would focus
attention on buildings with the highest risk of ignition, whilst also removing buildings at lower risk.

Detailed WUI maps of individual at-risk structures can also improve land use and wildfire
mitigation planning at both the community and national scales [10,15,19,30]. Detailed point-based
WUI maps overcome a key limitation of Census-based maps, which are sufficient at a national
scale, but often insufficient for local applications such as wildfire incident response or neighborhood
evacuation planning [17,18]. Furthermore, the documentation of losses across a range of building
densities and vegetation cover percentages underscores the need to customize wildfire mitigation
techniques for different environments [16,52]. In areas between 100 and 850 m from wildland vegetation,
buildings may still be at risk of igniting, but the exposure in this zone is likely due to embers [53],
and ignition becomes more influenced by the built environment. In areas where wildland hazardous
fuel reduction projects are not feasible, there may be a benefit to the removal of flammable landscaping
and the implementation of building hardening techniques. Our results, which describe the pattern of
loss in different environments, underscore the need to tailor distinct mitigation techniques across a
range of building density, vegetation cover, and community types, including some areas that are not
traditionally considered at risk [16,48–50]. Fine-scale WUI maps of at-risk buildings also provide the
potential to improve quantitative wildfire risk assessments, refine estimates of values at risk, and better
identify community wildfire exposure zones [17,18,20,52].

Detailed point-based maps can help local governments assess strategies to limit residential
development in fire-prone areas, and enact building codes that require defensible space, [10,15,16,18].
The use of detailed WUI maps focused on at-risk buildings enables more in-depth discussions
about the ways in which communities and property owners can mitigate risk, and facilitates more
nuanced mitigation efforts that consider local knowledge about the building’s immediate surroundings,
property access, construction materials, and vegetation cover on the property. The knowledge from
detailed WUI maps reduces the uncertainties that WUI residents and communities need to navigate,
including the ways in which buildings and vegetation are co-located within a census block. Point-based
maps also have additional benefits because they offer a nationally-consistent approach that can be
scaled up and summarized at multiple scales (e.g., counties, firesheds, states, regions) [30,54,55].
Their improved spatial resolution relative to census blocks allows for improved estimates of community
wildfire exposure, helps to refine estimates of values at risk, and can inform local fire planning
and response strategies, as well as regional land management budget allocations tied to building
exposure [20,55–57].

Our findings are particularly informative in light of previous WUI sensitivity analyses.
Previous work has examined the ways in which the adjustment of WUI component parameters
would change the spatial extent of the WUI and the number of buildings categorized as intermix or
interface areas [5,18,23,24]. For example, shrinking the WUI buffer distance from 2400 m to 850 m
would exclude low-risk buildings while reducing the total number of buildings and the spatial extent
of the WUI interface. The reduction of the building density threshold or the calculation of the building
density using a smaller neighborhood size would increase the number of buildings in the WUI
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intermix. Many building points have building densities >6.17 buildings per km2 when calculated
using a 1000-m neighborhood, but <6.17 buildings per km2 when calculated at the census-block scale.
These adjustments could have significant implications for informing land management decisions.
Expanding the WUI intermix and shrinking the WUI interface could influence funding allocations tied
to the number of at-risk WUI buildings present in a landscape. The expansion of how and where the
intermix is represented in WUI maps could also inform land management agencies whose hazardous
fuel reduction efforts are often tied to WUI community protection objectives [57]. Additional research
is needed in order to investigate the potential implications these adjustments may have for different
states and regions, depending on their unique residential development patterns and mix of WUI
interface and WUI intermix.

In conclusion, our results indicate that point-based WUI maps can improve our understanding of
where building loss occurs during WUI disasters, and can more accurately identify at-risk buildings
relative to existing census-based mapping. By documenting the pattern of home loss relative to the
standard WUI mapping components (building density, vegetation cover, distance from vegetation),
this study also improves our understanding of the WUI problem as a complex spatial phenomenon.
Although the WUI is the fastest-growing land-use type in the United States [23], our results suggest
that building loss is variable, localized, and is not equally distributed throughout the interface,
intermix, and WUI-adjacent areas. Although this variation needs to be explored further, the findings
herein have important implications for land-use planning, risk assessments, and wildfire mitigation.
Our findings improve our understanding of historical patterns of loss and the potential for loss in
the future, which will become increasingly important as the WUI expands, and the number of at-risk
buildings increases.
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Abstract: With climate-driven increases in wildfires in the western U.S., it is imperative to understand
how the risk to homes is also changing nationwide. Here, we quantify the number of homes
threatened, suppression costs, and ignition sources for 1.6 million wildfires in the United States
(U.S.; 1992–2015). Human-caused wildfires accounted for 97% of the residential homes threatened
(within 1 km of a wildfire) and nearly a third of suppression costs. This study illustrates how the
wildland-urban interface (WUI), which accounts for only a small portion of U.S. land area (10%), acts
as a major source of fires, almost exclusively human-started. Cumulatively (1992–2015), just over
one million homes were within human-caused wildfire perimeters in the WUI, where communities
are built within flammable vegetation. An additional 58.8 million homes were within one kilometer
across the 24-year record. On an annual basis in the WUI (1999–2014), an average of 2.5 million homes
(2.2–2.8 million, 95% confidence interval) were threatened by human-started wildfires (within the
perimeter and up to 1-km away). The number of residential homes in the WUI grew by 32 million from
1990–2015. The convergence of warmer, drier conditions and greater development into flammable
landscapes is leaving many communities vulnerable to human-caused wildfires. These areas are a
high priority for policy and management efforts that aim to reduce human ignitions and promote
resilience to future fires, particularly as the number of residential homes in the WUI grew across this
record and are expected to continue to grow in coming years.

Keywords: WUI; fire; defensible space; prescribed fire; community vulnerability; fire suppression
costs; Zillow

1. Introduction

Wildfire poses a direct threat to communities and people living in fire-prone areas [1,2].
Communities that meet or intermingle with undeveloped wildland vegetation, creating zones known
as the wildland-urban interface (WUI; <10% of the U.S. land area), are at the greatest risk of wildfire
across the U.S. [3–5]. Humans’ relationship with wildfire in the WUI is a complex interaction
between an increasing number of people living in flammable landscapes (increased number of at-risk
communities and ignition sources) [6–9], a warmer and drier climate that is more conducive to
fire [10–12], and increased fuels accumulated in some places due to years of fire suppression [13,14].
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Elements of these interactions have been the focus of contemporary scientific debate and public
discourse [15], but we still lack fine-scale estimates of homes threatened from wildfire and how WUI
communities contribute to wildfire at a national scale.

The WUI has expanded in the U.S. by a third between 1990 and 2010 [7] and is projected to double
by 2030 [3]. Currently, there are an estimated 2.5 million residential structures in fire-prone areas of the
WUI in the coterminous U.S., equivalent to $1.4 trillion in property value at risk [5]. Importantly, only
~15% of the WUI in the west is developed while the remaining 85% is available for development and
deemed potential WUI expansion areas [16], highlighting the pressing need to implement strategies
now that will reduce future wildfire risk in an expanding WUI. Moreover, exposure to wildfire smoke
can have profound negative health effects [17]. An estimated 17.5 million people living in these
fire-prone WUI areas [5] in the western US are expected to experience longer and more intense smoke
waves, in which unhealthy particulate matter from wildfire smoke persists for more than two days [18].
Displacement from wildfires due to home loss or poor air quality are expected to increase as wildfire
occurrence continues to rise [15,19].

Despite the call to adapt to increasing wildfires [15], we lack yearly, fine-scale estimates at a
national scale of the number of homes actually threatened by wildfire and the role of human-related
ignitions in starting fires near these communities. Previous work estimated that 286,000 homes were
threatened by large wildfires (small wildfires, <400 ha, were not accounted for) between 2000–2010,
based on decade-interval data within census blocks [7]. Also, it has been documented that 84% of the
nation’s wildfires were caused by people between 1992 and 2013 [8], but this work does not quantify
the role of human-caused wildfires where people actually live. Further, it is problematic that there
are no estimates of the wildfire threat to homes past 2010, as four of the top ten largest wildfire years
(>32,000 km2) occurred in 2011, 2012, 2015, and 2017 [20].

Human influence on the landscape is an important predictor of wildfire ignition
likelihood [4,21–23]. For example, proximity to roads at local scales is positively correlated with
wildfire ignition density [4,22], while fire density has a hump-shaped relationship with population
density, peaking around ~10 people/km2 [24]. At regional to national scales, it has been shown that
proximity to WUI areas influences the occurrence of large wildfires (>40 ha) [25]. Recent work by
Syphard et al. [9] has further shown that human presence is more important in wildfire ignition than
climate across the conterminous US, but burned area is primarily driven by climate conditions [10,26].
Despite the prominent role of humans in igniting fires, it remains unknown how the WUI acts as
a source of human ignitions as well as how much fire damage the WUI potentially sustains at fine
scales and on an annual basis. Here, we investigate how human ignitions have altered fire frequency,
burned area, and seasonality in the WUI compared to wildland areas. We further assess the number of
residential structures threatened and the associated suppression costs of human-started wildfires within
the WUI, providing a comprehensive assessment of the consequences and costs of human-started
wildfire in our most vulnerable communities.

To address these questions, we utilized over 1.6 million wildfire events (1992–2015) designated
as human or lightning caused [27] and a novel spatio-temporal housing dataset of over 200 million
housing records derived from Zillow’s ZTRAX dataset [28] to provide a direct and improved estimate of
the number of residential units threatened (defined based on being located within 1 km of the wildfire
perimeter) by wildfire by year. We quantified wildfire costs from ~150,000 wildfire situation reports
(1999–2014) that provide daily estimates of fire suppression costs [29]. Combining these three datasets
we assessed the role of human-caused wildfires in the WUI (769,087 km2; Interface WUI = 162,368 km2;
Intermix WUI = 606,719 km2), very low-density housing (VLDH; 2,283,410 km2), and wildland areas
(2,565,320 km2) [7]. We also provide an estimate of the increase in the number of homes in the WUI
across the study time period.
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Hypotheses

We hypothesized that human-started wildfires would be the dominant type near the WUI,
while the VLDH would contain a mix of human- and lightning-started wildfires, and lightning-started
wildfires would dominate the wildlands. Similarly, we expected that wildfires would be more expensive
in the wildlands due to the larger wildfire footprint and the difficulty in navigating the terrain during
suppression efforts. Conversely, we expected the cost of wildfires near the WUI to be less per wildfire,
but more expensive proportional to wildfire size due to the more proximate threat to communities
and people. We further hypothesized that the distance to human settlement and the median home
density were strongly related to the prevalence of human versus lightning ignitions. Fire frequency
and fire season length were expected to vary with the type of ignition source (i.e., lightning versus
human) and the distance from the urban core boundary. Lastly, we hypothesized that there would be
important regional differences and therefore, we refined some of our analysis based on reorganized
level 1 ecoregions to capture the major eastern and western U.S. patterns.

2. Datasets

2.1. The Wildland-Urban Interface

A WUI spatial database [7] was used to assess the distribution of wildfire activity within the WUI,
very low-density housing (VLDH), and wildland areas for 1990, 2000, and 2010. Each polygon within
this dataset represents a U.S. census housing block group, which is defined as an interface, intermixed,
or non-WUI category. Intermix WUI and Interface WUI both have census blocks that exceed 6.17
housing units per km2 and have >50% wildland vegetation or <50% wildland vegetation, respectively.
Interface WUI areas must also be located within 2.4 km of an area larger than 5 km2 containing >75%
wildland vegetation. We combined the interface and intermixed WUI zones to represent the total area
of the WUI within the US. Very low-density housing areas were delineated based on census block
groups that had <6.17 housing units per km2 and wildland vegetation that is >50%. Wildlands were
defined as census block groups housing density of 0 units per km2 and wildland vegetation >50%.

Previous research has encompassed the WUI within a 2.4 km buffer based on the assumption
that fire events outside of the WUI can produce firebrands that are likely to be transported ahead of a
wildfire front and ignite a new wildfire in a WUI census block [30,31]. In this current work, we opted to
not use this 2.4 km buffer and instead directly evaluate the wildfire activity in each of the main classes
independently (e.g., Intermix WUI, Interface WUI, very-low density housing, and wildlands) [32].
In effect, the VLDH category represents a more spatially explicit and representative area between
the WUI and “true” wildlands than the 2.4 km buffer zone. Additionally, we acknowledge that the
wildland agricultural interface (WAI) and wildland industrial interface (WII) are important areas of
wildfire risk near human settlement, the data product used in this study did not differentiate those
locations from the WUI or VLDH [7].

2.2. U.S. Forest Service Fire Program Analysis-Fire-Occurrence Database

The U.S. Forest Service Fire Program Analysis-Fire-Occurrence Database (FPA-FOD) [27]
documents the location, cause, discovery date across ~1.8 million wildfires from 1992–2015 from
various sources, including U.S. federal, state, and local records of wildfires on public and private
lands. We collapsed the US Forest Service-designated cause categories of equipment use, smoking,
campfire, railroad, arson, debris burning, children, fireworks, power line, structure, and miscellaneous
fires into a human-started wildfire class. All fires <0.001 acres or fires that had a missing/undefined
cause were removed from the FPA-FOD dataset [8]. Wildfire size was evaluated by small (<4 km2),
large (4–500 km2), and very large (>500 km2) classes. There is acknowledged reporting bias over time
(e.g., completeness issues) at the state level [33] making trend analysis difficult [8].
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2.3. Monitoring Trends in Burn Severity

Annual burned area and large wildfire perimeters (1992–2015) were obtained through a
combination of buffering the FPA-FOD points based on the size of the fire and from the Monitoring
Trends in Burn Severity (MTBS) group [34] (see http://mtbs.gov/ for information on pre-processing,
specific information on index calculation, and derived dataset available). MTBS leverages the extensive
Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI record to produce spatially explicit fire perimeters for all large fires (>400 ha
in the western US and >200 ha in the eastern US). These data are produced using the differenced
Normalized Burn Ratio (dNBR), which uses pre- and post-fire spectral response to define full extents of
the disturbance events. In addition to this automated process, and to ensure consistency and precision,
manual digitization is performed at on-screen display scales between 1:24,000 and 1:50,000.

2.4. Zillow Transaction and Assessment Dataset

To measure residential settlement at very fine spatial scales and annually we used the Zillow
Transaction and Assessment Dataset (ZTRAX), which contains unique data on housing transactions,
home values, rental estimates, spatial location, home- and property-related information as well as
built-year information, for existing homes and certain other properties across the United States.
The ZTRAX data are obtained from a major large third-party provider as well as through an internal
initiative, called County Direct. County Direct prioritizes counties based on different characteristics
and supplements the third-party coverage by collecting data directly from county Assessor and
Recorder’s offices and represents a growing share of the ZTRAX dataset. The ZTRAX database over
the study period includes public records and assessor data for approximately 200 million parcels in
over 3100 counties in the U.S. (https://www.zillow.com/ZTRAX/). While this database is of unique
nature covering most of the U.S. there are some issues related to data quality as described above,
including spatial, temporal and thematic uncertainties that we assessed and measured in order to create
accompanying uncertainty layers. The database is under continuous revision and will be updated
regularly. The raw data and the created SQLite databases cannot be shared publicly per the established
data share agreement, but there are recently published aggregations to 5-year intervals between 1810
and 2015 [28].

In this study, we measure residential land use at a given point in time using the construction year
information within the ZTRAX database. Furthermore, we use the geographic information provided
for each record, which represents approximate address point locations, to characterize residential
land use at fine spatial and temporal resolution [28]. Using the raw ZTRAX point database, we
selected only housing points that were defined as residential properties and had a defined built year
to reduce temporal uncertainty. In recent research, data limitations including low spatial precision
in census-based housing data [7], low classification accuracy in land cover data [35], and lack of
small fires (e.g., MTBS [34]) resulted in limited accuracy of national assessments. Improved estimates
of WUI-wildfire interactions are critical to assess the vulnerability of current and future housing
development to wildfire risks and costs. By utilizing the novel ZTRAX data in conjunction with
extensive federal fire records we were able to measure threatened homes with high spatial precision
and on an annual basis, with future potential to continue to identify regions with elevated risk.
These new fine-resolution data products provide unprecedented opportunities for such risk analysis
at fine analytical scales, fundamentally changing the way patterns of human-fire interactions can
be described.

2.5. United States National Incident Command System Historical ICS-209 Reports

We further leverage an expanded dataset mined from the United States National Incident
Management System (NIMS) Incident Command System (ICS) Historical ICS-209 Reports acquired
from the publicly available ICS-209 data on the Fire and Aviation Management website (https://fam.
nwcg.gov/fam-web/), created by some of the co-authors. We performed systematic and reproducible
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data cleaning protocols to access these data in a usable form [29]. The cleaned ICS-209 database,
henceforth known as ICS-209-PLUS-WF, resulted in 20,353 unique incidents compiled from over
150,000 daily records between 1999–2014, containing information on total estimated fire suppression
cost, total residential and commercial structures destroyed and threatened, total fatalities, and wildfire
cause. Here, we defined a community threatened by wildfire when threatened or destroyed structures
for a given event were >0. These data are a spatially explicit summary of 67% of the total estimated fire
suppression costs from all wildfires that required an incident management team but represents <2% of
the total wildfires that actually occurred from 1999–2014. The fire suppression field is systematically
underestimated [29]. Therefore, all of our cost estimates are lower than true costs, but they are
proportionally similar to the total accrued costs reported by the National Interagency Fire Center
(NIFC) [20].

3. Methods

The details of the WUI classes were extracted based on the point location of wildfire ignition in
the FPA-FOD database. The classes within the WUI layer [7] are based on statistics and classified at
the census block group level, which vary widely in size from 0.001 km2 to 3403 km2, with a mean of
0.843 km2 across the conterminous U.S. The size of the census block groups from east to central to west
vary from 0.0007 km2 to 1231 km2 (mean = 0.469 km2), 0.001 km2 to 1020 km2 (mean = 0.937 km2),
0.001 km2 to 3403 km2 (mean = 1.55 km2), respectively. While the mean area of census block groups
for the WUI, VLDH, and wildlands are 0.651 km2, 5.72 km2, and 1.57 km2, respectively, the classes in
the WUI layer are interconnected along an urban-rural continuum characterized by large homogenous
clusters of class-similar census block groups that tend to be on the order of 10 s to 1000 s km2 in
size. Thus, the census block groups allow for an appropriate minimum mapping unit to satisfy the
assessment from Short [33]; “The FPA FOD should provide point locations of wildfires at least as
precise as a PLSS section (2.6 km2 grid)”, while retaining the finer detail in class variation across space
without having to aggregate further to an arbitrary pixel unit. Given these vector mapping units of
the WUI layer at fine and coarse scales, we believe that our analysis is more than appropriate for
quantifying human- and lightning-caused wildfires at the WUI, VLDH, and the wildlands.

Information contained in the WUI data was spatially joined to the FPA-FOD and ICS-209-PLUS-WF
point database and temporally aligned such that the discovery wildfire year was matched with
the appropriate WUI delineation between 1992–2015. This resulted in an FPA-FOD + WUI and
ICS-209-PLUS-WF +WUI databases totaling 1,386,595 and 23,607 wildfire ignition points, respectively.
Additional ancillary data layers were subsequently intersected (e.g., level 3 ecoregions, state
boundaries), allowing us to further refine boundaries into general regions (i.e., west, central, southeast,
etc.). A systematic 50-km grid was imposed to quantify the relative contributions of human- vs.
lightning-started wildfire ignition within Intermix WUI, Interface WUI, VLDH, and wildlands.
Using these point databases, we were then able to create summary statistics across all grouping
combinations (i.e., WUI classes, ignition type, seasonality, fire size, regions, 50-km grid, etc.). We
calculated the frequency of wildfire ignitions, mean and 95th confidence interval of fire size, interquartile
range of discovery day-of-year. Seasonality was defined as the season that fire ignition was most
prevalent across all classes.

For the FPA-FOD and ICS-209-PLUS-WF database, we estimated burned area footprint by
developing a circular buffer around each wildfire ignition point, equating to the total burned area
associated with the fire event. For each wildfire ignition point that was not associated with an MTBS
(large fires) wildfire perimeter, we used this buffering logic to estimate the burned area footprint; for
all fires that did fall within the wildfire perimeter and have an association with the MTBS fire, we
used the MTBS wildfire polygon. In addition, and because of known inaccuracies in the FPA-FOD
point locations [33], we buffered the MTBS polygons equivalent to 2.6 km2 as suggested by Short et al.
(2015), which identified only 16 MTBS wildfires outside those fire polygons, which we subsequently
buffered to the fire size (see Accuracy Assessment for more details).
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To create estimates of wildfire threat, buffered rings were created around the estimated wildfire
polygons at distances of 250 m, 500 m, and 1 km from the wildfire perimeter edge. Three buffer
distances were selected to better understand and quantify the estimated number of homes threatened
than with a single metric because there are no national standard defining distances from a wildfire’s
edge that determine evacuations and highest home threats. Those definitions are made at the moment
and can vary across space as the wildfire event unfolds. These boundary distances were chosen to best
exemplify a gradient of moderate (1 km) to high (250 m) home threat by wildfires. Homes within 1 km
of a wildfire are not only at higher threat of wildfire relative to homes further than 1 km from wildfire
edge, but those homes will likely fall within an evacuation zone and directly impact homeowners
during the event.

We extracted all residential homes from the cleaned ZTRAX database for all years leading up to
and including the year of the wildfire event that fell within the wildfire perimeter and each of the
buffered FPA-FOD and ICS-209-PLUS-WF rings. We further spatially intersected the WUI census block
groups with these buffered polygons to estimate the total WUI class area that was burned/threatened
by wildfire. ANOVAs with a pairwise comparison of the means using the Tukey HSD function were
used to test for differences between fire size, ignition type, homes threatened, and wildfire suppression
costs between the WUI, VLDH, and wildlands.

To test whether wildfire ignition type, timing, and frequency is a function of the distance from
human settlement and home density, we calculated the distance of all wildfires from the urban core
boundary, proxied by the high-density urban class in the WUI database, and subsequently binned
the data by 10-km grid cells across the contiguous US. This allowed us to more easily generalize
relationships while retaining the spatial integrity of the data. We also used the 10-km grid cell to
estimate the median home density. We employed generalized additive models (GAMs), a common
statistical tool in wildfire science [36,37], to explore the relationship between the frequency and IQR of
human versus lightning-caused wildfire against median home density and distance the WUI edge.

Accuracy Assessment

We conducted a comparative analysis to estimate a baseline accuracy metric using two datasets,
(1) the MTBS polygons that were found within the FPA-FOD database and (2) the buffered burned area
estimate using the FPA-FOD points that had an associated MTBS polygon. We did this assessment
based on homes found in the ZTRAX database within wildfire perimeters. We found 288,846 homes
threatened within buffer-estimated wildfire polygons. The raw MTBS polygons reported 156,915 homes
threatened within the burned perimeter. This equates to the buffered burned area overestimating the
number of homes threatened within the wildfire polygon by 84%. The major source of these differences
between the buffered points and the raw MTBS polygons are due to the irregular shape of the raw
wildfire polygons that tend to be more elongated and follow the topography, vegetation distribution,
and wind direction while the buffered points do not take into account the underlying land structure.

Of the 17,381 wildfires found in the MTBS database from 1992–2015, 8576 were found within the
FPA-FOD, which equates to 0.6% of the total wildfires (1,700,188) found in the FPA-FOD, or 60% of
all fires >200 ha (14,327) in the FPA-FOD. We found that 49% of the wildfires in the MTBS product
between 1992 and 2015 had an associated FPA-FOD ignition point that was located within the wildfire
burned perimeter. When we buffered the perimeters equivalent to 2.6 km2, we only found 16 additional
FPA-FOD points associated with the MTBS product out of the 8864 polygons that were not found
within the perimeters, suggesting that the remaining polygons that did not have an FPA-FOD ignition
within the perimeter and beyond were not solely due to spatial inaccuracies but instead these fires were
completely absent from the FPA-FOD product. It is known that there is a lack of overlap between the
FPA-FOD when compared to satellite-based detections, which may relate to intentional burns, a lack of
suppression efforts or reporting on small fires, or just the absence of actual events [38]. The additional
16 polygons that had an associated FPA-FOD ID within the 2.6 km2 buffer had a median distance
from the perimeter of 76 m, with over half of those points located with 135 m from the perimeter edge
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further suggesting that the 2.6 km2 metric may be overestimating the inaccuracies of the FPA-FOD
database. More refined assessments of this validation are needed for the wider fire community.

4. Results

4.1. Percent of All Wildfires Originated in the WUI

The WUI represents ~10% of the total conterminous U.S. land area in 2010 (ca. 7,780,091 km2), yet
32% of all wildfires (N ~ 437,233 between 1992 and 2015) originated in the WUI. The remaining 29%
and 39% of wildfire events started in very low-density housing (VLDH) and wildlands, respectively.
Wildfires starting in the WUI burned a total of 16,412 km2, representing 4% of the total area burned
in this record. Mean fire size in the WUI was significantly smaller (4 ha (3.3–4.3)) than in the VLDH
(23.6 ha (21.8–25.9)) and wildland areas (58.3 ha (54.4–62.5); values in brackets indicate a 10,000 repeated
bootstrapped 95th confidence interval around the mean). Further, across the record, the total number
of residential homes in the WUI (both interface and intermix) increased by 145% with ~32 million new
residential homes in the combined WUI between 1990 and 2015 (Figure S1).

4.2. In the WUI, Humans Caused Nearly All Wildfires, Doubled Fire Season Length, and Increased the Number
of Wildfires More than 20-Fold, Compared to Lightning-Started Wildfires

Humans caused 97% of all wildfires (n = 424,700) in the wildland-urban interface, 85% of all
wildfires (n = 459,054) in the very-low-density housing, and 59% of all wildfires (n = 242,047) in the
wildlands between 1992 and 2015 (Figure 1A, Table 1). All fires < 0.001 acres or fires that had a missing
or undefined cause were removed from the dataset prior to analysis [8]. In total, human-caused
wildfires, irrespective of where they were ignited, burned 12,411 km2 of the WUI (Figure 1B), 78,484 km2

of the VLDH (Figure 2B,C), and 82,934 km2 of the wildlands (Figure 2B,C). In the WUI and VLDH
~50% and ~30% of that area were burned by small fire events (< 4 km2), while in the wildlands ~62%
of that area was burned by large fire events (4–500 km2). Human-caused large wildfires (4–500 km2)
burned 3311 km2 of the WUI. Notably, there were no very-large wildfires (>500 km2) that started
in the WUI. Large, human-caused wildfires burned >4 times more of the WUI in the western U.S.
(n = 123; 1549 km2 area burned) than the eastern U.S. (n = 113; 1228 km2 area burned), while small
human-caused fires were frequent and burned >7 times more land area of the WUI in the eastern
U.S. (n = 327,108; 7027 km2 area burned) as compared to the west (n = 69,449; 1008 km2 area burned)
(Table S1). Wildfires in the WUI were predominantly caused by people across all regions but wildfires
in the WUI, VLDH, and wildlands were most abundant in the southeast and western coastal areas
of the U.S. (Figures 1A and 2A). Outside of the WUI, lightning-caused wildfires were most frequent
and burned the most land area throughout the intermountain west, while human-caused wildfire
dominated wildfire burned area and frequency along the Pacific coast and throughout the eastern U.S.
(Figure 2). The eastern regions experienced the greatest growth in wildfire occurrence within the WUI,
VLDH, and wildlands due to humans, by a factor of 5, 5, and 6, respectively, compared to the increase
in wildfire occurrence due to lightning (Table S1).

Human-caused fires exceeded twice the length of the fire season in the WUI, VLDH, and
wildlands, expanding it to 148, 164, and 141 days, respectively, compared to lightning wildfire season
(WUI = 72 days, VLDH = 45 days, and wildlands = 42 days; Table 1, Figure 3). Human-caused wildfire
ignitions were most prevalent during the spring months (March, April, May) in the east and the
summer in the west (June, July, August) (Figure 4, Table S2). Human-caused wildfires in the WUI
during the shoulder seasons caused the greatest area burned (spring = 4665 km2; fall = 4641 km2)
and the highest number of fires (spring = 179,736; fall = 76,041) (Table S2a). While in the VLDH
and wildlands, lightning-started wildfires in the wildlands during the summer months caused the
greatest area burned (VLDH = 59,563 km2, wildlands = 135,614 km2) and the highest number of fires
in the spring for VLDH area and summer for wildland areas (VLDH = 178,206, wildlands = 134,309)
(Table S2). The median discovery date for human-caused fires in the WUI was over 3-mo earlier (20
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May) than lightning-caused fires (26 July), in the VLDH was 2-mo earlier (9 May) than lightning-started
fires (26 July), and wildlands over 3-mo earlier (22 June) than lightning-started fires (27 July) (Table S1).
Humans-caused fires in the WUI resulted in a longer wildfire season, as the median discovery date for
autumn fires was 33 days later for human-caused fires than for lightning-caused fires (16 October and
13 September, respectively).

 

 

Figure 1. (A) The total number of wildfires (dot size) that originated in the wildland-urban interface
stratified by the proportion of wildfires caused by humans, (B) the total fire size (dot size) as a percentage
of WUI that was burned by human-caused wildfires, and (C) the total number of homes threatened in
the WUI stratified by the proportion of wildfires caused by humans within each 50-km pixel between
1992 and 2015. Black lines represent state boundaries. For (A,C), reds indicate a greater proportion
of human-caused wildfires, while blue indicates a greater proportion of lightning-caused wildfires.
Note, only the buffer estimated burned area was used (B), not the 250/500/1000 m buffers.
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Table 1. Key wildfire metrics within the wildland-urban interface (WUI), very low-density housing (VLDH), and wildlands across the conterminous U.S. (CONUS)
and stratified by ignition between 1992 and 2015.

WUI VLDH Wildlands

Human Lightning Human Lightning Human Lightning

Cumulative Wildfire Ignitions 424,700 12,594 459,054 82,645 242,047 166,135
Cumulative Wildfire Burn Area (km2) 15,511 1015 59,354 68,983 82,934 155,044

Cumulative Class Burn Area (km2) 12,411 886 74,570 104,286 105,410 221,047
Average Fire Season Length (d) 148 72 164 45 141 42

Median Discovery Day 126 188 129 207 173 208
Cumulative Suppression Costs ($) $ 430,272,129 $ 199,042,135 $ 1,075,374,500 $ 3,707,201,330 $ 2,684,643,910 $ 6,497,038,360
Cumulative Residential Structures

Threatened: Within Fire
1,037,018 36,215 127,570 9,621 132,708 13,333

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: Edge–250 m

4,496,568 129,131 441,821 23,946 366,660 23,943

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: 250–500 m

11,868,411 349,220 1,165,255 61,064 1,162,470 77,845

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: 500–1000 m

42,448,101 1,273,532 4,811,475 277,824 6,185,076 426,951

Cumulative Residential Structures
Threatened: Within Fire–1000 m

59,850,098 1,788,098 6,546,121 372,455 7,846,914 542,072
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Figure 2. Spatial representation of fire effects in the very-low-density housing and wildlands.
(A) The total number of wildfires (dot size) stratified by the proportion of wildfires started by humans,
(B) the total fire size (dot size) as a percentage of each class that was estimated burned by human-started
wildfires, (C) the total fire size (dot size) as a percentage of each class that was estimated burned by
lightning-started wildfires, and (D) the total number of homes threatened stratified by the proportion
of wildfires started by humans within each 25-km grid cell from 1992–2015. Black lines represent state
boundaries. For (A) and (D), reds indicate a greater proportion of human-started wildfires, while blue
indicates a greater proportion of lightning started wildfires.

Within the WUI, humans increased the number of wildfires, relative to the number of
lightning-caused wildfires, 36-fold in the eastern (n = 318,163) and 23-fold in the western U.S.
(n = 66,232). Human-caused ignitions at and near the WUI (WUI plus areas of very-low-density
housing) resulted in 883,680 (64%) wildfire ignitions, 74,603 km2 of area burned (20%). The effect of
human ignitions on wildfire frequency (Figure S2) and season length (Figure S3) is clearly evident
within at least 80 km from the high-density urban areas, compared to lightning ignitions. See Tables S3
and S4 for state and level 3 ecoregion analysis.
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Figure 3. Frequency distributions of human- and lightning-caused wildfires by Julian discovery day of
year stratified by wildfires that started either in the wildland-urban interface (WUI), Very low-density
housing (VLDH), or wildlands within the eastern or western U.S. between 1992 and 2015.

 

 

Figure 4. Spatial representation of season that fire ignition was most prevalent across all classes stratified
by human and lightning started wildfire in (A) WUI, (B) very-low-density housing, and (C) wildlands.
Winter is defined as the months of December, January, February; Spring as March, April, May; Summer
as June, July, August; Fall as September, October, December. Dot sizes indicate the total number of
wildfire ignitions from 1992–2015 in a 50-km grid cell.

Overall, human-caused wildfire frequency peaks at median home densities associated with the
WUI in the west (40 homes/10 km2), central (34 homes/10 km2), and southeastern (14 homes/10 km2)
U.S. (Figure 5), and in higher median home densities in the northeastern U.S. characteristic of urban
zones (3100 homes/10 km2). There are no clear trends for lightning-caused wildfire as a function of
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median home density, but generally decreasing relationship with increasing home density. Across all
regions, fire season length of human-caused wildfires peak at the transition between VLDH and WUI
areas (Figure 5).

 

 

Figure 5. Regional relationships between human- and lightning-caused wildfire ignition frequency
and the log median home density within 10-km pixel between two decades (1994–2004 and 2005–2015).
Solid lines are based on the best fit Generalized Additive Model regressions with 95th confidence
envelope. Dotted vertical lines indicate the division between the WUI and VLDH categories, assuming
constant vegetation cover, where urban/WUI boundary equals log(741.3162) home density and the
WUI/VLDH boundary equals log(6.17) home density.

4.3. Suppression Costs were Significantly Higher When Protecting Homes

Overall suppression costs/km2 were more than ten times greater when any homes were at risk,
regardless of ignition type, compared with when no homes were at risk ($57,670/km2 vs. $4076/km2).
Additionally, in communities that were directly threatened by wildfires, the associated suppression
costs proportionally increased with wildfire size, irrespective of ignition type (Figure 6).

The average cost of suppression in the WUI doubled ($32.5 million to $65.1 million per wildfire)
and tripled in the wildlands ($559,000 to $1.7 million per wildfire) from 1999–2014. Suppression of
human-caused wildfires in the WUI cost $78,105/km2 per year ($58,202–$98,682). Similarly, the per
year total suppression costs of controlling human-caused wildfires in the WUI averaged $26 million
($18,875,066 – $34,843,955) (Table S5). Human-caused wildfire costs also varied geographically,
with suppression of WUI fires in the West ($220,080/km2) costing twelve times more than in the
eastern U.S. ($18,300/km2). Similarly, VLDH and wildlands fires in the West (VLDH = ($75,944/km2

($52,615–$102,362), wildlands = $98,105/km2 ($72,142–$127,172)) cost six times more than the eastern
U.S. (VLDH = ($9,756/km2 ($5,852–$15,222), wildlands = $21,225/km2 ($9,964–$38,665)). Regardless
of where the fire originated, the yearly average costs to suppress wildfires nearly doubled from
$809 million to $1.55 billion between 1999 and 2014. Further, over half of the costs to fight wildfires
were spent on wildfires that threatened residential homes (53% or $8.8 billion; Table S6).
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Figure 6. The log mean number of (A) fire suppression costs and (B) homes threatened per human- and
lightning-started wildfire event initiated within the wildland-urban interface (WUI), Very low-density
housing (VLDH), and wildlands, stratified by fire size in hectares between 1992 and 2015. Error bars
indicate the 95th confidence interval around the mean of each group. Tukey’s HSD pairwise comparison
of the means is represented by differing letters and letter combinations indicating significant differences
among groups (p < 0.0001).

4.4. Sixty Million Residential Homes Cumulatively were Within One km of Human-Ignited Wildfires in
the WUI

During the study period (1992–2015), over one million homes cumulatively were within perimeters
of human-caused wildfire in the WUI, with another 58.8 million homes within 1 km of a wildfire
in the WUI (see methods for accuracy assessment). Regardless of ignition location, human-caused
wildfires threatened 96% (74,243,133) of all homes threatened by wildfire between 1992 and 2015,
while lightning-caused wildfire threatened 2,702,625 homes. Human-caused wildfires accounted for
97% (1,037,018), 93% (127,570), 91% (133,333) of total cumulative residential homes threatened within
fire perimeters that ignited in the WUI (Figure 1C), VLDH, and wildlands (Figure 2D), respectively
(Table 1).

Human-caused wildfires in the WUI threatened an annual average of 2,493,730 (2,213,141–2,787,175)
homes between 1999–2014 (Table S5). Human-caused wildfires in the WUI threatened 30 times more
residential homes per year (51,677 (42,692–63,871)) than lightning-caused wildfire (1640 (1021–2404)).
Although human-caused fires account for less than half of the overall burned area, they were the
main cause of homes threatened, with over 74 million residential structures cumulatively within 1 km
of human-caused wildfires. Regardless of development class, small human-caused wildfires were
more prevalent and consequently the greatest aggregate threat to homes, with 92% (73,738,356) of
homes within wildfire perimeters or threatened by small fires (Table S1). The average number of
homes threatened was proportional to the relative size of the wildfire area (Figure 6B). For instance,
the smallest wildfires (<1 km2) threatened on average 1.4 homes (1.3–1.5), while the largest wildfires
(>500 km2) threatened on average 551 (71.1–1350.0) homes.
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5. Discussion

This study illustrates how the WUI, which accounts for only a small portion of U.S. land area (<10%),
acts as a major source of wildfires, almost exclusively human-caused (Figure 1A). WUI-originated
fires also account for a disproportionate number of homes threatened and suppression costs, relative
to its area, and expand to burn large areas of surrounding very low-density housing areas (Table 1).
Nearly a third of all wildfires between 1992 and 2015 started in the WUI, making these areas a high
priority for policy and management aimed at reducing human ignitions as well as promoting resilience
to future fires. Our findings directly connect two primary aims of the U.S. Forest Service’s National
Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy [39], namely, protecting homes, communities and other
values at risk; and managing human-caused ignitions. Furthermore, understanding that the WUI is a
major source of human-caused ignitions, which pose significant threats to WUI communities, will be
useful in designing more effective WUI-centric outreach programs to reduce the number of unwanted
human-caused fires [40].

Human-caused ignitions increased the average fire season length two-fold and fire frequency
more than two-fold relative to lightning ignitions within the WUI. Previous studies have found
that early onset warming and drier conditions [41,42] from anthropogenic climate change [43] and
human-caused wildfire [8] have increased the frequency and length of wildfire season across the U.S.
This study found a more nuanced relationship: the vast majority of spring wildfires across the U.S.
were almost exclusively anthropogenic and occurred within the WUI. By delineating where wildfires
are occurring (i.e., the WUI) and at what time of the year the wildfire season is expanding (i.e., the
shoulder seasons [8,44]), policy makers and government officials can more accurately assess budget
allocations and risks associated with seasonal behaviors to reduce wildfire occurrence. We further
found that wildfire in the WUI, where communities are at most risk, occurred throughout the entire
year, solely by human-caused ignitions.

We documented that the presence of people enables human-related ignitions well beyond the
WUI, but there are important regional differences (Figure 5 and Figures S2–S4)) in human-dominated
fire frequency and fire season length. Human-caused wildfires are dominant from the WUI to at
least 80 km from the urban core in the western U.S., and greater than 100 km in the northeast and
central U.S. This result implies that the human imprint on wildfire extends far beyond the currently
defined WUI boundary, that human ignitions may replace the role of lightning ignitions in some places,
and that the footprint of WUI development may be underestimated, and more varied, than currently
represented [7]. The very low-density housing class, which represent 29% of US land area, will be a
critical transition zone for wildfires to burn into WUI areas due to their relatively close proximity to
the WUI, yet are not accounted for in previous WUI analyses [3,5,7,31].

Changing climatic conditions have increased temperatures and promoted longer and more extreme
precipitation events in some places [45,46] leading to an higher fuel loads, both live and dead, in many
fire some systems [15]. Over the past several decades, greater fire activity and total burned area has
occurred [10,11,19,43,47–51], which is predicted to increase in the U.S. in coming years [52–54]. This
study found that the majority of human-caused wildfires were relatively small (<4 km2) but were
responsible for the vast majority of homes threatened (92%). Of critical importance, wildfires did
not have to be large to threaten homes. In the future, with more extreme climatic [55] and weather
conditions [49] these small wildfires, however, have a greater potential to grow into larger wildfires [47].

Our results highlight a critical overlap between human ignitions and infrastructure assets at risk
from fire. Though the ZTRAX database underestimates the total number of homes across the U.S. by
roughly 30% (86.7 million properties) compared to the U.S. Census (125.8 million homes) (more detailed
evaluation of the ZTRAX data and the derived HISDAC-US surfaces is described in Uhl et al. [56]),
the increased spatial and temporal precision allowed us to analyze the potential impact of all wildfire
sizes (Figure 7), resulting in an estimated five times more homes threatened within wildfire perimeters
than previously documented [7]. Moreover, from 1990 to 2015, there were an estimated ~32 million
more homes built within the WUI (145% increase), demonstrating substantial growth over this period.
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Figure 7. Examples of three wildfires that were human-caused illustrating the enhanced spatial
resolution of homes threatened by wildfires using the ZTRAX database compared to the information
contained within the census block groups via SILVIS. (A) The Topanga wildfire was an urban,
human-caused wildfire near Santa Monica, California that started on 28 September 2005. The WUI
dataset estimated 7595 homes, while the ZTRAX estimated 936 homes threatened within the fire
perimeter. (B) The Black Forest wildfire was an arson-caused wildfire in the suburbs of Colorado
Springs, CO that started on 11 June 2013. The WUI dataset estimated 1480 homes, while the ZTRAX
estimated 859 homes threatened within the fire perimeter. (C) A rural, human-caused wildfire from
debris burning in northeastern Tennessee that started on 2 March 2006. The WUI dataset estimated 554
homes, while the ZTRAX estimated 54 homes threatened within the fire perimeter.

We found that suppression costs are tightly linked to structures threatened, rather than simply
being in the WUI, suggesting that implementing defensible spaces around homes remains a critical
step in mitigating fire risk and suppression costs. While it has been suggested that the tripling in fire
suppression expenses since the early 1990s has been partly due to increased wildfire risk within the
WUI [16,54], we found that suppression costs from wildfires originating within the WUI were small
(Table 1), likely because WUI fires tended to be small. WUI-originated fires may be likely detected,
accessed, and suppressed earlier and more easily—likely resulting in smaller fires on average (mean
fire size WUI = 5 ha vs. wildlands = 75 ha) without the need for an incident command response.
Nonetheless, of the fires that needed an incident command response, the relatively low contribution of
the WUI to fire suppression costs is counterbalanced by the significant threat of wildfires to structures
in the WUI. Overall, while suppression costs within the WUI were low relative to total suppression
costs across the U.S. when homes were threatened by wildfire, suppression costs were always high
(Table S3).
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We show that people are directly responsible for increasing wildfire risk where there are homes,
highlighting the importance of policy efforts that aim to reduce ignitions in the WUI. There has been
strong messaging around reducing the human-related ignitions that start forest fires, e.g., the Smokey
Bear advertising campaign around campfires [57]). But it is critical to note that the primary sources of
human ignitions in the WUI are debris burning, arson and equipment use; and outside the WUI the
most prominent are railroads, roadways, power lines, and campsites [8,21]. There is a critical need to
target messaging and efforts directed at reducing ignitions from these different and complex human
activities in the WUI; we effectively need a suburban Smokey Bear. Further, given the year-round fire
season—predominantly driven by human-related ignitions—it is also important to increase awareness
about fire risk outside of the typical summer wildfire season, and support restrictions on debris burning
in spring and fall months when fire danger is high, especially in the eastern U.S. In addition, new
initiatives could focus on areas with much finer precision as an important result of employing novel
settlement data products (Figure 7; [28,56]) in this study, which showed that risk across the WUI is
much more varied than assumed and can be closely interlinked to the location of residential structures.
Generally, more effective ways to communicate fire risk to the public and decrease ignitions near
vulnerable communities is needed [58,59].

Approaches for reducing wildfire risk to communities have proposed ignition-resistant building
materials and fuel-reduction treatments in and around homes in the WUI fire-prone areas of the western
United States [30,31,60–62]. Community protection is a key priority in national firefighting strategies,
but we should consider where fuel reduction strategies would be most effective—at the individual
home level or focused within the WUI [15,63]. In conjunction with defensible space management,
wildfire suppression that is more narrowly focused on lands surrounding communities that are most
at-risk should be prioritized, allowing wildfire to burn in the wildlands where fire will have an
ecological benefit and support future wildfire hazard mitigation and utilizing prescribed burns as a
mechanism to mitigate extreme future fires [15,54,64,65].

Limitations

There are some limitations and observed biases in the utilized datasets that are important to
acknowledge. First, the FPA-FOD database captures many small events; wildfires less than or equal to
100 ha account for 98% (1,675,166 out of 1,700,188 events) of the database. There is an implicit bias
towards reporting of small fires near communities, as they are more likely to be reported than small
events in the wildlands. These smaller events are also more likely to be human-caused, and because
they are near human settlement, they are more likely to be shorter in duration and smaller because
they are identified quickly and easier to access. Due to the smaller size, these fires are almost always
overlooked when exploring wildfire presence on the U.S. landscape, particularly because one of the
most commonly used fire perimeter datasets has a cut-off threshold for inclusion of 1000 acres in the
west and 500 acres in the east (e.g., MTBS). Yet, there has been a longer selection bias in the wildfire
literature excluding these smaller fires (e.g., [19,41,47,49,66,67]), which are responsible for the vast
majority of homes threatened. Furthermore, smaller wildfires are much higher in frequency than large
events, which may be a greater concern to WUI communities under a changing climate [43,44].

Second, while the FPA-FOD database is unique in that it contains critical information on the type
and location of the wildfire ignition, it lacks final wildfire perimeter vector polygons. When perimeters
were not available through the MTBS dataset, we used a circular buffer equal to the final size of the
wildfire burn area. For FPA-FOD wildfire ignition points that had an associated MTBS wildfire ID
we substituted that particular wildfire perimeter for the generalized buffer. These MTBS wildfire
perimeters account for 83% (7693 out of 9260) of all large wildfires in the combined database (>400 ha).
This addition of the 1 km (or 100 ha) buffer is large enough to capture the variation in wildfire perimeter
due to topographic/weather/and or suppression efforts. When the wildfire was less than 100 ha, the
1-km buffer completely consumed the known perimeter, making the more preferable and detailed
wildfire perimeter unnecessary for those calculations. Because wildfires less than or equal to 100 ha
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account for 98% of the wildfire database, we are confident that our estimates for homes threatened
within 1 km of an event are reliable. Further, it has been estimated that embers can travel up to 1
mile (1.6 km) or further from a fireline, a mechanism generally explored only for larger wildfires [68].
Since the majority of the wildfires in our database are smaller fires (<100 ha; n = 1,675,166) rather than
larger fires (>400; n = 7693), we chose a more conservative estimate of distance from the fireline of 1
km rather than 1 mile.

Third, based on comparisons with the US census data for 1990, 2000, and 2010, the ZTRAX data
underestimate housing counts by 30%. Therefore, the estimates provided here are likely underestimating
the true threat to homes. ZTRAX housing property counts and county stats on housing units are strong,
>95% in urban counties and >75% in rural counties during this time period [56].

6. Conclusions

We demonstrate the remarkable effect that humans have had on introducing wildfire to all
landscapes of the conterminous US, most importantly within the WUI, through changes in wildfire
frequency, seasonality, burned area, and associated costs. We found that human-caused wildfire was
responsible for the vast majority of residential homes threatened between 1992 and 2015. People
are starting almost all of the wildfires that threaten our homes. Further, the costs to protect homes
from wildfires account for over half of the suppression budget. These results have two implications;
first, there is a great need to determine how best to reduce human-related ignitions that result in
damaging wildfires; and second, this provides greater justification for implementing fuel treatments
and prescribed burns, where safe, to mitigate the risk and threat of future wildfires, particularly near
and within the WUI. A better understanding of our own relationship with fire, how we promote it, and
how we are vulnerable to it, ultimately will help us live more sustainably with fire.
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Abstract: Parcel-level risk (PLR) describes how wildfire risk varies from home to home based on
characteristics that relate to likely fire behavior, the susceptibility of homes to fire, and the ability
of firefighters to safely access properties. Here, we describe the WiRē Rapid Assessment (RA), a
parcel-level rapid wildfire risk assessment tool designed to evaluate PLR with a small set of measures
for all homes in a community. We investigate the relationship between 2019 WiRē RA data collected
in the Columbine Lake community in Grand County, Colorado, and whether assessed homes were
destroyed in the 2020 East Troublesome Fire. We find that the overall parcel-level risk scores, as well
as many individual attributes, relate to the chance that a home was destroyed. We also find strong
evidence of risk spillovers across neighboring properties. The results demonstrate that even coarsely
measured RA data capture meaningful differences in wildfire risk across a community. The findings
also demonstrate the importance of accounting for multiple aspects of PLR, including both hazards
and susceptibility, when assessing the risk of wildfire to homes and communities. Finally, the results
underscore that relatively small actions by residents before a fire can influence wildfire outcomes.

Keywords: parcel-level risk; risk assessment; post-fire analysis; risk mitigation; rapid assessment;
natural hazards

1. Introduction

In October 2020, Grand County, Colorado, was severely affected by the 193,812-acre
East Troublesome Fire. Fueled by drought, beetle-killed trees, and red flag weather condi-
tions (i.e., high winds, dry fuels, and low relative humidity), the fire grew rapidly, including
a spread of 87,093 acres in the 24 h starting on the afternoon of October 21. The fire resulted
in two deaths and destroyed 366 homes. This paper investigates whether parcel-level
rapid wildfire risk assessment data collected before the fire can help to explain why these
homes were destroyed while others in the fire’s path were not. In so doing, it more broadly
investigates the relevance of parcel-level characteristics in determining wildfire risk to
homes and people.

The East Troublesome Fire was one of many devastating wildfires in 2020. The gen-
eral risk that wildfire presents to society is well-recognized, e.g., [1–3], as are the roles
of development patterns [4–6] and climate change [7,8] in contributing to increasing risk.
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Reflecting broad concern, many organizations with interests in reducing wildfire risk
conduct some version of wildfire risk assessment. The U.S. federal government sup-
ports two databases with national coverage that seek to describe wildfire risk at either
the census tract (Federal Emergency Management Agency’s National Risk Index, https:
//hazards.fema.gov/nri/, accessed on 11 February 2022) or municipality scale (United
States Department of Agriculture’s Wildfire Risk to Communities, https://wildfirerisk.org/,
accessed on 11 February 2022). State-wide assessments include the Oregon Wildfire Risk Ex-
plorer (https://oregonexplorer.info/topics/wildfire-risk?ptopic=62, accessed on 11 Febru-
ary 2022), and the Colorado Forest Atlas (https://coloradoforestatlas.org/, accessed on
11 February 2022). These assessments tend to follow the risk framework laid out by
Finney [9], Thompson and Calkin [10], and Scott et al. [11] and packaged for a public audi-
ence at https://wildfirerisk.org. This framework, which is generally consistent with other
established risk reduction frameworks [12,13], recognizes wildfire risk as the intersection of
wildfire hazard and vulnerability to fire. Wildfire hazard encompasses the likelihood of a fire at
a given location and the intensity of that fire if it occurs. Vulnerability encompasses both
the exposure and susceptibility of people or assets to expected fire behavior. For example,
people are exposed to hazards if they live in homes that are at risk, while their susceptibility
depends in part on whether they would be able to safely evacuate during a wildfire. As
another example, two homes might be similarly exposed to wildfire hazards but differ
widely in susceptibility, and thus overall risk, if one is a wooden cabin and the other is a
concrete bunker.

Here, we refine this general wildfire risk framework to focus on parcel-level wildfire
risk to homes and residents. Specifically, we define parcel-level risk (PLR) as the combination
of the local wildfire hazard posed to a residential parcel and the vulnerabilities of people
and property to that hazard (gold boxes in Figure 1). PLR emphasizes intra-community
heterogeneity in risk and is embedded within broader-scale contexts that also might influ-
ence risk to homes and residents, such as general social vulnerability or determinants of
landscape-level hazards such as proximity to wildland vegetation (light green with dashed
lines in Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. Conceptual model of parcel-level risk (PLR) that shows wildfire risk to homes and residents
parsed into hazard and vulnerability (gold); actions that can reduce risk by addressing its components
(light blue); and categories useful for a parcel-level wildfire risk assessment such as the WiRē RA
(green). PLR is embedded within broader-scale contexts (light green with dashed lines) that influence
risk to homes and residents but are typically not measured at scales sufficiently refined for capturing
relevant parcel-level variation.
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As described in the subsections below, four categories of action (blue in Figure 1) can
address these aspects of risk at the parcel level. To summarize, fuel reduction near the
structure and support for safe and effective fire suppression can reduce both the likelihood
and intensity of wildfire on and near the property; planning and preparation before a
wildfire can reduce the exposure of people and property as well as the susceptibility of
exposed people and property; and structural hardening can reduce the vulnerability of
homes and the people living in them. Thus, in the PLR conceptual model, risk varies at
the level of individual parcels as a function not only of conditions associated with the
possibility of wildfire and conditional fire behavior at that parcel, but also of conditions
related to structural vulnerability and the potential for safe and effective response by fire
suppression resources.

As such, PLR provides a framework for describing wildfire risk to homes and residents,
built on a foundation of fire science that combines theoretical modeling, laboratory experi-
ments, and post-fire investigations. Although embedded within the general framework
of risk described above, PLR is motivated by the recognition that large scale wildfire risk
assessments tend to have limited coverage of conditions that vary at the scale of individual
properties and treat entire classes of assets, such as residential property, as responding
uniformly to a hazard. In contrast, PLR offers an explicit focus on the heterogeneity of risk
among the residential parcels that comprise a geographic community, consistent with fire
science establishing differences in wildfire vulnerability [14] and recent studies empha-
sizing the influence of factors at multiple scales on the effectiveness of fire risk reduction
strategies [15]. By design, PLR focuses on property conditions that can be influenced by
residents or property owners.

The concept of PLR can be implemented by the parcel-level wildfire risk assessment of
a relatively small set of attributes on residential properties. Specifically, four categories
of observable attributes (green in Figure 1)—parcel-level hazard, defensible space, access,
and structure—succinctly describe the status of the parcel as it relates to PLR. In prac-
tice, parcel-level wildfire risk assessments tend to take one of two forms, each filling a
separate dimension of programmatic need: in-depth evaluations conducted on-site, or
rapid assessments conducted from the road or sidewalk. An in-depth property evaluation
is intended to provide detailed guidance (e.g., remove four tagged trees) for mitigating
risk on a property and typically entails on-site engagement between a wildfire practi-
tioner and a property owner. A rapid assessment, when conducted as a census of all
properties within a community, can serve numerous purposes, including: identifying risk
reduction priorities; generating material for outreach and education; tracking changes in
vegetation and mitigation over time; informing suppression strategies; exploring gaps
between perceived and assessed risk; and conducting post-fire analyses such as this paper.
To these ends, some organizations with interests in wildfire risk mitigation, such as fire
departments, state agencies, and non-governmental organizations, conduct parcel-level
rapid wildfire risk assessments [16]. Although past research supports the relevance of
detailed property characteristics assessed in an in-depth assessment [17], such as whether
windows are double-paned and whether roofing includes a non-combustible fiberglass
underlayment [18], such attributes are considered beyond the scope of parcel-level rapid
wildfire risk assessment. Instead, rapid assessments typically measure relatively few at-
tributes within each category, prioritizing those that can be evaluated rapidly and at a
distance (i.e., from the road or sidewalk), and with only a small set of possible responses
for each attribute.

Using a quick, systematic approach facilitates the assessment of PLR for all residential
properties within a given community. However, one might question whether a small set
of coarsely measured attributes, often measured imperfectly due to privacy and resource
constraints, can be useful for representing a property’s risk. This paper addresses that
question. Specifically, we test whether parcel-level rapid wildfire risk assessment data,
collected before the fire, explain the destruction of structures from a wildfire. To do so, we
make the most of an unfortunate opportunity arising from the East Troublesome Fire. A
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year before that fire, member organizations of Grand County Wildfire Council (GCWC)
conducted a parcel-level rapid wildfire risk assessment for a select set of communities in
Grand County, Colorado. They employed the WiRē RA, a parcel-level rapid wildfire risk
assessment approach that has been developed into a standardized tool by the authors and
partners. The WiRē RA was developed over more than 15 years of collaboration by a team
of researchers and practitioners, referred to as the Wildfire Research (WiRē) Team, as part
of a systematic data collection and integration approach (the WiRē Approach) intended
to inform local wildfire risk education efforts and allow for the monitoring of community
adaptation over time [19]. For all residential homes within the selected communities, the
WiRē RA recorded data on parcel-level attributes pertaining to defensible space, structural
hardening, property access and identification, and parcel-level hazard. One of the selected
communities, Columbine Lake, lay in the path of the East Troublesome Fire’s rapid spread.
On the night of 21 October 2020, the fire destroyed 30 structures. (Note that thirty structures
in the Columbine Lake community were reported destroyed in the East Troublesome
Fire. Of these, 26 of these were included in the rapid assessment data from 2019. Of
these 26 assessed but destroyed structures, three have at least one attribute marked as
unobservable in the rapid assessment data, resulting in 23 completely assessed structures
destroyed by the fire. None of these numbers include the many structures that sustained
damage during the fire (e.g., burns, smoke damage) but were not considered complete
losses) in that community).

Few studies investigate the relationship between pre-fire parcel-level attributes and
the likelihood of a structure being destroyed in a fire [17]. However, such analysis can be
valuable. While some parcel-level attributes are impossible to determine after the fact if
structures are destroyed in a fire [20], post-fire analysis is uniquely positioned to capture
the dynamics of an event, which include the complexity of fire behavior as well as decisions
and constraints regarding fire suppression and response. Post-fire analyses using pre-fire
parcel attributes are rare for at least three reasons. First, the probability of a wildfire
spreading into any community in any given year is quite low, suggesting a small pool
of potential study locations. Second, the data must be recent, because many fire-relevant
attributes (e.g., vegetation around the home) change over time. Third, sample sizes (i.e., the
number of homes exposed to the fire) tend to be low, a constraint we seek to overcome by
estimating the effect of overall risk scores, or individual assessed attributes, on whether a
structure was destroyed in a series of individual models, each of which accounts for spatial
correlations in both dependent and independent variables.

Our results demonstrate that assessing PLR using a parcel-level rapid wildfire risk
assessment helps to explain the outcomes for individual residential properties within
the Columbine Lake community. These results underscore the importance of evaluating
both wildfire hazard and vulnerability when considering the risk of wildfire to people,
homes, and communities. They also demonstrate the utility of a parcel-level rapid wildfire
risk assessment, such as the WiRē RA, in representing PLR and its heterogeneity across
parcels. Furthermore, the results suggest risk interdependencies across parcels but also
that relatively small actions taken by residents can affect home survivability during a
wildfire event.

2. Parcel-Level Wildfire Risk Assessment

This section summarizes wildland fire science relating to the four categories of observ-
able attributes and describes their implementation in our parcel-level rapid wildfire risk
assessment, the WiRē RA. This section also notes which of these attributes can be directly
influenced by the residents or owners of individual properties.

2.1. Parcel-Level Hazard

In the general model of wildfire risk, likelihood refers to the probability of wildfire
at a location, and intensity refers to fire behavior conditional on wildfire. Three main
factors generally influence wildfire behavior: weather, fuel type, and topography [9]. In
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the PLR conceptual model, likelihood refers to the probability of a wildfire in the vicinity
being transmitted to the property, and intensity refers to fire behavior on and near the
property, if that were to occur. So defined, both likelihood and intensity are influenced by
variation in fuels and topography at the parcel level. For example, post-fire simulations
have found different fuel types to predict home destruction [21]. Grasses typically support
fast-moving, low-intensity fires, whereas denser fuels support higher-intensity flames;
both can pose high hazards in specific conditions [22]. Post-fire simulation has found
slope, relative to the direction of a spreading fire, to predict home destruction [21]. A
steep topography can increase the rate of wildfire spread or cause erratic behavior [23–25],
and rough terrain can impede firefighter access [26]. Thus, a steep topography places
nearby homes at risk [27], especially during rapid, wind-driven fires when suppression is
particularly challenging [20,28].

Furthermore, nearby structures can themselves become ignition sources. Post-fire stud-
ies have found that the spatial arrangement of buildings, including building density [26]
and distance to nearby buildings [29,30], predicted housing damage and that close home
proximity allowed wildfire to spread quickly between homes [31]. Fuels and structure
proximity can also interact; one post-fire study found that low-density, rural developments
were at higher risk from wildfire than high-density developments, with possible explana-
tions including the associated increased exposure to flammable vegetation, limited road
access, and complex terrain [27].

Thus, local geographic characteristics affect PLR by influencing both the likelihood
and intensity of wildfire on a property. The WiRē RA operationalizes parcel-level hazard
with field-identified attributes measuring the distance to hazardous topography (e.g.,
valleys, cliffs, chimneys), the slope of the ground near the structure, and the general type
and density of fuels on and around the property (i.e., attributes 1 through 3 on Table 1).
Although not assessed during the initial Grand County project, distance to the closest home
has since been integrated into the WiRē RA, and it was calculated retroactively for Grand
County properties using spatial data (i.e., attribute 4 on Table 1). Furthermore, although
weather conditions can vary systematically at the parcel level, they are not separately
assessed during the WiRē RA.

Table 1. Description of attributes collected in the Wildfire Research (WiRē) Rapid Assessment and
descriptive statistics for structures in the Columbine Lake community, Grand Lake, CO, with complete
assessments, by whether structures were destroyed in the East Troublesome Fire or not. Shading
depicts grouping of attributes into categories (i.e., 1–4: parcel-level hazard; 5–6: defensible space; 7–9:
access; 10–12: structure).

Attribute Name and Description Attribute Levels Points
Not

Destroyed
(n = 329)

Destroyed
(n = 23)

Moran Test
p-Value

1: Distance to hazardous topography
Distance from residence to ridge, steep
drainage, or narrow canyon

More than 150 feet 0 87.8% 91.3% <0.001
Between 50 and 150 feet 25 8.2% 8.7%
Less than 50 feet 50 4.0% 0.0%

2: Slope
Overall slope of the property near
the residence

Gentle—Less than 20% 0 81.8% 100.0% <0.001
Moderate—Between 20% and 45% 10 17.3% 0.0%
Steep—Greater than 45% 20 0.9% 0.0%

3: Adjacent fuels
Dominant vegetation on the property and
those properties immediately
surrounding it

Light—Grasses 10 0.6% 0.0% <0.001
Medium—Light brush and/or
isolated trees

20 75.7% 87.0%

Dense—Dense brush and/or
dense trees

40 23.7% 13.0%

4: Distance to nearest home
Closest distance to a
neighboring residence

More than 100 feet 0 1.8% 0.0% <0.001
Between 30 and 100 feet 50 59.3% 47.8%
Between 10 and 30 feet 100 35.6% 39.1%
Less than 10 feet 200 3.3% 13.0%
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Table 1. Cont.

Attribute Name and Description Attribute Levels Points
Not

Destroyed
(n = 329)

Destroyed
(n = 23)

Moran Test
p-Value

5: Defensible space (vegetation)
Distance to overgrown, dense, or
unmaintained vegetation

More than 150 feet 0 10.3% 8.7% <0.001
Between 31 and 150 feet 50 43.5% 52.2%
Between 10 and 30 feet 75 33.4% 13.0%
Less than 10 feet 100 12.8% 26.1%

6: Defensible space (other
combustibles) Distance to other
combustible items (e.g., lumber, firewood,
propane tank, hay bales)

More than 30 feet 0 30.4% 13.0% 0.694

Between 10 and 30 feet 40 45.3% 43.5%
Less than 10 feet 80 24.3% 43.5%

7: Ingress/egress
Roads available in case one is blocked

Two or more roads in/out 0 62.9% 60.9% <0.001
One road in/out 10 37.1% 39.1%

8: Driveway clearance
Width of the driveway at the
narrowest point

More than 26 feet wide 0 9.4% 4.4% 0.881
Between 20 and 26 feet wide 5 31.6% 34.8%
Less than 20 feet wide 10 59.0% 60.9%

9: Address visibility
Visibility of house number at the end of
the driveway

House number is visible
and reflective

0 8.5% 4.4% <0.001

House number is visible but
not reflective

5 36.8% 34.8%

House number is not visible 10 54.7% 60.9%

10: Roof material
Most vulnerable roofing material

Tile, metal, or asphalt shingles 0 99.7% 95.7% 0.436
Wood (shake shingles) 300 0.3% 4.4%

11: Siding material
Most vulnerable siding material

Noncombustible (e.g., stucco,
brick, stone)

0 2.7% 0.0% 0.223

Log or heavy timbers 35 13.4% 21.7%
Wood or vinyl siding 70 83.9% 78.3%

12: Attachments
Combustible items attached to structure

No balcony, deck, porch, or fence 0 5.8% 8.7% 0.444
Combustible balcony, deck, porch,
or fence

100 94.2% 91.3%

2.2. Defensible Space

Wildfire likelihood and intensity are also affected by the presence and quality of
defensible space around the structure. The phrase ‘defensible space’ originates from the
reference to this zone as supporting safe and effective fire suppression activities around a
structure. Indeed, defensible space has been found to reduce entrapment risk for firefighters,
ostensibly increasing their effectiveness [32]. Given that fuels in the defensible space
zone can pass flame to a structure through direct point of contact, radiative heat, or
firebrands (airborne embers) [14], defensible space also provides passive protection in
terms of reducing fuels available near the structure.

While firefighters’ experience can confirm the value of a zone that supports safe fire
suppression activities (i.e., the active mechanism), laboratory experiments support the
value of reducing fuels that could transmit fire to the home (i.e., the passive mechanism).
In experiments, structures burned upon direct contact with flames [33], but mock home
structures survived radiant heat from an active crown fire that was at least 10 m away [34].
Empirical post-fire case studies also indicate the role of defensible space in reducing fire
transmission from nearby vegetation. Analysis of vegetative conditions derived from
pre-fire aerial imagery in southern Australia demonstrated a significant impact of 40 m
defensible space on home survival, because it distanced the home from the higher radiative
heat and ember density near burning vegetation; increased distance from upwind shrubs
and trees up to 100 m away had a lesser but still significant effect on home survival [35]. Two
other post-fire studies found that pre-fire vegetation conditions near the home, measured
with aerial and satellite imagery, helped to determine structure damage during fires in
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eastern Australia [36] and northern California [30]. Aerial imagery after fires in San Diego
County, CA, suggested that up to 30 m of defensible space increased home survival, with
little added benefit beyond that [22]. The same study suggested that only 30 to 40 percent of
vegetation must be removed to achieve defensible space protection, provided the remaining
vegetation is properly spaced and does not overhang the structure [22,27]. However,
effectiveness can depend on specific fire conditions, as some studies found vegetation
measures, including defensible space, to be relevant but less important predictors of home
destruction than other factors such as topography in two wildfires in San Diego, CA and
Boulder, CO [26].

Although these empirical studies tend to focus on the passive value of fuels reduction
when interpretating their findings, the passive effectiveness of fuel reduction is confounded
by active effectiveness in terms of how it affects decisions about suppression made dynam-
ically during an event. Indeed, defensive actions have also strongly predicted structure
damages [36]. Thus, results regarding defensible space in one incident may have limited
transferability to other contexts, particularly if fire behavior and response differ.

To represent these dual mechanisms of risk reduction, the PLR conceptual model
(Figure 1) links defensible space to fuels reduction near the structure and support for safe
and effective fire suppression. The WiRē RA operationalizes defensible space in two at-
tributes. The first, vegetative defensible space, measures the closest distance from the
residence to overgrown, dense, or unmaintained vegetation (i.e., attribute 5 on Table 1).
The second, other combustible materials, measures the closest distance from the residence
to other combustible materials, such as wood piles, wicker furniture, propane tanks (i.e.,
attribute 6 on Table 1). The defensible space category is differentiated from parcel-level haz-
ard not only because of the relationship with supporting safe and effective fire suppression
near the structure but also because, in contrast to the parcel-level hazard category, the two
attributes measuring defensible space reflect the outcomes of actions taken (or not) by the
residents of a property. Thus, attributes in the defensible space category offer opportunities
for residents to intervene in the wildfire risk to their homes or themselves.

2.3. Access

Access considerations make up the third category of the PLR conceptual model
(Figure 1). Access considerations relate to two interventions in wildfire risk to a home
and its residents: the ability of suppression resources to safely access the home during a
wildfire, which can reduce the hazard, and the ability of residents to evacuate safely, which
can reduce their exposure to the hazard.

Ingress/egress refers to available routes for connecting a property to a reasonably
distant, safe location. Many fire-prone communities, including in Colorado, have just one
path of ingress/egress [37], making firefighter access and resident evacuation difficult [38].
A study of various southern California wildfires found distance to major roads to be an
important predictor of home destruction in low-density communities, perhaps due to
firefighter response times [27]. Similarly, safe ingress/egress achieved via preparatory fuel
clearing allowed firefighters to access burning properties in a southern Californian fire [32].

Driveway clearance, including width, length, and the presence of a turnaround, affects
the ability for fire engines to enter a property—and rapidly exit if necessary. Ideally, the
driveway or cleared space around it are wide enough for two vehicles to pass each other
and for an emergency vehicle to turn around [39,40]. Driveway width requirements were
found to increase firefighter safety in southern California, allowing personnel to return to
burning houses behind the fire front [32].

Address visibility can also support safe and effective fire response. At night or in
smoky conditions, visible addressing, GPS address data [41], and paper maps [32] can
all help firefighters to orient themselves and reach the correct destination. During a fire,
personnel may need to call in additional resources to specific locations; visible addressing
allows firefighters to quickly locate homes and respond to an active fire. This can be
particularly important during large fires when personnel come from other locations and
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are not familiar with the area. Accordingly, community wildfire preparedness plans or
codes often include standards pertaining to address visibility, such as reflectivity, font size,
posting location, and combustibility. Despite this perceived importance, we know of no
study that assesses the efficacy of address visibility in influencing the risk to homes during
a wildfire.

The WiRē RA operationalizes access considerations into three attributes: ingress/egress,
driveway clearance, and address visibility (i.e., attributes 7 through 9 in Table 1). In some
cases, ingress/egress is determined at the community level; however, individual homes
within communities with otherwise good ingress/egress options might have only one
feasible route to the property due to, for example, cul-de-sacs or dead-end roads. Unless
enforced by local codes and zoning, driveway clearance and address visibility will vary at
the parcel level and are often only observable by visual observation of the property. These
latter two attributes are also within the control of residents and/or property owners.

2.4. Structure

Structural characteristics make up the fourth category of the PLR conceptual model
(Figure 1). Depending on materials, design, and condition, roofing, siding, and items
attached to a home (e.g., decks, fences), all can be vulnerable to firebrands and can ignite
the rest of a home [18]. However, some studies have found siding to be less important
to wildfire mitigation than other home characteristics, because most siding materials can
resist ignition, given adequate distance from vegetation or other combustibles [18,27].
Decks and fences can pass flames to the home or to other combustibles [18,42], even with
“non-combustible” materials; debris accumulated in cracks or underneath a deck are more
common sources of deck ignition than the flammability of the deck itself [43]. Post-fire
analysis of two fast-moving southern California wildfires found attached wooden fencing
to significantly predict home destruction, regardless of whether homes were in a high- or
low-exposure environment [20]. Although analysis was constrained by a lack of pre-fire
data, that study also suggested that risk is reduced by clearing debris from gutters, eaves,
and roofs and by using fire-resistant or non-combustible materials wherever possible [20].

The WiRē RA operationalizes structural considerations with three attributes: roofing
material, most vulnerable siding material, and the presence and combustibility of attach-
ments (i.e., attribute 10 through 12 on Table 1). These attributes primarily relate to structural
hardening and associated reductions in vulnerability to wildfire, but the interface between
fuels and attachments also affects the localized hazard. As with access considerations,
these attributes typically vary at the parcel level. In some cases, existing databases (e.g.,
county assessor records) include relevant information, but these attributes are often only
discernable by visual observation of the property. Structural attributes can be changed by
residents and/or property owners through renovation or replacing materials, although
initially building with less combustible materials tends to be significantly less costly [44].

2.5. Overall Risk

Notwithstanding its emphasis on understanding and communicating the individual
attributes, the WiRē RA enables calculating an overall parcel-level wildfire risk score. Each
possible response for the thirteen attributes is assigned a point value based on subjective ex-
pert judgment following the fire science described above, with the weighted sum providing
an overall wildfire risk score (see Tables 1 and 2). For example, out of 1000 possible points, a
wood shake-shingle roof is worth 300, whereas insufficient driveway clearance is worth 10,
reflecting the general understanding that a shake-shingle roof influences risk much more
than driveway clearance does. This weighting system can be adjusted to specific pro-
grammatic needs and local contexts, and indeed, the authors have worked with numerous
programs to adjust attributes and their weights accordingly. The “Assessor Reference
Guide” (ARG) presented in Figure S1 in the Supplementary Materials provides rationale
and additional considerations for attributes and response categories as collaboratively
determined for the WiRē RA project in Grand County Colorado.
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Table 2. Description of summary scores calculated from the Wildfire Research (WiRē) Rapid Assess-
ment and statistics (mean, Moran Test p-value) for structures in the Columbine Lake community,
Grand Lake, CO with complete assessments, by whether structures were destroyed in the East Trou-
blesome Fire or not. A Benjamini–Hochberg procedure [45] suggests that only p-values of p < 0.001
on this table (bolded) are significant after adjusting for multiple comparisons with an assumed 10%
false discovery rate.

Attribute Name and Description Attribute Levels
Not

Destroyed
(n = 329)

Destroyed
(n = 23)

Moran Test
p-Value

13: Category score: Parcel-level hazard Sum of points for attributes 1 through 4 102.5 113.9 0.166
14: Category score: Defensible space Sum of points for attributes 5 and 6 97.1 114.1 0.064
15: Category score: Access Sum of points for attributes 7 through 9 18.9 19.6 0.672
16: Category score: Structure Sum of points for attributes 10 through 12 158.5 166.7 0.644
17: Overall risk score Sum of points for attributes 1 through 12 277.1 414.3 <0.001

Similarly, weighted sums can be calculated for each of the four categories contributing
to PLR shown on Figure 1 (i.e., parcel-level hazard, defensible space, access, and hazard) by
summing the point values for included attributes. Attributes and point values have been
developed iteratively through more than 15 years of collaborative partnerships between the
WiRē Team and wildfire practitioners throughout the western United States. Although the
WiRē RA aggregates individual attributes into overall risk using a simple weighted sum,
the literature suggests that some attributes may interact. For example, flammable siding
has been found to pose less risk with proper defensible space [18], and homes on steep
slopes have been found to benefit from greater defensible space distances than homes on
shallower slopes [22]. While the linear sum can be modified to represent such interactions,
we believe that doing so in any rigorous way, including generalized across different fuel
and fire behavior contexts, would require a substantially more nuanced understanding of
the interactions than currently exists.

The WiRē RA is focused on identifying parcel-level heterogeneity within a community.
Thus, it typically does not explicitly include information from broader-scale assessments,
such as wildfire behavior modeling that relates to hazards at the landscape scale or social
vulnerability assessments that relate to vulnerability at the community scale. However, we
acknowledge that comprehensive assessment of the wildfire risk to homes and residents
entails consideration of the broader-scale contexts in which the community, and thus the
PLR, is embedded (see Figure 1, light green boxes with dashed borders). Depending on
purposes, the assessment of risk might also benefit from additional considerations not
addressed here, such as the potential for parcel-level variation in typical weather conditions
or in weather conditions expected during extreme events.

Finally, we note that the concept of PLR expands upon the related concept of the home
ignition zone (HIZ), which emphasizes that reducing the susceptibility of homes to wildfire,
by appropriately managing the materials, design, and maintenance of the home in relation
to the immediate surroundings, is key to reducing the risk of home loss [33,46]. While
the HIZ concept focuses on susceptibility, PLR further encompasses localized wildfire
hazard and exposure to provide a more comprehensive assessment of risk at the parcel
level. This accommodates the inclusion of not only structural conditions and defensible
space but also other localized influences on the wildfire’s likelihood and intensity (i.e.,
parcel-level hazard) and conditions that interface with suppression and preparation (i.e.,
access). PLR also recognizes the role of defensible space in supporting safe and effective fire
suppression, which relates more to the localized wildfire hazard than to the susceptibility
of a home. Most importantly, these modifications recognize that the interventions possible
for one actor, at one scale, can interact with the interventions possible for other actors and
at other scales; for example, a resident’s decision to widen their driveway can improve a
fire department’s ability to safely protect that resident’s home.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Context

Columbine Lake is a small community approximately two miles away from downtown
Grand Lake, CO, a gateway town on the western side of the Rocky Mountain National Park
(see Figure 2). In October of 2020, this community was one of many in Grand County, CO,
affected by the East Troublesome Fire. The fire was reported in the Arapaho National Forest
on 14 October and spread to over 10,000 acres in the first three days. The fire then grew
rapidly, covering 187,964 acres by the end of 23 October. The fire destroyed an estimated
366 residences and 214 outbuildings and commercial structures [47] and damaged many
more. Despite the destruction of 26 out of 461 assessed structures in the community of
Columbine Lake, the community received somewhat of a glancing blow from the fire, in
comparison to other communities in the area that received the full brunt of the extreme
fire conditions and consequently faced near total destruction of their structures. Note that
the number of destroyed structures reported throughout this paper pertains to complete
losses among structures with complete rapid assessment data from 2019; this number does
not include numerous structures that sustained damage (e.g., burns, smoke damage) but
were not considered complete losses, nor does it include structures destroyed by the fire
but not covered by the 2019 rapid assessment. This total does include 3 structures with
only partially complete assessments, as described in more detail below.

 

ē
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Figure 2. Map of East Troublesome Fire perimeter [48] and structures in the community of Columbine
Lake, Grand Lake, CO that were assessed by Grand County Wildfire Council in 2019 and either
destroyed (red) or not (blue) in the East Troublesome Fire. Inset shows the location within Colorado.
Basemap image is the intellectual property of Esri and is used herein under license. Copyright © 2022
Esri and its licensors. All rights reserved.
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3.2. Data

Previously, GCWC had selected Columbine Lake as one of six communities to be the
site of a detailed data collection effort in collaboration with the Wildfire Research (WiRē)
Center. (The Wildfire Research (WiRē) Center (https://wildfireresearchcenter.org, accessed
on 11 February 2022) is a non-profit organization that works with wildfire practitioners
to seek locally tailored pathways to create fire-adapted communities through the WiRē
Approach described above and by ref. [19].) As part of this effort, GCWC used the WiRē
RA tool to assess 461 homes in the community of Columbine Lake in the summer of 2019.
Data collection was conducted by individuals from each of the five fire protection districts
who had been trained to conduct the WiRē RA. The assessment was conducted from the
roadside and supplemented using online imagery where necessary. As is common in
roadside assessments, numerous attributes could not be clearly observed for all parcels
and were marked as unobservable in the WiRē RA dataset. While no more than three
parcels were marked as unobservable for 10 out of the 12 attributes, two attributes (“other
combustibles” and “attachments”) were frequently unobservable (see Table S1 for details).
Omitting parcels with unobservable attributes truncates the dataset by 24 percent, down
to a total of 352 fully assessed structures, 23 of which were destroyed in the fire. To avoid
introducing unnecessary measurement error bias, we used this set of 352 structures with
complete assessment data for our main analysis. However, because the large proportion of
incomplete assessments also introduced gaps in the spatially lagged measures, Table S2
replicates our primary results for the full dataset with unobservable attributes coded
as having the riskiest rating for that attribute. Because proportionally fewer destroyed
structures had incomplete data versus structures not destroyed (12% vs. 24%), this coding
was conservative with respect to identifying meaningful attributes for explaining structures
destroyed in the East Troublesome Fire. The results shown in Table S2 are generally
consistent with the main results presented below.

GCWC assessed twelve attributes in 2019: the eleven represented by attributes 1–3
and 5–12 in Table 1, plus an additional attribute describing the length of the driveway
that was omitted from the analysis here due to a lack of variation. However, the WiRē
Team continues to revise the assessment tool as necessary based on new understandings.
Based on revisions to the standard WiRē RA implemented in March 2020 (i.e., before the
East Troublesome Fire), we supplemented the WiRē RA data collected by GCWC with
an estimate of the distance between structures (attribute 4 in Table 1). We calculated the
distance to the nearest home using point data for the locations of assessed structures. To
adjust for point versus polygon data, 40 feet were subtracted from all calculated values
(based on an assumed 20 feet from centroid to exterior wall for each of two homes) before
converting to categorical ratings for inclusion in the overall risk score. We then calculated
the overall risk score using the relative point values agreed upon by wildfire mitigation
experts on the WiRē Team on March 2020, shown in Table 1.

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for data pertaining to structures with complete
assessment data destroyed and not destroyed within the Columbine Lake community.
After the East Troublesome Fire, GCWC identified which structures within the WiRē RA
dataset for Columbine Lake had been destroyed, as shown on the map in Figure 2. For
reference, we overlaid spatial data on the fire perimeter [48], along with a 50-foot buffer to
accommodate imprecision in spatial data, upon a point layer representing the locations of
all assessed structures. Although 21 out of 23 structures with complete assessments were
identified as within the burn perimeter, we note that all structures in the community were
within a quarter mile or less from this active burn perimeter and that the entire community
was exposed to wind-driven ember showers and active suppression activity during the
events of 21 October 2020. Further, we note that although the fire perimeter is influenced
by fire behavior at broader, landscape-level scales, the location of the perimeter within the
community is not exogenous, but rather is at least partially simultaneously determined
by structure destruction, due to parcel-level conditions, suppression activity, and because
structures themselves can act as a source of fuel for the fire. Accordingly, we considered
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the entire community as being exposed to the fire and estimate our main models using the
full dataset. To test the robustness of this decision, we replicated our main models with a
subset of the data, constrained to the 116 structures within the burn perimeter; the results
(shown in Table S3) are similar in direction to those from the preferred models but generally
greater in magnitude while being considerably less precise.

3.3. Empirical Analysis

We focused our primary analysis on all structures within the community with complete
WiRē RA data, modeling the influence of assessed variables and summary scores on
whether a structure was lost in the East Troublesome Fire. Although, ideally, we would
model the likelihood of a structure being destroyed as a function of all assessed attributes
jointly, the small number of observations limited the degrees of freedom to do so. Instead,
we estimated a series of separate models, each with one assessed attribute or summary
score as the main independent variable.

Past research [49], practitioner experience, and the spatial patterns apparent in Figure 2
all suggested the possibility of spatial clustering of not only fire outcomes but also many
of the assessed attributes. We tested and found strong evidence for spatial dependence in
whether structures were destroyed (Moran test χ2 = 187.96, p < 0.001) and in data for seven
of the 12 assessed attributes (last column of Table 1). Thus, we estimated relationships
using a series of spatial Durbin models [50], given by:

y = α + βX + WXγ+ ρWy + ǫ

ǫ ∼ N
(

0, σ2 In

) (1)

In all models, the dependent variable was defined as y = 1 if the assessed structure
was destroyed and y = 0 otherwise (although the binary outcome variable suggests that a
logit or probit specification would be more appropriate, the theory and implementation of
a spatial Durbin logit/probit model is not well established. Regarding the main limitation
of the linear probability model approach, Woodridge [51], (p. 455) notes, “ . . . If the main
purpose is to estimate the partial effect of [the independent variable] on the response
probability, averaged across the distribution of [the independent variable], then the fact
that some predicted values are outside the unit interval may not be very important.” See
Table S4 for a comparison of an ordinary versus logistic regression for all attributes in the
dataset, without controlling for spatial effects). Each model included: a constant for the
intercept (α); a slope (β) multiplied by a sole independent variable (X) (corresponding
to the numerical score for one of the twelve assessed attributes shown in Table 1 or the
five summary scores shown in Table 2); a spatial weights matrix (W), calculated as the
inverse-distances among the centroids of all assessed structures; a spatial lag (γ) for the
weighted independent variable WX; a spatial lag (ρ) for the weighted dependent variable
(Wy); and an error term (ǫ) consisting of a normally distributed mean-zero disturbance
with constant variance (σ2) multiplied by the n-dimensional identity matrix (In), where n is
equal to the number of observations.

We estimated models in Stata/SE 16.0 (any use of trade, firm, or product names is for
descriptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Government) using
the spregress command, employing the generalized spatial two-stage least-squares estimator
and treating errors as heteroskedastic. Because of the spatial relationships, parameter
estimates for the spatial Durbin model do not have straightforward interpretations and
only make intuitive sense in terms of combined effects. Accordingly, we reported and
focused on the estimated impacts, as defined by LeSage and Pace [52], which summarize
the average marginal effects of the independent variable on the reduced form mean and are
calculated with the estat impacts command in Stata. The reported impacts included direct
impacts, which report the average of the own-marginal effects of the independent variable;
indirect impacts, which report the average of the spillover effects of the independent
variable, and total impacts, which are the sum of the other two and thus of primary interest.
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That is, direct impacts reflect the average of the effects of each property’s attributes directly
on whether that property’s own structure was destroyed, ignoring any spillover effects
across properties. Indirect impacts can be interpreted as reflecting the average of either
the spillover from one property’s attribute upon the outcomes for all its neighbors or the
spillover from all of a property’s neighbors’ attributes upon the outcome for that property.
As the sum of direct and indirect impacts, total impacts thus reflect the average overall effect
of a property’s attributes on whether that property’s structure was destroyed, accounting
for the interactions amongst neighbors.

4. Results: Risk Assessment Data Help Explain Destroyed Structures

In this section, we investigate the relationships between WiRē RA data and whether
homes in the Columbine Lake community were destroyed by the East Troublesome Fire
using the modeling approach described above. Tables 3 and 4 show the results for seventeen
separate spatial Durbin models for structures in the Columbine Lake community with
complete assessments.

Table 3 reports estimated parameters for each model. In all models, the coefficient on
the spatial lag on the dependent variable (Wy) is large, positive, and strongly significant,
consistent with the spatial clustering of structures that were lost and with the possible effect
of structures acting as a source of fuel and increasing the hazard to their neighbors during
the event. The strong significance of the spatial lag on the independent variable (WX) in
nearly all models provides further support for estimating spatial effects with the spatial
Durbin model.

Table 3. Coefficients estimated for 17 separate spatial Durbin models, one for each independent
variable listed, of whether a structure was destroyed (y) as a function of the independent variable
from the Wildfire Research (WiRē) risk assessment (RA) for structures with a complete assessment
(n = 352; y = 0.07). Shading depicts grouping of attributes into categories (i.e., 1–4: parcel-level
hazard; 5–6: defensible space; 7–9: access; 10–12: structure). A Benjamini–Hochberg procedure [45]
suggests that all p-values of p = 0.077 or less on this table (bolded) are significant after adjusting for
multiple comparisons with an assumed 10% false discovery rate.

y = 1 If Structure Destroyed;
y = 0 Otherwise
n = 352

Constant (α)
Independent
Variable (X)

Spatial Lag on
Independent

Variable (WX)

Spatial Lag on
Dependent

Variable (Wy)

coef. std.err. p > |z| coef. std.err. p > |z| coef. std.err. p > |z| coef. std.err. p > |z|

1: Distance to hazardous
topography −0.149 0.053 0.005 −0.0015 0.0008 0.077 0.0178 0.0110 0.104 2.473 0.470 <0.001

2: Slope 0.000 0.031 0.998 −0.0024 0.0017 0.155 −0.0201 0.0167 0.229 1.654 0.337 <0.001
3: Adjacent fuels 0.506 0.112 <0.001 −0.0005 0.0011 0.635 −0.0261 0.0054 <0.001 3.036 0.448 <0.001
4: Distance to nearest home 0.253 0.065 <0.001 0.0004 0.0004 0.273 −0.0062 0.0013 <0.001 3.670 0.584 <0.001

5: Defensible space
(vegetation) 0.348 0.124 0.005 0.0007 0.0005 0.138 −0.0083 0.0023 <0.001 2.392 0.410 <0.001

6: Defensible space
(other combustibles) 0.304 0.085 <0.001 0.0006 0.0004 0.101 −0.0129 0.0028 <0.001 3.550 0.575 <0.001

7: Ingress/egress 0.142 0.062 0.021 0.0086 0.0026 0.001 −0.0580 0.0177 0.001 1.545 0.334 <0.001
8: Driveway clearance 0.403 0.095 <0.001 0.0014 0.0028 0.607 −0.0749 0.0150 <0.001 3.125 0.471 <0.001
9: Address visibility 0.303 0.093 0.001 0.0069 0.0033 0.038 −0.0647 0.0147 <0.001 2.738 0.465 <0.001

10: Roof material −0.033 0.013 0.011 0.0013 0.0011 0.239 −0.0142 0.0068 0.036 1.942 0.443 <0.001
11: Siding material 0.439 0.116 <0.001 −0.0001 0.0008 0.922 −0.0091 0.0018 <0.001 3.036 0.491 <0.001
12: Attachments 0.419 0.105 <0.001 −0.0003 0.0006 0.584 −0.0058 0.0012 <0.001 3.209 0.484 <0.001

13: Category score:
Parcel-level hazard 0.337 0.082 <0.001 0.0002 0.0003 0.572 −0.0051 0.0011 <0.001 3.547 0.546 <0.001

14: Category score:
Defensible space 0.337 0.112 0.003 0.0006 0.0003 0.071 −0.0054 0.0013 <0.001 2.969 0.466 <0.001

15: Category score: Access 0.356 0.105 0.001 0.0034 0.0015 0.019 −0.0285 0.0060 <0.001 2.611 0.411 <0.001
16: Category score: Structure 0.335 0.126 0.008 0.0005 0.0006 0.425 −0.0035 0.0007 <0.001 3.169 0.479 <0.001
17: Overall risk score
(100 points) 0.284 0.120 0.018 0.0366 0.0216 0.090 −0.1525 0.0311 <0.001 3.260 0.502 <0.001
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Table 4. Impacts estimated from 17 separate spatial Durbin models, one for each independent variable
listed, of whether a structure was destroyed (y) as a function of the independent variable from the
Wildfire Research (WiRē) risk assessment (RA) for structures with a complete assessment (n = 352;
y = 0.07). Shading depicts grouping of attributes into categories (i.e., 1–4: parcel-level hazard; 5–6:
defensible space; 7–9: access; 10–12: structure). A Benjamini–Hochberg procedure [45] suggests
that all p-values of p = 0.021 or less on this table (bolded) are significant after adjusting for multiple
comparisons with an assumed 10% false discovery rate.

y = 1 If Structure Destroyed;
y = 0 Otherwise
n = 352

Total Impact Direct Impact Indirect Impact

dy/dx std.err. p > |z| dy/dx std.err. p > |z| dy/dx std.err. p > |z|

1: Distance to hazardous topography −0.0115 0.0060 0.053 −0.0003 0.0161 0.987 −0.0113 0.0170 0.508
2: Slope 0.0286 0.0307 0.352 −0.0027 0.0018 0.131 0.0313 0.0294 0.287
3: Adjacent fuels 0.0132 0.0023 <0.001 0.0003 0.0052 0.959 0.0129 0.0042 0.002
4: Distance to nearest home 0.0022 0.0003 <0.001 0.0004 0.0006 0.496 0.0018 0.0004 <0.001

5: Defensible space (vegetation) 0.0057 0.0018 0.002 0.0005 0.0008 0.524 0.0052 0.0018 0.004
6: Defensible space (other
combustibles) 0.0049 0.0011 <0.001 0.0009 0.0021 0.690 0.0041 0.0015 0.005

7: Ingress/egress 0.0813 0.0587 0.166 0.0083 0.0024 <0.001 0.0730 0.0592 0.218
8: Driveway clearance 0.0347 0.0060 <0.001 0.0020 0.0053 0.706 0.0327 0.0063 <0.001
9: Address visibility 0.0340 0.0075 <0.001 0.0067 0.0041 0.104 0.0273 0.0087 0.002

10: Roof material 0.0286 0.2200 0.897 0.0023 0.0153 0.879 0.0262 0.2047 0.898
11: Siding material 0.0046 0.0010 <0.001 0.0002 0.0021 0.926 0.0044 0.0019 0.021
12: Attachments 0.0027 0.0005 <0.001 −0.0003 0.0007 0.649 0.0031 0.0009 <0.001

13: Category score: Parcel-level hazard 0.0020 0.0005 <0.001 0.0003 0.0010 0.769 0.0017 0.0006 0.007
14: Category score: Defensible space 0.0025 0.0007 <0.001 0.0011 0.0140 0.936 0.0014 0.0135 0.919
15: Category score: Access 0.0160 0.0040 <0.001 0.0038 0.0025 0.128 0.0122 0.0041 0.003
16: Category score: Structure 0.0014 0.0004 <0.001 0.0005 0.0006 0.419 0.0009 0.0009 0.305
17: Overall risk score (100 points) 0.0512 0.0120 <0.001 0.0363 0.0222 0.101 0.0149 0.0321 0.643

That said, as described above, coefficients on the independent variable (X) and its
spatial lag (WX) cannot be separately interpreted in an intuitive way. Thus, we focus on
the average impacts shown in Table 4 as our main results. Each row reports the average
total impact, the average direct impact, and the average indirect impact, with the average
estimated impact, standard error, and p-value shown for each measure. Impacts pertain to
marginal effects, meaning that they describe the average change in the probability of the
structure being destroyed for a 1-point change in the independent variable, calculated at
the reduced form mean. As shown in Table 1, attribute ratings are scored anywhere from 5
to 300 points, depending on the attribute, such that higher points always pertain to higher
expected risk.

Table 4 shows that eight of the twelve individual attributes measured by the WiRē RA
are estimated as having positive and significant total impacts on the likelihood of a structure
being destroyed. Strikingly, none of these variables are estimated as having significant
direct impacts upon a given structure, whereas all of the assessed attributes with significant
total estimates are estimated as having significant indirect impacts. Indirect impacts can
be interpreted in two ways: the perspective from an observation, which relates to how a
change in a single parcel influences the risk to all other structures, or the perspective to an
observation, which relates to how changes in all other parcels influence a single parcel [52].
From either perspective, the results imply strong spillovers in risk across properties, in
which the hazardous conditions on individual parcels play a large role in determining
the risk to their neighbors as well as to themselves through the interactions of fire risk
between structures.

Given the small sample size, the linear probability model specification, and the role
of expert-assigned weights in determining parameter magnitudes, we focus primarily on
the direction and significance of the estimated average total impacts for interpretation.
Among the four variables for the parcel-level hazard (1–4), adjacent fuels and the distance
to nearest home are estimated as positive and significant. Both defensible space attributes,
pertaining to vegetation (5) or other combustibles near the home (6), have positive total
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effects on risk. Driveway clearance (8) and address visibility (9), two out of three attributes
related to access, are positive and significant, as are both siding (11) and attachments (12)
for the structure category. In addition, all five summary measures (13–17), including the
overall risk score (variable 17), are also found to have a positive and significant total impact.
The mean estimated impact of 0.0512 from the (scaled) overall risk score variable suggests
an approximate 5% increase in the likelihood of a structure being lost for every 100-point
increase in risk, with the result coming from the combined direct and indirect impacts.
For further intuition, Figure 3 depicts the distributions of overall wildfire risk scores for
structures destroyed versus not destroyed within the entire community (a) as well as within
the fire perimeter (b). The figure suggests a meaningful relationship in both cases, with
destroyed structures on average having higher overall risk scores.

−

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Comparison of the distribution of overall risk score for structures with complete assessments
that were destroyed (orange) versus not destroyed (blue) in the East Troublesome Fire, for the entire
community of Columbine Lake, Grand Lake, CO (a) and within the fire perimeter (b).

Finally, Tables S5 and S6 replicate the main results of Table 4 for all available indicators
or for binary indicators equal to 0 for attributes rated at the lowest risk level and equal
to 1 otherwise, respectively. These results do not rely on the relative weights assigned for
calculating the summary risk scores. Although nuanced differences exist, these replications
demonstrate the general robustness of the implied linear response to the expert-judgment
score values assigned to attribute levels. In particular, the results for the binary measures
for the measured attributes, shown in Table S6, are quite strong and generally analogous to
the main results of Table 4.

5. Discussion

The results suggest that the WiRē RA provides strong explanatory power for whether
structures in the Columbine Lake community were destroyed in the East Troublesome Fire.
The overall wildfire risk score from the WiRē RA strongly relates to whether a structure was
destroyed. Because the summary risk score from the WiRē RA is explicitly constructed to
represent overall PLR, this suggests that PLR meaningfully describes variation in wildfire
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risk across homes within a community. However, it is also notable that the distributions
for overall risk scores overlap substantially for structures destroyed versus not destroyed,
demonstrating that although the WiRē RA data provide insights for whether structures
were destroyed by the fire or not, the results are far from deterministic. Some structures
with relatively very low risk scores were destroyed in the fire, while other structures with
relatively high risk scores were spared, and this is true both within the fire perimeter and
across the entire community.

Given the additional attribute- or category-specific results discussed above, and the
fact that results pertaining to the overall risk score rely on the subjective expert judgment of
relative attribute weights, we maintain that a single summary measure of overall risk does
not tell the entire story, but rather, it can mask important—and actionable—information.
All four category-specific summaries have significant total impacts on the likelihood that
a structure was destroyed in the East Troublesome Fire, suggesting that each of these
four categories represents a relevant component of PLR. This suggests numerous points
of entry for reducing PLR, including common recommendations related to defensible
space and structural hardening as well as access considerations. Most of the individual
attributes measured in the WiRē RA relate to whether structures were destroyed or not,
offering nuanced insights. For example, one of the most common recommendations for
reducing wildfire risk to a home is the maintenance of a defensible space around the home;
however, details of recommendations vary. Recent guidance, e.g., [53], often emphasizes
the importance of the nearest zone, within approximately 5 feet of the structure. Past
research from other contexts found no measurable differences in risk reduction beyond
about 100 feet [22] or 130 feet [35] from the home. Here, although our main results generally
find increasing risk as the distance to dense or unmaintained vegetation decreases, the
results estimated with separate indicator variables suggest similar increases in risk for
any measured amount of defensible space less than the maximum observation of 150 feet.
In other words, our results suggest that effective defensible space possibly extends to at
least 150 feet from the structure. Our results also suggest the importance of removing
other combustible items, including but not limited to flammable furniture, woodpiles, and
propane tanks, from the vicinity of the home. Indeed, our binary-indicator model suggests
a similar increase in the likelihood of a home being destroyed due to having less than
30 feet of distance between any such items and the structure as compared to having less
than 150 feet of distance from maintained vegetation.

We also find strong evidence of the interdependence of risk among structures, in which
the decisions made by one’s neighbors can affect the risk to one’s own property [49,54].
Evidence includes the significant impact of the proximity to the nearest home attribute,
which is consistent with other research that found the distance between structures to be
an important component of wildfire risk to homes, e.g., [29,31]. Evidence also comes
from the spatial correlations in whether structures were destroyed, demonstrated robustly
across all estimated models, which suggests that burned structures tend to be clustered.
Further evidence for risk interdependencies comes from the significantly estimated av-
erage indirect impacts for many attributes, which signify risk spillovers in terms of the
attributes’ influence on properties. This all underscores the importance of considering
homes and other structures as not only recipients of fire, but also as drivers of wildfire behav-
ior. These results also suggest important limitations for the applicability of landscape-level
hazard models to a populated built environment, due in part to the practice of masking
“urban” or “developed” pixels as “unburnable” terrain in the fuel models that underly
such modeling [55,56].

In addition to missing heterogeneity in parcel-level hazard or the local fuel charac-
teristics represented by the defensible space category, landscape-level models that treat
all residential property the same neglect the heterogeneity in vulnerability that is driven
by differences in access or structure characteristics. Our results are consistent with the
expectations set by the literature reviewed above in demonstrating the value of structural
hardening for reducing risk, such as having less vulnerable siding materials and avoiding
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combustible attachments such as decks, fences, or porches. We also find that two of the
access-related attributes, driveway clearance and address visibility, have significant impacts
on the likelihood that a structure was destroyed.

Because it cannot be assessed with post-fire data, the role of address visibility is
worth considering further. Our models suggest that whether an address was visibly
posted or not is significantly related to the likelihood that a structure was destroyed in
the fire. As discussed above, it is quite plausible that address visibility supports a safe
and effective response to a given property, and the strength of this result suggests value
from further investigation. However, operational memory suggests that address visibility
was not particularly important in the conditions of this fire, and thus this attribute might
serve as a proxy for variation in risk reduction effort not otherwise reflected in the coarse
measurements of the rapid assessment. For example, residents who increase their address
visibility might also be more likely to remove debris from porches and gutters. Either
way, this result suggests that small actions taken by residents can make a real difference
in their wildfire risk. Further, these results reflect the potential importance of the complex
dynamics of a wildfire event, such as the interactions between parcel-level characteristics
and suppression decisions, in determining the realized wildfire risk.

Finally, decisions about wildfire risk mitigation actions are influenced by many factors
that often interact in complex ways, including but not limited to risk perceptions, costs, and
perceived effectiveness, e.g., [44,57–60]. Because rapid assessments represent parcel-level
heterogeneity in risk within a community, rapid assessments can inform the development
and implementation of programs that encourage or support these decisions. For example,
an organization might decide to use rapid assessment data to prioritize properties for more
time-intensive detailed site assessments or for more costly cost-share incentive programs.
Of course, comprehensive parcel-scale assessments may face challenges for any given
community in terms of practicality, cost-effectiveness, and coverage. Practitioners who are
interested in utilizing such approaches must consider the tradeoffs involved in implement-
ing such assessments and whether the benefits provided, in terms of the potential uses,
warrant the financial and time costs to their organizations.

6. Conclusions

The WiRē RA conducted by GCWC in the summer of 2019 captured elements of
the risk of a home being destroyed during the East Troublesome Fire of October 2020.
Despite small sample sizes and the coarse measurements underlying the WiRē RA, the
overall risk score constructed from the weighted sum of assessed attributes meaningfully
depicts heterogeneity in the risk that the East Troublesome Fire presented to homes in the
Columbine Lake community. Furthermore, seven out of the twelve attributes assessed in
the original WiRē RA, including attributes from each of the four categories (i.e., parcel-
level hazard, defensible space, access, and structure), help to explain which homes were
destroyed. The results also support incorporating proximity to the nearest home into parcel-
level wildfire risk assessment, as that attribute is also strongly related to the likelihood of
whether a home was destroyed.

Thus, the parcel-level conditions described by the PLR conceptual model are impor-
tant for understanding and communicating about wildfire risk to homes. These results
are consistent with other recent works, e.g., [14,33,46], in arguing for the importance of
conditions within the home ignition zone for understanding wildfire risk to homes. That
said, this paper reports on an empirical analysis of a unique event; we do not claim that
the attributes found to be meaningful here are the most important for reducing risks, nor
that these results should supersede those found from other contexts, whether in terms
of geographic, social, or fire conditions. In terms of generalization, the details of which
specific attributes mattered in this case study are less important than the basic fact that
some property-level attributes were found important. Since parcel-level characteristics as
measured by the WiRē RA tool matter here, there is reason to believe they might matter
in the next fire. These findings suggest that having this type of data for all parcels in a
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community could help community programs to identify where to start, or how best to
prioritize resources, for reducing wildfire risk to homes and their residents.

Our results underscore that parcel-level variation is an important consideration for
understanding risk to homes for homeowners, communities, fire managers, and policy
makers. Indeed, our results suggest that parcel-level WiRē RA data offer insights not
available from landscape-level hazard modeling outputs. In other words, landscape-
level hazard information cannot replace detailed parcel-level information in terms of
understanding wildfire risk to a home. This suggests the importance of working toward
the greater integration of parcel-level variation in risk-related characteristics (i.e., about
PLR) into existing landscape-level wildfire risk assessments. Given the robustness of the
results on the distance between structures here and in the past literature, a promising
first step could be more consistently including such a measure—assessed at the level
of individual parcels, rather than simply as an average housing density measure—into
broader-scale assessments.

The results also demonstrate the usefulness of rapidly collected, coarse data in repre-
senting a property’s wildfire risk. Measurement for the WiRē RA is imperfect, based on
professional judgment with at most four levels for a given attribute, and conducted from
the roadside to accommodate privacy concerns and resource constraints. The overall risk
score is based on subjective expert judgment pertaining to the relative weights of different
attributes. It is reasonable to ask whether such imperfect data are useful for planning or
prioritization; our results suggest that they can be. As our results are robust to the use
of binary versus expanded indicator variables for each attribute, future research might
explore the potential for efficiency gains through further simplifying current approaches to
parcel-level rapid wildfire risk assessment, such as employing binary rather than three- or
four-leveled indicators.

That said, the lack of relationship found here of course does not imply that a variable
might not be critically important in a different context. For example, numerous studies
support the importance of noncombustible roofing materials for reducing risk despite the
lack of observed importance in our case study—but only two assessed structures in our
dataset had wooden roofs; one of them burned down and the other did not. Our estimation
approach cannot overcome the limited support for many of the possible measurement
levels in the rapid assessment. Most of our estimated average effect sizes are relatively
low, reflecting the fact that numerous other considerations not represented by the data here
also contribute to whether a home may be destroyed. As parcel-level rapid assessment
data become more widely collected, there will likely be more opportunities to investigate
the effectiveness of this type of data in representing wildfire risk to homes; we hope such
unfortunate intersections of past data collection and hazardous events can be seized upon
to reduce the social costs of wildfires.

Overall, this study finds that resident or homeowner actions matter for reducing
wildfire risk to the home. While the resident of a property might have limited capacity to
change conditions underlying a hazardous burn probability or conditional flame length
rating, that same resident likely can influence many of the attributes measured by the
WiRē RA. One of the many influential attributes in our model—address visibility—is also
an easy, low-cost attribute to change. Furthermore, action at the parcel and community
scales constitutes a critical piece of the story for assessing the full wildfire risk to homes,
even though landscape-level wildfire hazard assessments might not be able to capture
these efforts. As such, assessed risk levels should not be taken as given at the scale
of an individual property; rather, residents can reduce their own risk, and that of their
neighbors, by focusing on aspects of PLR over which they have some control. We hope
such information empowers wildfire risk practitioners, and the residents they serve, to take
meaningful actions to reduce the wildfire risk to homes and communities.
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Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/fire5010024/s1, Table S1: Number of structures for which attributes
were marked as “unobservable” in the Wildfire Research Risk Assessment (WiRē RA); Table S2:
Replication of Table 4 using full dataset with unobservable attributes for structures coded as having
the riskiest rating for that attribute instead of being coded as missing and dropped from subsequent
analysis; Table S3: Replication of Table 4 constrained to structures within the burn perimeter; Table S4:
Comparison of ordinary versus logistic regression for all assessed attributes (jointly modeled), without
considering spatial effects; Table S5: Replication of Table 4 with full indicators for the levels of each
attribute of a structure, rather than using the numerical score as an implied linear measure; Table
S6: Replication of Table 4 with binary indicators for each attribute of a structure, coded to 0 for
the lowest-risk level and 1 for all others, rather than using the numerical score as an implied linear
measure; Figure S1: Assessor Reference Guide (ARG) developed for Grand County WiRē RA.
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Abstract: In many fire-prone watersheds, wildfire threatens surface drinking water sources with
eroded contaminants. We evaluated the potential to mitigate the risk of degraded water quality
by limiting fire sizes and contaminant loads with a containment network of manager-developed
Potential fire Operational Delineations (PODs) using wildfire risk transmission methods to partition
the effects of stochastically simulated wildfires to within and out of POD burning. We assessed
water impacts with two metrics—total sediment load and frequency of exceeding turbidity limits
for treatment—using a linked fire-erosion-sediment transport model. We found that improved fire
containment could reduce wildfire risk to the water source by 13.0 to 55.3% depending on impact
measure and post-fire rainfall. Containment based on PODs had greater potential in our study system
to reduce total sediment load than it did to avoid degraded water quality. After containment, most
turbidity exceedances originated from less than 20% of the PODs, suggesting strategic investments to
further compartmentalize these areas could improve the effectiveness of the containment network.
Similarly, risk transmission varied across the POD boundaries, indicating that efforts to increase
containment probability with fuels reduction would have a disproportionate effect if prioritized along
high transmission boundaries.

Keywords: water supply; erosion; wildfire containment; Potential fire Operational Delineations;
Monte Carlo simulation; transmission risk

1. Introduction

Improved wildfire containment is an attractive strategy to mitigate the risk of degrading water
quality beyond limits for treatment because of the potential to limit fire sizes and impacts to tolerable
levels without the need to completely exclude fire from the landscape. Recent efforts to make
containment planning more proactive, focus on zoning the landscape into fire management units called
Potential fire Operational Delineations (PODs) using existing high probability control features such as
roads, rivers, and fuel transitions [1,2]. Beyond the inherent value of engaging managers in the process
to identify and critique potential control features, the resulting POD areas become relevant spatial units
for pre-fire analysis of endogenous and transmitted wildfire risk to inform response strategies that
are appropriate for the predicted direction and magnitude of fire effects to water supplies and other
natural resources and human assets [2]. While there has been substantial progress engaging managers
in the bottom up approach to develop and employ PODs and their associated response strategies [2–8],
less attention has been paid to evaluating the risk mitigation effectiveness of containing wildfire within
these units and what functional improvements should be made to the size and spatial arrangement
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of the containers to maximize their protection benefit for water supplies and other values, such as
wildlife, that depend on the scale of fire activity.

Wildfire is often harmful to water quality because reductions in surface cover and infiltration
cause increases in surface runoff and erosion that can mobilize and transport contaminants into surface
drinking water sources [9–12]. While the specific contaminants and concentrations of concern may vary
by watershed and water system [12–14], water quality degradation generally becomes problematic
when large quantities of sediment are mobilized by intense rainfall causing contaminant concentrations
to exceed thresholds for effective water treatment (e.g., [15]). Post-fire sediment loads are influenced by
fire size and burn severity, topography, soil properties, and rainfall intensity [10,16,17]. Previous efforts
to account for fire effects on watersheds and water supplies account for some of these factors [18,19],
but the use of relative fire effects measures makes it difficult to evaluate whether a given fire will
degrade water quality. This shortcoming has been addressed in recent years with increasing use of
spatially explicit erosion and sediment transport models to make quantitative predictions of sediment
yield from modeled wildfires (e.g., [20–24]). Sediment yield models have been widely used to examine
the risk mitigation effectiveness of area-wide fuel treatments meant to reduce burn severity [23–26]
but they have not yet been used to evaluate the performance of fire containment strategies to reduce
area burned.

Some water systems have discrete features, such as terminal reservoirs, that could be targeted for
protection within a single POD, but many municipal watersheds in the western USA are hundreds to
thousands of square kilometers in size and therefore require some level of internal compartmentalization
to protect water supplies. In theory, the size and spatial arrangement of PODs could be designed
to mitigate the risk of water quality degradation by both containing fires with potential for large
growth and subsequent contaminant loads near their ignition sources and ensuring that within-POD
burning does not result in adverse consequence. Managers consider both values at risk and presence
of control features when delineating PODs, which often results in smaller PODs near developed areas
and larger PODs in the backcountry [2,4]. However, it is not clear that the size and configuration
of manager-delineated PODs will reduce risk of wildfire-related water quality degradation. Several
attempts have been made to automate the processes of identifying suitable control features and
aggregating them into PODs [27,28] using roads, streams, watershed boundaries, and spatial models of
suppression difficulty and potential for control [29–31], but data-driven approaches have yet to inform
the desired size and spatial configuration of PODs to mitigate a particular risk.

Recognizing the importance of fire size, location, and burn severity for watershed response,
several previous studies have employed Monte Carlo wildfire simulation to characterize watershed
exposure and water supply risk [19,32–34]. Their results suggest that most risk to water supplies
is associated with a small subset of total fire activity. Moreover, the source locations of damaging
wildfires tend to cluster in certain parts of the landscape, which implies containment benefits will
depend strongly on location. Simulated fire ignition locations and fire extents can be intersected
with relevant management units to partition fire impacts from burning within the unit of origin and
transmission to the surrounding landscape [2,35,36]. Analyzing risk transmission across a network
of PODs could help to identify locations with high source risk that would benefit from investment
in activities to improve containment probability, such as roadside fuels reduction. Areas with fuels
conducive to fast fire spread tend to transmit the most fire [36], which will result in high water supply
risk when adjacent areas have high erosion potential and/or short transport paths to water supplies.
Analysis of water supply risk from self-burning could also identify high risk PODs that would benefit
from further compartmentalization.

The goal of this study is to provide a proof of concept model to evaluate the effectiveness of a
containment network at mitigating risk of source water quality degradation. The general approach
should also be relevant for assessing risk to other resources that depend on disturbance size. We utilized
Monte Carlo wildfire simulation, erosion, and sediment transport modeling to quantify the potential
water supply impacts from a set of simulated wildfires with and without containment. We analyzed
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risk and risk mitigation with two measures of water supply impact—total sediment load and frequency
of exceeding turbidity limits for treatment—to highlight how considering the scale-dependent effects
of wildfire changes the perceived mitigation value of fire containment. Risk transmission was analyzed
to identify possible improvements to the containment network with measures of transmitted risk
highlighting those PODs and POD boundaries that could benefit from activities to improve containment
probability and measures of self-burning indicating areas in need of further compartmentalization.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Evaluation Framework

The evaluation framework was designed to contrast the water quality impacts of uncontained
wildfires and wildfires contained within the POD of origin in terms of total sediment load and
average post-storm suspended sediment (Figure 1). Total sediment load is similar to the commonly
used net value change measures in risk assessment [37,38] insomuch as more is interpreted as bad
and any marginal reduction decreases risk. However, using change in total sediment load as a
measure of risk has the potential to falsely assign mitigation benefit to containment when either
the load from the uncontained wildfire is already below a meaningful threshold of water quality
degradation or containment reduces erosion but the resulting load is still above the treatment threshold.
Average post-storm suspended sediment concentration is used here to estimate whether fires will
degrade water quality beyond limits for water treatment and whether degradation outcomes change
with containment. This measure of risk better approximates the threshold-dependent nature of water
quality degradation owing to the size of the receiving waterbody and the water system sensitivity
to contaminants.

 

Figure 1. The evaluation framework focuses on total sediment yield and average post-storm
suspended sediment as measures of water quality degradation risk. Variable inputs are in light
grey. Stochastically simulated wildfire perimeters were combined with estimates of burn severity to
model post-fire erosion and sediment transport to the water supply both with and without containment.
Sediment yield was converted to average post-storm suspended sediment concentration using the
receiving waterbody volume and the annual frequency of sediment generating storms.
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Our evaluation framework focuses on the key uncertainties in wildfire-water quality degradation
risk related to the extent of the watershed burned and post-fire rainfall (Figure 1). As further described
in following sections, many plausible wildfire perimeters were simulated with the Monte Carlo ignition
and spread model RANDIG [35,39], which were then clipped to their POD of origin to approximate
a strategy of improved containment. Post-fire erosion was then simulated for each perimeter using
crown fire activity predicted with FlamMap 5.0 [40] as a proxy for burn severity to modify the cover and
soil variables in the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) [41]. We accounted for uncertainty
in post-fire rainfall by modeling erosion for three rainfall scenarios ranging from common to extreme.
We estimated annual sediment loads to the water supply based on the predicted proportion of sediment
transported off hillslopes and through channels using Sediment Delivery Ratio (SDR) models [42,43].
Post-storm suspended sediment concentrations were estimated by assuming average storm sediment
loads are diluted in the mean daily flow volume of the river during the May to October thunderstorm
season, which is associated with most post-fire erosion and water quality degradation in the study
region [15,16]. All analyses were completed with R version 3.5.3 [44] except where noted otherwise.

2.2. Study Area

The study area encompasses 3021 km2 of the Front Range Mountains in Colorado, USA (Figure 2).
The Front Range has a history of large and severe fires that have caused extreme erosion, reservoir
sedimentation, and water quality degradation [15,45–48]. The names of the focal municipal water supply
and other geographic features within the study area are withheld for security reasons. The extent
of the study area was defined to include the contributing area to a municipal pipeline diversion
(1254 km2) and a network of PODs developed by the local National Forest and their partnering state
and local fire management agencies (an additional 1767 km2). PODs that intersected a 5 km buffer
around the watershed were included to analyze fires that spread into the watershed from nearby areas.
Elevation ranges from 1559 to 4135 m above sea level across the study area. The climate is continental
with warm dry summers and cold winters. Most erosion in this region results from intense rainstorms
during the summer and early fall [16,49]. The study area is primarily forest (71.7%, most of which
is dominated by conifers) and the remainder is a mix of shrubland (9.0%), sparsely vegetated alpine
(8.9%), and grassland (8.7%) [50]. Land ownership is split between the USDA Forest Service (55.3%),
private (18.8%), National Park Service (18.1%), local government (6.4%), and state (1.4%).

2.3. Potential Fire Operational Delineations

PODs were developed by fire and resource management specialists from the local National Forest
and external fire management partners from other federal, state, and local agencies. The PODs range
in size from 502 to 23,672 ha with a mean of 4316 ha and a median of 3516 ha. The PODs tend to be
smallest near human settlements due to both the increased presence of control features and greater
need for fire containment around communities. PODs larger than 10,000 ha are clustered in the higher
elevation, western portion of the of the study area where much of the land is publicly owned and the
transportation network is sparse. PODs also tend to be large along the major river canyon that runs
west to east across the study area (Figure 2) due to limited presence of high probability control features
other than the river and highway in the canyon bottom.

The rugged topography, rocky soils, and dense forests of the study area are major constraints on
firefighter and equipment accessibility and operability. Accordingly, managers preferentially chose
roads as the control features to bound PODs; of the 1386 km of POD edge, 985 km are roads (71.0%),
167 km are trails (12.0%), 150 km are ridges (10.8%), 46 km are streams (3.3%), and the remaining 40 km
are fuel transitions, lakes/reservoirs, or lacking defined control features (2.9%). Many of the trails and
ridges selected as control features are in barren or sparsely vegetated areas of the alpine, so roads
make up an even larger proportion of POD edges in the fuel types where wildfire transmission is a
concern. Numerous observational studies have documented that roads benefit fire control by serving
as hard fire breaks that either stop fires passively or in combination with suppression firing or holding
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activities [30,51–53]. The frequent use of roads in this POD network suggests containment probability
should be high along most boundaries under low to moderate fire weather and many boundaries have
potential for containment under more extreme conditions with well-coordinated suppression tactics.

 

Figure 2. Map of the study area featuring the focal watershed and PODs that intersect a five km
buffer around the watershed. Landcover is from LANDFIRE [50]. Barren is sparsely vegetated alpine.
The inset maps the location of the study area in the USA.

2.4. Fire Occurrence

We used the Monte Carlo fire simulation program RANDIG, which is a command-line version of
the FlamMap minimum travel time module [39], to model a plausible set of 5000 large fire growth
events across the study area. The inputs to RANDIG include raster surfaces of fuels, topography,
and ignition density, and a set of fire scenarios describing the fuel moisture, wind speed, wind direction,
spot probability, and burn duration for the simulations and their probabilities of occurrence. The intent
of our model parameterization is to approximate the distribution of potential area burned during the
initial growth period of large fires owing to variation in wind direction and wind speed. We focused on
the early growth period of fires to align with the desire to contain most fires before they leave the POD
of origin. Modeling fire growth over longer periods would increase fire size and thus the avoided area
burned and water quality impacts but would also introduce greater uncertainty about final fire extent
as more potential containment features are encountered and weather conditions are likely to moderate.

Raster fuels and topography data representing landscape conditions circa 2014 were acquired
from LANDFIRE [50] including canopy cover, canopy bulk density, canopy base height, canopy height,
surface fire behavior fuel model [54], elevation, slope, and aspect. Fuels were adjusted in lodgepole
pine (Pinus contorta var. latifolia) forests by lowering the canopy base height by 20% and changing the
fire behavior fuel model to high load conifer litter (TL5 from [54]) to better match recent observations of
extreme fire behavior in these forests [55]. The other spatial input is a raster surface of ignition density,
which influences the relative probability of fire ignition across the modeling domain. Spatial point
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locations of historical fires from Short [56] were generalized into a raster surface of ignition density
using a kernel density function with a search distance of 10 km in ArcGIS 10.3 [57].

Fuel moisture, wind speed, and wind direction for the fire scenarios (Table 1) were informed
by data from a Remote Automated Weather Station [58] located in the northern half of the study
area at 2500 m above sea level. Fuel moisture and wind speed percentiles were calculated with
FireFamilyPlus 4.1 [59] and wind speed was converted from a 10-min to 1-min average based on Crosby
and Chandler [60]. Most large fires in this region occur in early summer during drought years or in the
fall when fuel moisture is extremely low. These conditions were approximated using the historical 3rd
percentile fire season (1 April–31 October) fuel moistures, which are 2, 3, 6, 30, and 60 percent for the
1-h, 10-h, 100-h, herbaceous, and woody fuels, respectively. Fuel moisture was held constant across all
wind scenarios because it exhibits little meaningful variation below the 10th percentile. Wind scenarios
were designed to approximate the joint probability distribution of wind speeds and directions that
are problematic for fire growth. The 50th, 90th, and 97th percentiles of 1-min average wind speeds
are 19.3, 33.8, and 43.5 kph (at 6 m). We generalized these into three levels of wind speed (16.1,
32.2, and 48.3 kph) and their associated spotting probabilities (0.02, 0.05, and 0.10) that we assigned
relative probabilities of occurrence of 0.90, 0.07, and 0.03. Previous large fires in this landscape are
associated with strong westerly winds and our analysis of the historical record found that 74.1% of
all winds greater than or equal to 16.1 kph were from the northwest, west, or southwest, which have
relative probabilities of occurrence equal to 0.29, 0.48, and 0.23. We combined the three levels of wind
speed and spotting probabilities with the three variations of wind direction into a total of nine fire
scenarios (Table 1). Burn duration was set to four hours for all scenarios, which was determined by
incrementally adjusting burn duration in 30 min time steps until the largest simulated fire was within
±5% of 20,000 ha, which we judge as a reasonable upper bound for fire size during a single burn period
in this landscape based on other fires in the region [46].

Table 1. Fire scenarios used to simulate fires in RANDIG. Burn duration was set to 240 min and fuel
moisture was held constant at the 3rd percentile of the historical record.

Scenario Wind Speed (kph at 6 m) Direction (deg) Spot Probability Scenario Probability

1 16.1 225 0.02 0.259
2 16.1 270 0.02 0.431
3 16.1 315 0.02 0.210
4 32.2 225 0.05 0.020
5 32.2 270 0.05 0.034
6 32.2 315 0.05 0.016
7 48.3 225 0.1 0.009
8 48.3 270 0.1 0.014
9 48.3 315 0.1 0.007

2.5. Fire Behavior and Severity

Crown fire activity [61] was modeled as a proxy for burn severity with FlamMap 5.0 [40]
by mapping surface fire, passive crown fire, and active crown fire to low, moderate, and high
severity, respectively. Crown fire activity is commonly used to estimate burn severity for watershed
modeling [24,33,62] because it captures the trend of increasing fire intensity along the gradient of
surface to active crown fire behavior. Fuel moisture was set to the same 3rd percentile fuel moisture
described in the fire occurrence section. The same topography and modified fuels rasters were also
used as the landscape inputs to FlamMap. To simplify the analysis, we modeled burn severity for the
middle wind speed scenario (32.2 kph at 6 m) and used the wind blowing uphill option to represent a
consistent worst-case scenario for all aspects.

2.6. Post-Fire Watershed Response

Post-fire erosion and sediment transport to the water diversion was predicted with a system
of coupled hillslope erosion, hillslope sediment transport, and channel sediment transport models
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(Figure 1) that has been calibrated to make reasonable predictions of post-fire sediment yields within the
study region [24]. The NHDPlus raster and watershed network products [63] were used to represent
the topological connections between upland sediment sources and the water diversion point via
sub-catchment drainage paths to the flowline network and the series of intervening flowlines between
each catchment and the diversion. First, gross hillslope erosion was modeled for each fire with a raster
Geographic Information System implementation [64] of RUSLE [41]. Sediment transport to streams
was predicted using an empirical model of post-fire hillslope sediment delivery ratio from the western
USA [42] to estimate the proportion of sediment generated in each pixel that makes it to the flowline
network. Third, the total sediment from each catchment was routed down the flowline network to the
diversion point using a simple model of channel sediment delivery ratio [43] adapted for the channel
types in the study area.

2.6.1. Hillslope Erosion

RUSLE predicts gross erosion (Mg ha−1 year−1) as the product of factors for rainfall erosivity (R),
soil erodibility (K), length and slope (LS), cover (C), and support practices (P) [41]. Rainfall erosivity is
calculated as the product of storm maximum rainfall intensity and kinetic energy per unit area [41].
First year post-fire erosion was modeled at three levels of May to October rainfall erosivity—403,
887, 5168 MJ mm ha−1 h−1—representing the 2, 10, and 100-year recurrence interval rainfall erosivity
(hereafter “rainfall erosivity”) for the regional climate [65,66]. The May through October period was
selected because most post-fire erosion in this region occurs in response to high intensity summer
rainfall [16]. LS was calculated from a 30 m resolution digital elevation model [63] following the
methods of Winchell et al. [67] with a maximum limit on flow accumulation of 0.9-ha imposed to
approximate the original hillslope length guidance in Renard et al. [41]. Baseline K came from the Soil
Survey Geographic Database where available and the State Soil Geographic Database to fill missing
data [68]. Post-fire erosion was simulated by modifying the K and C factors based on wildfire extent
and burn severity [24,69]. No support practices were considered to model the unmitigated erosion
hazard. Baseline erosion is not a major concern for water quality, so we focused our assessment on the
post-fire increase in erosion. First-year post-fire increase in erosion (A) was calculated with Equation (1)
for each level of rainfall erosivity.

A = R × LS × [(Kb × Cb) − (K × C)], (1)

The subscript b indicates the burned condition for K and C factors. We limited hillslope erosion
predictions to 100 Mg ha−1 year−1 based on the maximum observed values reported in the study
region [49].

2.6.2. Hillslope Sediment Transport

An empirical model of post-wildfire hillslope sediment delivery ratio (hSDR) from the western
USA [42] was used to estimate the proportion of sediment generated in each pixel that makes it to the
stream network. The NHDPlus flowlines were first extended to include all pixels with a contributing
area greater than 10.8 ha [70] to better approximate the extent of the post-fire channel network. Post-fire
hSDR was then estimated with the annual length ratio model from Wagenbrenner and Robichaud [42].
We applied this model to predict hSDR as a function of the flow path length from each pixel to the
nearest stream channel as the “catchment length” and the flow path length across the pixel as the “plot
length” (Equation (2)). Flow path length to the nearest channel was calculated from a 30 m digital
elevation model [63] in ArcGIS 10.3 [57]. We doubled the predicted hSDR to account for under-sampling
of suspended sediment in the model training data and to roughly calibrate our net sediment yield
predictions to the small catchment yields from the Hayman Fire in Colorado [42]. This increased the
maximum hSDR from 0.27 to 0.54 for areas near streams and it increased the minimum hSDR from
0.05 to 0.10 for locations furthest from streams. We later compare our modeled gross and net hillslope
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sediment yields to relevant field observations in the discussion to demonstrate that this assumption is
reasonable. Channel pixels were assigned hSDR of 1.

log(hSDR) = −0.56 − 0.0094 × (flow path length to channel/flow path length across pixel), (2)

The first-year mass of sediment (Mg) delivered from a catchment to the stream network (TS) was
calculated as the sumproduct of the post-fire hillslope erosion (A), the pixel area, and hSDR for all
burned pixels (N) in the catchment (Equation (3)).

TS = SUM(Ai × 0.09 ha/pixel × hSDRi)|i = 1 to i = N, (3)

2.6.3. Channel Sediment Transport

Sediment was routed through the NHDPlus flowline network to the diversion by adapting the
channel sediment delivery ratio (cSDR) model of Frickel et al. [43] to the channel types in the study
watershed [24]. In montane streams of this region, sediment retention is generally highest in low
order channels because of high roughness and limited transport capacity and very low in the high
order channels with high transport capacity [45]. Observations of post-fire sediment transport in
a similar watershed in Wyoming suggest transport of fine sediments in suspension should be very
efficient in high order channels even during base flow conditions [71]. These trends are approximated
in our model by assigning cSDRs of 0.75, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.95 per 10 km of stream length to 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and 4th or higher-order streams, respectively. Sediment retention in lakes and reservoirs was
accounted for by assigning as a cSDR of 0.05 to the terminal flowline in each waterbody. The annual
mass of fire-related sediment (Mg) delivered to the water diversion (TD) was calculated as the sum of
sediment delivered to streams for all upstream catchments multiplied by the product of cSDRs for the
intervening flowlines (Equation (4)).

TD = SUM(TSj × [PRODUCT(cSDRk)|k = 1 to k = P])|j = 1 to j = O, (4)

The subscript j is the index for the O upstream catchments and the subscript k is the index for the
P intervening flowlines between catchment j and the pipeline diversion.

2.7. Water Supply Impacts

The first metric of water supply impact is the total wildfire related sediment delivered to the
diversion (Mg). The second metric is the per-fire average post-storm suspended sediment concentration
(SSC). Wilson et al. [66] found that a threshold rainfall intensity of 7 mm h−1 best predicts when
post-fire hillslope erosion will occur in this region. This intensity is exceeded on average four times
per year in the study watershed. We make the simplifying assumption that the first-year post-fire
sediment load from the coupled erosion and sediment transport model is divided equally among four
storms. We estimate that 35% of the hillslope erosion predicted by RUSLE is part of the fine-grained
inorganic and organic components that contribute to suspended sediment based on observations of soil
particle sizes generated from post-fire hillslope erosion and transported in suspension after summer
thunderstorms in the region [71,72]. Post-fire water quality is usually degraded for short periods
(hours to days) following rainstorms in this region [48,73], so we calculate post-storm suspended
sediment concentrations using the average storm load of fine sediment and the daily flow volume past
the diversion point, which averages 1.48 × 109 L per day for the May to October period (gage-adjusted
estimates from [63]). Suspended sediment concentration is rarely monitored directly, so limits for
treatment are more commonly expressed in turbidity. For this analysis, we use the high end of
100 Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) reported in the literature [15,74] to be conservative in our
judgement of exceeding limits for treatment. A conversion equation (Equation (5)) developed from
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post-fire monitoring of the Fourmile Canyon Fire was used to predict turbidity (NTU) from SSC
(mg L−1) [15].

NTU = (SSC − 2.84)/1.166, (5)

2.8. Containment Effectiveness Evaluation and Prioritization

To quantify the effectiveness of containment, we focused on the difference between the total water
impact measures with and without containment including watershed area burned, sediment delivered to
the diversion, and number of turbidity threshold exceedances. The difference between impact measures
for the uncontained and contained scenarios is the avoided transmitted risk [36]. Total sediment load
is a continuous value whereas turbidity exceedance is a binary outcome. Water quality degradation
was only considered transmitted when the outcome changed from below 100 NTU for within POD
burning to above 100 NTU for the entire fire footprint. To prioritize improvements along the potential
control lines that bound PODs, we calculated risk transmission across the POD edges based on their
proportional engagement with the fires that originate in their respective PODs; that is, the outcomes
associated with fire spreading to the surrounding landscape were divided among the lines based on
their intersected length. It is anticipated that the primary mitigation action would be fuels reduction
along the control lines, so transmission risk was normalized by length to compare the relative benefit
of hardening control lines.

3. Results

3.1. Fire Occurrence

Historical fire ignitions from the FOD [56] were concentrated in the lower and middle portions
of the focal watershed and along the southern boundary of the study area (Figure 3a) reflecting both
variation in fire season length and human use of the landscape. The 5000 wildfires simulated with
RANDIG ranged in size from 0.09 to 20,868 ha with a mean of 1961 ha and a median of 1469 ha.
We selected the 3040 fires that burned at least part of the focal watershed for further analysis. Their size
distribution did not vary substantially from that of the full simulation set. The excluded fires either
did not grow large enough to intercept the focal watershed, or the predominant wind direction caused
them to spread away from it. The middle and lower portions of the watershed are predicted to burn
most frequently due to both the greater ignition density and the presence of fuel types that promote
faster spread (Figure 3b). The high elevations in the western half of the study area are predicted to
burn infrequently due to low ignition density and sparse fuels. The southeast corner of the study area
near the water diversion has low burn probability because the fuels have not yet recovered from a
recent wildfire.

3.2. Fire Behavior and Severity

Crown fire activity is predicted to vary across the watershed due to differences in fuels and
topography (Figure 4a). A notable portion of the alpine and some recently burned areas are mapped
as non-burnable cover types (13.7%). Surface, passive crown, and active crown fire are predicted on
25.9%, 39.3%, and 21.1% of the watershed area respectively, which we use as proxies for low, moderate,
and high burn severity. This translates to predictions of low severity effects in grass and shrub fuel
types and moderate or high severity effects in most forests. High severity effects are most common in
forests with high horizontal and vertical continuity on steep slopes. Our prediction that approximately
60% of the watershed should burn at moderate or high severity is in line with the observed severity of
recent large wildfires in Colorado [75].
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Figure 3. (a) Fire Occurrence Database (FOD) records of historical ignitions and interpolated surface of
relative ignition density used in the RANDIG simulations. (b) Burn probability from the simulated
fires that intercept the study watershed.
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Figure 4. (a) Predicted burn severity using crown fire activity categories of surface, passive crown,
and active crown fire as proxies for low, moderate, and high severity fire. (b) Predicted post-fire
erosion with 2-year rainfall erosivity. (c) Combined Sediment Delivery Ratio (SDR) accounting for both
hillslope and channel transport. (d) Predicted sediment delivery to the water supply diversion with
2-year rainfall erosivity.

3.3. Watershed Response

Like burn severity, the magnitudes of post-fire erosion and sediment transport vary widely across
the watershed owing to variation in topography, soils, and proximity to the diversion. Figure 4
illustrates this for the 2-year rainfall erosivity. The greatest sediment hazard is associated with steep
terrain near the major channels that is predicted to burn at moderate or high severity. Post-fire erosion
and sediment transport potential is generally low in the flatter terrain in the northeast quadrant of the
watershed, the high mountains above major waterbodies, and the recently burned areas. The spatial
distribution of sediment hazard is similar for 10-year and 100-year rainfall erosivity, but the absolute
magnitude increases considerably. Table 2 summarizes the distribution of predicted erosion, sediment
delivery to streams, and sediment delivery to the diversion for the 3040 simulated wildfires that
burned in the watershed. The predicted mean post-fire gross erosion for the simulated wildfires
is 12.3, 20.4, and 46.4 Mg ha−1 for the 2, 10, and 100-year rainfall erosivity, respectively. Much of
this sediment should be retained in the watershed, especially where waterbodies interrupt sediment
transport (Figure 4c), so delivery to the diversion averages only 4.2, 7.0, and 15.9 Mg ha−1 for the 2, 10,
and 100-year rainfall erosivity, respectively.
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Table 2. Summary statistics of first-year post fire erosion, sediment delivery to streams, and sediment
delivery to the water supply diversion (div.) in Mg ha−1 by rainfall erosivity for the simulated wildfires
that burned into the watershed. These are total sediment yields including the coarse and fine fractions.

2-Year Rainfall Erosivity 10-Year Rainfall Erosivity 100-Year Rainfall Erosivity

Statistic Erosion To Streams To div. Erosion To Streams To div. Erosion To Streams To div.

Lower decile 2.0 1.0 0.4 4.3 2.1 0.9 18.5 9.1 4.3
Lower

quartile
5.0 2.6 1.6 9.8 5.0 3.2 32.3 16.5 11.0

Median 9.0 4.7 3.3 16.5 8.6 6.2 45.2 23.4 16.8
Mean 12.3 6.2 4.2 20.4 10.3 7.0 46.4 23.4 15.9
Upper

quartile
16.8 8.6 6.0 28.1 14.3 9.9 60.8 30.7 21.5

Upper decile 27.7 13.7 8.7 42.9 20.9 13.6 75.3 36.8 24.7

3.4. Avoided Watershed Area Burned

For improved containment at POD boundaries to avoid water supply impacts, the target fires
must leave the POD of origin under unmanaged conditions. Of the 3040 simulated wildfires that
burned at least part of the focal watershed, 2351 of them (77.3%) burned at least some area outside the
origin POD. Fires occasionally burned more than ten PODs, but of the fires that burned more than
one POD, most burned between two and five PODs (77.9%). This suggests that most fire transmission
during the initial burn period is between a POD and its adjacent neighbors, but some rare events may
burn across multiple POD boundaries.

Containing all fires within their POD of origin would reduce the average watershed area burned
from 1361 to 562 ha per fire, a 58.7% reduction (Table 3). The distributions of watershed area burned
for the contained and uncontained scenarios are shown in Figure 5a. Containing large fires has the
greatest potential to avoid watershed area burned; the 1396 fires that burned more than 1000 ha account
for 93.8% of the avoided area burned. Containment in the POD of origin would eliminate fires that
burn more than 10,000 ha in the watershed, which numbered 26 (0.9%) in the uncontained scenario.
The percentage of fires burning greater than 5000 ha would be reduced from 4.0 to 0.2. Watershed area
burned by fires that originate from PODs that are wholly or mostly outside the watershed should be
reduced to negligible levels under the containment scenario, but these PODs account for only a small
fraction of area burned when fires are allowed to grow freely (Figure 6a). Most fires start in the central
and eastern portion of the watershed (Figure 3) and the predominant west winds means that PODs in
the lower 2/3rds of the watershed are the source of fires that burn the greatest area (Figure 6a). All else
equal, larger PODs are larger sources of fire because they have more ignitions. Containment reduced
watershed area burned from fires that ignited in 61 of the 70 PODs, but some of the largest PODs still
have substantial watershed area burned with containment (Figure 6a) because fires have room to grow
large before encountering a potential control feature.
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Table 3. Summary of water supply impacts across all fires by containment scenario and rainfall erosivity.
A turbidity threshold of 100 NTU was used to compute the number of exceedances.

Watershed Area Burned (Mean ha per Fire)

Self-burning Total Avoided Avoided (%)

562 1361 799 58.7

Sediment to Diversion (Mean Mg per Fire)

Rainfall Erosivity Self-Burning Total Avoided Avoided (%)

2-year 3031 6115 3085 50.4
10-year 4904 10,188 5284 51.9
100-year 10,411 23,273 12,863 55.3

Turbidity Exceedances (Count of Fires)

Rainfall Erosivity Self-Burning Total Avoided Avoided (%)

2-year 1110 1668 558 33.5
10-year 1503 1910 407 21.3
100-year 1922 2210 288 13.0

 

 

Figure 5. Summary of containment effects on distribution of fire-level indicators of water supply risk by
rainfall erosivity including: (a) watershed area burned, (b) first-year post-fire sediment to the diversion,
and (c) first-year post-fire average post-storm turbidity (vertical black line marks the 100 NTU threshold
for treatment).

3.5. Avoided Sediment

Containment reduced the total sediment load to the pipeline diversion by 50.4–55.3% depending
on rainfall erosivity from an average of 6.1–23.2 thousand Mg per fire to an average of 3.1–10.4 thousand
Mg per fire (Table 3). The distributions of sediment delivered to the diversion for the contained
and uncontained scenarios are shown in Figure 5b. Sediment loads vary across several orders of
magnitude due to differences in fire size, erosion and sediment transport potential, and post-fire
rainfall. The effect of containment on sediment load is roughly equivalent to reducing rainfall erosivity
one level (Figure 5b). The spatial distribution of sediment source risk is similar to that of watershed
area burned (Figure 6b). PODs that are partially or wholly outside the watershed are a minimal risk
to water supplies after containment, but fire activity in the larger PODs situated in the middle of the
watershed is still expected to produce large sediment loads.
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Figure 6. Spatial summary of containment effects on distribution of POD-level indicators of water
supply risk for the 2-year rainfall erosivity including: (a) watershed area burned, (b) first-year post-fire
sediment to the diversion, and (c) frequency of turbidity exceedances for fires that originate within
each POD.
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3.6. Avoided Water Quality Degradation

Containment effects on water quality degradation were less substantial than for watershed area
burned and total sediment to the diversion (Table 3; Figure 5c); turbidity exceedances were reduced by
33.5, 21.3, and 13.0 percent for the 2, 10, and 100-year rainfall erosivity, respectively. With containment,
36.5, 49.4, and 63.2 percent of fires are predicted to exceed the 100 NTU threshold for the 2, 10,
and 100-year rainfall erosivity, respectively. Most fires that caused turbidity to exceed limits for
treatment originated in the large PODs in the middle of the watershed (Figure 6c). The three PODs
with the most turbidity exceedances are all larger than 10,000 ha. Containment only reduced the
number of turbidity exceedances from these PODs from 640 to 568 (an 11.3% reduction) for the 2-year
rainfall erosivity, and containment offered almost no mitigation benefit (1.0% fewer exceedances) for
these PODs under the most extreme rainfall scenario. In contrast, containment reduced turbidity
exceedances by more than 50% in 33 of the 70 PODs under median rainfall conditions. These PODs
range in size from 502 to 14,153 ha with a mean of 3548 ha. Many of these PODs are mostly or wholly
outside the watershed, but some are smaller PODs inside the watershed.

3.7. Prioritizing POD Network Improvements

The limited effect of containment on turbidity exceedances highlights the need to break up the
three large PODs with high source risk in the middle of the watershed (Figure 6c). These three PODs
are also the top priorities for further compartmentalization based on watershed area burned and total
sediment load from self-burning. With containment, an additional eight PODs were the source of 20
or more turbidity exceedances under median rainfall conditions. Cumulatively, these top 11 PODs
account for 91.4% of the fires that degraded water quality in the contained scenario, so efforts to further
reduce fire sizes in these PODs should have high benefit.

Prioritizing improvements along the potential control lines that bound PODs can be informed
with measures of risk transmission (Figure 7). Total sediment to the diversion was transmitted at the
highest rates along POD edges in the middle portion of the watershed (Figure 7a) where there is high
potential for fires to spread into erosion prone terrain near the diversion (Figures 3b and 4). In contrast,
transmitted water quality degradation was more concentrated along the edges associated with the
smaller PODs in the north central portion of the watershed (Figure 7b). Transmission risk was also
high for several control lines in the eastern half of the watershed that are nearly perpendicular to the
dominant wind direction. Mitigation priorities differed depending on which metric of transmission
risk was used (Figures 7 and 8). The two metrics both identify a similar order of priorities (Spearman’s
ρ = 0.89) but they have moderate disagreement about the magnitudes of potential risk mitigation
(Pearson’s R = 0.71), especially for the highest-ranking edges (Figure 8). Most notably, few of the POD
edges associated with the three large PODs that are the source of most turbidity exceedances (Figure 6c)
are high priorities for mitigation because containment at these locations infrequently changes the water
quality outcome despite the potential to avoid large quantities of sediment.
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Figure 7. Total transmitted risk for all fires from (a) sediment to diversion and (b) turbidity exceedances
normalized to edge length in kilometers for 2-year rainfall erosivity.
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Figure 8. Edge transmission risk comparison for 2-year rainfall erosivity. Edges ranked in the top
20 using either metric are colored red.

4. Discussion

This proof of concept analysis demonstrates the potential for improved early containment of
large fires to lower watershed area burned by 58.7% and to reduce risk to source water between 13.0%
and 55.3% depending on impact metric considered. Proportional reductions in total sediment load
to the diversion ranged between 50.4% and 55.3%, but the potential to avoid exceeding turbidity
limits for treatment was notably lower—varying between 33.5% and 13.0% reduction for the 2- and
100-year rainfall erosivity, respectively (Table 3). The contrasting response of our water impact metrics
to increasing rainfall erosivity (Table 3) reveals that avoiding large quantities of sediment may not
translate to avoiding degraded water quality if the residual sediment load is still large. The sources of
water supply risk and potential mitigation benefits of fire containment varied widely across the POD
network (Figure 6) suggesting the potential to further improve mitigation effectiveness with targeted
divisions to reduce the size of PODs with high risk from self-burning and fuels reduction to improve
containment probability along high transmission boundaries (Figure 7).

Our analysis built on previous studies of wildfire-water supply risk and wildfire risk transmission
to estimate the avoided water supply impacts from improved fire containment within pre-identified
PODs. Omi [18] approached this issue from the related perspective of fuel break construction and
maintenance in California using estimates of avoided area burned and a relative damage index to
value fuel break benefits. Monte Carlo wildfire simulation and watershed effects analyses capture
similar information on exposure and impacts with the added benefit of associating fire outcomes with
their ignition locations and final extents [32,33]. A recent effort to zone the study landscape into PODs
provided the operationally relevant fire containers used to estimate avoided water supply impacts
using risk transmission methods [35,36] as suggested by Davis [76] to estimate the area saved from
burning after encountering a control feature. The avoided area burned and sediment load measures we
modeled are similar to the impact metrics used to value the benefit of containment in previous studies,
but our evaluation of water quality degradation provided a unique opportunity to evaluate whether
the size and spatial arrangement of the PODs are appropriate to mitigate a scale-dependent risk.
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Our results suggest POD-based containment could meaningfully reduce risk of exceeding turbidity
limits for treatment (Table 3), but the large percentage of unmitigated risk implies that the containment
network could be more effective with smaller PODs.

Our estimates of avoided impacts are premised on the simplifying assumption that all fires are
contained within their POD of origin, which is likely realistic for many of our modeled fires but
optimistic for the most extreme fires in the region [35,46]. We chose not to address the probability
of containment in this study because existing models focus on characteristics of the control features,
surrounding fuels and topography, and fire behavior [30,77,78] but do not explicitly consider the
effects of suppression [79]. Managers in this landscape primarily identified roads as control features
because they aid firefighter access [29] and suppression firing [51]. It is also anticipated that proactively
identifying control features and response strategies will lead to timely and well-coordinated tactics
that increase the probability of containment. For example, extensive pre-season planning has been
credited with improving the strategic use of suppression firing and aerial retardant drops to contain
fire in PODs during extreme weather [80]. We did not account for suppression firing in this study,
which can sometimes substantially increase area burned [81] and thus would dampen the contrast
between our containment scenarios. However, managers ideally use backing fire to minimize adverse
effects [80]. Improved modeling of suppression actions and effects would help to refine our estimates
of risk mitigation.

The post-fire erosion and sediment transport modeling used here has several limitations that
are important to acknowledge. First, the linked fire and erosion model system (Figure 1) is subject
to multiple data, model, and model linkage uncertainties that have potential for prediction error as
discussed extensively in previous publications [24,25]. Recent work has shown that water quality at
the basin scale is sometimes minimally impacted despite modeled increases in hillslope erosion [82],
emphasizing the need to test and refine erosion and sediment transport models with empirical
observations at multiple scales [83]. Most of our predicted first-year post-fire hillslope erosion yields
for the 2-year and 10-year rainfall erosivity scenarios (Table 2) are close to the study-wide means of
9.5–22.2 Mg ha−1 and the range of individual hillslope observations of 0.1–38.2 Mg ha−1 from previous
fires in the region exposed to moderate rainfall [11,17,47,84]. Many of these studies had hillslope
sediment fences fill and overtop, so the reported yields are usually interpreted as a lower bound
estimate of the true erosion rate. For the 100-year rainfall erosivity, only the top decile of modeled
fires exceed the 72 Mg ha−1 of rill and interrill erosion reported in the first year after the Buffalo Creek
Fire in response to similarly extreme rainfall (converted from volume estimates of [45] using bulk
density of 1.6 Mg m−3). Despite doubling the efficiency of hillslope transport in this study, only the net
sediment delivery to streams for the upper decile of fires with 10-year rainfall erosivity and the upper
half of fires with 100-year rainfall erosivity (Table 2) approach the small catchment sediment yields of
22.0–38.6 Mg ha−1 observed in the first two years after the Hayman Fire [85,86]. This seems reasonable
given the larger size of most catchments in this study. After our rough calibration, our combined
hillslope and channel SDR values (Figure 4c) are close to SDR values estimated with similar travel
time methods [87,88]. None of the simulated fires at any rainfall level (Table 2) are predicted to deliver
sediment to the diversion at a rate close to the whole watershed sediment yield of 52.5 Mg ha−1 for the
first year of the Buffalo Creek Fire [45], likely because we did not account for channel erosion.

Our water degradation analysis also layers on additional assumptions that the annual suspended
sediment load is evenly divided among the annual average of four sediment-generating storms
and the storm sediment load is evenly mixed in the average daily flow volume of the river during
the thunderstorm season. Despite these approximations, the resulting turbidities—which averaged
309, 516, and 1181 NTU for the 2, 10, and 100-year rainfall erosivity, respectively—align well with
common observations in the region of post-fire turbidities between 100 and 1000 NTU and occasional
observations >1000 NTU [15,48,89]. The assumption that storm load is an equal division of annual
load does not account for the substantial intra-annual variability in storm characteristics [15,83,90],
seasonal trends in runoff and erosion [91], nor the interannual variability in the frequency of storms
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with sufficient intensity to cause erosion [34,66]. Similarly, unaccounted for variability in daily flow
volume should influence the vulnerability of the water source. Given these simplifications, we have
more confidence in our contrasts of containment benefits across scenarios than we do in our absolute
estimates of degradation risk. Our analysis also focused exclusively on the acute periods of severe
water quality degradation after rainstorms in the first year after fire, so it is unclear if containing fires
to smaller sizes will avoid elevated carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, manganese, and suspended solids
concentrations that may persist for years after fires in Colorado [15,89], increasing treatment complexity
and cost and raising concerns about the formation of disinfection byproducts [74,92]. Similar water
quality responses and treatment challenges have been observed after wildfires in Canada, Australia,
and Europe [12,13].

Despite uncertainties in the precise magnitude of risk reduction, improved containment appears
promising compared to other mitigation strategies. We found that limiting fires to their POD of origin
should reduce the total sediment load from wildfire between 50.4 and 55.3% (Table 3). Previous
assessments of landscape-scale fuel treatments in the western USA predict long-term sediment
reduction of 19% [25] and up to 34% reduction in sediment costs [24]. Salis et al. [93] project that
treating 15% of a landscape in Sardinia, Italy would only reduce average sediment yield 4–12%,
but their treatment scenarios were not prioritized to avoid erosion. Based on the narrowest contrast
in these figures (34% for fuel treatment and 50.4% for containment), POD-based containment should
compare favorably to landscape scale fuels reduction as long as the containment failure rate is less
than 32%. Furthermore, compartmentalizing fire in small units of the landscape has the potential to
avoid disrupting multi-source water systems by limiting fire impacts to a single source. The benefit of
containing individual wildfires should vary widely (Figure 5), as fire encounters with control features
and associated impacts beyond the POD of origin depend strongly on where the fire ignites.

We also demonstrated how risk transmission metrics could inform improvements to the POD
network, which should be relevant to fire, land, and water managers engaged in spatial fire
planning. The small number of PODs with high risk from self-burning are high priorities for
further compartmentalization, which could require improving firefighter access and/or reducing
fuels. Fine scale analyses of risk factors and containment opportunities would benefit these efforts.
If further divisions are not feasible or practical (e.g., because of wilderness or wildlife habitat concerns),
these PODs could be candidates for fuels reduction with prescribed or managed fire. It is also valuable
for water managers to identify areas that are not conducive to proactive risk mitigation, so they can
plan how to best respond to the anticipated effects of future fires. As previously discussed, we did not
estimate the probability of containing wildfire at POD boundaries and how containment probability
would change with fuels reduction, but managers are interested in identifying potential control lines
in need of improvement to support safe and effective fire response. Measures of transmission risk
across the POD edges (Figure 7) highlight where these efforts should be targeted to maximize their
benefit. However, priorities differed depending on the water supply effects measure used (Figure 8);
most notably, there is greater potential to avoid degradation by improving containment probability
around the smaller PODs. Further analyses are needed to evaluate if fuel conditions around these
POD edges necessitate treatment for firefighting effectiveness and safety.

The style of Monte Carlo exposure and effects analyses we present should also be useful for
evaluating fire protection strategies for other high value resources and assets that depend on the
scale of disturbance. For example, most ecological concerns relate to the area and spatial pattern of
high severity effects on vegetation and the resulting consequences for wildlife and reforestation by
dispersal-limited species (e.g., [94–96]). If intolerable levels of fire exposure or effects can be defined
for ecological values, similar methods could be used to assess the protection value of POD-based
containment. Wildfire impacts to homes and other values in the wildland-urban interface (WUI) are
almost always negative, but consequences often become disastrous when the area and assets affected
by fire overwhelm firefighting resources [97]. Managers intuitively design smaller PODs in the WUI [2],
but it has not been tested whether these PODs are appropriately sized to avert WUI disasters—i.e.,
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whether asset exposure for most fires is below the fire protection capacity. Similarly, wildfire impacts
to transportation networks may cross thresholds of concern for evacuation when traffic exceeds the
capacity of the available routes. Explicitly defining performance objectives for these and other fire
protection concerns could help to tailor POD size and spatial arrangement in future fire planning efforts.

5. Conclusions

Improved wildfire containment has potential to meaningfully reduce wildfire risk to water
supplies, but these effects are scale dependent. In our test cases, approximately 75% of fires intersected
potential control features and, if these fires were contained within their POD of origin, watershed area
burned would be reduced by 58.7%, total sediment load to the diversion would be reduced between
50.4 and 55.3%, and water quality degradation beyond limits for treatment would be reduced between
13.0 and 33.5%. Risk mitigation was higher for total sediment load than water quality degradation
because containment did not always change water quality outcomes. Moreover, priorities to improve
the network design by modifying the size of the PODs or improving containment probability along
their edges differ depending on the effects measure used. This highlights the importance of properly
defining water supply impacts for wildfire risk assessment and mitigation effectiveness studies.
Similar analyses could be applied to other scale-dependent resources at risk of wildfire to inform
containment network design.
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Abstract: Safety zones (SZs) are critical tools that can be used by wildland firefighters to avoid
injury or fatality when engaging a fire. Effective SZs provide safe separation distance (SSD) from
surrounding flames, ensuring that a fire’s heat cannot cause burn injury to firefighters within the
SZ. Evaluating SSD on the ground can be challenging, and underestimating SSD can be fatal. We
introduce a new online tool for mapping SSD based on vegetation height, terrain slope, wind speed,
and burning condition: the Safe Separation Distance Evaluator (SSDE). It allows users to draw a
potential SZ polygon and estimate SSD and the extent to which that SZ polygon may be suitable,
given the local landscape, weather, and fire conditions. We begin by describing the algorithm that
underlies SSDE. Given the importance of vegetation height for assessing SSD, we then describe
an analysis that compares LANDFIRE Existing Vegetation Height and a recent Global Ecosystem
Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) and Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) satellite image-driven
forest height dataset to vegetation heights derived from airborne lidar data in three areas of the
Western US. This analysis revealed that both LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat tended to underestimate
vegetation heights, which translates into an underestimation of SSD. To rectify this underestimation,
we performed a bias-correction procedure that adjusted vegetation heights to more closely resemble
those of the lidar data. SSDE is a tool that can provide valuable safety information to wildland fire
personnel who are charged with the critical responsibility of protecting the public and landscapes
from increasingly intense and frequent fires in a changing climate. However, as it is based on data that
possess inherent uncertainty, it is essential that all SZ polygons evaluated using SSDE are validated
on the ground prior to use.

Keywords: firefighter safety; safe separation distance; safety zones; LCES; Google Earth Engine; lidar;
LANDFIRE; Landsat; GEDI

1. Introduction

Wildland firefighters are tasked with a wide variety of fire management duties, many
of which place them in close proximity to flames. One of the primary tasks is the removal
of fuels and construction of containment lines in order to limit the potential damage to
lives, property, and other critical resources [1–3]. Particularly when engaged in a direct
attack, whereby firefighters may be working within a few meters or less of the flaming
front, the potential risk for safety incidents is elevated [4]. Sudden or unexpected changes
in fire behavior can have devastating effects to vulnerable fire personnel on the ground [5].
Events such as the Yarnell Hill fire in 2013, which claimed the lives of 19 firefighters and
the South Canyon fire, which resulted in 14 firefighter fatalities, demonstrate the tragedy
that can occur in the wildland fire profession [6–8]. Beyond these well-known, high-fatality
events, there is an additional and significant background level of mortality that occurs
among on-duty wildland firefighters [9]. The causes of death are varied, and include heart
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attacks, vehicular and aircraft accidents, falling trees, and smoke inhalation, to name a few.
Between 1990 and 2016, there were 480 wildland firefighter fatalities, nearly one fifth (19%)
of which were due to burnovers or entrapments. Burnovers are events in which flames
overcome fire personnel, either on the ground or while in a vehicle, and entrapments are
when firefighters become trapped by surrounding flames, unable to evacuate to safety [10].
As wildland fires increase in frequency, extent, and intensity, wildland firefighters may be
put at heightened risk while working in the increasingly complex fire environment [11–15].
Passage of the Infrastructure Investment and Job Act in the US developing a requirement
for federal agencies to “develop and adhere to recommendations for mitigation strategies
for wildland firefighters to minimize exposure due to line-of-duty environmental hazards”
further underscores the importance and continued policy relevance of wildland firefighter
safety (see H.R. 3684 §40803(d)(5)(A)).

To avoid injury or fatality, firefighters employ a range of safety measures in anticipation
of and throughout fire management operations. Safety is often considered the first priority
of wildland firefighters, as evident in the 10 Standard Firefighting Orders and the 18 Watch
Out Situations, colloquially referred to as the “10s and 18s” and known by all fire crews
in the US [16,17]. One of the most important safety protocols is the interconnected and
interdependent system of lookouts, communications, escape routes, and safety zones
(LCES) [18]. First formalized by Paul Gleason in 1991, and later modified to include anchor
points by Thorburn and Alexander in 2001 [19], proper implementation and continued
reevaluation of LCES is essential to firefighter survival. Lookouts are members of a fire
crew well-trained in the interpretation of fire behavior and weather conditions who are
placed at a vantage point in the fire environment that ensures continued visual observation
of the fire crew, the fire itself, and the surrounding landscape. Communications ensure that
critical information is conveyed in a clear, timely, and orderly manner between various
resources deployed on a fire, including ground crews, lookouts, vehicular and aerial assets,
and incident command. Escape routes are pre-defined evacuation pathways that enable
crews to retreat to a safety zone or other safe area. And finally, safety zones (SZs), which
are the primary focus of this paper, are areas on the landscape that firefighters can retreat to
in dangerous situations in order to avoid bodily harm. SZs are large, open areas with little
or no flammable material contained within. They can take a variety of forms, including
naturally sparsely or unvegetated areas and areas that have had fuel removed either
mechanically, or through burning.

The effectiveness of SZs is defined by the extent to which they can provide safe
separation distance (SSD) from surrounding or nearby flames [4,5,20–22]. SSD is defined as
the distance one must maintain from fire to avoid burn injury, without deployment of a
fire shelter [5,22]. The current operational guideline in the US for defining SSD emerged
from the work of Butler and Cohen in 1998, who used radiative heat transfer modeling
to determine that firefighters should maintain a distance of at least 4 times the height of
the proximal flames [22]. Although this guideline has since been widely adopted [23], the
research that underlies it is based solely on one heat transfer mechanism: radiation. Heat
transfer by convection is also a major—sometimes dominant—force, particularly in the
presence of steep slopes and high winds [24–26]. In the presence of such convective heat,
particularly if a fire crew is upslope and/or downwind of flames, SSD will increase [5,21].
Thus, the four times flame height rule is likely insufficient in these conditions. Recent work
by Butler et al. has sought to update this guideline with the inclusion of a “slope-wind
factor”, which adds a multiplicative term to the SSD equation to account for the effects of
convective heat transfer [5,21,26–28]. In addition, given that SZs should be designated prior
to, rather than during, the presence of flames, the four times flame height rule requires
firefighters to predict how tall the flames might eventually be, which is a challenging
endeavor. Accordingly, the newly proposed guidelines assume that, in a crown fire, flame
height is approximately equal to twice the vegetation height [28]. As a result, the new SSD
equation is defined as:

SSD = 8 × VH × ∆, (1)
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where VH is vegetation height and ∆ is the slope-wind factor. Butler recently defined these
slope-wind factors seen in Table 1, based not only on slope and wind speeds, but also on
the burning conditions, as dictated by fuel conditions (e.g., moisture) and weather (e.g.,
relative humidity) [28].

Table 1. Slope-wind factors (∆) from Butler, colored on a scale from blue (low ∆) to white (moderate
∆) to red (high ∆) [28].

Slope

Flat
(0–7.5%)

Low
(7.6–22.5%)

Moderate
(22.6–40%)

Steep
(>40%)

Wind
Speed

Light
(0–4.5 m/s)

0.8 1 1 2 Low

Burning
Condition

1 1 1.5 2 Moderate
1 1.5 1.5 3 Extreme

Moderate
(4.6–8.9 m/s)

1.5 2 3 4 Low
2 2 4 6 Moderate
2 2.5 5 6 Extreme

High
(>8.9 m/s)

2.5 3 4 6 Low
3 3 5 7 Moderate
3 4 5 10 Extreme

Although guidelines for use on the ground are valuable, they still require the firefight-
ers themselves to make the calculation of SSD on the ground while engaged in other fire
management activities. This requires the ability to accurately estimate vegetation height
and terrain slope and anticipate wind speed and fire intensity. Moreover, even if these
difficult interpretations and predictions can be made, an even more challenging endeavor
is to identify an area on the ground cleared of vegetation that provides the calculated
SSD in all directions. In order to reduce the subjectivity of this process and the potential
for interpretation error, Campbell et al. sought to develop a robust, geospatially driven
approach for identifying and assessing the suitability of SZs in advance of a fire using
high-resolution airborne lidar, which provides detailed terrain and vegetation height in-
formation [20]. Their method automatically identified open areas, determined the height
of surrounding trees, and calculated a score for the relative suitability of potential safety
zones within the open areas based on tree height and SSD. The potential for broad applica-
bility of their approach, however, is limited by three main factors: (1) the lack of widely
available airborne lidar data, (2) the temporal relevancy of and lack of scheduled updates
to available lidar data, and (3) the fact that only existing clearings could be assessed. With
respect to the first limitation, at present, high-quality, publicly accessible airborne lidar
data is particularly sparse in the Western US, where fires are most frequent, large, and
intense. Regarding the second limitation, vegetation structure is dynamic in fire-prone
environments, where SZ assessment is most important. Thus, having outdated lidar data
potentially limits accurate SSD calculation. Lastly, although existing open areas may be
viable SZs, firefighters often use areas that have already burned (“black” areas) or create
SZs through mechanical fuel removal.

To resolve the limitations of this previous work and to improve wildland firefighter
safety, we are introducing a new, interactive, web-based, open-access mapping tool for esti-
mating SSD and evaluating potential SZ effectiveness through geospatial analysis. Instead
of relying on lidar, this tool uses LANDFIRE Existing Vegetation Height data, which is both
nationally available in the contiguous US and is updated every few years. Additionally,
instead of only assessing SSD-driven suitability on clearings that already exist, this tool al-
lows users to draw their own SZ polygon to evaluate the potential suitability of a SZ in any
environment. Since LANDFIRE vegetation heights may not be as accurate as airborne lidar,
given that it is a modeled product driven by satellite imagery, it is important to quantify
the effects of differing sources of vegetation height data on SSD evaluation. Accordingly,
the primary objectives of this study are to: (1) introduce and describe the algorithm that
underlies a new tool for calculating SSD and analyzing SZ suitability; (2) compare SSD and
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potential SZ suitability using different sources of vegetation height data; (3) demonstrate
an example case study of the tool in a simulated wildland firefighting situation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Algorithm Description

The Safe Separation Distance Evaluator (SSDE) algorithm is built and applied in
Google Earth Engine (GEE), a cloud-based platform for processing and analyzing GIS and
remotely sensed data, using the JavaScript application programing interface [29]. GEE was
selected for few reasons: (1) it enables the production of user-facing applications that can
be widely accessed by anyone with an internet connection; (2) it hosts an immense catalog
of geospatial data, including datasets necessary for the analysis of SZ suitability; (3) its
cloud computing capabilities provide for rapid execution of complex geospatial functions,
allowing users to quickly assess SZ suitability. Accordingly, all data processing described
in this section is conducted using the GEE.

The SSDE evaluates SSD in two primary ways (Figure 1). The first is per-pixel SSD,
which is a representation of how far one must be from that pixel (e.g., in meters) in order
to avoid burn injury (Figure 1a). This is calculated at the individual pixel level across an
entire area of interest based on the vegetation height and terrain slope within each pixel,
and user-defined wind speed and burn condition classes. It provides a landscape-scale
view of SSD and can be used to aid in the delineation of potential SZ polygons. However, it
is perhaps more important to evaluate SSD at the level of the SZ polygon, as this can help
fire personnel determine the suitability of a potential SZ. Accordingly, the second way that
SSDE evaluates SSD is through the analysis of proportional SSD (pSSD) within potential
SZ polygons (Figure 1b). pSSD quantifies the extent to which a potential SZ polygon
provides SSD from surrounding vegetation/flames, considering the average per-pixel SSD
contained within a series of segments (or clusters of contiguous pixels) around the SZ
polygon. Measured in percent, a pSSD of 100% or greater for a given pixel would mean
that, factoring in vegetation height surrounding the polygon, slope, wind speed, and burn
condition, the pixel’s location should provide sufficient SSD, should fire personnel opt to
use this location as a SZ. Conversely, a pixel with a pSSD of less than 100% would indicate
that firefighters located within that pixel may risk injury from burning vegetation outside
the boundary of the polygon. A detailed description of the computation of both SSD and
pSSD follows.

Figure 1. Conceptual depiction of the two different ways that SSDE calculates SSD, including a
per-pixel SSD, representing the distance one must maintain from a pixel in order to avoid burn
injury (a), and within-SZ polygon pSSD, representing the relative extent to which a potential SZ
polygon provides SSD from surrounding flames, based on segment-level mean SSD (b).

Per-pixel SSD is calculated as follows. The algorithm relies on two primary input
datasets, both of which are available on a nationwide basis in the US. The first is LANDFIRE
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Existing Vegetation Height, version 2.0, which is a 30 m spatial resolution raster dataset
where each pixel represents the average height of the dominant vegetation within that
pixel (Figure 2b) [30,31]. The second is a Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) digital
elevation model (DEM), also at 30 m spatial resolution [32]. Using the SRTM DEM, terrain
slope in percent is calculated (Figure 2c). This slope raster is then converted into a slope-
wind factor dataset, based on user-defined wind speed and burning condition categories
(Figure 2d; Table 1). Using Equation (1), SSD is calculated from the slope-wind factor and
vegetation height data, producing a spatially exhaustive representation of the distance one
must maintain from each pixel in the image dataset in order to avoid injury (Figure 2e). As
discussed further in Sections 2.3 and 3.3, there is a user-selected bias correction option that
is built into SSDE to account for underestimation of tree heights in the LANDFIRE data.

Figure 2. Illustration of the process for calculating per-pixel SSD in an example focus area in central
New Mexico (a), including the vegetation height data from LANDFIRE (b), the SRTM-derived slope
data (c), the slope-wind factor under moderate burning conditions and moderate wind speeds (d),
and the resulting SSD raster (e). Legend labels contain parenthetical indication relevant sub-figure.
Note that this figure does not illustrate the SZ selection process in a real or simulated wildland fire; it
merely conveys the calculation of per-pixel SSD in a landscape in which fires could occur.

The per-pixel, landscape-wide layers representing SSD, vegetation height, and slope,
as well as the high-resolution Google imagery base map, can be used to identify potential
SZ on the landscape. In a realistic wildland fire scenario, this identification process would
likely be undertaken by a GIS specialist working with an incident management team,
who has specific knowledge of the current fire extent, projected changes in fire behavior,
and crew assignments. However, given the open-access nature of SSDE, this process
can likewise be undertaken by anyone with an interest in wildland firefighter safety. To
calculate pSSD at the SZ polygon level, the user can define a potential SZ using the polygon
drawing tools in SSDE, guided by the conditions both within the polygon and surrounding
the polygon. The best SZs are those that contain no flammable material within, naturally or
otherwise, so ideally this SZ polygon would be drawn in an area with low fuel loading,
such as short or sparse grasses or litter. Alternatively, a SZ polygon could also be drawn
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in an area that has recently burned, or an area that would be targeted for fuel removal to
create a SZ.

pSSD within a SZ is dependent upon the slope and vegetation height of the sur-
rounding landscape. As discussed in the Introduction, heat transfer from flames generally
increases with increasing vegetation height and terrain slope. Accordingly, a SZ in the
midst of steep terrain and tall vegetation will require a larger SSD than a SZ in the midst
of flat terrain and short vegetation. If we assume that the SZ itself contains little or no
flammable material, then the primary concern for SZ evaluation is the area surrounding the
SZ. Accordingly, to calculate pSSD within the SZ polygon, slope and vegetation height need
to be evaluated within a “buffer” surrounding a SZ [20,33]. In an environment with short
vegetation, a relatively small buffer surrounding a SZ needs to be evaluated, because flame
heights will tend to be low and more distant vegetation will not affect the suitability of a SZ
given its limited capacity for transferring heat over long distances (Figure 3a). Conversely,
in the presence of tall trees and steep slopes, larger buffer areas are needed to account
for the effects of more distant fuel and flames (Figure 3b). For example, a stand of 20 m
tall forest in a low-slope environment with moderate wind speed and burning conditions
would require an SSD of 320 m—that is, to maintain safety, firefighters would need to find a
SZ that provides at least 320 m of separation from this stand. However, if the SZ evaluation
procedure only included an analysis of vegetation within a small (e.g., 20 m) buffer around
the SZ, then the potentially dangerous effects of the heat emitting from a crown fire in this
stand could be missed, putting the firefighters at risk.

Figure 3. Relationship between the safe separation distance (SSD) defined by vegetation surrounding
the safety zone and the size of the buffer needed around the safety zone to ensure that all relevant
surrounding vegetation is considered in the safety zone analysis. With shorter vegetation, a smaller
buffer is needed (a), whereas with taller vegetation, a larger buffer is needed (b). Note that the
relationship between vegetation height and SSD is not drawn to scale.

Accordingly, to ensure that an appropriately sized buffer area is evaluated around a
potential SZ polygon, the buffer size must be defined by the highest per-pixel SSD in the
surrounding area. To do this, the largest theoretically possible SSD in the US (SSDUSmax) is
first calculated as follows:

SSDUSmax = 8 × VHUSmax × ∆max, (2)
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where VHUSmax is the height of the tallest tree in the US (116 m) and ∆max is the maximum
slope-wind factor from Table 1 (10). As a result, SSDUSmax is equal to 9280 m. While this
is purely a theoretical SSD, it provides a useful initial buffer distance. The potential SZ
polygon is buffered by this SSDUSmax, and then the highest SSD pixel value within the
initial buffer (SSDSZmax) is then identified. This value is then used to create the final buffer
around a designated SZ polygon, which will serve as the basis of SSD evaluation.

The buffer area is then used to clip out a subset of the SSD raster (Figure 4a). Given that
each pixel possesses its own SSD (based on its unique combination of vegetation height and
slope-wind factor), it is important to consider the variation in SSD that is found throughout
the area surrounding the SZ polygon. Vegetation may be taller or slopes may be steeper on
one edge of a SZ polygon as compared to the other. Accounting for this spatial variability
at the pixel level would greatly increase computation time, so the SSDE algorithm applies
an image segmentation function on the clipped SSD raster to generate a series of segments
(i.e., clusters of similar pixels) representing areas with relatively homogeneous SSD values
(Figure 4a). From each segment, Euclidean distance is calculated on a continuous basis
as a 30 m spatial resolution raster where each pixel represents the distance from that
segment. Each segment also has a mean SSD value, aggregated from the SSD pixel values
within the segment. Accordingly, a comparison between the Euclidean distance raster
and the segment’s mean SSD value should provide insight into whether pixels in the SZ
polygon are within or beyond the SSD. To determine this on a relative basis, the Euclidean
distance is then divided by the segment’s mean SSD, resulting in a dataset containing pixels
representing pSSD, where pixel values under 1 (or 100%) represent areas that would be
unsafe if the fuel within that segment were burning under crown fire conditions (Figure 4b).
Values over 1 (or 100%) represent areas that would be safe, according to the SSD guideline.
This process is repeated for every segment surrounding the SZ polygon, producing a series
of pSSD rasters. To reduce these rasters down to a single representation of pSSD within the
SZ polygon, the minimum pixel value (representing the “worst-case” pSSD for all segments
surrounding the polygon) is extracted among all of the rasters (Figure 4c). This pSSD raster
enables the identification of the safest area within the potential SZ polygon, defined as the
location with the highest pSSD (Figure 4d). Lastly, a threshold is applied to the pSSD to
distinguish between safe areas, or areas that are equal to or greater than 100% of pSSD,
and unsafe areas, or areas that are less than 100% of pSSD (Figure 4d). The size of the
resulting safe areas is important for wildland firefighters, as it provides a sense for how
many resources (e.g., firefighters, trucks, dozers, engines) can utilize the SZ at once. It has
been estimated that approximately 5 m2 (50 ft2) is recommended for each firefighter, and
28 m2 (300 ft2) for each piece of heavy equipment [33,34]. To enable users to interact with
the resulting data outside of GEE, there are options for downloading all of the resulting
data layers, including the SSD raster, pSSD raster, safe/unsafe raster, the SZ polygon vector
feature, and the safest point vector feature.

2.2. Vegetation Height Analysis

Given that LANDFIRE Existing Vegetation Height is a modeled product based on
multispectral satellite imagery, it can be assumed that there is inherent inaccuracy in its
vegetation height estimates. Conversely, airborne lidar data, which result from laser pulses
emitted from an airborne platform reflecting off the ground and aboveground surfaces, pro-
vide direct measurements of vegetation height. Thus, airborne lidar is considered a reliable
source of data for deriving accurate and precise canopy height models in vegetated envi-
ronments [35]. In fact, the models that derive the LANDFIRE Existing Vegetation Height
product are trained in part using airborne lidar data, in addition to ground-level plot mea-
surements [36]. Inaccuracy in vegetation height results in inaccuracy in SSD, and inaccuracy
in SSD could have significant effects on the safety of wildland firefighters. Accordingly, to
quantify these effects, we compared LANDFIRE-driven SSD to lidar-driven SSD.
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Figure 4. Illustration of the process for calculating within-safety zone (SZ) safe separation distance
(SSD) in the same example focus area in central New Mexico shown in Figure 1, including the manual
input of a SZ polygon, the buffering of that SZ polygon, and the generation of SSD segments (a), the
calculation of pSSD from a single example segment (b), the combined minimum of pSSD from all
segments (c), and derivative safety products, including the safest point and a binary classification of
safe versus unsafe within the SZ polygon (d). Legend labels contain parenthetical indication relevant
sub-figure(s).

Although LANDFIRE is one of the most widely used, nationwide vegetation height
products in the US, particularly among wildland fire scientists, it is not the only one. A
recent study by Potapov et al. introduced a new global forest height product driven by
a combination of Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) data and Landsat
8 OLI imagery [37,38]. GEDI is a spaceborne lidar instrument that produces large foot-
print (~25 m diameter) full waveform surface elevation data. Distinct from airborne lidar,
however, which produces a dense point cloud of measurements that can be used to interpo-
late spatially exhaustive, high-resolution height models, GEDI’s sampling design is such
that large gaps exist between successive and adjacent footprints, limiting the capacity to
produce spatially contiguous height models. However, Potapov et al. used GEDI data to
train a model to predict forest height using Landsat imagery on a global scale. Similarly
to LANDFIRE, this GEDI/Landsat hybrid product is a modeled product and, as such,
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possesses inherent uncertainty. In the interest of basing our algorithm on the best and
most reliable vegetation height data, we also compared the GEDI/Landsat-derived SSD to
airborne lidar-derived SSD.

To compare LANDFIRE, GEDI/Landsat, and airborne lidar, we selected three areas in
fire-prone regions of the Western US. These areas were selected to capture a range of terrain
and vegetation height conditions. Importantly, each of the three areas was required to have
recently collected, freely available airborne lidar data and no recent major disturbances.
The 3 areas selected, each 20 × 20 km in size, are shown in Figure 5. The first area is in
western New Mexico (Figure 5a), ranging in elevation from 1659 to 3032 m (mean = 2253 m),
ranging in slope from 0 to 153% (mean = 26%), and is dominated by ponderosa pine forests
and piñon-juniper woodlands. According to the airborne lidar data, vegetation heights
range from 0 to 41 m (mean = 13 m). The second area is in western Wyoming (Figure 5b),
ranging in elevation from 1741 to 3038 m (mean = 2284 m), ranging in slope from 0 to 179%
(mean = 35%), and is dominated by Douglas fir and lodgepole pine forests and sagebrush
shrublands. According to the airborne lidar data, vegetation heights range from 0 to 40 m
(mean = 15 m). The third area is in northern California (Figure 5c), ranging in elevation
from 137 to 1399 m (mean = 729 m), ranging in slope from 0 to 195% (mean = 30%), and is
dominated by Douglas fir forests, black oak woodlands, and ruderal grasslands. According
to the airborne lidar data, vegetation heights range from 0 to 72 m (mean = 22 m).

Airborne lidar datasets for each of these 3 areas were acquired from the USGS
3D Elevation Program (3DEP) [39]. The New Mexico data came from the USGS 3DEP
dataset titled “NM_SouthCentral_2018_D19”, collected in 2018 with an average point
density of 6.0 pts/m2. The Wyoming data came from the USGS 3DEP dataset titled
“WY_Southwest_2020_D20”, collected in 2020 with an average point density of 7.6 pts/m2.
The California data from the USGS 3DEP dataset titled “USGS_LPC_CA_NoCAL_Wildfires
_B4_2018”, collected in 2018 with an average point density of 10.1 pts/m2. It should
be noted that there are some temporal discrepancies between the airborne lidar data
(2018–2020), LANDFIRE data (2016), and GEDI/Landsat data (2019). To avoid issues asso-
ciated with major vegetation height changes that may have occurred between these time
frames, these areas were selected specifically to avoid containing any fires that had occurred
between 2015 and 2021. To match the training and validation data used in the development
of LANDFIRE and Potapov et al.’s height products, airborne lidar canopy height models
were derived at a 30 m spatial resolution using the 90th percentile of aboveground point
returns within each pixel. All of the airborne lidar data processing was conducted using
LAStools [40].

To assess SSD uncertainty, the algorithm described in Section 2.1 was applied to each
of the three vegetation height datasets (LANDFIRE, GEDI/Landsat, and airborne lidar).
However, to enable the flexibility needed for this comparative analysis, the algorithm was
implemented in Python with heavy reliance on the Esri ArcPy library, rather than GEE.
Given that the GEDI/Landsat product does not include vegetation heights lower than 3 m
(as it is considered a “forest” height product), LANDFIRE vegetation heights were used in
areas lower than 3 m in height for the GEDI/Landsat analysis. For all three datasets, the
same terrain slope was used, derived from a USGS 3DEP 30 m digital elevation model. In
each of the three test areas, SZ polygons were automatically generated, using a random
shape generator created for this study. Briefly, it starts with a randomly located point, and
then creates a shape based on a randomly defined number of equally spaced vertices that
are placed at random distances from the center point. The distances are selected from a
normal distribution with a mean between 100 and 1000 m and a standard deviation of
0.25 times the mean. The resulting shape is then smoothed to produce a final SZ polygon,
as can be seen in Figure 5a–c. In all, 25 SZ polygons were generated for each test area
(75 total). Since each polygon was evaluated independently, randomly placed polygons
could overlap. For each SZ polygon, every unique combination of burning condition and
wind speed was evaluated. As a result, the algorithm was run 2025 times (3 vegetation
height datasets × 75 SZs × 3 burning conditions × 3 wind speeds).
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Figure 5. Three test areas used to assess SSD uncertainty, including a site in western New Mexico (a),
western Wyoming (b), and northern California (c), as well as a locator map illustrating their broader
geographic context (d). The LANDFIRE SSD shown represents low burning conditions and light
wind. The SZs represent randomly generated polygons used for testing.

Four statistical comparisons were made between the results from the three different
vegetation height datasets. The first was a per-pixel SSD comparison. For this, a set of
25 random points was generated within each combination of vegetation height dataset,
burning condition, and wind speed (675 points total), and pixel values were extracted
from SSD rasters. The second was the maximum pSSD found within each of the randomly
generated SZ polygon for each combination of vegetation height dataset, burning condition,
and wind speed. The third was the total safe area (the areas meeting or exceeding SSD)
within the SZ polygon for each combination of vegetation height dataset, burning condition,
and wind speed. All three of these comparisons were made using ordinary least squares
regression between LANDFIRE and airborne lidar, GEDI/Landsat and airborne lidar, and
LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat. The fourth and final statistical comparison was aimed
at determining the geographic divergence between the locations identified as being the
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safest point within each SZ. For this, the horizontal distance between safe points was
calculated between LANDFIRE and airborne lidar, GEDI/Landsat and airborne lidar,
and LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat, from which histograms and associated descriptive
statistics were derived.

2.3. LANDFIRE Bias Correction

As mentioned in Section 2.1 and discussed in greater detail in the Section 3.2, the
per-pixel SSD comparison revealed that, in comparison to the airborne lidar-based SSD
values, the LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat SSD values were underestimated. To ensure
that the algorithm is not overestimating the relative safety of drawn SZs, a bias correction
procedure was developed. Although both LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat featured a
similar trend in bias, the bias correction was only tested on the LANDFIRE data, given the
fact that LANDFIRE was ultimately selected as the vegetation height dataset used in SSDE,
the justification for which is further discussed in Section 4. To correct for underestimation
in SSD, the linear regression model resulting from the per-pixel SSD comparison was used
to adjust LANDFIRE SSD pixel values through a linear transformation. To test the extent to
which this bias correction procedure increased the agreement between LANDFIRE- and
lidar-derived SSD values and SZ suitability metrics, the same four statistical comparisons
previously described were conducted: (1) per-pixel SSD linear regression; (2) within-SZ
maximum pSSD linear regression; (3) within-SZ total safe area linear regression; (4) safest
point distance histogram comparison. Lastly, to enable users to select between using the
raw LANDFIRE data or the bias-corrected LANDFIRE data as a basis of SSD calculation, a
selection option was added to SSDE.

2.4. Use Case Demonstation

To provide an example use case for SSDE, we simulated a situation in which wildland
firefighters are tasked with selecting a SZ during an active wildfire. To do this, we created
a fictional fire perimeter in a ponderosa pine forest in an area of northern New Mexico that
has a variety of potential SZs in the form of open grassy meadows. Two of these potential
SZs are delineated and analyzed using SSDE. To test the viability of these potential SZ under
different weather and fire conditions, they are each evaluated for two sets of extremes:
(1) light wind and low burn condition; (2) high wind and extreme burn condition.

3. Results

3.1. GEE Application

The SSDE was developed in GEE and a free, open-access, web-based application
can be viewed at https://firesafetygis.users.earthengine.app/view/ssde (accessed on
3 January 2022). Screen captures of the interface can be seen in Figures 6–8. Figure 6
represents the view that a user would have when zoomed to an area of interest, including
an instructional panel on the left that explains how to use the tool (Figure 6a), the main
map interface with a Google imagery base map (Figure 6b), and the polygon drawing tool
that can be used to digitize a potential SZ polygon (Figure 6c).

The user then has the option to select the burning condition, wind speed, and whether
or not to correct for vegetation height bias (Figure 7a). Following these selections, the user
generates a per-pixel SSD map (Figure 7b). The user also has the option to download the
resulting raster image (Figure 7a).

The user can then manually draw in a potential SZ polygon and evaluate a variety
of suitability metrics by selecting ‘Calculate SZ SSD’ (Figure 8a). As a result, three new
spatial layers will be added to the map, each within the extent of the SZ polygon, including
the pSSD (Figure 8b), as well as a point feature representing the safest location and a
safe (pixels greater than or equal to SSD) and unsafe (pixels less than SSD) raster. These
layers can be toggled on and off in the ‘Layers’ menu (Figure 8c). The layers can also be
individually downloaded (Figure 8a). Lastly, a series of tabular metrics are also computed
and displayed to aid in the evaluation of SZ suitability (Figure 8d). The user can evaluate
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and compare multiple different wind speeds, burning conditions, and whether or not bias
is corrected for.

 

Figure 6. A screen capture of the Wildland Fire Safe Separation Distance Evaluator Google Earth
Engine web application, including an instructional panel on the left that explains how to use the
tool (a), the main map interface with a Google imagery base map (b), and the polygon drawing tool
that can be used to digitize a potential SZ polygon (c).

Figure 7. A screen capture of the Wildland Fire Safe Separation Distance Evaluator Google Earth
Engine web application, including the user-selected options for generating and downloading a SSD
map (a), and an example of the resulting map (b).
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Figure 8. A screen capture of the Wildland Fire Safe Separation Distance Evaluator Google Earth
Engine web application, including the widgets used for calculating SZ suitability and downloading
the resulting layers (a), a layer representing pSSD (b), the ‘Layers’ menu for toggling on and off
layer visibility (c), and a widget with several quantitative suitability metrics for two different wind
speed-burning condition combinations (d).

3.2. Vegetation Height Analysis

The results of the per-pixel SSD uncertainty analysis can be seen in Figure 9. When
compared to airborne lidar-derived SSD, which we assume to be the most accurate given
the fact that airborne lidar vegetation heights are directly-measured rather than modeled,
it becomes clear that both LANDFIRE- and GEDI/Landsat-derived SSD values, on aver-
age, are underestimated (Figure 9a,b). Since all of the other variables (slope, wind speed,
burning condition) were held constant, this means LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat vege-
tation height products underestimated vegetation heights, as taller vegetation results in
higher SSD. Per-pixel SSD values are still fairly strongly correlated (R2

LANDFIRE-lidar = 0.63;
R2

GEDI/Landsat-lidar = 0.68), suggesting that the modeled products trend towards similar
results as the airborne lidar-derived per-pixel SSD, but the regression slopes of less than
1 indicate that both LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat will underestimate per-pixel SSD,
particularly on the high end. This further points towards the fact that LANDFIRE and
GEDI/Landsat fail to capture the structure of very tall vegetation well, though this failure
appears more pronounced in the LANDFIRE data, given the lower regression line slope.
Of particular note is the presence of a number of sample points where the LANDFIRE and
GEDI/Landsat per-pixel SSD values approach zero but the airborne lidar per-pixel SSD
values are greater than zero. A visual assessment of the three vegetation height datasets in
comparison to aerial imagery revealed that, at least in some cases, this can be attributed to
the presence of standing dead vegetation such as in a post-fire environment. The airborne
lidar captures this standing dead vegetation since the laser pulses interact with any above-
ground objects. However, the LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat, both of which rely heavily
on spectral data tend to suggest there is no vegetation in these areas, given the fact that
the typical vegetation reflectance signal (e.g., high near infrared reflectance, low visible
wavelength reflectance) is no longer present after a disturbance event. The comparison
between LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat directly further suggests that LANDFIRE tends to
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underestimate vegetation heights to a greater extent than GEDI/Landsat, though they are
strongly correlated (R2

LANDFIRE-GEDI/Landsat = 0.74) (Figure 9c).

Figure 9. Results of the per-pixel SSD comparison between LANDFIRE and airborne lidar (a),
GEDI/Landsat and airborne lidar (b), and LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat (c). The red line represents
the ordinary least-squares regression model between the x and y variables, whereas the black line
represents the 1:1 line, where x is equal to y.

The results of the SZ polygon-level maximum pSSD uncertainty analysis can be seen
in Figure 10. The results follow a similar trend from the per-pixel SSD comparison, which
makes sense given that within-SZ pSSD is driven by the pixel-level SSD values surround-
ing the SZ polygon. Both LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat overestimate the maximum
pSSD within SZ polygons as compared to airborne lidar (Figure 10a,b). This can once
again be attributed to vegetation height underestimation from these modeled products
as compared to airborne lidar data. In addition, there is a much greater correlation at
the SZ polygon level than at the pixel level. For example, at the pixel level, LANDFIRE
and lidar SSD have a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.63, whereas at the SZ polygon
level, LANDFIRE and lidar maximum pSSD have an R2 of 0.92. This is likely due in part
to the segmentation procedure that aggregates adjacent pixels with similar SSD values
and computes a mean, which drives the pSSD calculation, thus reducing the pixel-level
noise and producing a stand-level estimate of vegetation height. This high correlation
also suggests that SZ polygon size is likely the major driver of within-SZ pSSD, outweigh-
ing the effects of differing vegetation height estimates. When comparing between the
2 modeled products, LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat produce very similar results with
a high correlation (R2

LANDFIRE-GEDI/Landsat = 0.88) and a regression line slope of close to
1 (0.94) (Figure 10c). Again, even though LANDFIRE tended to produce slightly lower
per-pixel SSD values due to lower vegetation height estimation (Figure 9c), when pixels are
aggregated at the segment level and when those segment-level pSSD estimates are further
aggregated at the SZ polygon level, subtle differences in vegetation height bear little effect
on pSSD calculation.

The results of the SZ polygon-level total safe area uncertainty analysis can be seen
in Figure 11. These results mirror those seen in Figure 9, which makes sense given that
safe area is a direct product of the within-SZ pSSD calculation. Both LANDFIRE and
GEDI/Landsat tend to overestimate total safe area within SZ polygons as compared to
airborne lidar (Figure 11a,b). While such an overestimation is potentially problematic, the
most acutely problematic disagreement between the modeled products and the airborne
lidar is the large number of SZ polygons where lidar indicates there is 0 ha safe area and
the modeled products indicate there is greater than 0 ha safe area—in some cases as much
as 100 ha of safe area. However, it is important to recognize that since the safe versus
unsafe classification is based on a defined pSSD threshold, a SZ polygon that reaches 99%
of SSD would still be mapped as unsafe, so small differences in vegetation heights can
have large effects on these results. Once again, the LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat safe
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area estimates are both highly correlated and relatively unbiased when compared to one
another (Figure 11c).

Figure 10. Results of the safety zone polygon-level maximum pSSD comparison between LANDFIRE
and airborne lidar (a), GEDI/Landsat and airborne lidar (b), and LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat (c).
The red line represents the ordinary least-squares regression model between the x and y variables,
whereas the black line represents the 1:1 line, where x is equal to y.

Figure 11. Results of the safety zone-level total safe area comparison between LANDFIRE and
airborne lidar (a), GEDI/Landsat and airborne lidar (b), and LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat (c).
The red line represents the ordinary least-squares regression model between the x and y variables,
whereas the black line represents the 1:1 line, where x is equal to y.

The results of the safest point geographic displacement analysis can be seen in
Figure 12. LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat result in safest points being on average be-
tween about 100 and 150 m from the lidar-derived safest point location (Figure 12a,b).
Given the 30 m spatial resolution of the analysis, that means, on average, the safest points
are within 3–5 pixels of one another. This suggests that the geography of the safest point is
perhaps not as sensitive to the vegetation height as it is to the geometry of the SZ polygon.
However, there are exceptions, given the right-skewed tail of the distributions. In a select
few instances, safest points were found to be 800 m apart or more. From a firefighter safety
perspective, this is a significant deviation, as the safest point is likely the target gathering
point within the SZ for the crew and equipment. The LANDFIRE and GEDI/Landsat safest
points are, on average, closer to one another than they each are to the airborne lidar-derived
safest points (Figure 12c).
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Figure 12. Results of the safety zone polygon-level total safest point location comparison between
LANDFIRE and airborne lidar (a), GEDI/Landsat and airborne lidar (b), and LANDFIRE and
GEDI/Landsat (c).

3.3. LANDFIRE Bias Correction

The results of the LANDFIRE bias correction procedure can be seen in Figure 13. The
bias correction resulted in SSD and SZ suitability metrics that align more closely with those
derived from airborne lidar. Specifically, in all three regression analyses, including the
per-pixel SSD (Figure 13a), the within-SZ polygon maximum pSSD (Figure 13b), and the
within-SZ polygon total safe area (Figure 13c), the regression slope was much closer to one
than the un-corrected data. The bias correction bore little effect on the safest point location
comparison, which makes sense given the fact that vegetation heights were all increased
linearly, meaning the placement of the safest point would not have changed significantly
(Figure 13d).

Figure 13. Results of the comparison between bias-corrected LANDFIRE data and airborne lidar
data, including per-pixel SSD (a), within-SZ polygon maximum pSSD (b), within-SZ polygon total
safe area (c), and distance between modeled safest points (d).
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3.4. Use Case Demonstration

The results of the case study demonstration can be seen in Figure 14. The two potential
SZ polygons varied in shape, size, and proximity to the fire perimeter. In a direct attack
situation, a fire crew would be working in close proximity to the perimeter of the fire.
Thus, having a SZ that is in close proximity to the crew is the best way to ensure that
they can access the SZ quickly via a pre-planned escape route. Based on proximity alone,
SZ 1 is superior to SZ 2 (Figure 14a). Indeed, provided that wind speeds were light and
burn conditions were low, SZ 1 would provide sufficient SSD for the crew, providing a
maximum within-SZ pSSD of 115%, and a total safe area of 0.36 ha (Figure 14b). However,
under high winds and extreme burn conditions, this SZ would no longer be suitable
(Figure 14c). In comparison, SZ 2 is further away, but due to its larger size, provides greater
SSD, particularly under light winds and low burn conditions (Figure 14d). Even though
this polygon is much larger, it still does not meet the SSD guideline under high winds
and extreme burn conditions, providing a maximum within-SZ pSSD of 74% (Figure 14e).
Armed with this information, however, the crew could opt to expand SZ 2 to increase its
suitability through mechanical fuel removal or controlled burning.

 

Figure 14. Results of the evaluation of two potential SZs in a simulated wildland fire scenario in
northern New Mexico, including an overview map (a), and the suitability analysis results for SZ 1
under light wind and low burn conditions (b), SZ 1 under high wind and extreme burn conditions (c),
SZ 2 under light wind and low burn conditions (d), and SZ 2 under high wind and extreme burn
conditions (e).

4. Discussion

We envision the SSDE being of broad interest to the wildland fire community, from
fire scientists to incident management personnel to wildland firefighters. Its open-access
nature allows anyone to explore, examine, and interact with the concepts of SZs and SSD.
Even if not used in an operational context, there is great value in being able to quickly
and easily examine the conditions that define potential SZ suitability on a broad spatial
scale. Wildland firefighters designate SZs on a daily basis as a part of their fire management
duties. Built into this designation process is an inherent degree of subjectivity that can result
in differences in the interpretation of SZ suitability between and among crews. By using an
objective tool for SZ suitability analysis that can be broadly applied in the US, fire crews
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across the country can increase the consistency and reliability of the SZ evaluation process.
However, given that this is a web-based platform requiring an internet connection, that
also does not translate well to a mobile environment, we do not envision this as a real-time
decision-making tool that firefighters could use on the ground. Instead, operational use
of SSDE could be at the incident command level, for daily or more frequent evaluation
of potential SZs for crews working on a fire. Given the dynamic and fast-paced nature
of fire management, it is essential to be able to make rapid assessments of SZ suitability,
particularly as fire conditions change. For example, cross-referencing near-real time data
representing the current fire perimeter with SSDE can enable the evaluation of whether or
not previously burned areas can provide SSD from nearby unburned fuel. Additionally, our
SZ suitability driver analysis revealed the strong influence of wind on maximum within-SZ
pSSD. This highlights the need to continually re-evaluate SZ suitability not only as the fire
evolves, but as local weather conditions change as well.

There is relatively little research on the actual utilization of SZ in wildland firefighting.
As discussed in the Introduction, SZ are largely designated ad hoc by firefighters, with little
support from GIS and remote sensing data. As a result, there are essentially no publicly
available datasets that represent SZ that were used by firefighters. If they were available,
we could perform more empirically driven studies of SZ effectiveness, but as it stands, we
are limited to using theoretical models to predict safety zone effectiveness based on fire
physics [21,22,25–27]. While we do not know how many firefighters have suffered injuries
or fatalities due specifically to the selection of inadequate SZ, we do know that burnovers
and entrapments occur on an annual basis, and that these injuries and fatalities would be
much less likely to occur if escape routes and SZ were properly employed. Every wildland
fire safety incident is different from the last, so there is no systematic way to determine the
extent to which a tool such as SSDE would have mitigated the incident. However, with
the increased infusion of reliable geospatial data and modeling into wildland firefighter
safety, we hope to minimize future incidents. In future research, it would be beneficial to
compare the results of SSDE to actual SZ used by firefighters. This could be accomplished
through the GPS collection of SZ in the field or perhaps through simulation of SZ selection
in a virtual environment, to minimize risk to fire personnel while still gaining valuable,
realistic insight into SZ selection [41–43].

The SSD guideline upon which SSDE is based (Equation (1), Table 1) can be quite
restrictive, particularly in landscapes featuring rugged terrain and tall trees. For example,
in a worst-case scenario (high winds, extreme burning conditions), trees that were 25 m
tall and on slopes that were steep (>40%) would produce an SSD equal to 2 km, making
SZ designation impractical, if not impossible. However, even if no SZ is found to meet
guidelines, SSDE still can provide an analysis of which safety zones are closest to meeting
the SSD requirement. SSDE enables evaluation of newly burned potential SZs or existing
clearings that nearly meet the SSD requirement and could be enlarged through prescribed
burning or mechanical fuel removal. For example, if a potential SZ polygon delineated
within an existing clearing was determined through the use of SSDE to only reach a
maximum pSSD of 90%, SSDE could be further used to evaluate the relative suitability of
one or more potential SZ expansion options. These options could be informed by the aerial
imagery, terrain, vegetation height, and SSD data built into SSDE, which could aid in the
determination of the areas that might be best suited for fuel removal (i.e., removing sparse,
short shrubs on flat slopes rather than dense, tall trees on steep slopes to improve the SZ).

Our comparative analysis between SZ suitability metrics derived from LANDFIRE,
GEDI/Landsat, and airborne lidar revealed that the former two 30 m products tended
to underestimate vegetation height and thus overestimate the suitability of potential SZs.
However, given that airborne lidar data are not widely available in the Western US, and
even where they are available may not reflect current vegetation structural conditions, the
SSDE had to be built using either LANDFIRE or GEDI/Landsat to enable broad application.
If one product or the other demonstrated a significantly closer alignment with the lidar-
derived suitability metrics, then we would have built SSDE using the superior product, yet
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no such clear winner emerged, with LANDFIRE marginally outperforming GEDI/Landsat
at the SZ level and GEDI/Landsat marginally outperforming LANDFIRE at the pixel level.
Thus, we were left to rely on other factors in choosing which dataset to base the SSDE
algorithm on. We chose LANDFIRE for the two primary reasons. First, LANDFIRE is a
well-established interagency US government-funded program that has a lengthy history
and is already well-known to the wildland fire community in the US. Secondly, LANDFIRE
data are scheduled to be continually updated to reflect changes in vegetation structure over
time. This is particularly important given the dynamic nature of vegetation in disturbance-
prone regions of the US. SSDE could potentially be expanded to other regions of the world
if adequate vegetation height data becomes available. The GEDI/Landsat forest height
data used in this study are globally available but does not include vegetation below 3 m
in height; thus, additional height information would be needed to fill in this lower range.
Alternatively, regionally specific height models could be developed where airborne lidar is
more common.

Although other variables were found to be more important predictors of maximum
within-SZ pSSD than vegetation height (e.g., wind speed and slope; Appendix A), we
only performed an uncertainty analysis on the vegetation height source data. The slope
data in our study were derived from SRTM DEMs, which are widely regarded to be an
accurate source of elevation (and, in turn, slope) data [44,45]. That being said, a previous
comparison between SRTM and other DEM source datasets have revealed that SRTM-
derived slope estimates tend to be comparatively high [46]. However, given the relatively
coarse categorization of slope classes used to calculate SSD in our model, we believe the
results would be minimally affected by using different sources of elevation data. With
respect to the other variables (wind speed, burn condition, SZ geometry), these are all
user-defined in SSDE. That is not to say that user definition does not come with inherent
uncertainty, but the uncertainty analysis can, and indeed should, be conducted by the user
of SSDE. For example, by simulating different wind speed and burn conditions, the user can
gain a valuable sense of the variability of SZ suitability. There is also inherent uncertainty in
the fire physics research that has defined the SSD equation (Equation (1)); however, testing
that uncertainty is beyond the scope of this study. The SSDE platform is sufficiently flexible
to enable future updates to the fundamental SSD equation that underlies the algorithm.

This study represents an important contribution to a growing body of literature sur-
rounding the application of GIS and remote sensing to wildland firefighter safety. This
study builds upon previous work by Dennison et al. and Campbell et al. [20,33] using
airborne lidar to identify and evaluate SZ suitability but scales the application to the con-
tiguous US. Escape routes are a second component of LCES that can be modeled, including
variation in travel rates with slope [47,48], impacts of lidar-derived vegetation density and
surface roughness on travel rates [49], and a landscape scale Escape Route Index [50]. Travel
rates used in geospatial modeling can simulate the evacuation of a fire crew in comparison
to predicted fire behavior in order to assess potential trigger points on the landscape that
a fire crew could use [51]. Beyond SZs and escape routes, there is an emergence of other
geospatially driven approaches for fire management that have implications for firefighter
safety, such as the mapping of snag hazards [52], the spatially explicit estimation of suppres-
sion difficulty [2,53], the prediction of potential control locations [3,54], and the mapping
of potential wildland fire operational delineations [55,56]. These tools are now commonly
used in the US to enhance situational awareness and improve the quality of strategic
decision-making on large and complex wildfire incidents [57]. Taken together, these tools
stand to greatly improve the efficiency and safety with which wildland firefighters can
engage in their life-saving work.

5. Conclusions

SZs are one of the most important safety tools available to wildland firefighters. The
difference between a good SZ (one that provides sufficient SSD) and a bad SZ (one that
does not), can be the difference between life and death. Although guidelines exist for the
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assessment of SSD, errors in estimating vegetation height, distances, and SSD based on
anticipated slope, wind, and fire conditions could result in firefighter injury or fatality. In
this study we have introduced a broadly applicable methodology and associated open-
access web mapping tool for the assessment of SZ suitability based on vegetation height,
terrain slope, wind speed, and burning conditions. The tool enables users to delineate
their own potential SZ anywhere in the contiguous US and rapidly compute a variety of
suitability metrics that are driven by free and publicly available datasets. SSDE allows for
those with wide-ranging expertise to explore and examine the complexities of potential SZ
suitability, and how the conditions that affect SZ suitability vary over space with vegetation
height and slope.

As with all geospatially driven tools, however, it is important to consider the effects
that data inaccuracy and uncertainty may have on the tool’s results. This importance
is greatly amplified when the tool is designed to ensure the safety of others. To that
end, we compared two different modeled vegetation height datasets to reference data
derived from airborne lidar data with respect to their relative agreement on the array of SZ
suitability metrics produced by the tool. Although correlations between the two datasets
and airborne lidar were relatively high across all metrics, they tended to underestimate
vegetation heights, resulting in an overestimation of the relative safety of SZs. However,
this disagreement enabled us to implement a bias correction option in the tool to enable
users to perform raw and lidar-adjusted SZ evaluations. Even with the bias correction, it is
of the utmost importance that all results emerging from the use of the SSDE be validated
on the ground by professionals prior to the formal designation of SZs. In the future, as
airborne lidar becomes more widely available and frequently updated, efforts should be
made towards basing SSD on lidar, rather than modeled geospatial vegetation height
products. As fire science continues to advance our understanding of the complex nature
between fuel, topography, and weather, the analysis of SSD should reflect the most updated
understanding of how radiative and convective heat transfer affects SZ suitability. In
addition, the practical application of SSD and SZs needs to be developed, to determine how
firefighters utilize the information provided by guidelines and mapping tools.
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Appendix A

There are several factors that drive the suitability of potential SZ according to the
SSDE. These include geometry of the SZ polygon (area, shape), height of the surrounding
vegetation, slope of the surrounding terrain, the wind speed, and burn condition. However,
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these factors are not equal in terms of their influence on SZ suitability. Quantifying the rela-
tive influence of suitability controls can provide valuable insight into the relative stability
(or inversely, variability) of SZ suitability under different conditions. For example, if SZ
polygon size explained the vast majority of variance in maximum within-SZ pSSD, then that
would suggest SZs are fairly robust to changes in surrounding landscape conditions, and
weather/fire conditions. To quantify the relative influence of different drivers of pSSD, we
used random forests [58]. Random forests are an ensemble machine learning method that
uses iterative subsampling of data to generate a series of decision trees to make predictions
and assess variable importance. For each of the 75 random SZ polygons generated for the
vegetation height analysis (Section 2.2; Figure 5) we had nine different pSSD values, result-
ing from unique combinations of wind speed and burn condition classes, totaling 675 data
points. Using the randomForest library in R [59,60], we built a model to predict maximum
within-SZ polygon pSSD, based on the independent variables described in Table A1. These
models were run using the default parameters and were not tuned for performance, as
the goal was merely to assess variable importance and not maximize predictive accuracy.
The equations for calculating shape metrics were gleaned from Lindsay [61] and computed
using Esri ArcGIS. Variable importance was assessed in terms of the relative proportion of
mean squared predictor error that would result from the removal of a particular variable
from the model.

Table A1. Predictor variables used in the analysis of the SZ suitability driver analysis.

Predictor Data Type Description

Vegetation Height Continuous Median vegetation height among pixels within buffer area around SZ polygon
Slope Continuous Median slope among pixels within buffer area around SZ polygon

Wind Speed Categorical Wind speed class from Table 1
Burn Condition Categorical Burn condition class from Table 1

SZ Polygon Area Continuous Total area of the SZ polygon
SZ Polygon Perimeter-to-Area Ratio Continuous Length of the SZ polygon perimeter divided by its area

SZ Polygon Elongation Ratio Continuous One minus the length of the shortest polygon axis divided by the length of the
longest polygon axis

SZ Polygon Related Circumscribing Circle Continuous One minus the area of the polygon divided by the area of the smallest
encompassing circle

SZ Polygon Shape Complexity Index Continuous One minus the area of the polygon divided by the area of a convex hull
containing the polygon

The results of the SZ polygon suitability driver analysis can be seen in Table A2.
Wind speed emerged as the most important determinant of maximum within-SZ pSSD
by a large margin. This stands in stark contrast to the relatively minimal effect of burn
condition, which was determined to be the least important predictor. These differences can
be explained through the examination of ∆ values in Table 1, where increases in wind speed
always result in a higher ∆, whereas increases in burn condition do not. Slope was the
second most important predictor which, when taken together with the importance of wind
speed, highlights the impact that convective heating, as captured by ∆, has on pSSD. SZ
polygon area is the third most important predictor; however, its relatively small influence
in comparison to wind speed suggests that the suitability of potential SZ polygons is not
very robust to changes in wind conditions. Vegetation height is the fourth most important
determinant of maximum within-SZ pSSD, meaning that SZs must take into account local
vegetation conditions in order to ensure safety of wildland firefighters. The four SZ polygon
shape metrics all had similar and relatively low importance, but their inclusion does have a
significant effect on the amount of variance in maximum pSSD explained. For example,
a random forest model built without these four metrics only explains 83% of variance
in pSSD, whereas their inclusion increases that number to 94%. The ideal shape for a
SZ would be approximately a circle, where SSD can be maintained from surrounding
vegetation on all sides. So, a large circular SZ will possess very different suitability than an
equal area linearly-shaped SZ (e.g., a road). Thus, the importance of SZ shape should not
be underestimated.
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Table A2. Variable importance for predicting maximum within-SZ pSSD, measured in terms of the
percent increase in mean squared error that would result from the removal of that variable (%IncMSE).

Predictor Rank %IncMSE

Wind Speed 1 95.3
Slope 2 40.6

SZ Polygon Area 3 31.0
Vegetation Height 4 27.9

SZ Polygon Perimeter-to-Area Ratio 5 25.9
SZ Polygon Shape Complexity Index 6 17.4

SZ Polygon Elongation Ratio 7 16.7
SZ Polygon Related Circumscribing Circle 8 16.7

Burn Condition 9 15.2
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Abstract: Climate change causes more extreme droughts and heat waves in Central Europe, affecting
vegetative fuels and altering the local fire regime. Wildfire is projected to expand into the temperate
zone, a region traditionally not concerned by fire. To mitigate this new threat, local forest management
will require spatial fire hazard information. We present a holistic and comprehensible workflow for
quantifying fuels and wildfire hazard through fire spread simulations. Surface and canopy fuels
characteristics were sampled in a small managed temperate forest in Northern Germany. Custom
fuel models were created for each dominant species (Pinus sylvestris, Fagus sylvatica, and Quercus

rubra). Canopy cover, canopy height, and crown base height were directly derived from airborne
LiDAR point clouds. Surface fuel types and crown bulk density (CBD) were predicted using random
forest and ridge regression, respectively. Modeling was supported by 119 predictors extracted from
LiDAR, Sentinel-1, and Sentinel-2 data. We simulated fire spread from random ignitions, considering
eight environmental scenarios to calculate fire behavior and hazard. Fuel type classification scored
an overall accuracy of 0.971 (Kappa = 0.967), whereas CBD regression performed notably weaker
(RMSE = 0.069; R2 = 0.73). Higher fire hazard was identified for strong winds, low fuel moisture,
and on slopes. Fires burned fastest and most frequently on slopes in large homogeneous pine stands.
These should be the focus of preventive management actions.

Keywords: fuels; wildfire; fire behavior; fire hazard; remote sensing; LiDAR; Sentinel; modeling;
simulation

1. Introduction

Climate change is expected to cause more extreme drought periods and heat waves
throughout Central Europe [1]. Temperate regions, which are traditionally not prone to fire,
may experience more and larger wildfires [2]. In recent years, Central Europe has already
been exposed to multiple consecutive extreme drought events. Forest health in Germany
has declined, increasing susceptibility to biotic and abiotic disturbances [3]. A significant
rise in number and extent of wildfires has been reported for some parts of the country [4].

The vast majority of the wildfires in Germany are man-made (~95%) and tend to be
much smaller than fires in typical fire-prone regions, such as North America [5]. High
population density and related risks require instant fire suppression measures. In particular,
the wildland–urban interface bears great risk potential [6]. However, in contrast to, for
example, Mediterranean countries, in Central Europe, both the vegetation firefighting
capacities and society’s awareness of fire hazard are in an early stage of development. This
gap between the increased susceptibility to fire through rapid environmental change and
lagging fire suppression capabilities may hold challenges in the near future.

Forest fire behavior is driven by the interplay of three components: topography,
weather, and fuels [7]. These components need to be quantified precisely to identify
locations with elevated fire hazard potential. Topography and weather data are available
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and easily accessible in most cases. As fuels strongly vary in space and time, their detailed
characterization often demands resource-intensive field observation [8]. Remote sensing
data can help in modeling fuel data and predict continuous surfaces of fuel from punctual
fuel samples [9]. In particular, dense airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) point
clouds allow for three-dimensional assessments and help describe the vertical canopy
structure [10].

Flame length (FL) and the rate of spread (ROS) are the most meaningful variables
originating from fire behavior modeling [2]. Considered together, they can already support
decision making. Spatial fire spread simulations may additionally provide insight into the
probability of an area burning, given that a fire has started [11]. By integrating these spatial
modeling outputs, one can draw conclusions about wildfire hazard [6]. Forest and fire
management can benefit from this knowledge and initiate preventive measures according
to local priorities [12]. In light of a prevailing need for action to adapt Central European
forests to a changing climate, the efficient allocation of limited resources is crucial.

Fire behavior and hazard have been assessed in various case studies, predominantly
in regions with substantial wildfire history. Botequim et al. [13] derived fuel characteristics
from inventory data for even-aged management units in a Maritime pine forest in central
Portugal. With the resulting fire hazard calculations, they established simple discrimination
rules to implement fuel treatments. Taccaliti et al. [14] calculated basic fire behavior for
black pine forests in Northeastern Italy. They used low-density LiDAR and field data to
model the required fuel characteristics, yet omitted the estimation of crown bulk eensity
(CBD). Stockdale et al. [15] simulated the effects of different mitigation scenarios on fire
hazard in wildlife conservation areas in Alberta, Canada. The study could benefit from
existing fuel maps (100 m spatial resolution) and a historic wildfire occurrence database.

This research demonstrates an end-to-end fire hazard assessment in a small study area
with high-quality data from an extensive field survey and dense airborne LiDAR. It involves
(i) the collection of surface and canopy fuel parameters in the field, (ii) spatial predictive
modeling of fuels supported by remote sensing data, and (iii) the identification of locations
vulnerable to wildfire through fire behavior and hazard modeling. Thus, we address local
fuel conditions as precisely as possible, as no reliable data exists for this region. The study
intends to provide a complete and structured workflow to produce spatial predictions of
fire hazard in an area lacking historic fire records. Data and workflow details are shared
in a way that is easy to reproduce, increasing accessibility to fire hazard information. Our
study thus reacts to the current and future needs in Central European forest management
and planning by supporting capacity building in the wildfire hazard domain.

2. Study Area

The Haard is a managed temperate forest located at 51.7° N, 7.2° E in North Rhine-
Westphalia, Germany, with an approximate extent of 60 km2 (Figure 1). Surrounded by
small cities, infrastructure, industry and agriculture, it is highly frequented for recreational
activities. Other land use types comprised by the Haard include a medical facility, a holiday
resort, and an abandoned mine. Major roads and water bodies confine the forest in the
north and west, while one public road crosses it from north to south. The study area is
mostly flat, while moderate slopes can be found in northern and southwestern parts. Three
dominant species form the majority of trees in the Haard, namely Pinus sylvestris (Scots
pine), Fagus sylvatica (European beech) and Quercus rubra (red oak). All three species are
economically relevant for timber production.

Considered individually, each of the three species has a different role in the wildfire
hazard context. Often found on dry and sandy soils, Scots pine is adapted to limited water
availability. Its crown structure allows light to reach the forest floor, which promotes the
accumulation of understory vegetation and surface fuels. Scots pine is highly abundant
in Northeastern Germany, the part of the country historically most affected by wildfire.
European beech is the most common deciduous tree species in Germany. As a climax
community species, it naturally outcompetes other species by shading the forest floor while
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being shade-tolerant itself. Old beech stands produce only small surface fuel loadings
dominated by litter with few woody components. Limited light availability entails higher
soil moisture and sparse understory. Both conditions hinder fire spread. Young planted
stands in the Haard on the other hand are very dense, row-wise plantations. Their crown
base height is low, suggesting an elevated potential for flames to reach the crown via
natural ladders. Red oak is native to eastern North America and became a solid silvicultural
alternative to local oak species in Central Europe due to its superior growth rate. Its ability
to cope with higher temperatures further makes it a popular choice for adapting forests to
climate change. Regarding shading, understory, and live surface fuel loads, red oak lies in
between Scots pine and European beech. Among others, these three species were reported
to be strongly impacted by climatic extremes during the summers of 2003 and 2018, making
them vulnerable to secondary drought effects in the following years [3]. It is conceivable
that this pattern may reoccur in the future, raising their susceptibility to fire.

Figure 1. Our study area is a managed temperate forest dominated by Scots pine, read oak and
European beech. Located at 51.7° N, 7.2° E (red dot) in densely populated North Rhine-Westphalia,
Germany, it is surrounded by agriculture and industry, serving as a local recreation area. The map
displays 215 surface fuel sampling locations, of which 30 were used to additionally sample canopy
fuel characteristics. Wind properties were assessed at a nearby weather station.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Field Data

Surface and canopy fuel characteristics were sampled at points throughout the study
area. The collected data enable the generation of fire behavior fuel models (FBFM) and
serve as reference for predictive machine learning models.
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3.1.1. Surface Fuels

Surface fuel characteristics were assessed during a field campaign in the summer of
2019. A total of 215 plots were split among the three dominant tree species found in the
Haard forest (beech: 73, pine: 73, oak: 69). Locations were distributed within the study area
by generating random coordinates on a 25 m grid. The process was spatially stratified by a
forest inventory map containing polygons of homogeneous stands dominated by either
one of the three species. Each sample plot was visited physically, and centers were mapped
via GPS.

Surface fuels were sampled using a standardized field method developed by Lutes and
Keane [16]. Downed woody debris, humus, leaf litter and ground vegetation were sampled,
using a compound cluster-plot of intercepts, point measurements and fixed-area plots.
Downed woody debris was estimated based on the planar intercept principle of Brown [17],
wherein three time-lag classes (1, 10 and 100 h) are defined according to diameter. Their
respective particle counts along transects are translated to loadings expressed as mass per
area. Humus and leaf litter depth were measured at multiple locations within each plot,
averaged and converted into loadings by their respective bulk densities [16]. Similarly,
vegetation loadings were estimated based on fixed-area plot observations of percent ground
cover and average height of live and dead shrubby and herbaceous vegetation within the
fuel bed (i.e., below two meters above ground). Field data were aggregated for each
dominant species group using the median, resulting in three custom FBFMs.

3.1.2. Canopy Fuels

Canopy fuel characteristics were assessed during a follow-up field survey in the
summer of 2021. The main objective here was to quantify CBD, defined as the mass
per unit volume of canopy biomass. It describes foliage and twigs with diameters less
than 3 mm that would burn in a crown fire [18] and represents one of four canopy fuel
parameters required for fire behavior modeling. Recorded field measurements include
diameter at breast height (DBH), canopy height (CH), crown base height (CBH) and crown
class. During this campaign, only 30 locations (10 per dominant species) were revisited.
Plot locations were randomly selected from the existing set of surface fuels plots, stratified
by dominant species. Each live individual within a 10 m radius around the plot center and
a DBH greater 7 cm was considered. This led to recording a total of 695 individual trees.
DBH was derived from circumference measurements, assuming tree stems to be perfectly
cylindrical. Heights were approximated with a trigonometric method. It makes use of the
fixed distance between the observer and stem and the inclination when targeting the top or
bottom of the live canopy. Crowns were subjectively classified into categories by extent,
height and growth form, as described by Lutes [19]. An individual was considered dominant
if its height and extent were unmatched within the plot. Multiple trees forming the main
canopy layer were considered co-dominant. The categories intermediate and suppressed were
assigned to individuals that reached into the lower portion of the canopy or that were
overtopped by surrounding crowns, e.g., due to competition.

Tree lists were input to FuelCalc [20] to derive plot-level CBD in m3/kg. Canopy
characteristics described above served as input to species-specific allometric equations.
This workflow for deriving CBD has been applied by other studies, such as that of Erdody
and Moskal [21], as direct observations require a costly destructive sampling method [22].
FuelCalc produces CBD estimates in 1-foot (~30 cm) vertical bins and summarizes the
plot-level result as the maximum 5-foot (~1.5 m) running mean [19].

3.2. Remote Sensing Data

3.2.1. Sentinel-1 and -2

All Sentinel-1 and -2 tiles from 2019 covering the study area were processed to annual
composites (Table 1), using Google Earth Engine [23]. The Sentinel-1 SAR GRD image
collection (n = 120) was pre-processed following a framework by Mullissa et al. [24]. It
applies border noise correction, speckle filtering and radiometric terrain normalization.
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Resulting bands include polarizations VV, VH and their ratio. Optical data from Sentinel-2
Level-2A were filtered by scene cloud coverage (<5%). Clouds in the remaining tiles (n =
24) were masked using the quality assessment (QA) band, which flags pixels that may be
affected by normal or cirrus clouds. Both collections were reduced in the temporal domain
by calculating three percentiles: 10th, 50th (=median), and 90th. The approach attempts
to better capture the intra-annual variation in backscatter or reflectance. In particular,
vegetation mapping may benefit from taking seasonal shifts of land surface properties
into account.

3.2.2. LiDAR

Open-access airborne laser scanning (ALS) data are available for the entire German
state of North Rhine-Westphalia [25]. The latest acquisition covering the study area is from
February 2020. Laser returns are declared to have a mean location error of 30 cm and a
mean vertical error of 15 cm. Point cloud density is specified with 4–10 points per square
meter. However, this value was found to be considerably higher in parts of the study area
with a complex vertical vegetation structure. Among other meta data, each point carries its
return number (first, last, nth) and classification codes for ground, non-ground and other
categories, which may disqualify them for further analysis (e.g., noise).

ALS data are well suitable to extract forest structure metrics. The 3D point cloud is
reduced to multiple 2D representations, describing canopy cover, height, density, or terrain.
Thanks to the high point density, a partition into multiple height bins is feasible. These
may have fixed widths or follow percentiles.

In total 74 metrics were derived from ALS (Table 1). Processing of the LiDAR data
was facilitated by the R programming language [26] and the lidR package [27]. In total, 90
coherent 1 × 1 km tiles were retrieved from the administrations’ web service and processed
to 10 m resolution metrics. First, a digital elevation model (DEM) was computed from the
raw point cloud. The simple triangulation algorithm only considers formerly classified
ground points. Subsequently, slope and aspect were derived from the DEM using the terra
package [28]. For further processing, the point cloud was normalized to eliminate the effect
of varying elevation on vegetation structure calculations.

LiDAR-derived metrics produced for this analysis include several basic descriptive
statistics that have been proven useful when modeling vertical structure for forestry ap-
plications [21,29–31]. A large portion of the metrics (>60%) is related to the height values
of laser returns (Z-dimension). Some describe the point cloud as a whole (e.g., maximum,
mean, standard deviation, or skewness). Others aim at revealing structural differences
using (cumulative) height percentiles or the percentage of returns exceeding a certain
threshold. Metrics describing the mean height of grasses, shrubs or trees as well as the
vertical height gap follow the definitions introduced by the PROMETHEUS fuel type
classification system [32].

Two slightly more complex metrics are the canopy height model (CHM) and CBH. Mi-
nor measurement errors in ALS allow both to be directly derived from LiDAR point clouds.
The CHM was calculated using the pit-free algorithm [33]. It facilitates the triangulation
of first returns in different height bins before assembling them. Further, it enriches each
point with eight sub-circles that approximate the LiDAR footprint (~20 cm diameter) more
realistically and create smoother results. CBH was calculated following a quantile-based
approach proposed by Chamberlain et al. [31]. In theory, this method detects the height at
which the first live branches are present, which intersect considerably more pulses than the
stem below CBH.

Roughly one third of the metrics is devoted to canopy cover (CC). Their calculations
follow the assumption made by Riaño [34] that vegetation cover is represented by the
fraction of canopy (i.e., non-ground) returns from the total. Reversely, the fraction of
ground returns can be obtained by subtracting CC from 1. Next to overall vegetation cover,
a cumulative vertical profile at heights ranging from 0 to 30 m was computed. Again,
the cover of grasses, shrubs or trees follow the PROMETHEUS fuel type classification
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system and were introduced by Novo et al. [35]. As a proxy for canopy surface roughness,
the Rumple index was included. It is defined as the ratio of canopy surface and ground
area [36].

Two metrics are related to LiDAR return density. Besides the total number of returns
per area, the density of first returns within the canopy was computed following the method
by Andersen et al. [29]. Three metrics with zero variance (Zp[1,5,10]) were excluded prior to
the following analysis.

Table 1. Remotely sensed predictor variables included in this study (n = 119). The majority of datasets
are derived from airborne LiDAR point clouds (n = 74) and describe vertical forest structure and
terrain. Temporal composites (t. c.) were computed from all Sentinel-1 and -2 acquisitions using the
10th, 50th and 90th percentiles.

Variable Name Unit Reference n

LiDAR
height

CHM canopy height model m [27,33] 1
CBH crown base height m [31] 1
Zmax maximum height m [27] 1
Zmean mean height m [27] 1

Zsd height standard deviation m [27] 1
Zcv height coefficient of variation m [27] 1
Ziqr height inter-quartile range m [27] 1

Zskew height skewness - [27] 1
Zkurt height kurtosis - [27] 1

Zentropy height entropy - [27] 1
Zp[15,20,...,95,99] height percentiles m [27] 18
Zpcum[10,...,90] cumulative height percentiles m [27] 9

Zmean[g,s,t] mean height grass, shrubs, trees m [32] 3
Zgap vertical tree-shrub height gap m [32] 1

Pz>zmean percent of returns above Zmean % [27] 1
Pz>2 percent of returns above 2 m % [27] 1

cover
C vegetation cover % [34] 1

Pground percent ground returns % [27] 1
C[0−4.5,5−9,10−30] cumulative vertical profile % [37] 21

CZ[g,s,t]
cover of grass, shrubs, trees % [35] 3

density
Rumple Rumple index - [36] 1

N total number of returns - [27] 1
D density 1st returns in canopy % [29] 1

terrain
DEM elevation m [27] 1
Slope terrain slope ° [28] 1

Aspect terrain aspect ° [28] 1

Sentinel-1
VVp[10,50,90] VV polarization t. c. dB [24] 3
VHp[10,50,90] VH polarization t. c. dB [24] 3

VV/VHp[10,50,90] VV/VH ratio t. c. - [24] 3

Sentinel-2
B01p[10,50,90] ultra blue band t. c. SR 3
B02p[10,50,90] blue band t. c. SR 3
B03p[10,50,90] green band t. c. SR 3
B04p[10,50,90] red band t. c. SR 3
B05p[10,50,90] red edge 1 band t. c. SR 3
B06p[10,50,90] red edge 2 band t. c. SR 3
B07p[10,50,90] red edge 3 band t. c. SR 3
B08p[10,50,90] NIR 1 band t. c. SR 3
B09p[10,50,90] SWIR 1 band t. c. SR 3
B11p[10,50,90] SWIR 3 band t. c. SR 3
B12p[10,50,90] SWIR 4 band t. c. SR 3

NDVIp[10,50,90] vegetation index t. c. - [38] 3
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3.3. Wind

Fire behavior models require information on wind speed and direction. Both may
influence fire behavior significantly. Wind characteristics were assessed using the rdwd

package [39] and hourly data from a close by weather station (Figure 1). Only observations
from the months most relevant to wildfire (June, July, and August) between the years 2000
and 2021 were considered.

During the summer months, the dominant wind direction is southwest (240° N).
Maximum wind speeds of up to 10.7 m/s were reached, with an average of 2.1 m/s
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Wind direction and speed aggregated from hourly data in close proximity to the study
area during months June, July, and August and from 2000 to 2021. The dominant wind direction
was identified as southwest (240° N). Average wind speed is 2.1 m/s, whereas a maximum speed of
10.7 m/s was recorded.

3.4. Fuels Prediction

3.4.1. Surface Fuels

To relate fuel models to spatially continuous surfaces, we used remote sensing data
and machine learning frameworks. Field plot locations and their respective dominant tree
species label served as training points for image classification. To delimit non-relevant
(non-burnable) land cover types (water, agricultural area, urban area and bare ground),
79 training points were established manually with the support of high-resolution true-
color imagery.

Predictor variables comprised 119 layers at 10 m resolution from active and passive
air- and space-borne sensors (Table 1). After pairing training locations with predictor
variables, a random forest classification model was trained [40]. The number of trees was
held constant at the default of 500. Hyperparameter mtry (number of candidates per split)
was tuned with odd-numbered values ranging between 2 and 11. Model training was
integrated in a forward feature selection (FFS) process as proposed by Meyer et al. [41].
The model is built successively, starting with the best-performing pair of predictors and
adding further ones as long as the performance measure improves. This way, the resulting
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model is as simple as possible, which is more desirable than having tens or hundreds of
terms. The FFS model was optimized using the Kappa index. Overall accuracy (OA) and
the class confusion matrix were further consulted for model evaluation.

If training points are clustered in space, a traditional random k-fold cross validation
(CV) comes with caveats. Spatial auto-correlation may cause an overly optimistic view
on model performance. In this case, however, field sampling locations were randomly
distributed over a large part of the study area. This justifies the use of a simple 5-fold
random CV, which was implemented in the FFS process.

As an additional criterion, the area of applicability (AOA) was computed for the final
model. It aims at estimating the extent to which a prediction model and its CV error can
be applied. The underlying dissimilarity index is calculated for each pixel based on its
distance to the closest training point in the multidimensional predictor space [42]. Both FFS
and AOA were computed using the CAST package [43], while individual model training
was facilitated by caret [44].

Finally, the model prediction yielded a four-class raster dataset. A simple majority filter
(3 × 3 moving window) was applied to smooth out minor classification errors and reduce
their effect on subsequent fire spread simulations. Tree species classes were assigned
corresponding fuel model parameters for fire behavior analysis. The remaining class
represents all non-burnable land cover types and was thus not assigned any values relevant
to fire behavior.

3.4.2. Crown Bulk Density

Plot-level CBD values computed via FuelCalc [20] were subsequently used as target
variable in a regression analysis. The same set of 119 predictors was used. Circular field
plots (10 m radius) partially covered 4–9 pixels (10 × 10 m) of the predictor data. Therefore,
all concerned values were extracted and weighted by their share of the plot area covered.
Data were split into training and validation sets in a 70 to 30 ratio. Three predictor variables
derived from Sentinel-2 (B01p10; B01p50) and ALS data (Zp15) were excluded, due to their
near-zero variance. The training data used in this analysis had 30 observations and 119
predictors, disqualifying them for ordinary least squares regression. Many predictors are
strongly correlated. This constellation calls for a regularized regression model, which aims
at making a biased estimate of regression parameters. Bias is thus traded for variance [45].

We selected a ridge regression model for this task. Its regularization parameter lambda
is dependent on the dataset. Lambda was tuned using a grid of 100 values ranging from 0.1
to 100. CV yielded the optimal value by considering the root mean squared error (RMSE)
as a criterion. Ridge regression analysis was facilitated by R-packages glmnet [46] and
caret [44]. The training data were centered and scaled prior to model training. A 5-fold
random CV was implemented for the same reason as described in the previous section.
Test runs revealed a non-normal distribution of model residuals. Consequently, the target
variable was transformed, using the logarithmic function. In an attempt to expand the
number of training samples, 15 plots of the German National Forest Inventory were added.
Their tree lists were supplemented with LiDAR-derived CH and CBH and processed
in FuelCalc. Predictor variables were extracted in the same way as for the remaining
training points.

3.5. Fire Behavior and Hazard Modeling

Next to fuel loadings and fuelbed depth, FBFMs further consist of several constants,
such as the surface-area-to-volume ratio (SAV), moisture of extinction (MOE), and heat
content [47]. Constants were selected in accordance with existing standard FBFMs [47,48].
All fuel models received 1, 10, and 100 h SAV constants of 5906, 4249, and 4593, respectively.
MOE was set to 30% and heat content to 18,622 Kj/kg.

FlamMap is a quasi-empirical fire spread model, widely used among forest and fire
managers in operational settings [2]. Its main requirement is the fire landscape data, which
consist of three terrain variables (elevation, aspect, and slope), four forest structure variables
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(CH, CBH, CC, and CBD) and a surface fuel classification [49]. Additional controls, e.g., fuel
moisture, wind, or temperature, can be defined. FlamMap’s objective is to calculate spatio-
temporal fire behavior under a unique set of environmental conditions. This is especially
interesting when assessing the effects of varying weather conditions, fuel properties, or
fire-related forest management actions.

To evaluate fire hazard in the Haard under a variety of environmental conditions, we
set up a grid of realistic scenarios. We selected two options each for the components of (i)
fuel moisture, (ii) wind speed, and (iii) air temperature. This resulted in a total of eight
individual scenarios (Table 2).

Like many other regions, Central Europe recently experienced extremely hot and dry
summers. Extended heat waves and the absence of precipitation fostered an increased
number of ignitions. Surface fuel moisture content dropped and caused higher rates of
fire spread. To reflect variable moisture conditions and their effects on fire spread, Scott
and Burgan [48] proposed a set of scenarios along with their standard FBFMs. Dead (D)
and live (L) fuels can each be assigned four moisture levels, ranging from very low to low,
moderate and high (1–4), which are expressed as representative moisture content values in
percentage values. Dead fuel moisture scenarios are characterized for time-lag categories 1,
10 and 100 h and range from 3 to 14 percent. Live fuel moisture scenarios include values for
herbaceous and woody fuels and range from 30 (fully cured) to 150 (fully green) percent.
We selected fuel moisture scenarios D1L1 and D3L1, which should correspond to the effect
of a longer and a shorter pre-fire drought period. Both are characterized by very low
moisture levels for live herbaceous (30%) and live woody (60%) vegetation. However, they
differ in dead fuel moisture levels for time-lag categories 1, 10, and 100 h with 3%, 4%, and
5%, and 9%, 10%, and 11%, respectively.

FlamMap uses either weather time series data or single value inputs for individ-
ual weather components. Wind speed and direction strongly affect fire initiation and
spread [50]. Both can either be static inputs or may be adjusted dynamically using the
WindNinja module [51]. This numerical micro-scale wind flow model is designed for fire
modeling applications and simulates mechanical and thermal effects of terrain, vegeta-
tion, and air temperature on the flow. It scales down wind speed and direction to finer
spatial resolutions.

To investigate the impact of different weather conditions on fire hazard, we considered
two values each for wind speed and air temperature. We compare peak (10 m/s) and
average (2 m/s) wind speed as well as extreme (35 °C) and moderate (25 °C) summer
temperatures. Figure 3 displays exemplary WindNinja outputs for the study area from
constant wind speed (10 m/s) and direction (240° N). Despite revealing local anomalies,
down-scaled wind characteristics remained similar to their original input constants for the
most part.

Table 2. Fire hazard modeling scenarios representing a range of environmental conditions. Eight
combinations result from two fuel moisture scenarios (D1L1 and D3L1), two wind speed values (10
and 2 m/s), and two air temperature values (35° and 25 °C).

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

FMS D1L1 D1L1 D1L1 D1L1 D3L1 D3L1 D3L1 D3L1
Wind speed [m/s] 10 10 2 2 10 10 2 2
Air temp. [°C] 35 25 35 25 35 25 35 25

The two most critical and valuable landscape fire behavior outputs for decision makers
are fire intensity (expressed as FL) and the ROS [2]. Both are calculated on a pixel basis.
Considered individually, both characteristics bear a limited hazard potential. Stationary
high-intensity fires or fast-spreading low-intensity fires only pose minor challenges for
containment efforts. However, quickly moving high-intensity fires are difficult to manage
and contain, resulting in an elevated fire hazard potential.
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Figure 3. Wind direction (WD; (A)) in degrees north and wind speed (WS; (B)) in meters per second
down-scaled and adjusted to the study area’s terrain using WindNinja software. Constant input
values were assessed in an exploratory analysis of weather station data. WD was fixed at 240° N, WS
at 10 m/s.

In a second step, FlamMap employs the minimum travel time (MTT) algorithm to run
fire spread simulations [52]. It requires a set of random or predefined ignition locations.
Each fire burns under the same environmental conditions and stops after a specified
duration. That makes MTT particularly useful for the analysis of effects of spatial patterns in
fuels and topography [49]. Final perimeters are recorded for each simulated fire. Locations
(pixels) that have burned more frequently throughout the simulation will receive higher
conditional burn probabilities (CBP). This means they are more likely to burn in the case of
a fire, but gives no indication of the probability of a fire starting. CBP values are scaled by
their maximum and broken down into five ordinal classes, ranging from lowest to highest.

Next to CBP, MTT also produces a conditional flame length (CFL). It represents a
weighted version of FL previously introduced in the context of landscape fire behavior.
MTT distinguishes heading, flanking, and backing fire spread. Therefore, heading fire burns
at a higher intensity than the other two. Throughout repeated fire spread simulations, every
pixel can burn multiple times and with different intensities. MTT computes probabilities
for 20 FL classes that sum up to 1. These are aggregated to a single value per pixel by
applying probabilities as weights for the mid-point FL of each class (0.5, 1,..., 9.5, >9.5 m).
The resulting CFL is considerably lower than FL from a landscape fire behavior calculation.
Similar to CBP, CFL is subdivided into six standardized classes.

Integrated fire hazard (FH) is finally calculated from CFL and CBP, following the
classification scheme proposed by the Interagency Fuels Treatment Decision Support
System (IFTDSS) [53] (Figure 4). The scheme divides continuous fire behavior values
into hazard categories, which are more intuitive to read. By combining both measures to a
single metric, it offers a more holistic view on the present situation than other fire behavior
variables.

A combination of high values in both categories leads to high FH, whereas high values
in either one lead to medium FH at most. Equally to CBP, the five FH classes range from
lowest to highest.
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For each scenario, we ran fire spread simulations using the same set of 10,000 randomly
distributed ignition locations. The maximum simulation time for MTT was set to 60 min.
This constraint was selected to reflect a sensible reaction time for nearby fire departments.
Local forest and fire management confirm that this value approximately matches reality. In
addition to the non-burnable land cover class fire spread was restricted by barrier structures,
such as major roads or water bodies surrounding the study area. These are represented by
vector geometries, which serve as input data for the model.

Figure 4. Integrated fire hazard (FH) classification scheme proposed by the Interagency Fuels
Treatment Decision Support System (IFTDSS) [53]. It categorizes continuous fire behavior variables
(CFL and CBP) to present a single intuitive metric. The highest FH is only reached in places where
both CFL and CBP are very high.

4. Results

4.1. Surface Fuels

Field sampling yielded surface fuel loadings for three custom FBFMs. Distributions
of sampling data are displayed in Figure 5. Custom FBFMs are created from the median
of each parameter (see Table 3). Significant differences between all fuel models can be
observed for 1 h fuels. They are generally greater than 1 h loadings of similar standard
FBFMs suggested by [48]. In turn, 10 h fuels are very similar among all groups. Red oak
shows significantly more 100 h fuels with approximately twice the loading of pine or beech.
Pine has the largest quantities of live fuels, especially for herbaceous vegetation. Beech,
however, forming dense top canopies and shading the forest ground well, only shows small
live shrub loadings and almost no live herbs. This pattern is reflected in the fuelbed depth.
Pine fuelbeds are about twice as deep as the others.

Table 3. Fuel loading parameters from field sampling. Data were aggregated using the median to
create fuel models for fire behavior calculation. Dead and live fuel loadings are measured in [kg/m2],
and height of the fuelbed is in [m].

Fuel Loadings [kg/m2]

Species 1-h 10 h 100 h Live Herb Live Shrub Fuelbed Depth [m]

Beech 1.60 0.62 0.23 0.00 0.10 0.47
Red Oak 1.41 0.62 0.40 0.06 0.42 0.52
Pine 1.17 0.58 0.20 0.20 0.43 1.06
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Figure 5. Boxplot of sampled surface fuel parameters for each fuel model. Dead and live fuel loadings
are measured in [kg/m2], height of the fuelbed is in [m]. Beech and red oak produce slightly more 1
and 100 h fuels, while more live herbaceous biomass is found in pine stands. Higher-growing live
fuels cause pine’s fuelbed depth to exceed that of the others.

The FFS process found the best performing solution among 13,924 possible combina-
tions of predictor variables. CV selected an optimal mtry of 2 and reported an OA of 0.971
with a Kappa of 0.967. The final model consisted of five variables, with B05p90 being the
most important one. B06p90 and Rumple also scored high variable importance, followed
by B05p10. Finally, Zcovg was only able to add very little improvement to the model. FFS
successfully reduced the number of predictors significantly (5 vs. 119) while keeping model
performance high. For comparison, a classic random forest model was built, using all
available predictors. Performance was still high, but both OA and Kappa decreased by
2.8% and 3.8%, respectively.

The model confusion matrix revealed a perfect classification of non-burnable areas.
This may be explained by noticeable differences in the spectral signatures and vertical
structure of non-burnable land cover (e.g., water bodies, urban area) compared to forest
vegetation. Minor confusion was found between tree species classes. Errors ranged between
4% and 8%, with beech having slightly larger errors than pine and red oak. Previously
separated validation samples (n = 90) were tested on the model prediction. All samples were
classified correctly, yielding an OA and Kappa of 1.0. Overall, the fuel model classification
results were very good. However, this could be expected, as it was a simple modeling task
combined with a large range of powerful predictors.

The final prediction is shown in Figure 6 alongside with the AOA. The dissimilarity
of predictors from the training samples was only critical in areas less relevant for fire
spread. Fewer than 1% of burnable pixels fell outside the AOA and represented mainly
roads, bare ground or vegetation along water bodies. These areas are often located in close
proximity to the forest edge or to existing fire barriers, which makes them less relevant for
fire spread modeling.
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Figure 6. Surface fuel model prediction (A) and respective area of applicability (AOA; (B)). Spatial
patterns originating from forest management are clearly visible. Pine is the most abundant species in
the study area (51%) followed by beech (32%) and red oak (17%). Burnable pixels falling outside the
AOA sum up to less than 1%.

4.2. Crown Bulk Density

Field measurements of canopy fuel characteristics show clear differences between
dominant species (see Figure 7). Many beech stands in the study area are young and have
small DBH. They often occur in row-wise plantations with high stem density and nearly
identical CBH and CH. Red oak and pine stands are older and less dense as a result of
selective logging. Their DBH and CH are two to three times greater than those of beech.
CBH, the height of the lowest live branch, is generally much lower for red oak compared to
pine, while the opposite is the case for CH. As a consequence, the CBD estimates for red
oak are lower.
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Figure 7. Boxplot of canopy fuel parameters from field sampling for each fuel model. Parameters
include crown base height (CBH; (A)), canopy height (CH; (B)), diameter at breast height (DBH; (C)),
and crown bulk density (CBD; (D)). CBD was calculated via FuelCalc using the other measures as
inputs. Beech stands sampled in this study area are mostly young with low, yet dense canopy layers.
Contrarily, red oak stands are old with open crowns and low CBH, resulting in low CBD. Pine stands
are in between the others, with higher CBH leading to higher CBD than red oak.

Ridge regression analysis was applied to predict CBD for the Haard forest. CV selected
an optimal regularization parameter lambda of 10.7. Overall, model performance was poor
which was expected, considering the small number of training samples. A model-R2 of 0.59
with a RMSE of 0.054 was reported. Independent validation samples produced a higher
R2 of 0.73, while RMSE degraded to 0.069. Although R2 is acceptable, RMSEs are large,
considering a CBD training sample mean of 0.095. Differences in model performance and
validation scores indicate the introduction of bias by ridge regression.

Variable importance scores indicated strong dependence on LiDAR-derived vertical
structure metrics and optical predictor data. The most relevant predictors included C25,
B05p10, Zp20, NDVIp90, B04p90, and DEM. Further, the nine next relevant variables in the
ranking, Ziqr, Zpcum80, and Zp65,...,95, all describe vegetation structure in the upper third of
the tree. This coincides with relative heights at which CBD can be found at the maximum.

We tested adding training samples from NFI plots (n = 15) but were not able to
improve the model. On average, their derived CBD values were significantly smaller than
the existing values based on field sampling. NFI surveys include records of species and
CH among many other observations. However, they do not include CBH. Supplementing
NFI tree lists, for example, with LiDAR-derived CBH at 10 m spatial resolution, is rather
inaccurate, especially when considering plots with heterogeneous species composition, age,
and vertical structure.

Spatial prediction and AOA for CBD are shown in Figure 8. CBD values range from
0 to 0.3. They roughly follow the tree species classification, while higher densities can be
observed for pine than for beech and red oak. Anomalies in CBD within homogeneous
patches dominated by a single species are related to structural differences. Considering
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only forested pixels, 20% fall outside the AOA. This may again be explained by the low
number of training samples. A significant portion is located in areas with steeper slopes.

Figure 8. Spatial prediction of crown bulk density (CBD; (A)) and the respective area of applicability
(AOA; (B)). Values strongly depend on the dominant tree species. Anomalies within stands are
related to differences in forest structure. Pixels falling outside the AOA (20%) occur especially on
slopes and are attributable to the low number of training samples for the predictive model.

4.3. Fire Behavior and Hazard

Fire behavior was computed for the Haard forest considering landscape properties,
fuel metrics, and eight sets of weather conditions. Variations in fire behavior can be
observed in the spatial domain. This is related to the heterogeneity of surface fuels,
vertical forest structure and terrain. Further, wind speed and fuel moisture impact fire
behavior, resulting in major differences among scenarios. Air temperature, however, had
no significant effect on fire behavior. Therefore, only scenarios S1, 3, 5, and 7 are evaluated
in the following.
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Overall, the strongest fire behavior was found for S1 (Figure 9 row 1). Low fuel
moisture and high wind speed led to FL exclusively larger than 2 m, sporadically even
exceeding 10 m. Low to medium FL predominantly occurred in red oak and beech stands.
On the contrary, pine stands in particular showed high fire intensities. The same pattern
was observed for ROS. Even more so than FL, ROS was closely linked to the spatial patterns
of surface fuel models. Spread rates ranging from 6 to beyond 10 m/min were common in
pine-dominated stands, whereas broad-leaved stands produced significantly slower fires.
Most areas in the Haard with steep slopes are populated by pine. The combined effects of
fire-prone pine fuel beds and steep slopes result in the highest observations of FL and ROS
within the study area.

Figure 9. Landscape fire behavior outputs including flame length (FL; (A)) and rate of spread
(ROS; (B)) for scenarios S1, 3, 5, and 7 (rows 1, 2, 3, and 4). Fire behavior depends more strongly
on wind speed than on dead fuel moisture. Even if wind speed is low and dead fuel moisture is
high, individual locations in pine stands and on steep slopes show FL > 6 m and ROS > 8 m/min.
NB = Non-Burnable.
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The effect of high wind speed on fire behavior becomes visible when comparing
scenarios S1 with S3 (Figure 9 rows 1 and 2). Overall, a reduction in wind speed from 10 to
2 m/s cut the mean FL in half from 5.1 to 2.5 m, while ROS dropped from 6.8 to 2.6 m/min.
Lower wind speed in S3 diminished fire behavior disproportionately in pine stands, which
showed extremes in S1. A weaker, yet still significant, reduction occurred in beech and red
oak stands. Few locations with high FL and ROS in the central northern and southwestern
parts of the study area still stand out in S3 and S7 (Figure 9 rows 2 and 4). These correlate
well with increased slopes and related higher wind speeds, highlighting their promoting
effect on fire behavior.

Comparison of S1 and S5 (Figure 9 rows 1 and 3) emphasizes the influence of dead
fuel moisture. S5 features similar spatial patterns in both FL and ROS, with extreme
values consistently occurring in steep pine stands. On average, however, both are reduced
significantly when facing increased dead fuel moisture levels. Mean FL dropped to 3.2 m
while ROS slowed down to 4.8 m/min. Similar, yet weaker, shifts apply to average wind
scenarios S3 and S7. Hence, a more substantial reduction in fire behavior was recorded for
a decrease in wind speed as opposed to a decrease in dead fuel moisture.

Fire behavior outputs from MTT fire spread simulations (Figure 10) show comparable
patterns as landscape fire behavior results. While strong winds in S1 and S5 result in
elevated CFL for the majority of the study area, average winds only lead to a few hotspots
of small extent. CFL has substantially lower values than FL, which can be attributed to the
weighted calculation method.

CBP for all scenarios was scaled, using the overall maximum of 0.013. Higher and
highest CBP in S1 occurred in the center and the eastern part of the Haard. Both areas
are characterized by large continuous pine stands indicating an interdependence. Within
the limited simulation time, fire spread fastest and formed the largest perimeters when
burning in this setting. Concerned locations consequently burned more frequently, leading
to higher CBP. Increased fuel moisture content in S3 yielded similar spatial patterns, yet on
a lower level without exceeding medium CBP. Disregarding few exceptions, S3 and S5 only
produced CBP values belonging to the lowest category. This indicates that fire spread is
very limited during the absence of strong winds. Even though spatial variations in CBP
exist, they are hidden by the scaled classification scheme.

Similar to the fire behavior results, extreme FH only occurred during strong winds and
with low fuel moisture present (Figure 11A). In case of a fire in these conditions, large pine
stands in all parts of the study area appeared to be affected more severely than other species.
Within pine stands, the highest FH category coincides with areas showing increased CBD
or slopes. Regardless of fuel moisture, fire spread simulations featuring strong winds
(Figure 11A,C) revealed a small number of FH hotspots.

Simulations for average wind scenarios S3 and S7 (Figure 11B,D) showed clearly
reduced FH predictions. Low FH prevailed under both scenarios. While medium FH still
emerged in pine-dominated areas for S3, it only sums up to a negligible extent in S7. It
should be noted that in both cases, high FH can be found sporadically on steep slopes,
despite the absence of strong winds.
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Figure 10. Conditional flame length (CFL; column (A)) and conditional burn probability (CBP;
column (B)) from MTT fire spread simulations for scenarios S1, 3, 5, and 7 (rows 1, 2, 3, and 4).
CFL is presented as the mid-point of 20 FL classes weighted by probabilities. CBP was scaled by its
maximum (0.013) and classified into five equal bins. Large continuous areas dominated by pine show
the highest probability of burning if strong winds are present. NB = Non-Burnable.
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Figure 11. Integrated fire hazard (FH) as a product of conditional flame length (CFL) and conditional
burn probability (CBP) for scenarios S1, 3, 5, and 7 (A–D). High and highest hazard throughout
the study area can only be expected for strong winds and low fuel moisture. Higher fuel moisture
significantly reduces high FH and limits it to large homogeneous pine stands. FH is medium to
low when wind speed is low, while large pine stands and slopes bear more hazard than other areas.
NB = Non-Burnable.

5. Discussion

With this paper, we demonstrate a comprehensive workflow for the assessment of
wildfire hazard in a small managed temperate forest. Surface and canopy fuels were
sampled in field surveys and extrapolated in space, using predictive statistical modeling
methods. We combined fuel information with other variables, completing the fire landscape
to feed fire behavior models, simulate the growth of several thousands fires, and derive a
hazard index.

Spatial predictions of fuel characteristics were performed based on field data and
statistical modeling. Sufficient training data in combination with powerful predictor
variables led to a near-perfect classification result for three surface fuel models. Dense ALS
point clouds allowed for directly deriving canopy fuel metrics, such as CC, CH, and CBH,
due to their relatively low measurement error.

CBD, on the contrary, required regression analysis using training data from field
observations. This canopy fuel variable could not be measured directly but was estimated
via allometric equations, using field measurements of other tree properties. Estimates then
represented the reference for statistical modeling. Through this process, training data were
subject to multiple sources of errors. Due to the limited number of samples, the resulting
statistical model was weak. The value ranges of field and predicted CBD were similar to
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previous studies by Andersen et al. [29] and Erdody and Moskal [21]. Their regression
model validation produced RMSEs of 0.27 (R2 = 0.84) and 0.024 (R2 = 0.88) while including
101 and 57 field sampling locations, respectively. Cameron et al. [30] reported a RMSE of
0.098 (R2 = 0.78) whilst using 52 training samples. Considering the low number of samples
in the present study, a RMSE of 0.069 (R2 = 0.73) was acceptable, especially as CBD is
only one of multiple components of the FH assessment. Further, predicted CBD showed
variations between stands with different dominant species, which is comprehensible from
an ecological stand point. The ridge regression model introduced bias in exchange for
reducing variance. This effect may have been reduced by applying a more complex tuning
approach, such as nested cross validation. Alternatively, a better fit may be achieved
through more flexibility, for example, by applying a penalized generalized additive model.

Errors in the prediction of all fuel variables may have been caused by the temporal
gap between field (summers 2019 and 2021) and LiDAR (winter 2020) data acquisition. In
addition, the collection of LiDAR data over deciduous trees during their defoliated phase
is problematic. This may cause underestimation of CC and other metrics involving the
number of canopy returns.

LiDAR-based predictor variables were crucial for modeling CBD and could contribute
to the mapping of surface fuel models. Sentinel-2 data were able to support both efforts.
In particular, bands 4, 5, and 6, and the NDVI were listed among the most important
predictors. All involve wavelengths in the near-infrared, which are proven to describe
vegetation characteristics. Temporal composites of the 10th and 90th percentiles were more
important than the ones of the 50th percentile. They represent stages of the vegetative cycle,
which reveal more differences among tree species than the annual median. The surface fuel
classification model, for instance, took advantage of these differences by selecting B05p10
and B05p90 as two of its five predictors. Sentinel-1, on the contrary, did not play a relevant
role. The SAR signal is able to partially penetrate the forest canopy and was expected to
react to differences in CBD. Theses differences may have been too subtle to be captured, or
were explained more precisely by other predictors.

As Papadopoulos and Pavlidou [50] stated, fire behavior and spread models require
major assumptions, and their output accuracy heavily depends on the quality of input data.
This study classified three FBFMs, each connected to one dominant tree species. Within
stands, however, the species composition may slightly differ from observations made at
sampling locations, altering surface fuel properties. Additional uncertainty in FH prediction
arises from the accumulation of errors over the course of a fire growth simulation and the
common problem of an unfeasible validation against real wildfire events [50]. Despite
numerous sources of uncertainty, simulation-based FH is more robust and informative than
simple fire behavior calculations, as it considers flanking and backing fire, not only heading
fire [54]. CBP (and therein FH) gives no indication about the probability of a fire starting.
As most fires are caused by humans, ignition density is likely to increase with proximity to
man-made structures, such as roads, paths or recreational points of interest. Together with
an accessibility assessment for fire suppression units, this information should be considered
in any follow-up risk assessment.

The present analysis revealed wind speed and slope to be the most relevant factors
of FH in the Haard forest. Further, low fuel moisture content can amplify FH. While
high wind speed and low fuel moisture are difficult to prevent, forest management can
address elevated FH on slopes. These areas could be converted to stands with low stem
density, consisting of species that produce slow and weakly burning surface fuels (e.g.,
red oak). The same strategy could be applied to areas surrounding medical or recreational
facilities, as they bear elevated risk. Other FH hotspots were identified in large pine stands.
Among the three dominant species in the study area, pine’s fuel bed produced the highest
flame lengths and spread rates. Additionally, fires reached their largest perimeters in
pine-dominated areas, resulting in the highest values for CBP. This may, in part, be related
to the fact that local pine stands are larger and more contiguous than beech and oak stands,
allowing fire to cover longer distances through a homogeneous and highly flammable
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landscape. To mitigate fire spread in large pine stands, species composition and forest
structure could be diversified, creating a more heterogeneous landscape. Fire barriers in
the form of planted strips of broadleaved species could be introduced perpendicular to
the dominant wind direction. The Haard is confined by roads and water bodies in the
west and north. However, wind and, with it, fire predominantly move toward the east.
FH calculations for high wind speeds suggest a need to secure the eastern forest edge to
prevent potential wildfire from affecting adjacent campsites and agriculture.

Future research in Central Europe could aim at developing detailed fuels datasets
with national or continental extents. These are needed to allow for wildfire hazard and
risk assessments on various spatial scales. Previous studies as well as the present one have
confirmed the importance of LiDAR data for the spatial prediction of wildfire fuels. ALS
data, however, have high acquisition costs and are rarely accessible. Two current trends in
LiDAR remote sensing may advance the quantification of fuel variables in the near future.
The growing availability of drones with lightweight laser scanning instruments enables
high temporal and spatial resolution in small areas. From a global perspective, space-borne
LiDAR missions, such as GEDI, will improve not only biomass and CH mapping, but also
CBH or CBD estimation.

6. Conclusions

We characterized the fire landscape in a small managed temperate forest by connecting
field and remote sensing data. With this baseline, we calculated fire behavior, simulated fire
spread and deduced spatial wildfire hazard information. By interpreting the results of this
process, we identified critical areas that should receive special attention in management
actions related to wildfire safety. With fire as an emerging threat to Central European
forests, interest in such information may grow. We deliberately used openly accessible
data and low-cost instruments for field sampling. Processing was facilitated through freely
available software without advanced computational requirements. These attributes lower
the hurdle for forest management to obtain FH information, following our approach.
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Abstract: Wildland fire management decision-makers need to quickly understand large amounts of
quantitative information under stressful conditions. Categorization and visualization “schemes” have
long been used to help, but how they are done affects the speed and accuracy of interpretation. Using
traditional fire management schemes can unduly restrict the design of new products. Our design
process for Ontario’s fine-scale, spatially explicit, daily fire occurrence prediction (FOP) models led
us to develop guidance for designing new schemes. We show selected historical fire management
schemes and describe our method. It includes specifying goals and requirements, exploring design
options and making trade-offs. The design options include gradient continuity, hue selection, range
completeness and scale linearity. We apply our method to a case study on designing the scheme for
Ontario’s FOP models. We arrived at a smooth, nonlinear scale that accommodates data spanning
many orders of magnitude. The colouring draws attention according to levels of concern, reveals
meaningful spatial patterns and accommodates some colour vision deficiencies. Our method seems
simple now but reconciles complex considerations and is useful for mapping many other datasets.
Our method improved the clarity and ease of interpretation of several information products used by
fire management decision-makers.

Keywords: colour coding; communication; forest fire; ordinal categorization; palette; risk; wildfire

1. Introduction

Situational awareness and decision-making for operational wildland fire management
is supported by a large amount of complex, numerical information, often covering large
areas and sometimes spanning multi-day forecasts. Comprehending and interpreting that
quantity of information under time-limited and stressful conditions is challenging. Among
other ways, this task is commonly made faster and easier by categorizing and visualizing
the numerical information. There are many ways to do so, but how it is done can help or
hinder interpretation, highlight or obscure valuable information and accurately portray or
distort the data.
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The categorization of numeric indicators of potential fire activity has a long history
in Canadian and other fire management agencies. Established categories are deeply inte-
grated into fire operations and culture. Although categorization is useful, conforming to
traditional schemes, such as a four-category blue–green–yellow–red sequence from low
to extreme, may be less than ideal for new information products. This issue arose during
our implementation of fine-scale, spatially explicit fire occurrence prediction (FOP) models.
Our design process for a new scheme is the basis for this paper.

FOP is one of the pillars of situational awareness, a requirement for daily and multi-
day preparedness planning [1] and a key component for modelling risk [2]. Ontario’s fire
management agency has a lightning-caused FOP model [3] and, more recently, a human-
caused FOP model [1] that was developed in collaboration between the agency’s science
specialists and decision-makers and external researchers.

Our objective is to provide guidance for the design of the categorization and visual-
ization of complex information used in fire management. We begin with an overview of
selected historical categorization and colouring schemes used in fire management. We then
describe our method in steps including (1) specifying design goals and requirements, (2) ex-
ploring design options and seeing how they interact and (3) making trade-offs. We present
a case study on designing the scheme for displaying the output of Ontario’s FOP models.
Although our method arose from this work, the considerations and general principles
employed can be useful in many other situations. The Supplementary Material includes
other applications of our method and extensions to some other considerations for the
display of data. Note that we use the terms “category” and “categorization” synonymously
with “class” and “classification”, the latter set being conventions in fire management.

Overview of Selected Historical Categorization and Colouring Schemes

Knowing the historical origin of the schemes aids us to understand their limitations
and engender improvements. Prime categorization examples are those for the outputs
of two Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS) [4] subsystems: the Fire
Weather Index (FWI) System [5] and the Fire Behaviour Prediction (FBP) System [6].

The FWI System accounts for effects of past and present weather on fuel ignitability
and fire behaviour and has six main numeric outputs. Three track moisture in different
depths or sizes of fuel: Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC), Duff Moisture Code (DMC) and
Drought Code (DC). The other three indicate potential fire behaviour: Buildup Index (BUI),
Initial Spread Index (ISI) and Fire Weather Index (FWI). FWI indicates the potential fireline
intensity in a standard pine (genus Pinus) stand [5]. FWI is also used in Ontario as a general
indicator of fire hazard or danger and is mapped into ordinal adjective classes: Low–
Moderate–High–Extreme. The classes accompanied the introduction of the FWI System [5]
and were implemented early on by Ontario [7]. Fire danger schemes are intended to
“sound an alarm” about potential extreme behaviour and difficulty of control [8]. The
class boundaries were set so that Extreme covered the worst 2% of historical days, and
the remaining lower boundaries were set by a geometric progression [5]. For a more
detailed history of the FWI classification methods in Ontario, see [9]. Other fire agencies in
Canada calculated different boundaries according to their data [10,11]. The FWI System and
component classifications have also been applied outside North America. For examples,
see [12,13]. The current danger classes and colours used in Ontario for the FWI System’s
main outputs are outlined in Table 1. Examples of these are shown for roadside signs for
public alerts about daily fire hazard (Figure 1a) and also for operational maps (Figure 1b).
In mapping products such as Figure 1b, the FWI System values are calculated for weather
station locations and are interpolated [14] across Ontario’s fire management area, which is
almost 50% larger than France.
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Table 1. Current danger classes and colour scheme [15] used in Ontario for each of the six Fire
Weather Index System components: Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC), Duff Moisture Code (DMC),
Drought Code (DC), Buildup Index (BUI), Initial Spread Index (ISI) and Fire Weather Index (FWI).

Class Colour FFMC DMC DC ISI BUI FWI

Low 0–80 0–15 0–140 0–2.2 0–20 0–3
Moderate 81–86 16–30 141–240 2.3–5.0 12–36 4–10

High 87–90 31–50 241–340 5.1–10.0 37–60 11–22
Extreme ≥91 ≥51 ≥340 ≥10 ≥61 ≥23
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Figure 1. Examples of different displays of the Fire Weather Index (FWI) class used by the Ontario’s fire agency: (a) a public
roadside sign; (b) an agency operational map showing interpolated, colour-coded FWI and the raw FWI values for each
weather station.

The other major CFFDRS subsystem that has outputs commonly communicated
using classes is the FBP System, which provides quantitative estimates of fire behaviour
outputs [6]. A primary output is fire intensity, the rate of energy or heat release per unit
time per unit length of a spreading fire front [16], which ranges from 1 to ~100,000 kW/m in
Canadian conditions. Fire intensity is also commonly categorized into fire intensity classes
(ICs). Rather than adjective classes (i.e., low–extreme) they were given five numeric labels
(IC 1–5 [17]), and later six (IC 1–6 [18]). Higher IC numbers correspond with the higher
intensity values, but the boundaries are not evenly spaced (Table 2). The most commonly
used IC boundaries in Canada delineate distinct differences in fire type characteristics (for
example, surface, torching or crowning) in mature jack pine (Pinus banksiana Lamb.) stands
and the corresponding general effectiveness of different types of fire suppression activities
(for example, hand tools, pumps and hose, airtankers). These ICs are described in the Field
Guide to the FBP System [19] and the ICs are also used to map fire intensity by many fire
management agencies, for various purposes (Table 2).

Table 2 shows some of the different intensity values for higher-end class boundaries
(i.e., additional thresholds beyond IC 6). The choice of colour when mapping can be opera-
tionally significant because colours covey information rapidly and have strong associations
with levels of alarm—for example, red for danger [20] and green for calm [21]. Such
psychological factors are not always considered in the visualization, however, which could
lead to misinterpretation. For example, IC 4 in Table 2, which is associated with the upper
limit of direct fire suppression effectiveness [17,22], is variously coloured a calming light
green, a cautionary yellow or a warning orange. In Table 2 there are also cases where the
same colour refers to different IC classes—for example, calming light green is used for IC 2
in Ontario, IC 3 in Alberta and IC 4 nationally.
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Table 2. Examples of the diverse classification of fire intensity and colouring used in Canada. The
Ontario, Alberta and national schemes are used in daily maps. The British Columbia (BC) scheme
is used in a static map of the 90th percentile of historical fire intensity. The Field Guide to the Fire
Behaviour Prediction System (Field Guide) scheme is used in printed tables. Intensity classes IC 1–IC
6 are as defined in [19]; the higher classes are informal. The colours are approximate.

Intensity
Class
(IC)

Range

(kW/m) 1
Ontario

Map
Alberta

Map [23]

Field
Guide 2

[19]

National
Map [24]

BC 90th Percentile
Map 3 [25]

IC 1 <10 <1 k
IC 2 10–500 <1 k
IC 3 500–2 k <1 k 1 k–2 k
IC 4 2 k–4 k
IC 5 4 k–10 k >4 k 4 k–6 k 6 k–10 k
IC 6 >10 k 10 k–30 k 10 k–18 k

7 >30 k 18 k–30 k
8 30 k–60 k
9 60 k–100 k

10 >100 k
1 Range applies to the full row except where overridden by the text in the cell. 2 The colours are limited by the

printing ink used. 3 BC’s IC 1–5 corresponds to BC’s colour progression rather than the row label.

An additional caveat in the classification is that simplifying numerical information
by aggregation into few classes has a cost. For FWI and fire intensity, the wide range
within some classes is operationally significant for some decisions—for example, FWIs
of 11–22 become “High”. Furthermore, for interpolated maps, neighbouring points that
are displayed as different classes will not have operationally meaningful differences. To
compensate, maps often include the raw point values that were used for interpolation
(Figure 1b). The numeric information cannot, however, be read and interpreted as quickly,
thus reducing the benefit of categorization. The categorizing of data for spatial application
such as FWI and FBP is common, and there are many recognized considerations (for
example, [26]) and built-in solutions in geographic information systems. However, using
a built-in classification option without a deep understanding may be unsuitable because
potential distortions can lead to radically different interpretations, as others have noted [27].
Consequently, there is a strong need to use schemes that convey information accurately.

2. Methods

We propose five steps to categorize and visualize model outputs for use in fire situa-
tional awareness and decision-making:

1. Understanding and scoping the data
2. Understanding the decision-making uses of the information
3. Specifying the design goals and requirements
4. Designing the categorization and visualization scheme
5. Evaluating and revising the scheme

We first describe these steps in general, below, and then with further detail on their
application, in our case study. Although the method is described in a linear sequence, the
work is partly concurrent and highly iterative, especially within Step 4.

2.1. Step 1: Understanding and Scoping the Data

Our method applies to data with a continuous numerical scale of measure (real num-
bers). With minor modifications, it can also apply to data with a discrete numerical scale
of measure (integers) and to ordinal categorical data (for example, Very Low, Low, Low–
Moderate, . . . ). The modification is that colouring with continuous gradients (described
below) does not apply unless there are a great many discrete values or ordinal categories.

The technical details of the raw model output data may be straightforward, but
unfamiliar units, scaling, storage or other conditions can lead to misinterpretation. The
following need to be understood by the designers:
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• Units, including any scaling and transformations
• Data storage type (for example, 64-bit floating point, signed long integer, string) and

associated considerations (for example, storing a scaled real value as an integer, which
truncates the precision)

• The data’s range or anticipated range if using a static scale for all future maps
• The frequency distribution of historical data

# It may or may not be useful to have more categories where there was a lot of data,
and it may or may not be pointless to have multiple categories where there was
little or no data (see examples in Section 2.2).

• The data’s precision of measurement and storage and the data’s accuracy of measure-
ment or estimation

# The stored precision may not correspond with the accuracy. Measured data such
as weather observations have low precision (for example, to 0.1 ◦C), but calculated
data such as FWI System values should be calculated and may be stored with
full machine precision (~16 decimal digits), which is well beyond the accuracy of
typical fire management data.

• If the data are generated by a model, then the model’s meaning, structure, assumptions,
limitations, precision and accuracy

Understanding data precision and accuracy is necessary for presenting information
accurately and having decision-makers understand it easily and correctly. Regarding
data storage and all subsequent calculations using data, full machine precision should be
maintained to avoid accumulating rounding errors. Regarding the numbers displayed for
decision-makers, the displayed precision should not exceed the data’s accuracy, because
that could be misleading. The numbers displayed for decision-makers should ideally
have the lowest precision that is operationally significant to minimize unnecessary mental
processing. Further discussion and examples are given in the Supplementary Material.

2.2. Step 2: Understanding the Decision-Making Uses of the Information

The purpose of the information is to support decision-making, so it is necessary
to know who is using the information and how it is used. Working directly with fire
management staff to understand their needs is necessary for ensuring that new model
outputs are effectively integrated into the decision-making process [28,29].

There are key questions to consider. What decisions are being supported? Are certain
parts of the range more important, needing higher attention? Is a higher resolution (smaller
class size) needed in some parts of the range rather than others? For example, consider the
categorizing and mapping of the accumulated 24-h rainfall from a precipitation radar [30].
For differentiating the degree and duration of the reduced fire behaviour potential, a high
resolution is useful at the low end but not at the high end. Conversely, for differentiating
the degree and duration of flood potential, a high resolution is useful at the high end but
not at the low end. Moreover, a higher top category is appropriate.

2.3. Step 3: Specifying the Design Goals and Requirements

As stated in the introduction, the high-level goals of categorization and its visual-
ization are simply to show the information completely and accurately and to have the
information be understood quickly and easily. These goals are elaborated into criteria
as follows.

• Regarding the complete and accurate display of information:

# Are the magnitudes shown with the original or reduced precision?
# Are the magnitudes undistorted or distorted by categorization, scale nonlinearity

or truncation?
# Are the relative magnitudes evident by the colouring without or with referral to

the legend?
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• Regarding the quick and easy understanding of information:

# Can the colouring be easily matched to the legend’s magnitude numbers?
# Does the colouring draw attention and convey a suitable psychological meaning

for the degree of alarm?
# What is the overall ease of understanding?

Possible design requirements include the accommodation of colour vision deficiencies
and other technical considerations such as the adequate appearance on low-quality displays,
colour printers or standard photocopiers.

2.4. Step 4: Designing the Categorization and Visualization Scheme

There are four design options for categorizing and colouring the values in the scale
(Figure 2):

1. Gradient continuity: whether to use the original values unaltered or categorized
2. Hue selection: the number and choice of colours and design of gradients
3. Range completeness: whether to show the full range or truncate the top or bottom of

the range
4. Scale linearity: whether to have a linear or nonlinear scale or progression of category

boundaries, and whether to have colour gradients that are linearly or nonlinearly
proportional to the data magnitudes
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2.4.1. Gradient Continuity

The alternatives for gradient continuity are either to use the original values or cat-
egorize them (Figure 2, parts 1a and 1b). For a continuous gradient, the percentage of
colour saturation is proportional to the raw datum magnitude. Continuous gradients
are therefore precise and accurate but harder to interpret using the legend compared to
categorized gradients.
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2.4.2. Hue Selection

Colours have strong psychological associations that affect the inferred meaning of
information and its speed and ease of interpretation. Blue and green are associated with
relaxation, calm and hope [21], and red is associated with danger [20] (Figure 2, part 2f).
Historically, variations of a blue–green–yellow–orange–red sequence (which alludes to
water, growing vegetation, dried vegetation and flame) have been used to represent esca-
lating fire danger (see examples in Table 2). Accommodating colour vision deficiencies
reduces the colour combination choices, particularly most of those in the traditional fire
danger sequence [31]. Tools are available to assist with the testing of colour palettes for
accessibility [31,32]. The design task is to choose colours appropriate for the implications
of the data magnitudes, particularly the degree of attention or alarm.

Regarding the gradient design, there are a few distinct alternatives [33] (Figure 2,
parts 2a–2e). A single sequential gradient is for data ranging over a meaning of zero or
neutral to bad or good. A divergent sequential gradient is for data ranging over a meaning
of good through neutral to bad. In Figure 2, parts 2b and 2c grade from a calming blue
through white to an alarming red. The left and right ends each have a single hue. Part 2b
is neutral in the middle, whereas part 2c has compressed and expanded ends. Part 2d,
multiple sequential, is analogous to part 2a except that part 2d has multiple hues, which are
in a rainbow spectrum in the example. Compared to a single hue, multiple hues provide
more contrast over the range, making it easier to match the legend and signal levels of
attention or alarm. Part 2e, multiple divergent, is analogous to part 2b except that part 2e
has multiple hues for each side. The R software [34] package "inlmisc" [35,36] is useful for
constructing continuous or categorized gradients.

A key concern is how these many design alternatives support or oppose the design
goals. Only the single sequential and single divergent gradients (Figure 2, parts 2a and 2b)
have the accuracy of continuous gradient continuity (Figure 2, part 1a), but they have a
difficult interpretability. The remaining gradient alternatives require matching the legend
to identify the magnitudes, but this can become quick and easy to interpret with familiarity
and an effective use of colour psychology.

2.4.3. Range Completeness and Scale Linearity

These are described together because an incomplete range is an extreme form of
nonlinearity. The alternatives for range completeness (Figure 2, part 3) are whether to show
the full range of the data or truncate the top or bottom and group the truncated data. All
resolution is lost beyond the truncation points. The alternatives for scale linearity (Figure 2,
part 4) are for two components, independently:

1. Numeric scale: whether to have a linear (part 4a) or nonlinear numeric scale (parts 4b
and 4c) or progression of category boundaries (if applicable)

• For categorized gradient continuity, a nonlinear scale is used to vary the resolu-
tion over the range

2. Colour gradient: whether to have colour gradients that are linearly or nonlinearly
proportional to the data magnitudes

• For categorized gradient continuity, a nonlinear colour gradient is used to com-
municate the varying meaning or importance of the information over the range

For a continuous gradient, the same result can be achieved from nonlinearity in either
of the above two components.

Nonlinear-systematic (part 4b) methods use a smooth function such as log or power
to transform the output, while nonlinear-irregular methods use a non-smooth progression
such as Jenks [37]. Nonlinear colouring requires the referral to the legend to understand
the magnitudes. This is a trade-off between the goals of drawing attention to where it is
needed and improving the speed and ease of understanding.
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2.4.4. The Design Process

There are copious settings and combinations of alternatives for the four design options.
Getting to a result is an iterative process, with analysts and subject matter experts trying
alternatives and making trade-offs, hopefully avoiding the anchoring to tradition or early
trials. We cannot recommend a path through the four design options other than saying
it is iterative and concurrent. We do, however, recommend a starting point or baseline,
which is the extreme of displaying all the data completely and accurately and ignoring the
goals of quick and easy understanding. The baseline has continuous gradient continuity,
an achromatic colour gradient of white through greys to black and a linear scale with no
truncation (Table 3).

Table 3. The baseline case alternatives for the design options. This is a starting point that presents
complete and accurate information, while ignoring the goals of a quick and easy understanding of
the information.

Design Option Alternative Description

1. Gradient continuity Continuous
No categorization; the percentage of
grey saturation is proportional to the

datum magnitude

2. Hue selection Single sequential
Achromatic gradient of white through

greys to black; no chromatic
psychological colour associations

3. Range completeness Complete
Full range of data magnitude is shown;
no truncation or aggregation at the top

or bottom

4. Scale linearity Linear
No distortion; the percentage of grey

saturation equals the datum’s position
within its range

If categories are used, determining the number and their boundaries are fundamental
design decisions [38]. The number of categories is a trade-off of accuracy (requiring more)
and speed and ease of understanding (requiring fewer). Ideally, individual categories have
no operationally significant physical differences, while adjacent categories do. In practice,
all considerations require compromise. An example of determining categories for FWI
System outputs based on physical differences is given by [9].

2.5. Step 5: Evaluating and Revising the Scheme

Once the design process is done and implemented, an essential further step is the ongoing
work with decision-makers to evaluate the outputs and revise the design as necessary.

3. Case Study: Designing the Scheme for Ontario’s FOP Models

We now describe the application of the above method to categorizing and visualizing
FOP data.

3.1. Case Study—Step 1: Understanding and Scoping the Data

The data are outputs from process and statistical FOP models for Ontario, so we
begin with their description. The lightning- and the human-caused FOP models have been
used operationally since the mid-2000s and 2015, respectively. The daily lightning-caused
fire occurrence is modelled as two separate processes [3]: the probability of a lightning
strike will lead to a holdover ignition and the probability that an existing ignition “arrives”
(is reported). The ignition model is mainly driven by the forest floor organic layer’s
moisture content, which determines the sustainability of smouldering and the survivability
of the ignition. Additional factors are other moisture indicators, ecoregional modifiers and
lightning strike polarity. The “arrival” model, which is conditional on a holdover ignition
being present, is influenced by the surface litter moisture, organic layer moisture, wind
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speed and ecoregional differences. Ontario’s human-caused fire prediction system uses a
set of logistic generalized additive models to model inherently nonlinear relationships with
key drivers of human-caused fire occurrence, including seasonal and spatial patterns, fuel
moisture and the characteristics of human land use [1]. The models are stratified regionally
and by cause categories to account for different seasonal patterns in fire occurrence.

Both the lightning- and human-caused FOP models produce outputs for each of the
2574 cells in a grid that spans the province’s approximately 91.9 million ha wildland fire
management area (Figure 3). Most of the cells are about 20 km × 20 km or 40,000 ha, with
some fractional cells at the boundaries. The units of the FOP output data are interpreted as
the expected number of fires per cell, regardless of the cell size. The model calculations and
outputs have a 64-bit floating point precision, but the data are transferred to the mapping
software via a text file holding up to 12 significant digits.
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Figure 3. The approximately 91.9 million ha extent of Ontario’s fire management area and the
20 km × 20 km resolution of the fire occurrence prediction (FOP) grid for Ontario.

Regarding the range and frequency distribution, we analysed historical FOP data
for each cell for each day from 15 May to 31 August; 2016–2018 for human-caused and
1992–2006 for lightning-caused fires. For this analysis, the start and end dates in each
fire season were chosen to avoid the variability in spring and fall snow-free conditions,
when the models are not making predictions for the entire province. The lower limit of the
range is zero; there is no theoretical upper limit. Table 4 presents summary statistics for
the data, with zeros excluded to characterize the important data more clearly. Most of the
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distribution statistics of the human- and lightning-caused data differ by about an order
of magnitude.

Table 4. Summary statistics of historical fire occurrence prediction model data (expected number of fires/cell) generated
from 15 May–31 August for 2016–2018 (human-caused) and 1992–2006 (lightning-caused), with zeros removed.

Number of Observations First Quartile Median Mean Third Quartile Maximum

Human 607,383 0.00003 0.00013 0.00107 0.00048 1.37168
Lightning 1,026,860 0.00090 0.00260 0.00955 0.00750 3.89129

Figure 4 shows the empirical probability distributions of the non-zero data. Those
data were mostly clustered close to zero in both models, so we log-transformed the data for
illustration (untransformed data are required for operational use). The magnitudes of data
between the lower tails of the two distributions differ by orders of magnitude. This presents
a challenge for categorizing and colouring the data on a common scale for mapping.
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are transformed by log 10 for visualization here, but untransformed data are required for operational use.

3.2. Case Study—Step 2: Understanding the Decision-Making Uses of the Information

We used a variety of methods to understand the FOP information needed and how
it is used for daily decision-making: reviewing documentation, observing operational
decision-making and (for some) working part-time in operational functions where FOP
information is used. Most importantly, we held a series of engagements with fire manage-
ment agency personnel. For example, we hosted a workshop in 2017 attended by agency
personnel including regional and provincial Fire Intelligence Officers, external researchers
and students. The workshop’s topics included the purposes and methods of subjective
FOPs by experts.

To understand the agency’s use of FOP information, it is necessary to outline the
agency’s hierarchical structure and the responsibilities of each level. Ontario’s fire manage-
ment area (Figure 3) has two main parts, the Northeast and Northwest Regions, each of
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which is divided into six or seven Fire Response Sectors. There is also a Provincial level.
Each level has a sole or shared responsibility for various decisions; most are made with
consultation or coordination between adjacent levels. The Regions are primarily respon-
sible for strategic fire response decisions and management, and the Sectors are primarily
responsible for tactical fire response decisions and operations. The Province is primarily
responsible for adjusting the near-term (1- to 21-day) capacity according to the demand via
temporary commercial hiring and inter-provincial and international resource sharing.

Several decisions are directly dependent on the potential number of fires anticipated
in various parts of the province. These decisions are made at the stated levels:

• Prevention: for example, escalated and targeted messaging, temporary fire bans; made
by the Province, Regions and Sectors

• Preparedness: types, numbers, locations and readiness alert levels of firefighting re-
sources (crews, helicopters, airtankers and engines); made by the Regions and Sectors

• Detection: numbers, routes and times of aerial detection patrols described in [39];
made by the Regions, jointly

• Dispatch: different resources may be sent now if more threatening fires are anticipated
later; made by the Regions and Sectors

• Inter-provincial and international resource sharing; made by the Province and Regions

The various FOP-dependent decisions have diverse needs in terms of the spatial
extent and resolution of FOP information. For example, detection route designers can use
relatively fine resolution information on the order of kilometres, while the Province needs
only aspatial, numeric FOPs by region for resource-sharing decision-making.

3.3. Case Study—Step 3: Specifying the Design Goals and Requirements

The primary and conflicting goals are of course to display complete and accurate
information and have the information quickly and easily understood. In twice-daily
briefings, decision-makers have limited time (minutes) to view, interpret and absorb
each of many information items regarding, for example, weather values, FWI and FBP
System outputs, FOP, active fires, logistics and personnel. Completeness and accuracy are
important because the information supports the many decisions described above, which
are made under uncertainty and have potentially significant consequences.

Regarding specific information requirements:

• There is a need for both maps and numeric subtotals and totals of fire occurrence by
cause and location (i.e., Sectors, Regions, Province)

• All the maps need to use the same categories and colours for FOP magnitudes
• The FOP models’ output is the expected or average occurrence, but the actual occur-

rence varies around the average, so an indication of the variability is needed.

Decision-makers expressed strong preferences for the number of categories, ranging
from three to many categories, and they desired a familiar colour sequence (blue–green–
yellow–red). There was also a strong preference for integers for all numbers related to FOP.
Finally, we wished to accommodate colour vision deficiencies.

3.4. Case Study—Step 4: Designing the Categorization and Visualization Scheme

Design has been described as a messy process with a tidy outcome. We do not
detail our circuitous journey but show and describe some key alternatives, stages and
considerations. Figure 5a illustrates the baseline alternative (Table 3) applied to the human-
caused FOP and actual fire arrivals for a selected day. The range of the colour gradient is
0–3 fires/cell, the upper limit of which is between the maximum human- and lightning-
caused FOP (Table 4). The map area looks mostly white, with three small, pale grey patches;
there is little useful information, especially considering the six actual fires that day, which
is a low-to-moderately busy day for this cause. Adding more hues alone would make no
meaningful difference because the data are clustered very near zero. Categorizing at this
stage would make it worse. Truncating the upper limit to a low value somewhat close to
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zero would add resolution and colour to the human-caused FOP here, but such truncation
would lose all resolution of the rarer but critically important high lightning-caused FOP.
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Figure 5. The human-caused fire occurrence prediction of 10 June 2018, mapped using the catego-
rization and colouring schemes indicated in the legends. The black dots are the human-caused fires
reported later that day. The scales range from zero to 3 fires/cell: (a) the baseline scheme (Table 3),
which shows little useful information; (b) 4 + 1 categories; (c) 10 + 1 categories; (d) 20 + 1 categories.
The additional category in (b–d) are for a “no forecast model” or true zero. Using more categories
and hues greatly increases the information portrayed but makes matching the colour to the legend
more difficult. The spatial pattern in (d) corresponds with roads and settlements.

Our original solution was to use separate scales for the two fire occurrence causes
(Figure 6). The lightning-caused FOP scale was linear. For the human-caused FOP scale,
we led subject matter experts through a scenario for an area of Ontario that has a relatively
high occurrence. When the FFMC (a strong indicator of sustainable ignition) was 90, that
area was considered to have an elevated concern suitable for a High classification. We
used the corresponding FOP magnitude (0.4 fires/cell) as the upper limit for the then
10-category scale. We determined Moderate similarly and interpolated with equal linear
steps. In Figure 6, this scale is shown by the blue line, except that categories 1 to 10 in
the original have been mapped to a 0 to 20 scale for comparability. Scaling the original
total-fires map required a creative logic. The maps by individual cause were acceptable to
decision-makers, but the inconsistency between the causes was ultimately unacceptable
(and motivated the present work).
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Figure 6. The original and unified fire occurrence prediction (FOP) classification scales. Because of
order-of-magnitude differences in FOP, a separate scale was originally used for each cause: linear for
lightning (black) and subjectively determined, irregular, nonlinear for human (blue). The unified
scale (red) is a systematic, nonlinear one generated by a power function; a cube root in this example.

Several alternatives were considered for a unified scale that accommodated the con-
flicting needs of fine resolution at the low end and a high upper limit. Discussions with
decision-makers indicated that concern increases relatively quickly as the likelihood of
fire rises from zero. Providing a high resolution at the low end while retaining a high
upper limit would require a great many colours (for example, like those of precipitation
radar maps). That would be unfamiliar and confusing and would not correspond with
psychological colour associations nor accommodate colour vision deficiencies. Piecewise
linear and irregular scales were explored, but their abrupt changes made them difficult to
interpret. We wanted a smooth, systematic progression of category boundaries and tested
logarithmic and power functions. Those functions can be made to match fairly closely, but
the power function had a more suitable shape at the low end. A power function takes the
general form f (x) = axb, with the shape controlled by parameters a and b. Our desired
behaviour for the scale to increase quickly for low FOP but then increase progressively
more slowly is provided when a > 0 and 0 < b < 1, since this family of power functions is
monotonically increasing and concave down. The FOP scale is x, and the category scale
is f (x). We developed a parametric scaling tool with three inputs to generate and plot
boundaries: shape parameter, 1/b; the upper limit of the FOP scale, FOPMax; and the
number of categories, NumCat. The boundary for the top of category Cat is

BoundaryCat = FOPMax·
(

Cat

NumCat

)1/b

, Cat = 1, 2, 3, . . . , NumCat. (1)

Any FOP > FOPMax stays in the highest category. A category for true zero can be
added if required. For convenience, we parameterized 1/b, for which we tested values
in the range of 1.5 to 4.5; for example, 2 yields a square root shape. a works out to be

NumCat
FOPMaxb . The red curve in Figure 6 illustrates the boundaries for 1/b = 3, FOPMax = 3
and NumCat = 20; for example, the boundary for Cat = 11 (the top of category 11) is ~0.5.
The tool lists the boundaries and graphs them as in Figure 6.

While working directly with subject matter experts, the tool facilitated the joint testing
of alternatives for the number of categories, truncation and nonlinearity design options.
These alternatives plus colouring needed to be adjusted simultaneously when trading off
the goals because their effects interact. The FOP outputs for a set of representative days
were mapped using R [35] for candidate sets of boundaries and colouring. Table 5 lists
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ways in which the alternatives for the number of categories, the amount of truncation
and nonlinearity and number of hues generally interact in affecting several attributes
related to completeness and accuracy of information or speed and ease of understanding.
There are exceptions for some combinations and edge conditions. Every alternative for
the design options improves some attributes and worsens others. The trade-off behaviour
is more straightforward to work with than it may seem because the tool shows most of
the trade-offs immediately. The difficulty lies in subjectively assessing the results and
compromising on the attributes and goals.

Table 5. Tabulation of how alternatives for the number of categories, amount of truncation and nonlinearity and number of
hues generally interact in affecting several attributes related to completeness and accuracy of information or speed and ease
of understanding. There are exceptions for some combinations and boundary conditions. Every alternative improves some
attributes (blue-grey shading) and worsens others (orange-tan shading).

Goal Attribute

Alternative for Design Options

More Categories
More Truncation

at High end
More

Nonlinearity
More Hues

More resolution at
low end Better Better Better No effect

Better in range
More resolution at

high end
Better NONE beyond

truncation
Worse No effectComplete and

accurate
information Better in range

Accurate,
Undistorted Better ABSENT beyond

truncation
Worse No effect

Need to refer
to legend Worse No effect in range Worse Worse

Ease of
matching legend Worse Better Worse Better

No effect in rangeFast and easy to
understand Attention drawn to

important data No effect ABSENT beyond
truncation

No effect Better

Has suitable
psychological

meaning
No effect No effect No effect Better if using

colour psychology

3.5. Case Study—Step 4: Results of the Design Process

We state our current category and colouring design and give the rationale for the
trade-offs made. The pressure to have a small number of categories and colours (~4) could
not accommodate the need for fine resolution at the low end; we used 20 categories (plus a
true zero if needed). Figure 5b–d show the same FOP data as Figure 5a but with 4, 10 and
20 categories, respectively. Only the largest number of categories reveals the meaningful
network pattern of lines and nodes that corresponds roughly with roads and settlements.

In addition, a highly nonlinear scale was needed to show the patterns in the data.
We used a nonlinear-systematic scale with boundaries obtained using Equation (1) with
parameters 1/b = 3, FOPMax = 3 and NumCat = 20. The boundaries are given in
Table 6, stated in units of fires/cell and cells/fire. The final shape of the nonlinear scaling
corresponds to parameter settings of a = 20·3− 1/3 and b = 1/3.

f (x) =

{

20·3− 1/3 x1/3 , 0 ≤ x < 3
20 , x ≥ 3

, (2)

which is illustrated by the red curve in Figure 6.
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Table 6. Categories and colours used for mapping fire occurrence prediction model outputs. Note that the map legend has a
highly simplified integer scale and broad adjective categories.

Category Number

Category Upper Bound of
Expected Number Colour

Adjective
Category

Map Legend

(Fires/Cell) (Cells/Fire)

20 ≥3.00 ≤0.333
Extreme

 

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑎𝑥𝑏 𝑎 𝑏𝑎 > 0 0 < 𝑏 < 1 𝑥 𝑓(𝑥) 1 𝑏⁄ 𝐹𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑡 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦𝐶𝑎𝑡 = 𝐹𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∙ ( 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑡)1 𝑏⁄  , 𝐶𝑎𝑡 = 1, 2, 3, … , 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑡.𝐹𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 1 𝑏⁄ 𝑎𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑡𝐹𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑏 1 𝑏⁄ = 3 𝐹𝑂𝑃𝑀𝑎𝑥 = 3𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐶𝑎𝑡 = 20 𝐶𝑎𝑡 = 11

19 2.57 0.389
18 2.19 0.457

Very High17 1.84 0.543
16 1.54 0.651
15 1.27 0.790
14 1.03 0.972

High

13 0.824 1.21
12 0.648 1.54
11 0.499 2.00
10 0.375 2.67
9 0.273 3.66
8 0.192 5.21

Moderate
7 0.129 7.77
6 8.10 × 10−2 12.3
5 4.69 × 10−2 21.3
4 2.40 × 10−2 41.7

Low3 1.01 × 10−2 98.8
2 3.00 × 10−3 333 Very Low
1 3.75 × 10−4 2670
0 0 ∞ Nil

Regarding truncation, we considered the rarity and operational importance of extreme
FOP magnitudes. The 20th category ends at 3 fires/cell according to Equation (1), but that
category is used for all higher FOP magnitudes. The maximum FOP in Table 4 is ≈3.9 fires/cell.

Regarding colouring, we used a nonlinear, divergent scale with one hue for the low
end and multiple hues for the high end (Table 6). The hues transition from light blue to
yellow through orange to red, which mostly follows the traditional blue-to-red progression.
Avoiding green in that sequence accommodates some types of colour vision deficiency [31].
Even though there are 20 categories, having four main colours is easy to interpret and
consistent with other CFFDRS outputs (for example, Table 1). The gradient within each
main colour is difficult to match with the legend, but nonetheless reveals meaningful spatial
patterns in the maps. Figure 7a–c show the final categorization and colouring scheme in
example daily FOP maps of human- and lightning-caused fires and total fires, respectively.
We intentionally show maps as formatted for operational use. They are intended for display
on large monitors, but these reduced versions still show the colouring and categorization
results adequately. Larger versions are provided in the Supplementary Material.
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Figure 7. Examples of fire occurrence prediction maps that use the categorization and colouring in
Table 6: (a) human-caused; (b) lightning-caused; (c) total. The legend uses units of fires/cell and
cells/fire to make the magnitudes integer. Larger versions are in the Supplementary Material.
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Note that a sequential scale is logical for FOP because any non-zero FOP is “bad”
in this context. But the calming colours are assigned to very low magnitudes, and this
provides a slightly greater distinction between the remaining colours. A much greater
distinction could easily be achieved by adding more colours—for example, magenta–
purple–black for the highest categories, which would also draw more attention to the
critical extremes. This, however, would not accommodate colour vision deficiencies.

Broad adjective categories were added to emulate the familiar four- or five-category
pattern and simplify interpretation. Those boundaries fit the general association between
Ontario’s fire arrival density and fire situation severity. The three-significant-digit category
boundaries were replaced in the legend by integers for selected category midpoints or
boundaries (Table 6). Note that the units change from fires/cell to cells/fire to show integer
magnitudes, which are far more meaningful than fractions.

3.6. Case Study—Step 5: Evaluating and Revising the Scheme

Several significant revisions were done in arriving at the current design in Figure 7.
The first lightning-caused FOP maps had a linear scale with four equal-interval categories
using traditional blue–green–yellow–red. When human-caused FOP was added, the
scale was changed to 10 categories using a smooth green–yellow–orange–red transitional
gradient and later to a special blue–yellow–orange–red to accommodate some colour vision
deficiencies. As stated above, the inconsistent subjective scales were replaced completely in
early 2020 per our method. The maps originally showed the expected number of fires/cell
but were changed to show the density of the expected number of fires/unit area because of
fractional cells. Note that the map legends intentionally omit this complication; density
seems to be the automatic, intuitive interpretation. Additional revisions are planned, and
further evaluation is always ongoing.

4. Discussion

While implementing the FOP models for operational evaluation, we arrived at and
applied this method, which may seem well structured and straightforward now, but it
was far from that during the design work. The method emerged as a by-product, having
evolved during iterative deliberations. As illustrated in the introduction and identified
in [9], the categorization of the FWI System outputs could benefit from this approach. We
have since applied the method to categorize and colour outputs from other models for
operational display [39–41], examples of which are in the Supplementary Material.

The many considerations discussed in this paper need to be addressed to ensure that
the models are interpreted and used appropriately. We emphasize that any schemes includ-
ing those built into software applications need this careful consideration. Incorporating
the outputs from scientific models into operational decision-making is not straightforward.
The key for a successful application is that researchers and practitioners work together
closely throughout the process, from problem identification through to implementation
and evaluation [1]. Through this collaborative approach, outcomes tend to have a higher
acceptance and usefulness.

An additional factor not addressed by our method is that categories need to be
meaningful for more than just map design, because there is a tendency to extend the use
categories to guidelines and standard operating procedures and vice versa [9]. The classifi-
cations and their boundaries can also be used as unwritten mental shortcuts or heuristics
in the place of a more deliberative consideration of complex information. Well-designed,
science-based classifications can be consistent with less time-constrained situational analy-
ses, while poor classifications may lead to suboptimal decision-making.

Design considerations for presenting quantitative data for decision support go beyond
the categorization and colouring of numerical scales. Also important are options for spatial
resolution and the use of simulated three-dimensional displays, examples of which are
given in the Supplementary Material [42].
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We presented a method of designing classification and colouring schemes that consider
many complex factors, interactions and trade-offs. These satisfied the ultimate goals
of showing decision-makers complete and accurate quantitative information that was
understood quickly and easily.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/fire4030050/s1: other applications of the model (Figures S1 and S2), classification of numbers,
additional considerations for the spatial display of data (Figures S3–S5) and larger versions of
Figure 7a–c (Figures S6–S8).
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Abstract: Rapid estimates of the risk from potential wildfires are necessary for operational man-
agement and mitigation efforts. Computational models can provide risk metrics, but are typically
deterministic and may neglect uncertainties inherent in factors driving the fire. Modeling these
uncertainties can more accurately predict risks associated with a particular wildfire, but requires a
large number of simulations with a corresponding increase in required computational time. Surrogate
models provide a means to rapidly estimate the outcome of a particular model based on implicit
uncertainties within the model and are very computationally efficient. In this paper, we detail
the development of a surrogate model for the growth of a wildfire based on initial meteorological
conditions: temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed. Multiple simulated fires under different
conditions are used to develop the surrogate model based on the relationship between the area burnt
by the fire and each meteorological variable. The results from nine bio-regions in Tasmania show that
the surrogate model can closely represent the change in the size of a wildfire over time. The model
could be used for a rapid initial estimate of likely fire risk for operational wildfire management.

Keywords: fire spread models; surrogate modeling; sensitivity analysis; global sensitivity analysis

1. Introduction

Wildfires are a major threat in fire-prone areas such as Australia, Mediterranean re-
gions in Europe, and the United States. These can destroy homes and infrastructure causing
millions of dollars of damage [1,2] as well as threaten lives and ecologically sensitive areas.
Consequently, fire suppression and mitigation costs have significantly increased over the
years [3]. For disasters such as wildfires, where the fire conditions rapidly change with
time, any models that can give realistic fire predictions in as little time as possible can
be critical for effective preparedness, early warning, fire suppression, and evacuation
efforts. Computational wildfire simulations using different fire propagation models are an
effective means of predicting the wildfire behaviors and risk [4]. However, such models
are typically deterministic and may neglect uncertainties inherent in factors driving the
fire [5]. Modeling these uncertainties can more accurately predict risks associated with a
particular wildfire, but require a large number of simulations with a corresponding increase
in computation time. Under operational constraints, this computation time may be longer
than the time window available to prepare and respond to the wildfire. Consequently,
computationally cheaper models that can rapidly estimate risks could be very useful for
operational wildfire management.

Wildfire behavior models typically fall into one of three categories [6]: those based
on physical processes [7–10], empirical models [11–13], or simulation and mathematical
models [14–16]. Mathematical concepts like Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), poly-
nomial chaos, Gaussian process, and spatial process-based models like Cellular Automata,
and Level Set methods have been used to model the spread of wildfires [17–22]. Currently,
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operational fire behavior tools such as Spark [14], FARSITE [15], and Phoenix [23] are
used to predict the wildfire behavior. These tools predict fire behavior by simulating the
complex relationships between different contributing factors in a one-to-one deterministic
manner without incorporating uncertainty in the prediction results [24]. In reality, there are
uncertainties for each of the contributing factors which consequently introduce uncertainty
in the resulting model output.

Quantifying such uncertainties in operational fire models requires identifying, classify-
ing, and assessing their sources and influence on the model output [25]. Kaschek et al. [26]
highlighted the importance of parameter value estimation for the experimental data in
understanding the model dynamics for any permissible value of the parameters and
subsequent uncertainty quantification. However, such uncertainties have not been well
quantified in current operational fire models. As such, Sensitivity Analysis (SA) is a cur-
rently active area of research, in which the spatial and temporal variability in the model
outputs is quantified as a function of the variation in the input parameters for an optimized
model [27]. Note that uncertainty and sensitivity analysis are different as uncertainty
analysis assesses the uncertainty in the model output due to uncertainties in input pa-
rameters while sensitivity analysis assesses the contribution of input parameters on the
uncertainty of the model output [28]. Sensitivity analyses of input parameters for different
fire models have been carried out in several studies [5,29–33], where the model outputs
have been considered for a fixed period. Sensitivity analyses may also help quantify such
uncertainties and determine the influence of each input parameter on fire progression but
such studies for operational fire models, to our knowledge, have not been well-explored.

On the other hand, the model performance and the effectiveness of risk management
achieved with such models is determined to a large degree by how well such uncertainties
are understood and communicated [34]. Therefore, calculating more accurate risk metrics
quantifying all these uncertainties can be a complex task [24,29]. Risk calculation can
require a large number of simulations to be run under different scenarios, which can
take several hours to days to complete [35]. Such time-consuming analyses are currently
impractical for operational management. Consequently, developing computationally
efficient methods, such as surrogate models, can be an alternative to such models for
operational wildfire management.

Surrogate models, also known as metamodels, are the models of the outcomes that
mimic the behavior of the simulation model as closely as possible while being computation-
ally inexpensive. Surrogate models have been extensively used to replace, or as an alterna-
tive to, computationally expensive models, as they represent input–output relationships
derived from complex models. These have been used in natural hazard models including
flooding [36,37] and storms [38,39]) as well as engineering design problems [40–42] to
rapidly estimate the associated risks and concerns. The surrogate model introduced in this
study can facilitate rapid estimation of wildfire risks based on the data from high-fidelity
operational fire simulation models.

Several studies have shown that not all the parameters in wildfire models have
significant influence on the spread rate, and consequently fire behaviors can be explained
by prioritizing highly significant parameters [43,44]. Sharples et al. [44] demonstrated that
the spread of wildfires could be expressed in a “universal” fire spread model based on only
temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed input parameters. Taking this as a starting
point, we use these input parameters to construct a computationally efficient surrogate
model. Next, we present a one-at-a-time (OAT) sensitivity analysis of input parameters
for the variability of fire dynamics in the wildfire prediction tool Spark, whereby the
influence of a parameter on the model output is assessed one at a time instead of multiple
parameters simultaneously. Based on the results obtained from the analyses, the nature of
the contribution of the parameters is determined and used to define the functional form
for the surrogate model. Finally, we use a data fitting technique to determine the values of
unknown factors in the functional form to define a complete surrogate model to explain
fire behaviors based on initial weather conditions. We test the efficacy of the approach by
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applying it to the entire Tasmanian region and its nine different bio-regions. The specific
contributions of this study are as follows:

1. An investigative time-based OAT sensitivity analysis for quantifying the influence of
meteorological input on fire dynamics.

2. Surrogate modeling of fire simulations based on initial conditions (temperature,
relative humidity, and wind speed).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the general methods
for the mathematical formulation of the surrogate model and time-based sensitivity anal-
ysis. Section 3 discusses the investigative results obtained in our experiments. Section 4
concludes the paper and discusses possible future work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Study Area

We chose Tasmania for our study due to the frequent occurrences of wildfires in the
region, high-quality land data sets as maintained by Tasmania Fire Service (TFS) and State
Emergency Service (SES), and a well-studied and systematic grid configuration for possible
fire start locations in the region. Tasmania has a total area of 68,401 sq. km. The grid
configuration for fire simulation, as maintained by TFS, places each possible fire start
location at an interval of 1 sq. km irrespective of land classification. Any start locations
falling on water bodies are shifted to the nearest land locations. There is a total of 68,048
possible fire start locations in the grid configuration for the entire Tasmanian region. We
followed Interim Biogeographic Regionalization for Australia Version 7 (IBRA 7) [45] for
nine different bio-regions (see Figure 1) to run fire simulations.

Figure 1. Nine bio-regions of Tasmania. Sourced from the work in [46].

2.2. Fire Simulations—Spark

Spark [14] is a computational wildfire modeling framework that predicts the spread
and potential impact of wildfires based on different behavior fire models. The framework
simulates the progression of the fire over time in different fire conditions and fuels, resulting
in different rates-of-spread (RoS). The fire simulations in Spark require many input data sets,
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including the information on land classification, fuel type, topography, and meteorological
data. The simulations can be run for any number of distinct fire perimeters and can model
factors such as firebreaks, spot fires, and coalescence between different parts of the fire
over time. The simulations use several different empirical fire models for fuels found
in Tasmania. Different fuel types found in Tasmania are mapped from the TasVeg [47]
vegetation types to several empirical fire spread models. These include models for eucalypt
forest [48,49], buttongrass moorland [50], heathland [51], and grasslands [52]. A detailed
description of these models is included in the Appendix A.

The models require meteorological data inputs. For this study, only temperature,
relative humidity, and wind speed were used [44]. Other input parameters in the fire
simulation such as fuel load and land topography were used as per the configuration and
records maintained by TFS and Tasmanian Government [53]. The fuel load was based on a
Tasmania fire history data set allowing the time since the fire to be calculated and populated
using Olson fuel load curves [54–56]. Our current study covered only the westerly winds
as they are the most common winds in Tasmania [57,58]. The configuration and input files
can be made available from the authors upon request. Based on the historical records and
as considered in [5], the ranges for the data inputs are fixed as follows:

• Temperature 10–40 ◦C
• Relative Humidity 10–90%
• Wind Speed 10–60 km/h

The fire simulations were started at locations in each of the nine bio-regions ensuring
minimal obstructions (lakes/water bodies) irrespective of land classification locations, as
shown in Figure 2. The simulations were run for a total of five hours and the area of each
simulation was recorded every half-hour. The simulation data used in this study are a
subset of the data available in [59].

Figure 2. Fire start locations for different bio-regions in Tasmania. The locations are chosen ensuring
minimal obstructions due to water bodies irrespective of land classification.
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2.3. Sensitivity Analysis

To quantify the interactions of meteorological inputs on fire dynamics, we focus
on the parametric sensitivity analysis of fire simulations over time. For SA, we follow
an OAT approach where the influence of a parameter is assessed by running the fire
simulations for different values of the parameter within the permissible range while
keeping the other parameters constant as explained in the work [60]. The influence of
a parameter on the fire area is assessed by comparing the fire values obtained for the
maximum and minimum values of the parameter (with minimum and maximum values of
other parameters, respectively) against the fire areas obtained for the maximum ( all-high)
and minimum values (all-low) of all the parameters. The variability of the output of the
fire simulations can be analyzed at different time steps by considering the model outputs
in all these time steps to determine the scale of influence of that input parameter on the fire
area. However, for our analysis to determine the cumulative influence of each parameter
on the fire size, we use the total fire size obtained at the end of the total simulation time.
The quantification of the variability in the fire area is carried out for each bio-region and
the entirety of Tasmania as well. Similar analyses can be done to understand the influence
of each parameter on the fire spread during a particular duration of time by assessing the
values of the fire area.

2.4. Surrogate Modeling

For surrogate modeling of fire simulations, we first establish a mathematical model
based on how fires spread over time when they ignite under some initial environmental
conditions. Then, unknown values in the mathematical model are determined by fitting
the simulation data by considering the results obtained from the sensitivity analysis.
The mathematical relationship and simulation data fitting are discussed in detail as follows.

2.4.1. Mathematical Foundation

For a fire starting at a particular location, the shape of the fire is ideally assumed to be
elliptical [61]. Consequently, the total area burnt by the fire, represented by A, is directly
proportional to the square of the time (t) for which the fire is burning [61]. We focus our
mathematical foundation on the same principle but replace the squared power of the time
with a variable n to account for any dependency on fire geometry (ideally, the value of n in
our mathematical foundation must be less than or equal to 2). As such, we mathematically
express A as

A = αtn (1)

where α is a fitting factor that depends on the initial values of temperature (T0), relative
humidity (R0), and wind speed (W0). This fitting factor does not account for factors such
as daily temperature changes or wind changes during the progression of the fire. However,
such factors are accounted for by analyzing the fire sizes for different sets (original and
changed) of initial conditions and assessing the difference. The value of α is determined by
defining a functional form for the three input parameters based on the results of sensitivity
analysis. The values of n and α are determined by fitting simulation data.

2.4.2. Simulation Data Fitting

The unknown factors in Equation (1) can be determined by fitting a curve through
experimental analyses. We use nonlinear least squares method [62] for data fitting. For
experimental analyses, the fire simulations are run for five hours over a set of points in
all nine different bio-regions in Tasmania. The simulation of fire behavior in Spark is
graphically represented in Figure 3, which shows that the propagation of the fire over time
can be different for different bio-regions. The steps for surrogate modeling are carried out
initially for the entire Tasmanian region and then to specific bio-regions one at a time.
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(a) Southern Ranges (b) West
Figure 3. Illustration of simulation in Fire dynamics in Spark (T = 40, R = 90, W = 60). The wildfire propagates differently
based on the fuel load and land topography and consequently, the total area burnt by the fire varies based on the bio-region.
Different colors represent the area burnt by the fire over time in half hourly steps. The purple color represents the area
burnt by the fire in the first half hour, while the red color represents the area burnt from 4.5–5 h mark.

2.5. Surrogate Model Validation

For the validation of the dynamic model constructed in this study, we use the hold-out
cross-validation method as explained in [63]. This method splits the simulation data into
70% training set and 30% test set for cross-validation. Then, to quantify the accuracy of
the dynamic model, Pearson’s correlation coefficient [64] is calculated between the model
predicted values and the actual values obtained from the simulations. The value of the
correlation coefficient closer to one (1) represents a more accurate model.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis

We analyzed the effect of each input parameter on the fire area size at different
instants of time as given by the fire simulations in Spark run over different bio-regions in
Tasmania. A plot of the variation in fire area for different bio-regions caused by variability
in temperature (◦C) is shown in Figure 4a. The fire area generally grows bigger over time
for the maximum value of the temperature. In the analysis, the fire burns a greater area
at T = 40 ◦C and minimum values of other parameters. For T = 40 ◦C, the increase in
the area burnt by the fire is steady until 2 h, but after that, the increase is exponential to
reach a maximum value of 4121.190 ha at the five-hour mark. For a lower value of T, the
increase in the fire area over time is steady and close to a linear relationship. For the entire
Tasmania, the variability in burnt fire area caused by the variation of temperature is as high
as 4115.340 ha. The respective variations in the fire area for different bio-regions are listed
in Table 1.

The variation of the fire area with the variability of relative humidity (%) is shown
in Figure 4b. It is clear from the plots that relative humidity has a significant influence on
the variation of the fire area. The maximum values of the area burnt by the fire are achieved
with the value of relative humidity at 10% and maximum values of other parameters for all
the locations. For this particular combination of parameter values, the increase in the fire
area size with time is brisk. There is a sharp increase in the rate of increase in the fire area
after 2 h in general for most of the bio-regions. The maximum area burnt by fire over 5 h is
28,682.6 ha. The variation in the fire area caused by the variability of relative humidity for
the entire Tasmanian region is as high as 28,680.08 ha, which is significantly higher and
signifies the greater impact of the parameter. The respective variations in the fire area for
different bio-regions are listed in Table 1.

The variation in the fire area caused by the variability in the wind speed (kmh−1)
is shown in Figure 4c. The area burnt by the fire is the greatest at W = 60 kmh−1 and
minimum values of other parameters for all the locations. The fire areas for other cases are
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relatively low. The increase in the fire area with time is steady until 2 h after which the fire
area starts to increase at a higher rate. The area burnt by the fire over 5 h reaches 11,543.2 ha.
The variation in the fire area caused by the variability of wind speed is approximately
11,539.96 ha for the entirety of Tasmania, which indicates the significant influence of the
wind on the fire area. The respective variations in the fire area for different bio-regions are
listed in Table 1.

(a) Temperature (b) Relative Humidity

(c) Wind Speed

Figure 4. Variation of fire area (in ha) with the variability of different input parameters, shown as ∆A on the plots. All high is
the plot for fire area obtained with maximum values of all parameters, while all low is with minimum values. The variation
of fire area caused by relative humidity is the highest while that of the temperature is the lowest.

In the analyses, we derived the upper and lower bounds for the values of the fire area
for each input parameter considering the values of other parameters as well. The minimum
value of an input parameter did not necessarily signify the lower bound for the fire area
given by the parameter, and vice versa. For the entire Tasmanian region, the variability
in fire area brought about by extreme values of temperature for extreme values of other
parameters is ~4115.340 ha in five hours (see Figure 4a). The variability in fire area in
the same duration caused by relative humidity is ~28,680.08 ha (see Figure 4a), while the
variability caused by wind speed stands at 11,539.96 ha (see Figure 4a). As such, the extent
of variability in fire area caused by relative humidity and wind speed is approximately
7 and 3 times greater than the same caused by temperature, respectively. Thus, it can be
concluded that relative humidity has the highest effect on the area burnt by the fire at
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different instants of time for the entire Tasmanian region given by the fire simulations by
Spark while the temperature has the least effect. For Northern Slopes, the variations in fire
area caused by temperature and wind speed are comparable, which points out the impact
caused by fuel load and land topography. Similar analyses can be done to understand
the influence of each parameter on the fire spread during a particular duration of time.
For example, during the second hour of a wildfire (from 1 to 2-h mark), the variation
caused in the fire area by the variability in the values of temperature, relative humidity,
and wind speed in the entire Tasmanian region are 739.26 ha, 5378.58 ha, and 2095.47 ha,
respectively. Such information about the influence of the input parameters on the model
output with consideration of the time can lead to a better quantification of the feedback of
meteorological inputs on the fire dynamics.

We used an OAT method to measure the influence of each input parameter on the
output of the fire simulations. To understand the variation in fire area in different bio-
regions, we carried out the analyses for all the regions independently. In our analyses, we
derived the upper and lower bounds for the values of the fire area for each input parameter
considering the values of other parameters as well. For all the bio-regions, the variation
in the fire area caused by the variability of relative humidity is the highest, while the
variation caused by that of the temperature is the lowest. The variations in fire area caused
by the variability of relative humidity and wind speed are as high as about 11 and 5 times
more when compared to the same caused by the variability of temperature, respectively.
For Northern Slopes, the variations in fire area caused by temperature and wind speed
are comparable, which points out the impact caused by fuel load and land topography.
The quantitative measure of the variability in fire area brought by each parameter during
the OAT method is conclusive. Our findings established relative humidity as the parameter
with the greatest impact on the spread of the fire over time and temperature as the one with
the least impact. This finding can be attributed to the fire models in Spark that are highly
sensitive to fuel moisture content, which in turn is highly sensitive to relative humidity
compared to temperature (for example, the Dry Eucalypt model equation for fuel moisture
content, MC, has a greater dependency on relative humidity than temperature). However,
the extent of the influence of each parameter on the variability of the fire area size is
not necessarily the same for all the bio-regions even though they have similar relative
comparisons.

Table 1. Variability in fire area caused by variability in input parameters.

Bio-Regions
Variation in Area burnt by fire (∆A) in ha

Temperature Rel. Humidity Wind

Southern Ranges 2655.18 28,679.9 11,531.23
South East 2360.97 25,645.92 11,114.86

West 1143.36 3308.58 2554.11
Central Highlands 2290.32 8328.78 4524.47
Northern Slopes 4092.21 5543.11 3910.05

Northern Midlands 2177.55 7995.96 5239.71
Ben Lomond 3573.72 19,713.78 10,601.4

Furneaux 3491.91 12,972.73 8702.5
King 1497.33 6908.67 3943.89

Tasmania 4115.34 28,680.08 11,539.96

3.2. Surrogate Modeling

Following the methods defined for surrogate modeling (Equation (1)), we first in-
corporated the meteorological influence and adapted a functional form for temperature,
relative humidity, and wind speed to determine the value of α. The functional form was
developed by further analyzing the results of the sensitivity analysis in which the growth
of fire area was investigated at different time instants (every half-hour mark) against the
highest values of the input parameters (Figure 5). As can be seen in the figure, the growth
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of the fire area is close to linear over time for temperature and relative humidity, whereas
an exponential fit is more suitable for wind speed. As such, the functional form for input
parameter to define the factor in our surrogate model (Equation (1)) is

α = k1T0 + k2R0 + ek3W0 (2)

After fitting the simulation data obtained from all the Tasmanian regions, the surrogate
model is defined as follows:

A(t) = (16.72T0 − 26.80R0 + e2.03W0) t1.76 (3)

Note that the functional form used for the surrogate model is slightly different from
the formulation in the work of Sharples et al. [44] as the surrogate model is based on the
findings from the uncertainty quantification.

Figure 5. Rate of increase of fire area with time for Southern Ranges bio-region (The rate of increase
in the fire area is in hectares per minute (ha min−1). The contributions in the rate of change of fire
area made by temperature (blue line) and relative humidity (red) are steady over time while the same
made by the wind speed (green) increases exponentially over time).

The simulation and predicted data are shown in Figure 6. The value of the correlation
coefficient is 0.897. Interestingly, the value of power to which the time is raised in the model
is close to 2 (1.76), indicating fire growth scales approximately as the expected square of the
time. Despite the high value of the correlation coefficient, the model over fits the fire area
for some extreme values of the input parameters. Although not ideal, an overfitted result
produces a more conservative estimate of larger fire sizes, rather than a possibly dangerous
underestimate. The overfitting in the model is possibly due to the significant impact of the
fuel loads, which can be different for different bio-regions, and the interaction between the
input parameters, which are not considered in the study. The fitting parameters for each
individual region in Tasmania are given in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Simulation Data vs. model predicted data for entire Tasmania (The area burnt by the fire is
in hectares (ha). The red line represents the ideal line where the scatter plots should align for the most
accurate surrogate prediction data. The calculated value of correlation coefficient is 0.897, which
indicates that the surrogate model closely predicted the actual simulation data.)

Table 2. Fitting parameters in the surrogate model for nine bio-regions in Tasmania.

Bio-Regions k1 k2 k3 n

Southern Ranges 17.26 −41.98 2.09 1.91
South East 35.56 −137.33 2.38 1.81

West 2.49 −5.56 1.46 1.49
Central

Highlands
14.95 −16.54 1.87 1.76

Northern Slopes 12.11 −39.69 2.21 1.68
Northern
Midlands

30.38 −19.13 1.95 1.72

Ben Lomond 23.09 −35.29 2.34 1.81
Furneaux 26.09 −53.85 2.43 1.73

King 11.21 −9.80 1.78 1.60
Tasmania 16.72 −26.80 2.03 1.76
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(a) Southern Ranges (b) South East (c) West

(d) Central Midlands (e) Northern Midlands (f) Northern Slopes

(g) Ben Fomod (h) Furneaux (i) King
Figure 7. Bio-region-specific surrogate model predicted data compared against simulation data. The fire area is in hectares
(ha). The red line represents the ideal line where the scatter plots should align for the most accurate surrogate prediction
data. The surrogate model constructed for the Southern Ranges bio-region has the highest value of correlation coefficient of
0.996 while that of Northern Slopes is the lowest with a value of 0.910.

Our surrogate model based on fire simulations has reasonable success with promising
findings. The mathematical equation defined in the surrogate model in terms of the
initial values of different meteorological data gave satisfactory information about the
progression of the fire over time as the value of the calculated correlation coefficient for
the entire Tasmanian region is about 0.897. This finding indicates the fact that constructing
a surrogate model to represent all the bio-regions with a diverse range of fuel loads and
land topography may not be so efficient. Consequently, we constructed a single surrogate
model for each bio-region and calculated the correlation coefficient between the simulation
data and the model predicted data, as shown in Figure 7. Moreover, as listed in Table 2, the
values of unknown parameters also represent the respective influence of the parameters
in the forest area burnt by the fire. The findings of the surrogate models are consistent
with the results obtained from our sensitivity analysis carried out by considering different
instants of time. The negative values of k2 indicate that the fire grows rapidly under lower
values of relative humidity when compared to the higher values, while the higher values of
k2 reflect the strong influence of relative humidity on the fire area. The negative value of k2
as determined in our study is quite consistent with the functional form defined by Shaples
et al. in [44] for spread index, where the relative humidity in the denominator indicates
a higher spread rate (consequently higher fire area) at lower values when compared to
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the same at higher values. Further, the surrogate model constructed to represent the
dynamics of fire in terms of initial environmental conditions closely represents the actual
behavior of the fire over time as the values of the correlation coefficient are well over 0.987.
The surrogate model incorrectly identifies small fires, possibly due to the presence of a lake
or other water bodies near the fire start location. However, the model shows a good match
for larger fires in most cases. This is useful for operational fire management, as recent
studies have shown the opposite trend for fire simulations [65], where fire predictions
using forecast weather in fire simulation tools under-predicted the fire size in extreme
weather conditions. Considering other location-specific information in the model can
improve the closeness of the model estimation with the actual values. For the Southern

Ranges bio-region, the model has a correlation coefficient of 0.996, which signifies the
fact that the model closely matches the fire dynamics from the simulations in the region.
Such a good prediction by the model appears to be due to the region being relatively free
of obstructions (lakes/built-up areas) where the fire would otherwise be stopped. This
finding indicates that surrogate models, like the one built here in the study, can be helpful
for quickly estimating fires under extreme fire weather conditions for large open areas.
The lowest value of the correlation coefficient for the model is 0.910 in the Northern Slopes

region, which is likely due to the presence of wetlands in the region and due to nonlinear
interactions between the input parameters. The nonlinear interactions between the input
parameters are not considered for this study. This particular aspect of the surrogate model
will be strengthened in the future to improve the closeness of the data predicted by the
model with the actual simulation data.

The constructed surrogate model can represent the change in the size of the fire with
time-based on the initial values of meteorological inputs (temperature, relative humidity,
and wind speed). This could be used to rapidly estimate the wildfire risks, although it
should be emphasized that the model can only give an estimate of the size of the fire rather
than the shape, growth, or possible impact on certain areas. The functional form to estimate
the fire size obtained in this study can be an alternative form to the one explained in [44].
Additionally, our attempt to investigate the path of fire growth has shown that in practical
scenarios, the fire area does not follow an ideal t2 relationship as the values of n as obtained
in our experimental analyses for all nine bio-regions are less than 2.

4. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, we analyzed the contribution of different parameters on the area (geo-
graphical extent) burnt by the fire over time in a conventional one-at-a-time (OAT) fashion
by considering nine different bio-regions in Tasmania. Relative Humidity was found to
be the parameter with the greatest impact on the spread of fire over time, while Temper-
ature was found to have the least effect. Moreover, our analyses were time-dependent,
allowing new ways to quantify the feedback of meteorological inputs on the fire dynamics,
and vice versa. Information about the sensitivity of parameters in wildfire models could
facilitate new operational approaches for risk management by excluding less sensitive
parameters from the models allowing risk to be calculated in a shorter time-frame. We
used simulations to construct a computationally-efficient surrogate model for the area of a
fire over time in terms of initial starting conditions. The surrogate model considered the
nature and the extent of the influence of each meteorological input on the fire dynamics.
The region-specific surrogate models constructed in this study represented the dynamic
fire behaviors except for some extreme cases. Such surrogate models may be helpful in
operational wildfire management during emergencies to quickly make informed decisions
for response activities by providing a rapid estimate of potential fire size.

This study is one of the preliminary works to explore sensitivity analyses at different
instants of time and how results of such analyses can be integrated into natural hazard
modeling systems. In the future, we will take the nonlinear interactions between the input
parameters into account to strengthen the surrogate model. The study can be extended for
other regions as well with sufficient fire simulation data in hand.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. McArthur Grassland Fire Danger Meters

McArthur [48] described his research into grassland fire behavior in terms of the
Grassland Fire Danger Index (GFDI), based on which the rate of spread was calculated.
The equations for GFDI and rate of spread (R) are listed as follows:

GFDI = 2exp(−23.6 + 5.01lc(C) + 0.0281T − 0.226
√

RH + 0.633
√

U10)

C is the degree of curing (%), T is the air temperature (oC), RH is the relative humidity
(%), and U10 is the wind speed (km/h) measured at a height of 10-m in the open.

R = 0.13GFDI

R is the headfire rate of spread (km/h).

Appendix A.2. Dry Eucalypt Model (Cheney et al.)

This wildfire model is used for predicting the spread of fire behaviors in dry eucalypt
forest. The model was developed from a sequence of experiments called “project Vesta” [49]
carried out in south-western Australia. The mathematical equations for the model are
listed as follows:

R =

{

30 φM f , U10 ≤ 5 km/h

[30 + 1.531(U10 − 5)0.858FHS0.93
s (FHSns Hns)0.637B1]φM f , U10 > 5 km/h

Note that the term B1 is the model correction for bias and is taken as 1.03 for this. FHSns is the
near-surface fuel hazard score, FHSs is the surface fuel hazard score, and Hns is near-surface height
and are derived from fuel age using the tall shrubs regression equations as explained in [66].

R is the rate of spread (m/h), U10 is the average 10-m open wind speed (km/h), and
φM f is the fuel moisture function.

φM f = 18.35 MC−1.495,

MC is the moisture content (%) and taken from [67] and [68].

MC = 2.76 + 0.124 RH − 0.0187 T

T is the air temperature (oC) and RH is the relative humidity (%).
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Appendix A.3. CSIRO Grassland Model

Based on the experimental results obtained from the burning project in the Northern
Territory of Australia, Cheney et al. [52] described a relationship for the rate of fire
spread on grasslands. This model was developed to settle down the confusion created
after the calculation of different Grassland Fire Danger Index (GFDI) values under the
same conditions thereby questioning the actual effect of fuel load on fire spread rate.
The mathematical equations in the model are explained as follows.

Rcu =
1

3.6

{

(0.054 + 0.209 U10) φMφC , U10 ≤ 5 km/h

(1.1 + 0.715 (U10 − 5)0.844) φMφC , U10 > 5 km/h

Rcu is the cut/grazed rate of spreed in m/s, U10 is the 10-m open wind speed (km/h), φM
is the fuel moisture coefficient, and φC is the curing coefficient.

φM =











exp(−0.108 MC) , MC < 12%

0.684 − 0.0342 MC , MC ≥ 12%, U10 < 10 km/h

0.547 − 0.0228 MC , MC ≥ 12%, U10 ≥ 10 km/h

MC is the dead fuel moisture content (% oven-dry weight basis).

MC = 9.58 − 0.205 T + 0.138 RH

T is the temperature (◦C and RH is the relative humidity (%).

φC =

{

1.036
1+103.99exp(−0.0996(C−20)) , C > 20%

0 , C ≤ 20

C is the degree of grass curing (%).
Note that the original equation for φC proposed by Cheney et al. was modified by Cruz et al.

as the curing level can be as low as 20% and the damping effects of the fuel in grassland is less.

Appendix A.4. Marsden–Smedley and Catchpole Buttongrass Model

Marsden–Smedly and Catchpole [50] described the fire behaviors for buttongrass
moorlands in Tasmania for fire danger rating and fire behavior prediction. The mathemati-
cal equations for the models are explained as follows:

R = 0.678U1.312
2 exp(−0.0243MC)(1 − exp(−0.116AGE))

whee U2 is the wind speed (km/h) measured at a 2-m height, MC is the dead fuel moisture
content (%), and AGE is the time since the last fire (years).

MC = exp(1.66 + 0.0214RH − 0.0292Tdew)

Tdew is the dew point temperature (oC) and RH is the relative humidity (%).

Appendix A.5. Anderson et al. Heathland Model

Anderson et al. [51] used a dataset that covered a wider range of heathland and
shrubland species to develop a model for healthland as an extension to the work [69].
The equations for the model are given as follows:

R =

{

[Ro + 0.2(5.67(5WF)0.91 − Ro)U10]H
0.22exp(−0.076MC) , U10 < 5

5.67(WFU0
10.91)H0.22exp(−0.076MC) , U10 ≥ 5
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where R is the rate of spread (m/min) with vegetation height and without live fuel moisture
content, U10 is the 10-m open wind speed (km/h), H is the average vegetation height (m),
WF is the wind adjustment factor, and MC is the dead fuel moisture content (%).

MC = 4.37 + 0.161RH − 0.1(T − 25)− ∆0.027RH

∆ = 1 for sunny days from 12:00 to 17:00 from October to March and 0 elsewhere. T is
the ambient air temperature (◦C and RH is the relative humidity (%).
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Abstract: The scope of wildfires over the previous decade has brought these natural hazards to the
forefront of risk management. Wildfires threaten human health, safety, and property, and there
is a need for comprehensive and readily usable wildfire simulation platforms that can be applied
effectively by wildfire experts to help preserve physical infrastructure, biodiversity, and landscape
integrity. Evaluating such platforms is important, particularly in determining the platforms’ reliability
in forecasting the spatiotemporal trajectories of wildfire events. This study evaluated the predictive
performance of a wildfire simulation platform that implements a Monte Carlo-based wildfire model called
WyoFire. WyoFire was used to predict the growth of 10 wildfires that occurred in Wyoming, USA, in 2017
and 2019. The predictive quality of this model was determined by comparing disagreement and agreement
areas between the observed and simulated wildfire boundaries. Overestimation–underestimation
was greatest in grassland fires (>32) and lowest in mixed-forest, woodland, and shrub-steppe fires
(<−2.5). Spatial and statistical analyses of observed and predicted fire perimeters were conducted to
measure the accuracy of the predicated outputs. The results indicate that simulations of wildfires that
occurred in shrubland- and grassland-dominated environments had the tendency to over-predict,
while simulations of fires that took place within forested and woodland-dominated environments
displayed the tendency to under-predict.

Keywords: wildfire; predictive modeling; fire spread model; Monte Carlo; spatial modeling; area
difference index; statistics; precision; recall; principal components analysis

1. Introduction

Wildfires have increased in size, frequency, and severity in the past decades as global temperatures
have continued to warm, leading to an elevated concern about the health and safety of individuals who
inhabit areas prone to wildfire activity [1–4]. Climatic changes have triggered ecosystem alterations in
the form of significant vegetation shifts, which have ultimately led to more acreage being burned by
wildfires [1,5]. The effects of changes in wildland fire regimes have warranted the development of
dynamic wildfire propagation models amongst scientific modelling communities [6].

Wildfire modelling has evolved from the initial deterministic fire models based on the fundamental
equations proposed by Rothermel [7]. These models typically generate empirical results that do not
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account for variability in the input measurements. Wildfires are impelled by dynamic variations in
weather and fuel conditions that can produce a chain reaction in local environmental conditions such
as fuel moisture, vapour deficits, and wind patterns. Deterministic fire models can use snapshot
observations as inputs, and these data are statically accurate but limited to the moments of the
observations. Moving from a “static” to a dynamic wildfire modelling environment can follow two
solution paths. The first path is to automate the collection of observational data that could be used to
initialize the wildfire spread models. This reduces the time required to gather the required datasets and
initiate a model run. Rapid initialization is desirable when fire models are used as risk assessment tools
during active fires, but model run times might limit the utility of the results as real-world conditions
change [8]. The second path is for models that operate in near real time. Near-real-time modelling is a
computational approach, which dynamically captures new observations (such as remotely sensed fuel
moisture, wind direction, and temperature) while simultaneously forward-projecting results between
input data updates. If a model is run during an actual fire event the output should represent a close
approximation of fire trajectory based on current conditions and potential behaviour until the next
input data update. Regardless of the modelling pathway, the approach used for any model needs to be
validated to make it useful in the field or to explore simulated fire behaviour.

While recent increases in model development have provided wildfire scientists with multiple
tools for fire research, there has been limited consistent use of appropriate evaluation procedures and
performance metrics to effectively quantify the performance of spatially explicit fire spread models [6].
Despite the availability of a framework that can account for varying levels of stochasticity present
within meteorological data, fuel-bed conditions, and the overall burnable environment, it remains
challenging to predict the propagation of wildfire in near real time due to each event being so unique
and transient [6]. The utilization of an effective evaluation process to assess predictive performance
requires comprehensive knowledge of the specific model type used [9]. The most effective method for
assessing model accuracy and reliability is to test the level of agreement between simulated and observed
wildfire perimeters [10]. In order to accomplish this, a set of performance metrics deemed most appropriate
for determining the accuracy of model predictions were implemented to quantify performance.

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the predictive performance of a wildfire simulation
model called WyoFire, developed at the University of Wyoming as part of a risk assessment tool
within the architecture of the Wyoming Wildfire Risk Portal (https://wywrap.wyo.gov/app.html) [8,11].
WyoFire employs a probabilistic approach by implementing a Monte Carlo-driven structure using
Gaussian distributions of meteorological and fuel moisture data to account for stochasticity within
environments possessing a diverse range of characteristics [8,11,12]. The results of each model run yield
a potential or predicted perimeter for individual wildfire simulation that can then be validated against
observed fire perimeters. WyoFire overlays the predicted wildfire perimeters from each Monte Carlo
simulation and counts the number of times a specific area is predicted as burned to estimate the
probability of wildfire front spreading over the study area [8,11]. WyoFire employs a probabilistic
approach for generating a range of inputs centred on the observed weather and other environmental
data. The input data are variated in line with the degree of randomness apparent in environmental
datasets. WyoFire is able to simulate crown fire spread to a certain extent by checking crown fire
spread potential for each pixel and the availability of appropriate fuel load [8,11]. WyoFire is able to
utilize the updated weather and fuel information during the model execution [8]. However, for this
study all the weather and fuel data were downloaded in advance to minimize their effect on the model
execution time.

To better understand the strengths and weaknesses of the WyoFire model and assess the predictive
accuracy of individual wildfire simulations, we conducted an evaluation that quantifies levels of
predictive performance within multiple burnable environments based on Wyoming wildfires that
occurred in 2017 and 2019. Our goal was to determine the extent to which WyoFire accurately represents
the natural world. We hypothesized that the variance in the predictive performance of the model
was the same among different environments based on fuel loading model and terrain complexity.
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We validated the predictive performance of WyoFire based on statistical indices first utilized by
Adhikari et al. [8] throughout the initial developmental phase of our wildfire simulation system.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Overview

Wyoming has many favorable characteristics for studying wildfire, including a wide variety of
topographies, vegetation types-steppe to alpine, and low population densities so fire can propagate
naturally in many cases. We studied nine and one wildfire that occurred in Wyoming and Montana,
respectively during the 2017 and 2019 fire seasons for simulation and analysis (Figure 1). The Montana
wildfire occurred within a 25-mile buffer outside of the Wyoming border was included because of its
potential to cross into Wyoming. The different wildfire events were simulated within their respective
environments composed of unique assemblages of vegetation types, degrees of terrain complexity,
fuel loadings, and meteorological conditions (i.e., burnable environment). We used the following
performance metrics: Overestimation, Underestimation, Intersection, Area Difference Index (ADI),
Area Difference Index for Overestimation (ADIoe), Area Difference Index for Underestimation (ADIue),
F1 Score, Precision, and Recall. Duff, Chong, and Tolhurst [6] concluded that ADI, ADIoe, and ADIue

are the performance indices best suited to assess and portray the specific types of modelling error
(e.g., Overestimation or Underestimation). The procedural structure for our performance evaluation
was adapted from Duff, Chong, and Tolhurst [6], as their study serves as the foundation for research
involving what we considered to be the most widely accepted process for the evaluation of wildfire
simulation models.

Figure 1. Distribution of 2017 and 2019 Wyoming and Montana fire events used in this study.
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2.2. Model Description

WyoFire was developed by Adhikari et al. [8] using Python programming language. The model
employs mathematical functions developed by Rothermel [7], Wagner [13], and Finney [14] to create
elliptical wildfire propagation across different landscapes [8]. WyoFire accounts for natural stochasticity
of independent variables within the burnable environment using Gaussian distributions for (1) fuel
moisture and (2) High-Resolution Rapid-Refresh (HRRR) meteorological forecast datasets (i.e., relative
humidity, temperature, wind direction, and wind speed), which are automatically created by the
Monte Carlo structure. Gaussian distributions are then used for model runs to simulate wildfire
propagation and estimate natural stochasticity inherent in environmental datasets. The wildfire
simulation uses random points of fuel moisture and meteorological HRRR data from the generated
Gaussian distributions. WyoFire employs mathematical functions for wildfire spread developed by
Rothermel [7], Wagner [13], and Finney [14] to achieve elliptical wildfire propagation across a given
landscape [8]. By applying the Huygens Wavelet principle [15], the model created ellipses around each
ignition point at the end of each iteration. The ellipses define the extent of each fire propagation which
was then buffered by a convex hull using a minimum bounding geometry function [8]. Ignition points
can be randomly generated to initiate wildfire propagation; however, we use polygons rendered from
observed VIIRS and MODIS hot spot data to identify fire origination of the 10 wildfires used in this
study. Ignition points are generated along the active flaming perimeter of the original ignition polygon.

2.3. Data

Table 1 lists the datasets for the wildfire simulations performed in this study. Existing Vegetation
Type and Fuel Loading Model datasets were acquired from the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) LANDFIRE database. For 2019 wildfire simulations, two datasets were downloaded daily
using Python scripts that were scheduled to run automatically using cron. These datasets consisted
of HRRR meteorological forecast data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and fuel moisture data from the Wyoming State Forestry Division (WSFD). Downloaded
HRRR datasets were coded to only index four meteorological variables of wind direction, wind speed,
relative humidity, and temperature. The 2017 wildfire datasets consisted of previously archived HRRR
raster data accessed from archives at the University of Utah. Previously archived fuel moisture datasets
were also integrated into this study to replicate the simulation environments for the 2017 wildfires as
previously performed by Adhikari et al. [8].

Table 1. Metadata of datasets used to simulate wildfire events, adapted from Adhikari et al. [8].

Resolution

Dataset Source
Data Volume

(Gigabyte/Iteration)
Spatial

(m)
Temporal (h)

High-Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) NOAA 11.5 3000 1
VIIIRS Active Fire Hotspot NASA 0.02 375 12

Dead Fuel Moisture WSFD/USFS 1 2500 24
Digital Elevation Model USGS 26 10 Updated: January 2017

Vegetation and Fuels LANDFIRE 3.5 30 Updated: January 2014
Historical Wildfire Perimeter (Observed) USGS GeoMAC 0.1 N/A 24

Historical HRRR Data Uni. Of Utah 9 3000 24

Observed wildfire perimeters were obtained from the Geospatial Multi-Agency Coordination
(GeoMAC) data archives, maintained by the USGS. Observed perimeters were used as control layers
to evaluate predictive model performance against the resulting simulated perimeters. Although the
new on-site measurements of wildfire perimeter and weather conditions might provide more exact
representation of the simulation environment, they were not included in this study as these simulations
were performed on the wildfires that already occurred and all the required datasets were downloaded
as well as processed beforehand by the python script. For this study, the term burnable environment
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is defined as the combination of existing vegetation type, dominant fuel loading model, and mean
level of terrain complexity within an observed wildfire perimeter. The terrain complexity index value
for each wildfire was calculated by running Slope and Focal Statistics functions on Digital Elevation
Model data in ArcMap. Time and date stamps attributed to the observed fire perimeters represented in
spatial data shapefiles did not always align with the initial time of ignition and propagation of each
fire, thus requiring the use of supplemental observed datasets in the form of active hot-spot point data
from the VIIRS fire detection satellites. Shapefiles of active hot-spot point data were obtained from the
Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) data archive published by NASA and were used to
interpolate active perimeters that were not available within the GeoMAC database for the date and
time of the simulation.

2.4. Wildfire Simulation

Two parameters are coded into the simulation configuration module that can be manually adjusted
by individuals operating the model: (1) centroid distances (CD) of generated ellipses surrounding
ignition points along the propagative front and (2) time step values in minutes for each iteration
completed within a given Monte Carlo run. CD can be defined as the radius of each elliptical polygon
generated from individual ignition points established along the flaming front. All simulations were
configured to sixty-minute time steps, which is equal to one iteration of one Monte Carlo simulation.
For this study, active wildfire perimeters were simulated from fire origination to ~eighteen hours due to
availability constraints of the HRRR datasets and availability of their observed perimeter data (Table 2).

Table 2. Simulation parameters for the ten wildfires analyzed within this study.

Wildfire Total Size (Acres) Simulation Duration (h) Observed Perimeter Source Total Simulations (n)

Keystone, 2017 1102 13 VIIRS 600
Pole Creek, 2017 2139 12 GeoMAC and VIIRS 600

Buffalo, 2017 3515 12 GeoMAC and VIIRS 600
Stallions, 2017 1111 12 VIIRS 600
Tannerite, 2019 1349 18 GeoMAC 600

Pedro Mountain, 2019 9388 18 GeoMAC and VIIRS 600
Currant, 2019 381 12 GeoMAC 600
Corbin, 2019 164 8 GeoMAC 600

Fishhawk, 2019 2359 18 GeoMAC and VIIRS 600
Saddle Butte, 2019 252 12 GeoMAC 600

Total Simulations 6000

An idealized analysis was conducted to train the model and identify which CD value yielded the
best performance results across all simulation environments [15]. A direct relationship between CD,
dominant fuel loading model, and predictive accuracy was observed throughout this study. As CD
increases, a subsequent decrease in predictive accuracy will occur in simulations of wildfires burning
in higher fuel loads dominated by canopy fuels. In contrast, predictive accuracy increased when
the CD was decreased for simulations of wildfires occurring within those higher canopy fuel loads.
Through an iterative analysis, a mean CD of 5 m was identified as optimal across all fires and was used
to achieve reported results for the rest of this study.

Simulations were run in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) to align with the HRRR data
format. For terminology purposes, one simulation predicts fire spread for the next x-number of hours.
Intermediate or iterative predictions are generated on an hourly basis. Therefore, within a single
simulation, there are x-number of iterations. One simulation consists of a simultaneous run of y-number
of sample model configurations. Each model execution composed of a unique sample configuration
is the equivalent to one Monte Carlo run. Simulated perimeters were evaluated against concurrent
observed perimeters to assess variation in model performance for each target fire event. Performance
of the WyoFire model was tested across a range of existing vegetation types, terrain complexity values,
and fuel loading models in order to identify variables within each burnable environment that induce
the greatest variance in the predictive performance of the model.
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2.5. Assessing Model Performance

Simulation code was run across the High Performance Computing cluster (Teton), managed by the
University of Wyoming’s Advanced Research Computing Center. Teton allowed multiple independent
simulations to be run concurrently, distributed across multiple nodes, as well as scaling up the
number of individual Monte Carlo simulations that could be run in parallel on individual nodes.
Where a standard desktop could run 10 simulation queued sequentially, utilizing 4 or 8 cores at
one time, the cluster enabled 10 (or more) simulations to be run concurrently, with up to 32 cores
(i.e., 32 Monte Carlo simulations) running simultaneously on each node. Utilization of the cluster
enabled both vertical (time to run a simulation) and horizontal (number of concurrent simulations)
scaling, reducing the computational time from days down to hours. We used simultaneous batch
processing of numerous wildfire simulations. Following the conclusion of all wildfire simulation jobs,
logged results were transferred from the Linux system to a single-node workstation. Statistical and
spatial analysis scripts were written in R-Studio. All data were graphed using R-Studio factoextra
and ggplot2 packages. Simulated perimeter data were then analyzed to assess predictive performance
by employing a series of spatial and statistical analyses using the aforementioned scripts. In order to
calculate performance indices, a spatial intersection was conducted first to identify the critical areas of
model Overestimation, Underestimation, and Intersection (Figure 2). The final burned area prediction
was calculated using spatial overlay of all predicted wildfire perimeters obtained from each individual
Monte Carlo simulation. The multipart polygons and individual polygons that were less than 1sq.
meters were removed to generate the final predicted wildfire perimeter. The areas that were predicted
to be burned only once were not included in the final perimeter. The results for each simulation were
not compared amongst each other in this study due to the inherent randomness of the input weather
and fuel conditions generated by the simulation. The resulting area of each predictive zone from the
spatial intersection can then be integrated into a series of algebraic formulas to calculate performance
indices that are indicative of overall model performance, e.g., Area Difference Index (ADI), Precision,
Recall, and F1 Score.

Figure 2. Graphical representation of the observed and simulated wildfire perimeters, as well as the
three predictive areas, underprediction, intersection and overprediction, that are a product of each
simulation, adapted from Duff, Chong, and Tolhurst [6].

ADI uses an index of incorrect estimation as a ratio of the correctly predicted area of intersection
between the simulated and observed wildfire perimeters [6,8,16,17]. All performance indices calculations
were conducted in R-Studio. ADI is calculated as:

ADI (t) = (OE (t) + UE (t))/(I (t)) (1)

ADI can also be decomposed into partial metrics which attempt to explain whether the source of the
modelling error is a result of net Overestimation or Underestimation being the ADI of Overestimation
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(ADIoe) and the ADI of Underestimation (ADIue) [6,16]. The partial indices of ADIoe and ADIue are
calculated as:

ADIue = UE(t)/(I(t)) (2)

ADIoe = OE(t)/(I(t)) (3)

Precision and Recall are also considered in this study as partial metrics that combine to compose the
F1 Score statistic [6,16]. Precision is functionally a measure of over-prediction, and Recall is functionally
a measure of under-prediction [6,16]. Precision and Recall are calculated as:

Precision = I(t)/I(t) + OE(t) (4)

Recall = I(t)/I(t) + UE(t) (5)

F1 Score is a measure of the overall state of agreement between the over- and underestimation of
each simulated perimeter and is functionally equivalent to Sorensen’s Familiarity Index, which has
been applied in pattern research but not in the discipline of fire science [6,8,16]. F1 Score functions as
an evaluative index that essentially combines Precision and Recall values to assess the overall level of
predictive agreement between simulated and observed perimeters [6,8,16]. F1 Score is calculated as:

F1 = (2 ∗ I (t))/(I(t) + UE(t) + I(t) + OE(t)) (6)

Applying an appropriate combination of evaluative indices to assess the predictive performance of
the model provides a foundation of computational results to conduct further analyses. Adhikari et al. [8]
evaluated three 2017 wildfire events: (1) Keystone, (2) Pole Creek, and (3) Buffalo fires. Here, we apply
a paralleled evaluation approach to an additional seven wildfires to increase the sample size and range
in diversity of burnable environments tested. Computational results were analyzed in congruence
with empirically derived modelling results, e.g., the morphology of predicted perimeters within a GIS
platform to determine whether the accuracy of the fire spread model is sufficient for the application of
wildfire education. Single-value performance metrics are useful when conducting rapid assessments
of model performance for a particular simulation event, but they do not provide a sufficient level of
detail regarding the sources of error within each simulation [6,18].

2.6. Principle Components Analysis

A Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was conducted on the simulation results to identify and
understand the particular variables that might have induced the most variance on model performance
and to identify emergent environmental properties of modeled fire events. Bi-plot visualizations were
rendered using the factoextra package within R-Studio.

3. Results

3.1. Statistical Performance

We implemented a series of single-value performance metrics to evaluate how well WyoFire
simulations performed across a range of landscapes (Figure 3). Each metric is a unitless index that represent
specific facets of simulative model performance and can be formulated to determine rates of Overestimation,
Underestimation, and Intersection for each series of the wildfire simulations. Mean performance indices
for all simulations are found in Table 3. Performance outcomes for all simulations varied considerably
between the 10 wildfire events. The Area Difference Index was designed as a simple metric to describe
wildfire model performance, while the closer a value is to being equal to one suggests a less predictive
error in simulation results in contrast to values much greater than one, which suggests more significant
amounts of predictive modelling error [6,16]. Variables likely driving model over- or under-prediction
in different environments are shown in Table 3.
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Figure 3. Maps of showing ignition polygon, fire perimeter (actual) and 18-h simulated fire perimeter
for each of 10 fires modelled in this study.

Table 3. Mean performance index values derived from all wildfire simulations based on the optimal
Centroid Distance of five meters.

Wildfire Existing Vegetation Type(s) Terrain Roughness ADIoe–ADIue Fuel Loading

Currant Grassland, Shrubland 3 37.940 Med—High

Stallions
Northwestern Great Plains Grassland,

Ponderosa-Pine Forest
6 32.430 Med–High

Buffalo
Northwestern Great Plains Grassland,

Sage Brush Steppe
3 8.479 Low–Med

Tannerite
Sage Brush Steppe,

Montane–Foothill–Valley Grassland
5 1.481 Low–High

Pole Creek
Spruce-Fir Woodland, Aspen and

Mixed-Conifers
7 1.031 Low–Med

Pedro Mountain
Sage Brush Shrubland, Limber

Pine-Juniper Forest
6 −0.093 Low–Med

Keystone
Lodgepole Forest, Spruce-Fire

Woodland, Aspen and Mixed Conifers
1 −1.733 Low–Med

Fishhawk
Subalpine Woodland, Spruce-Fir
Woodland, Douglas-Fir Forest

5 −2.450 Low

Saddle Butte
Sage Brush Shrubland, Sage Brush

Steppe, Montane Meadow
4 −2.789 Low

Corbin
Sage Brush Steppe, Sage Brush

Shrubland, Semi-Desert Shrub Steppe
2 −4.248 Low

Simulation of wildfire events occurring in environments with medium-to-high total fuel loadings
dominated by shrubland and grassland vegetation types, such as the Currant, Stallions, and Buffalo
fires, produced the highest rates of overestimation–underestimation (ADIoe–ADIue) (Table 3). In contrast,
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simulations of wildfire events occurring in environments with lower fuel loadings, dominated by
mixed-forest, woodland, and shrub-steppe vegetation types, such as the Fishhawk, Saddle Butte,
and Corbin fires, yielded the lowest rates of overestimation–underestimation. Wildfires that lie in
mixed fuel types, Tannerite, Pole Creek, Pedro Mountain, and Keystone fires, displayed the most
balanced performance in terms of overestimation and underestimation rates.

3.2. Principle Components Analysis

PCA was conducted on fuel characteristics and balance of predictive performance indices within
each respective burnable environment. The first two principle components account for 78 percent of
the total variance in model performance (Figure 4). The position of each fire relative to one another in
the Bi-Plot (Figure 4) indicates the relative similarity of the models’ performance in predicting actual
wildfire perimeters. Examining the burnable environment within each group also helps reveal what
vegetation conditions yield over- and under-predictions by WyoFire. PCA yielded three distinct groups
of wildfire events (Figure 4). Group 1 consists of the Corbin, Saddle Butte, Keystone, and Fishhawk
fires, which can be observed in Quadrant IV of the Principle Components Analysis Bi-Plot. Group 2 is
composed of the Currant, Stallions, and Buffalo fires, which can be seen in Quadrants II and III. Lastly,
Group 3 consists of the Pole Creek, Tannerite, and Pedro Mountain fires, which can be found in Quadrant I.

Figure 4. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) Bi-Plot of variable weightings and coordinate locations
of individual wildfire events. The events are color-coded and symbolized by triangles within the
Bi-Plot. FLM = Fuel Loading Model, TC = Terrain Complexity, ADI = Area Difference Index,
OE = Overestimation, UE = Underestimation, ADIoe = ADI of Overestimation, ADIue = ADI of
Underestimation. These variables are represented by individual arrow vectors of varying lengths and
colors, in which a lengthier vector signifies that the variable is better represented within the analysis
and a darker color fill indicates a better Quality of Representation (cos2).

The first Principal Component (PC-1) explains 56.6 percent of the variance in model performance
across all simulations. Under-prediction indices were prominent along this axis, showing how the
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model performed within environments containing forested elements. Fuel loading became an emergent
variable along this axis, while each group of individuals is ordered along the continuum by existing
vegetation type and fuel-bed characteristics. The Fishhawk and Stallions fire simulations form the end
members along the PC-1 axis. PC-1 appears to be primarily described by the existing vegetation type and
dominant fuel loading models present within each respective burnable environment. WyoFire tended
to under-predict in situations where the fuel load was low to medium with poor fuel-bed continuity.
The Fishhawk Fire was characterized by low surface fuel loads but higher canopy fuel loads, as it
occurred primarily in Rocky Mountain Subalpine Forest and Woodland vegetation types with a low
total fuel loading. The Stallions Fire was primarily in North Western Great Plains Mixed Grass Prairie
and Inter-Mountain Basin Big Sage Brush Steppe communities, possessing a low total fuel load and
poor fuel-bed continuity.

Performance results for Fishhawk fire simulations displayed a much higher rate of underestimation
than overestimation, while results for Stallions simulations show a relatively higher rate of
overestimation than underestimation. The Fishhawk fire simulations had a greater rate of
under-prediction in congruence with its high ratio of the canopy to surface fuels, further suggesting
that this model may struggle to accurately model transitions of a flaming front propagating from the
surface to canopy fuel types. Both wildfires burned across landscapes with average terrain complexity,
as this variable did not prove to have a significant effect on the outcomes for these fire simulations.

The second Principle Component (PC-2) explains 21.5 percent of the variance in the predictive
performance of the wildfire simulations. Certain burnable environments for wildfire simulations that
possessed greater terrain complexity, meaning that the landscape has a greater degree of localized
elevational variance, displayed overestimation rates similar to those with relatively low levels of
terrain complexity, such as Pedro Mountain (6) and Corbin (2) fire simulations. Overestimation
indices are pointed toward the Stallions, Currant, and Buffalo fire simulations as a result of simulating
wildfire in higher fuel load with increased continuity. The Pedro Mountain and Corbin fires burned
through similar environments dominated by Inter Mountain Basin Big Sage Brush Steppes and
Artemisia tridentata ssp. vaseyana Shrubland Alliances, yet these two fires appear as opposing end
members along the PC-2 axis. The significant difference between these two burnable environments
is the influence of grassland vegetation present throughout the Corbin Fire but not the Pedro
Mountain Fire.

The Pedro Mountain Fire had a strong influence of limber pine and juniper woodland vegetation
types interwoven on the burnable landscape. This disparity may reflect that overall predictive performance
results can be a product of the general fuel load and the specific fuel type present within the burnable
environment. In this case, the presence-or-absence of canopy fuels may have been a driving factor of
model error for these two wildfires. Heterogeneity of fuel loading models and the configuration of
existing vegetation types across the landscape were the variables that induced the most significant
amount of variance on performance results for each series of wildfire simulations.

Fires in Group 1 are characterized by low total fuel load and low degree of fuel-bed continuity,
which resulted in higher rates of under-prediction. Simulation results for these four fires displayed the
highest rates of under-prediction out of all model runs. The Corbin and Saddle Butte fires burned
through sagebrush steppe and semi-arid shrubland vegetation types, while the Keystone and Fishhawk
fires burned predominantly through Subalpine forest and woodland vegetation types such as spruce-fir,
lodgepole pine, Douglas-fir, aspen, and other mixed conifers. Existing vegetation type(s) is the only
significant difference amongst this grouping of individual wildfire environments, as variations in
surface fuel loading appear to be the primary driver of model performance. It can be inferred that the
most significant rates of under-prediction are yielded when simulating wildfire events in environments
with high ratios of canopy-to-surface fuels. Given the discontinuous nature of sagebrush and semi-arid
shrubland vegetation communities across the landscape, the interstitial spacing between clusters of
burnable vegetation may result in simulations to under-predicting wildfire activity.
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Group 2 is characterized by medium-to-high total fuel loadings and a high level of fuel-bed
continuity, which resulted in higher rates of over-prediction. In contrast to Group 1, results for the
simulations within Group 2 displayed the highest rates of over-prediction across all model simulations.
The Buffalo, Currant, and Stallions fires burned in predominantly of Northwestern Great Plains mixed
grassland and sagebrush steppe vegetation types. These landscapes are more homogeneous than
landscapes present in Groups 1 and 3. Higher rates of overestimation are achieved when modelling
wildfire propagation in herb- and grassland-dominated environments. The Currant and Stallions fire
simulations yielded substantially higher rates of overestimation than did model runs for Buffalo Fire,
which is likely attributable to the relatively lower level of surface fuel loading within the Buffalo Fire.
We infer that higher rates of over-prediction are associated with simulative environments dominated by
herb and grassland vegetation types with medium-to-high surface fuel loads. Simulations for wildfires
that have burned on landscapes dominated by herb and grassland vegetation types possess a more
continuous fuel bed, which results in a more uniform propagation pattern. The grassland vegetation
types inherent to these simulation environments create a more continuous fuel bed than shrubland,
forest, and woodland vegetation types do.

Group 3 is associated with low-to-medium fuel loads with varying levels of fuel-bed continuity,
which resulted in a more accurate prediction with minimal over- or under-prediction. It can be inferred
that these landscapes possessed a relatively higher degree of heterogeneity among existing vegetation
types and fuel loadings due to the diversification of surface and canopy fuel types within these
environments. All fires in this group were burned environments consisting of an increased mixture of
canopy and surface fuel types. Tannerite Fire simulations yielded a higher rate of over-prediction than
simulations of the Pole Creek and Pedro Mountain fires, as this is likely attributable to the presence of
Montane–Foothill–Valley Grassland vegetation types across the burnable landscape for the Tannerite
Fire. An increased level of heterogeneity among fuel types in these environments allows the model to
simulate more transitionary events of the flaming front propagating from surface to canopy. Simulative
results for the Pole Creek and Pedro Mountain fires displayed slightly lower rates of overestimation
than the simulations for the Tannerite Fire.

4. Discussion

As the scope of wildfire activity and severity continues to increase [1], it has become increasingly
important to identify and employ accurate predictive wildfire models to ensure timely interventions
and protect property, lives, and biodiversity. In the Central Rocky Mountain Region, forest and
woodland areas are typically characterized by steep and highly variable terrain elevation, which poses
a series of complex challenges for wildfire models to resolve while integrating datasets with limited
spatial resolutions. Our research quantified and evaluated the predictive performance of WyoFire,
a Monte Carlo-based wildfire simulation model using a set of evaluative indices and corresponding
PCA results to assess how the model performs over a range of diverse landscapes.

The different environments of the 10 wildfire events had unique vegetation type assemblages
which helped bring about statistically significant variations in model performance. The significant
variations in model performance were supported by statistically testing the accuracy results by using
the equation ADIoe—ADIue to determine ranges in over- and underestimation within particular fuel
types and loadings. Fuel loading was found to induce the most variance in model performance of all
variables present within the wildfire simulations, while terrain complexity appeared to be the second
most import factor on performance.

Simulations of wildfires occurring in shrubland- and grassland-dominated environments displayed
the tendency to over-predict, while fire simulations of forested and woodland dominated-environments
displayed the tendency to under-predict. In part, these performance differences may reflect interactions
of the models used for wildfire spread in WyoFire [7,8,13,14], particularly during fuel condition changes
(grassland to forest) or actual historic wind speeds used in our simulations as compared to modelled
wind speed restrictions based on the source model assumptions [18–20]. This information is pertinent
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to researchers examining the processes of wildfire propagation across heterogeneous landscapes,
as assumptions can be made about expected model performance across heterogeneous environments,
as is evident by WyoFires’ output.

The results of this study reveal that, relative to vegetation type and fuel loading, terrain complexity
has a minimal effect on predictive modelling performance when employing a Monte Carlo simulation
approach. Rates of model overestimation and underestimation can be primarily attributed to fuel
loading models and vegetation types within burnable environments. WyoFire displayed its highest rates
of underestimation when simulating fires in environments with low surficial fuel loads that also have a
low degree of fuel-bed continuity. These results are reasonable as wildfires burning within environments
possessing lower degrees of fuel-bed continuity will invoke higher rates of under-prediction due to
interstitial spaces between burnable vegetation [21]. In contrast, the highest rates of overestimation
occurred when simulating wildfires in environments with medium-to-high total fuel loads that have a
higher degree of fuel-bed continuity. This increased rate of overestimation likely occurred due to the
increased connectivity of vegetation across the heterogeneous landscape [22]. These results will help us
understand the environmental characteristics that lead to the tendencies for wildfire simulation models
to over- or-under-predict wildfire behaviour. It should be noted that a range of centre distances should
always be tested for each wildfire simulation environment in order to determine which value will
yield the most accurate results. After analysing each of the ten fires within this study, we observed that
parameterizing WyoFire with a higher CD yielded more favourable results in homogenous grasslands
and shrubland landscapes. When parameterizing the model with a lower CD, we observed more
favourable prediction results in forested and transitionary fuel types.

In its current state, WyoFire performs exceptionally well across a range of burnable environments
as defined by fuel load, vegetation type and terrain complexity characteristics. The most adverse
challenge faced in wildfire modelling is accounting for the stochastic nature of natural wildfire caused
by internal dynamics, the ability to locally modify winds and fuels, coupled with mesoscale weather
conditions that can shift rapidly. By employing a probabilistic approach that uses local historic
variability to model wildfire propagation across heterogeneous landscapes, WyoFire incorporates
natural stochasticity within each burnable environment. This approach begins to deal with the problem
of wildfire simulation models coupled with meteorological forecast datasets maintaining accuracy
due to the growth in error with each hour of prediction [23]. Monte Carlo simulation models that
account for physical stochasticity within the natural environment are invaluable tools for a better
understanding of how wildfires propagate across heterogeneous landscapes. Researchers leveraging
deterministic wildfire prediction models for training purposes would benefit from implementing
probabilistic Monte Carlo simulation models such as WyoFire.

WyoFire allows the user to parameterize specific model inputs to optimize the quality of predictive
performance results regarding characteristics present within the desired burnable environment. If the
characteristics associated with the burnable environment are known at the time of simulation, then a
general hypothesis can be developed to address whether the simulation will result in over- or
under-prediction. This model serves as a practical educational tool that can improve our understanding
of wildfire behaviour in the lab and in the classroom. Future improvements to WyoFire largely hinge
upon interpretations made from the results of this study, as conducting a comprehensive performance
evaluation of model simulation results is pertinent for understanding its strengths and limitations [6,24].

5. Conclusions

In this study, we assessed the predictive performance of a Monte Carlo-driven wildfire simulation
model, WyoFire, employing a set of single-value performance metrics and results from a Principal
Components Analysis. Ten wildfire events in and around the state of Wyoming were simulated to assess
the causes of variance in model performance which were mainly explained by existing vegetation types,
fuel loadings, and degrees of terrain complexity variables. The PCA yielded three apparent groups of
individual wildfire events based upon a measure of similarity between their resulting performance
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metric values and the physical characteristics that comprise each burnable environment. The fuel
loading model emerged as the variable that induces the most substantial amount of variance on model
performance when simulating wildfire events on a particular landscape, while terrain complexity was
found to be relatively less significant in altering model performance.

Results from this research further confirm Adhikari et al.’s [8] finding that WyoFire is reliably
effective and efficient across various heterogeneous landscapes. The model tends to over-predict fire
spread in environments with a higher total fuel load in contrast to under-predicting wildfire activity in
environments possessing lower total fuel loads. Results from all optimized simulations suggest that
WyoFire performs exceptionally well, as accentuated rates of over- and under-prediction align with
the fuel loading model and fuel-bed continuity present within the burnable environment. This model
also displays the tendency to over-predict at higher rates when simulating wildfire events occurring
on relatively smoother landscapes dominated by grassland vegetation types, in contrast to yielding
substantially higher rates of under-prediction in environments dominated by shrubland and woodland
vegetation types with a higher level of terrain complexity. WyoFires’ predictive ability across various
fuel loading models and vegetation types may prove to be an effective tool to understand potential fire
risk and potential processes that affect wildfire behaviour.
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Abstract: Unlike low intensity fire which promotes landscape heterogeneity and important ecosystem
services, large high-intensity wildfires constitute a significant destructive factor despite the increased
amount of resources allocated to fire suppression and the improvement of firefighting tactics and
levels of organization. Wildfires also affect properties, while an increasing number of fatalities are also
associated with wildfires. It is now widely accepted that an effective wildfire management strategy
can no longer rely on fire suppression alone. Scientific advances on fire behavior simulation and the
increasing availability of remote sensing data, along with advanced systems of fire detection can
significantly reduce fire hazards. In the current study remote sensing data and methods, and fire
behavior simulation models are integrated to assess the fire hazard in a protected area of the southeast
Mediterranean region and its surroundings. A spatially explicit fire hazard index was generated by
combining fire intensity estimations and proxies of fire ignition probability. The results suggest that
more than 50% of the study area, and the great majority of the protected area, is facing an extremely
high hazard for a high-intensity fire. Pine forest formations, characterized by high flammability,
low canopy base height and a dense shrub understory are facing the most critical hazard. The results
are discussed in relation to the need for adopting an alternative wildfire management strategy.

Keywords: wildfire risk; object-oriented image analysis; Sentinel-2; fire behavior; flammap;
wildfire management

1. Introduction

Fire is an environmental factor with a long history on earth, dating back to the first appearance
of terrestrial vegetation, and as a result it has played a vital role in the ecology and evolution of
species, ecosystems and humans [1–4]. While low intensity fires, resembling prehuman fire regimes,
are important drivers for maintaining landscape and habitat heterogeneity and promote a number
of important ecosystem services to humans [5], large high-intensity wildfires constitute a significant
destructive factor for many biomes and ecosystems across the world. Man has dramatically changed
fire behavior and regime, converting it into a primarily anthropogenic factor [6], with more than
464 million ha affected annually by wildfires [7]. In the Mediterranean Europe, in particular, fire affects
an average area of 350.000 ha annually, with an interannual variation ranging from a little more than
100 thousand ha to almost one million ha, following fluctuations in weather patterns [8]. Wildfires do
not only threaten the ecosystem’s ecological integrity, but in recent years they have been responsible
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for significant damages to infrastructures and properties and a high number of human fatalities.
The wildfires of 2007 in Peloponnese had a high cost in human lives with 78 deaths, while more
than 100 villages were affected, resulting in a significant loss of property [9]. More recently, in 2018,
almost 100 people lost their lives in the fire occurred in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) of Attica,
Greece. According to the data reported by Molina-Terren et al., [10] there has been an important
increase in the mean annual number of fatalities in Mediterranean countries in the period 1979–2016
compared to the period 1945–1979.

The decade of 1970s seems to coincide with an important turning point in the behavior of wildland
fires and their related consequences, with an observed increase in the total number of fires and area
burned [11]. Furthermore, the relevant importance of weather conditions and fuel availability in
determining the fire regime and behavior appear to have shifted, in favor of the former, turning
wildfires from “fuel-driven” to “weather-driven” [12–15]. The availability of fuel has increased
dramatically since the second half of the 20th century as a result of major socioeconomic changes
which resulted in agricultural abandonment in mountainous and semi-mountainous regions and a
decrease in agropastoral activities [16,17]. Both trends resulted in an expansion of woody semi-natural
vegetation into formerly cultivated lands and rangelands, increasing the continuity of fuel and its total
load. An analysis performed by Koutsias et al. [18] revealed the significant contribution of transitional
woodland scrub vegetation, associated with a reduction in pastoralism activities, and abandoned
former agricultural land in the fuel consumed during the megafires in Peloponnese in 2007. Another
important shift in the wildfire pattern, observed in several studies, is that recently they tend to
occur in higher altitudes and more humid regions affecting communities that are not considered fire
prone [19,20]. Meanwhile, species growing in fire prone environments have developed adaptive or
exaptive traits to overcome the detrimental effects of fire [21–24]; species and communities growing in
regions where fires are rare do not possess such traits and their long term presence, at least at a local
scale, is threatened [19]. The proven difficulties in controlling the impacts of wildfires, and especially
megafires, impose the need to reconsider wildfire management strategy and take advantage of the
technological and methodological advances and the wide range of available data, which allow for the
accurate estimation of wildfire hazards.

A wildfire hazard is related to the possibility of a fire event turning into a high-intensity fire with
a high potential for loss [25]. A prior and spatially explicit knowledge of areas and ecosystems with the
high potential to host a high-intensity fire allows not only targeted management towards decreasing
the hazard, but also the increase of the level of preparedness and alertness for a quick detection and
initial attack [26]. Initial attack can have a vital impact on reducing a wildfire hazard under certain
circumstances regarding fuel load and structure [27]. Over the last two decades, spatially explicit fire
behavior simulation models have been integrated into wildfire risk assessment protocols in several fire
prone regions of the world with promising results. They calculate a number of different components
of fire behavior, including fireline intensity, rate of spread, flame height etc., in a spatially explicit
manner, and they integrate fuel characteristics, topographic data and weather scenarios. In eastern
Mediterranean, in particular, Mitsopoulos et al. [28] employed the Minimum Travel Time (MTT)
algorithm [29] embedded in Flammap [30] to assess fire behavior in a WUI. The results obtained
demonstrate the elevated fire risk, especially under dry conditions, and constitute an important
contribution in the spatial planning and management of WUI, to reduce the risk of loss of property
and human lives [31]. Fire simulation using Flammap has also been employed to assess the fire hazard
under different scenarios of climate change [32,33] or in areas of high conservation importance [34].
These studies demonstrate the importance of fire hazard assessment, using advanced simulation
methods, for the effective planning of wildfire management and better allocation of resources.

The performance and accuracy of fire behavior simulation models, and as a result of fire hazard
estimation protocols, depend largely on the quality of input data, with the most important and
complex being the fuel data. The Mediterranean region is characterized by a complex relief which
results in complex vegetation patterns and structures. The wide availability of satellite remote sensing
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data at high spatial, spectral and temporal resolution offer a great tool to, thematically and spatially,
accurately map the complex vegetation mosaics observed in the Mediterranean landscape [35–37].
While moderate resolution Landsat data have been widely used for vegetation and fuel mapping,
as have various very high resolution data, the suitability of Sentinel-2 data for fuel mapping in the
complex landscape of eastern Mediterranean region remains largely unexplored. A recent study
by Stefanidou et al. [38], where various landcover types have been identified using Sentinel-2 data
in Greece, achieved promising results and suggested that these data could significantly improve
the accuracy of fuel mapping at a regional and national scale. Remote sensing data and methods
can serve other aspects of wildfire management also. Sifakis et al. [39] presented an automatic fire
detection algorithm based on data obtained by the sensor Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared
Imager (SEVIRI) on board the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) geostationary satellite (henceforth:
MSG-SEVIRI), with a spatial resolution of approximately 4 km and a temporal resolution of 15 min.
The algorithm was tested during the megafires of 2007 in Greece. The results obtained show an 82%
efficiency in detecting fire spots using the Short-Wave Infrared (SWIR) channel 4 and the Thermal
Infrared (TIR) channel 9. A similar work has been developed and tested in Australia by Xu and
Zhong [40] employing multispectral Himawari-8 imagery. The results reported demonstrate the high
accuracy and time efficiency of the method in detecting hot spots. Such tools are of great value for
the monitoring of fire evolution, spread direction and dynamics, especially if one takes into account
the very high temporal resolution of the data. The only drawbacks of the presented methods lie on
the coarse spatial resolutions of the imagery, which exceeds 2 km and restricts the applicability of the
method in directing the suppression forces and support real-time firefighting tactics. The integration
of such methods with higher resolution data could be a step forward in utilizing remote sensing
technologies for time efficient and spatially accurate fire detection [39,40]. Remote sensing data and
methods are also widely employed for post-fire mapping of the burned area, as well as for the post-fire
characterization of wildfires in terms of fire severity [41–43]. Furthermore, the integration of data
acquired by active sensors allows for the mapping of the vertical characteristics of the complex forest
structure and can assist the process of characterizing and mapping forest fuels and post-fire damage
assessment [44].

In the current study we employ remote sensing data, fire behavior simulation modeling and
other fire hazard related components to generate a spatially explicit estimation of fire hazard in a
protected area in Cyprus using a Fire Danger Index (FDI) estimation formula. The resulting product is
expected to assist in the identification of vulnerable areas and promote the adoption of appropriate
management measures for hazard reduction. Furthermore, it will be integrated in an automatic fire
detection system to assist the process of decision making and mobilization of resources, once a potential
ignition is detected.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study site covers the Western part of the Troodos mountains which constitutes the largest
mountain range in Cyprus with geographic coordinates 34◦53′29.06′′ N and 32◦51′54.24′′ E. Mount
Troodos is characterized by its high biodiversity and diversity of endemic plants which resulted in
its inclusion in the list of 13 “plant diversity hotspots” in the Mediterranean region. The central part
of Mount Troodos has been a designated National Forest Park (NFP) since 1992 and it is included
in the NATURA 2000 Network of protected areas (CY5000004). The altitudinal range is from 455 to
1963 m a.s.l. Administratively, it falls within the Prefecture of Limasol and the management of the
forested part is conducted by the Forestry Directorate of Cyprus.

Precipitation at the NFP of Troodos ranges from 660 mm at the lowest parts and exceeds 1100 mm
at its peak altitude. The first snowfall usually occurs at the beginning of December and the last at the
middle of April. According to the weather data of the nearby weather station of Saitas, at an altitude of
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640 m, the hottest month is July, with an average daily temperature of 26.5 ◦C and a monthly average
maximum temperature of 38.6 ◦C. The coldest month is February with an average daily temperature of
8.4 ◦C and an average monthly minimum temperature of −1.5 ◦C. The wettest month is December
with an average precipitation of 130.1 mm, and the driest is July with 6.6 mm precipitation [45].

The area of the NFP of Troodos is dominated by forest ecosystems of Pinus brutia, P. nigra, Juniperus

foetidissima and Quercus alnifolia, in pure or mixed formations [46]. The P. brutia forest starts from
the lowest altitudinal zones and extends locally up to c. 1.400 m. The shrub understory consists of
Q. alnifolia, Arbutus andrachne, Pistacia terebinthus, Styrax officinalis, Genista fasselata. P. nigra, starts at
altitudes of 1200 m in mixed formations with P. brutia and extends up to the top altitude, often in
mixture with J. foetidissima. Pure stands with J. foetidissima are mainly restricted to the central part,
from about 1.300 m up to the highest peak. On rocky slopes the stands are usually open whereas
on better sites they are dense. Riparian broadleaved forests occur from the lowest parts up to an
altitude of 1.600 m, and consist of Alnus orientalis, Platanus orientalis, Laurus nobilis and Salix alba, while
Nerium oleander is sometimes present. A large part of the study area consists of evergreen broadleaved
shrubland formations at varying densities, from very dense and 2–3 m heigh t formations to low
density short formations.

2.2. Remote Sensing Data and Analysis

For the identification of vegetation formations and the generation of a landcover map of the
study area a time series of Sentinel-2 images were employed, and analyzed in an object-oriented
image analysis (OBIA) environment, using the software eCognition [47]. The time series compilation
of Sentinel-2 images consisted of four images acquired on 31/10/2018, 03/02/2019, 25/03/2019 and
03/07/2019, respectively (Figure 1). The images were selected to cover an entire annual vegetation cycle
because this allows for the capture of the vegetation, both natural and anthropogenic, in the different
phenological stages. This is of particular importance for mapping dynamic land cover types, such as
low-density shrubs, which have a significant grassland cover, low density pines as well as agricultural
land with annual crops. All selected images were cloud free.

Sentinel-2 mission consists of two polar-orbiting satellites launched by European Space Agency [48],
carrying the Multispectral Instrument (MSI) sensor and delivering data at spatial resolutions between
10 and 60 m, covering a wide part of the electromagnetic spectrum, from visual to infrared (Table 1),
and a temporal resolution of 5 days. The images were processed at Level 2A, so they already provided
geometrically and atmospherically corrected at Bottom of Atmosphere (BoA) reflectance. For the
image analysis, only the spectral bands at 10 and 20 m spatial resolution were employed. Furthermore,
the Aster Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) was employed, downloaded by the NASA EarthData
database. The sharp relief of the study area results in a zonation in the distribution of vegetation types
and the use of a DEM was indispensable to achieve maximum classification accuracy. The landcover
mapping was done using the software eCognition v. 9.4, which allows the integration in the same
classification project data from different sources and different spatial resolutions, without the need
for resampling prior to the classification. However, the spectral bands with a spatial resolution of
20 m were resampled at 10 m, and a band composite of 10 bands for each image date was created at a
spatial resolution of 10 m. The resampling does not, of course, improve the spatial resolution of the
20 m resolution bands, but it was done simply for practical purposes and for the better organization
of the project. OBIA, as implemented in the software ecognition, has several advantages compared
to traditional pixel-based approaches when applied on High Spatial Resolution data. It effectively
deals with within-class variability, and since the classification is done not on the pixel unit but on the
object unit, various shape, texture and context characteristics can be employed in the classification
process [49,50]. Furthermore, OBIA avoids the pixelized (salt and pepper) representation of landcover
classes which is often observed in pixel-based approaches, while the final classification product can be
integrated directly into a vector-GIS for further analysis [51].
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Figure 1. Sentinel 2 images used for the land cover mapping of the study area.

Table 1. Spectral and spatial resolution of the multispectral instrument (MSI) instrument onboard
Sentinel-2 satellites.

Spectral Band Color Description Wavelength Range (nm) Spatial Resolution

Band 1 Coastal aerosol 433–453 60
Band 2 Blue 458–523 10
Band 3 Green 543–578 10
Band 4 Red 650–680 10
Band 5 Red Edge 1 698–713 20
Band 6 Red Edge 2 733–748 20
Band 7 Red Edge 3 773–793 20
Band 8 Near Infrared 785–900 10

Band 8A Narrow Near Infrared 855–875 20
Band 9 Water vapour 395–955 60

Band 10
Shortwave

infrared-Cirrus
1360–1390 60

Band 11 Shortwave infrared 1 1565–1655 20
Band 12 Shortwave infrared 2 2100–2280 20
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Sentinel-2 mission consists of two polar-orbiting satellites launched by European Space Agency [48],
carrying the Multispectral Instrument (MSI) sensor and delivering data at spatial resolutions between
10 and 60 m, covering a wide part of the electromagnetic spectrum, from visual to infrared (Table 1),
and a temporal resolution of 5 days. The images were processed at Level 2A, so they already provided
geometrically and atmospherically corrected at Bottom of Atmosphere (BoA) reflectance. For the image
analysis, only the spectral bands at 10 and 20 m spatial resolution were employed. Furthermore, the
Aster Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM) was employed, downloaded by the NASA EarthData
database. The sharp relief of the study area results in a zonation in the distribution of vegetation types
and the use of a DEM was indispensable to achieve maximum classification accuracy. The landcover
mapping was done using the software eCognition v. 9.4, which allows the integration in the same
classification project data from different sources and different spatial resolutions, without the need
for resampling prior to the classification. However, the spectral bands with a spatial resolution of
20 m were resampled at 10 m, and a band composite of 10 bands for each image date was created at a
spatial resolution of 10 m. The resampling does not, of course, improve the spatial resolution of the
20 m resolution bands, but it was done simply for practical purposes and for the better organization
of the project. OBIA, as implemented in the software ecognition, has several advantages compared
to traditional pixel-based approaches when applied on High Spatial Resolution data. It effectively
deals with within-class variability, and since the classification is done not on the pixel unit but on the
object unit, various shape, texture and context characteristics can be employed in the classification
process [49,50]. Furthermore, OBIA avoids the pixelized (salt and pepper) representation of landcover
classes which is often observed in pixel-based approaches, while the final classification product can be
integrated directly into a vector-GIS for further analysis [51].

Apart from the original spectral bands the following spectral indices were calculated and used in
the analysis:

Normalised Di f f erence Vegetation Index (NDVI) =
Band 8− Band 4
Band 8 + Band 4

(1)

Normalised Di f f erence Snow Index (NDSI) =
Band 3− Band 11
Band 3 + Band 11

(2)

Bare Soil Index (BSI) =
(Band 11 + Band 4) − (Band 8 + Band 2)
(Band 11 + Band 4) + (Band 8 + Band 2)

(3)

Band Ratio f or Built-up Area; (BRBA) =
Band 3
Band 8

(4)

The classification process was assisted by ground truth data, collected in May 2019, in situ, at 50,
20 × 20 m plots, where the land cover type was recorded together with various vegetation structural
characteristics, which were later used to allocate fuel models to the various vegetation types. Training
data were also collected by visual inspection of the Very High-Resolution Images available on Google
Earth. A scale parameter of 50 was selected, using a trial and error approach and visually inspecting
the results, for the creation of homogenous objects based on the spectral characteristics included in the
segmentation process. Only the spectral bands of 10 m spatial resolution, of all four images, were used
for the segmentation. The first step of the analysis was to identify the areas covered by snow in the
two images of February and March 2019, respectively. This was achieved by using the NDSI and an
altitudinal threshold of 1200 m. The objects identified as snow were merged together and re-segmented
with a scale parameter of 50, using only the spectral bands of 10 m resolution of the July 2019 and
October 2018 images, and were classified separately from the rest of the scene using spectral bands and
indices from the July 2019 and October 2018 images. The total number of created objects was 23,155
with an average size of 0.86 ha, minimum of 0.01 ha, maximum of 13.85 ha and Standard Deviation
of 0.86 ha. These objects represent homogenous areas and constitute the basic unit for classification.
Classification Trees (CART), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Random Forests (RF) classifiers,
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all embedded in eCognition, were tested for their effectiveness in identifying the selected classes.
The evaluation of each classifier’s performance was assessed by the efficiency in reproducing the
training set. Random Forests [52] classification algorithm was found to be the most accurate and was
employed for the classification. The RF classifier is a nonparametric machine learning technique which
consists of an ensemble of classification trees. Each tree is built based on a random subset of training
data and a random subset of predictor variables. Variables that appear more often in the ensemble are
those with the highest predictive power. Similarly, each tree predicts inclusion of a training sample
in one class. The class predicted by the final model is the one predicted by the highest number of
individual trees. The minimum mapping unit was set at 0.25 ha and various classification refinements
were made in order to avoid isolated small polygons across the final classification map. The final
classification accuracy was estimated using an error matrix on an independent set of 365 points, located
randomly across the study area, where the landcover type was verified on the ground.

2.3. Fire Behavior Simulation and Estimation of Fire Hazard

As already mentioned, a survey was conducted on 50 plots across the study area, following a
stratified random sampling design. The stratification was done using the Corine Land Cover data,
which was the only available land cover dataset prior the commence of the study and the development
of the landcover map with the method described above. On each plot the relevant abundance of all tree
and shrub species was recorded and used to estimate the dominant and accompanying species. Various
structural characteristics were also recorded including breast height diameter (BHD), tree height (used
to calculate canopy height), live and dead crown base height, crown diameter and canopy cover.
For shrubs, instead of BHD, the diameter at the ground level was recorded. Furthermore, litter depth
was measured, and the existence of dead branches and their average diameter was also recorded.

The above measurements were used in allometric equations developed for vegetation types
similar to the ones observed in the study area [53–57] to obtain an estimate of the fuel load present on
each plot, split into diameter categories as required for the description of fuel models. Based on the
fuel estimates and the morphological characteristics of each vegetation type, a fuel model (FM) was
assigned to each plot. Two custom FM were built, for the high- and low-density pines, respectively,
and five standard FMs, described by Scott and Burgan [58], were employed to capture the variation on
the vegetation formations present in the study area. Each landcover type was represented by a single
FM and the fuel model raster dataset was created.

Normally, at the final stage of any OBIA classification process, adjacent objects of the same
landcover type are merged together before exporting. In this case, this was not done, and the original
23,155 objects were kept separate, since each one of them represented a homogenous area in terms
of vegetation compositional and structural characteristics. On each of these objects (polygons) the
structural characteristics of Canopy Height (CH), Canopy Cover (CC) and Canopy Base Height (CBH)
of the nearest plot of the same landcover type and aspect were assigned, using the point-to-polygon
spatial join function in ArcGIS 10.7. This method was preferred to calculating the average values of
plots falling on the same landcover type because it allowed for the better representation in the relevant
mapping products of the high landscape complexity observed in the study area. As a result, three
additional raster datasets were created representing CH, CC and CBH, respectively, for the entire study
area, which were necessary to perform fire simulation. Three additional raster datasets were created
using the Aster GDEM, a Digital Elevation Model, a Digital Aspect Model (DAM) and a Digital Slope
Model (DSM). The latter were resampled at 10 m spatial resolution and spatially matched perfectly to
the FM raster dataset, because simulation cannot be executed if the spatial data do not have the exact
same number of columns and rows. The resampling of the Aster GDEM derived products does not of
course lead to any actual improvement in their spatial resolution, but unfortunately there was not a
better DTM available for the study area.

The model Flammap [30] was employed to simulate fire behavior. Flammap is a two-dimensional
fire simulation model which estimates fire behavior under uniform weather conditions. It calculates
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important components of fire behavior including fireline intensity, rate of spread, flame height and
crown fire activity. Although flammap does not take into account the ignition points or the variation of
weather conditions during a fire event, it is a powerful method typically used to estimate fire risk based
on the vegetation and topographic characteristics [59]. In that sense, it is more appropriate for a study
like this, compared to other simulators, such as Farsite [60], because it allows for the identification of
areas with a high potential of giving a high-intensity fire, once appropriate weather conditions exist.

The aim of the study is to assess the fire hazard in the area, in a spatially explicit manner, and under
conditions that favor a high-intensity fire. The largest fires that have recently occurred in the Eastern
Mediterranean region (Peloponnese Greece) occurred in the summer of 2007, which was the hottest
recorded in the area for almost a century, with three consecutive heatwaves from June to August and
wind patterns that favored the spread and intensity of fires [61,62]. These extreme weather conditions
are more likely to occur more often in the future than to be an exceptional case of extremely rare
occurrence [61,62]. For this reason, the fire behavior simulation was performed under the extreme
scenario described by Mitsopoulos et al. [32] in the Eastern Mediterranean. The general orientation of
the area is west so a west wind was assumed, which promotes upslope fire, while the fuel moisture
parameters were set at 5%, 7%, 9%, 80% and 100% for 1-h, 10-h, 100-h, live-woody and live-herbaceous
fuel, respectively. In the absence of in situ measurements of crown bulk density (CBD) it was decided
to be kept constant at 0.3 kg/m3 for all fuels, which is the average value observed in an area of similar
orientation, continentality and vegetation composition (forest of profitis Ilias) on the Island of Lesvos
by Palaiologou [63].

Fire behavior simulation using flammap generates a number of different parameters of fire
behavior including Fireline intensity (often called Byram’s intensity), rate of spread, flame length etc.
Fireline intensity describes the heat release per meter of the fire front and is calculated by the following
equation [64] which is an adjustment of the original equation developed by Byram [65]:

I = 0.007 H ∗W ∗R (5)

where:

I = Fireline intensity in Kw/m
H = Heat yield in cal/g
W = Fuel loading in tonnes/ha
R = Rate of spread in m/min

Fireline intensity estimations were rescaled to a scale between 0 and 1 to form the Fire Intensity
(FI) component of the Fire Danger Index (FDI) formula (6) presented by Xofis et al. [66]. Rate of
Spread (ROS) is also an important component of fire behavior, since it determines to a great extent the
time required for an ignition to turn into a large size and hard to suppress wildfire. A preliminary
analysis in two study areas showed that Fireline intensity and rate of spread are significantly and
positively correlated to a degree of around 60%. However, various landcover types, such as grasslands
and meadows, have a low amount of released energy, due primarily to the low fuel load, but still
have a high ROS [66]. In a complex landscape mosaic, such as the one in the study area, and in the
wider Mediterranean region, these landcover types impose a high fire hazard due to the increased
possibility of a wildfire to quickly spread into a nearby area of high fuel load and high potential for
a high-intensity fire. Given that the purpose of the FDI is not only to identify the most vulnerable
to high-intensity wildfire areas, but also to increase the level of organization of suppression forces,
the ROS is included as a separate component in the FDI formula, with a relatively low weight, despite
the fact that it constitutes a component of the Fireline intensity equation, and in a sense it is already
included in the FDI formula. ROS values were also rescaled to a scale between 0 and 1 and formed the
ROS component of the FDI formula (6)

FDI = 0.5 ∗ FI + 0.2 ∗ROS + 0.2 ∗HI + 0.1 ∗ PH (6)
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The above formula integrates two more important components of fire risk, the Human Index (HI)
and the Pyric History Index (PH), which serve as proxies of fire ignition probability. The HI attempts
to capture the relevant risk for a fire event associated with anthropogenic activities. As a proxy of
anthropogenic activities, the distance to roads was adopted, with values ranging from 0, for areas
at a distance of 200 m or more from roads, to 1 for areas at immediate proximity to them. Distance
to roads has been reported to be positively associated with ignition frequency [67,68]. The Pyric
History does not have a direct relationship with fire hazard, especially if one takes into account that
a past wildfire may reduce the fuel load and subsequently the intensity of a fire event. However,
it provides an indication of the fire pattern of an area which might indicate trends related to specific
land uses and spatial locations. For instance, in the Eastern Mediterranean region, where free range
pastoralism is still practiced in the mountainous and semi-mountainous regions, it is very common for
deliberate fires to be set by shepherds for the improvement of grazing conditions. This trend results in
a clustering of past fire episodes indicating the higher risk for fire in such areas. Although these fires
rarely become high-intensity ones, because they primarily occur in autumn and in areas with a low
fuel load, the possibility to spread into nearby more flammable ecosystems and vegetation formations
always exists. The inclusion of the PH index in the above formula will allow for the identification of
areas where a specific spatial pattern of past fires does exist. The PH was calculated using data on
ignition events over the last 25 years provided by the local Forest Service. A Kernel Density Estimation
Function was applied to convert the point ignition data to a raster file with values ranging from 0,
for areas away from a past ignition point, to 1, for areas at immediate proximity to a past ignition.
The FDI calculated with the above formula varies between 0 and 1 with higher values indicating a
higher fire hazard.

2.4. Validation of Fire Hazard Estimation

To validate the results of the estimated fire hazard using the FDI formula, we compared them
with the risk estimated using the Conditional Flame Length (CFL) index, which has been widely used
as an estimate of fire hazard [28,35,69]. For the CFL estimation a fire simulation under the Minimum
Travel Time (MTT) algorithm, embedded in Flammap, with 10.000 randomly distributed fire ignitions
and a fire duration of 8 hours was performed. The simulation was done under the exact same burning
conditions as the first simulation, performed for the estimation of FI and ROS. The MTT algorithm [29]
employs the Huygen’s principle to replicate fire growth, where the growth of the fire edge is a vector
or wave front. Since the burning conditions are constant, the MTT algorithm reveals the effect of fuel
conditions and topography on fire growth [70]. The CFL was estimated using the ArcFuels 10 software,
which was embedded as an extension in ArcGIS 10.7, using as input data the flame-length probabilities
(FLP) metrics file generated in Flammap. CFL is an estimate of the mean flame length (FL) of all the
ignitions (10.000) that burned a particular pixel.

The calculated FDI values were classified into four classes which were defined as very low hazard
(0 < FDI ≤ 0.1), low hazard (0.1 < FDI ≤ 0.35), high hazard (0.35 < FDI ≤ 0.7) and extremely high
hazard (FDI>0.7). The lowest class incorporates unburnable land cover classes and areas where some
vegetations exist but where it is impossible to sustain a high-intensity fire. The upper threshold of the
second class was chosen based on the relevant weight of FI and ROS in the FDI. Both these components
account cumulatively for the 70% of the FDI. Since areas that score bellow 0.5 in these components carry
a lower risk of a high-intensity fire and the weight of those components in the FDI is 0.7, the resulted
threshold was set at 0.35. This class incorporates areas where the intensity and rate of spread of a
possible fire is low, so even in the case of a fire event the probability of ending up in a high-intensity fire
is low. The third class incorporates all these areas that score highly in the components of FI and ROS.
The upper class represents the most vulnerable to wildfire areas, since in addition to the favorable fuel
characteristics, these areas are also close to roads and/or past fire spots.

The validation was made on 388 points distributed across the study area, under a stratified
random sampling design and with a minimum distance of 300 m between them, using the Sampling
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Design Tool extension in the ArcGIS 10.7 platform. The request was for 500 points, but only 388 could
be located under the restrictions of the sampling design and the minimum distance. On each generated
point the FDI class was assigned as well as the CFL value that corresponded to the particular location.
One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Post-hoc Tukey HSD (Honestly Significant Difference)
tests were employed to test for statistical differences in the CFL among the four classes of fire hazard.

2.5. Assesment of between Landcover Types Differences in Estimated Fire Hazard

From the 388 points selected for the validation of the estimated fire hazard, 353 points corresponded
to burnable landcover types. On each one of these 353 points the estimated FDI value was assigned
together with the landcover type, the vegetation structural characteristics (CC, CBH, CH) and
topographic data. One-Way ANOVA and Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests were employed to test for
significant differences in the estimated fire hazard between landcover types.

For the points corresponding to high and low-density pines landcover types a second step of
exploratory analysis was done using Regression Trees (RT), in order to assess the effect of topography
and vegetation structural characteristics on the estimated fire hazard. Regression Trees is a data mining
method which handles simultaneously continuous and categorical independent variables and they are
very effective in handling non-linear and non-hierarchical relationships. Regression trees repeatedly
divide the data into two mutually excluded groups using one independent variable at a time, until
homogenous groups, in terms of the dependent variable, are achieved or the data cannot be divided
any further [71].

3. Results

Seven classes were identified in the study area, shown in Figure 2 and Table 2. The overall
accuracy of the final product was estimated at 93% and the Kappa statistics was calculated at 0.9,
indicating an excellent performance by the classifier (Table A1 in Appendix A).

Low- and high-density pines collectively account for more than 50% of the total area, consisting
of pure and mixed stands of P. brutia and P. nigra, often with a dense understory of shrubs. Figure 2
demonstrates the zonation in the distribution of landcover types observed in the study area. The lowest
altitudes are occupied by agricultural land, and low and mid altitudes by scarce and low shrublands,
which locally turn into dense shrublands, and as the altitude increases the pines dominate. The highest
altitudes are dominated by J. foetidissima formations often in mixture with pines. Broadleaved forests
tend to occur only along the various streams present in the study area.

Following the process described above, on each polygon generated in OBIA which represents a
homogenous, in terms of vegetation structure and composition area, one fuel model was assigned,
together with the additional structural characteristics (CH, CC, CBH) of the nearest sample plot of
the same land cover class and aspect. Two custom fuel models and five standard fuel models were
employed, and the corresponding fuel loads are shown in Table 3. For the custom fuel models the
properties of FM type, Surface-Area-to-Volume (SAV) ratio, fuel depth, dead fuel extinction moisture
and heat content were adopted by Palaiologou [63].

Table 2. Landcover classes identified in the study area.

Landcover Class Area (ha) Cover (%)

Bare ground -Agricultural Land. 1737.8 8.7
Scarce and low shrublands 4923.1 24.6

Dense shrublands 1369.9 6.9
Broadleaved Forests 407.9 2.0
Juniperus Foetidissima 1537.3 7.7
Low Density Pines 6032.9 30.2
High Density Pines 3976.7 19.9

Total 19,985.6 100
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Table 3. Fuels models and corresponding land cover types used in the study.

FM Code Landcover Class
Fuel Load (t/ha)

1-h 10-h 100-h Live Herb Live Woody

NB9 Bare ground -Agricultural Land N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
SH1 Scarce and low shrublands 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.4 3.2
SH7 Dense shrublands 8.6 13.1 5.4 0.0 8.4
TL9 Broadleaved Forests 16.4 8.2 10.3 0.0 0.0
SH4 Juniperus Foetidissima 2.1 2.8 0.5 0.0 6.3

CFM01 High Density Pines 10.9 13.7 8.4 0.1 15.8
CFM02 Low Density Pines 7.6 7.7 5.0 0.1 10.9

 

Figure 2. Distribution of land cover types in the study area according to the OBIA classification. 
Figure 2. Distribution of land cover types in the study area according to the OBIA classification.
Coordinate System: WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_36N.

Flammap simulation and the resulted layers of Fireline intensity and rate of spread revealed
the diversity of burning conditions in the area (Figure 3a,b). FI exceeds the threshold of 0.5 in more
than 42% of the area, while the ROS exceeds the value of 0.5 in more than 53% of the study area.
The highest values of FI seem to coincide with the distribution of pine forest formations. High ROS are
also observed in the distribution zone of pines, but the J. foetidissima formations at the highest altitudes
also appear to score high in the ROS index. The other two components of the FDI (Figure 3d,c), which
are mainly related to the possibility of a fire event, refer to a much smaller proportion of the study area.
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The integration of these four components using the FDI formula resulted in the final, spatially explicit,
index of fire hazard in the study area (Figure 4).

 

 

Figure 3. Components of the Fire Danger Index (FDI) used in the study. FI (Fireline Intensity) (a), ROS
(Rate of Spread) (b), PH (Pyric History) (c), HI (Distance to Roads) (d).
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Figure 4. Spatially explicit index of fire hazard in the study area.

The value of FDI ranges between 0 in the lowland parts of the study area, occupied primarily
by non-burnable classes, to 1 in the uplands, where forest formations exist, often in close proximity
to roads or past fire spots. The FDI reveals a complex mosaic of areas with different flammability
properties and different degree of fire hazard, reflecting the compositional and structural vegetational
diversity, as well as the complex relief of the study area. The classification of the FDI into four classes
of fire hazard (Figure 5) indicates that 36% of the study area faces a high fire hazard and an additional
14% an extremely high hazard. In total, 50% of the study area faces a low or very low fire hazard.

The ANOVA results for the validation of the FDI (Figure 6) show how the four classes of fire hazard,
as estimated using the FDI formula have significantly different means in the estimated CFL, which
is adopted in the current study as an independent index of fire hazard. All fire hazard classes differ
significantly between them, as tested using the post-hoc Tukey HSD test. CFL increases dramatically
between the two classes of low and high fire hazard while the increase between the high and extremely
high hazard is smaller but still significantly different. Although CFL is impossible to have captured
the increased risk of fire hazard imposed by the anthropogenic activities and past fire occurrence,
the observed difference between the two high hazard classes is probably the result of the highest
consistency, in terms of estimated fire behavior parameters, on the areas belonging to the extremely
high hazard class.
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Figure 5. Fire hazard map of the study area. Coordinate System: WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_36N.

 

 

Figure 6. Conditional Flame Length (CFL) of the four identified fire hazard classes estimated using the
FDI formula. Vertical bars denote ± one standard error.
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The ANOVA followed by a Tukey test revealed, as it was expected, that high density pine
formations face the highest fire hazard among the land cover types present in the study area (Figure 7).
High fire hazard is also faced by low density pine and dense shrubs, while surprisingly high fire hazard
is also faced by the J. foetidissima formations. Scarce and low shrubs on the other hand, are the least
prone to high-intensity fires by land cover type, along with broadleaved forests, where no significant
difference was found between them, despite the higher FDI value observed in broadleaved forests.

 

  

 

Figure 7. FDI mean for the burnable landcover classes in the study area. Different letters indicate
statistically significant differences. Vertical bars denote ± one standard error.

The results of the Regression Trees analysis indicate that both, topographic and vegetation
structural characteristics affect the degree of fire hazard (Figure 8). Canopy cover, as expected,
determined to a great extent the fire behavior, with pine formation of very low density facing a low
fire hazard. Aspect and slope are the two topographic characteristics with the greatest effect on fire
hazard. Southeast, south and southwest slopes generally result in lower values compared to the rest of
the possible aspects. A positive relationship between slope and fire hazard is also observed under
every possible aspect. Canopy base height is a very important vegetation structural characteristic in
determining the possibility of a high-intensity fire. Even on relatively gentler slopes, a lower CBH,
which does not exceed 3.35 m, can lead to a higher fire hazard in pine forests.
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Figure 8. Regression tree for low- and high-density pine forests with FDI as the response variable and
topographic and vegetation structural characteristics as independent variable. (N = number of cases in
the node).

4. Discussion

In this study we integrated remote sensing data and methods, fire behavior simulation, and proxies
of ignition risk to assess the hazard imposed by wildfires in a protected area and its surroundings in
the South-East Mediterranean. The results and the approach presented here can provide a significant
tool towards a more effective fire management strategy. The spatially explicit fire hazard classification
allows its integration into an automatic fire detection system, consisting of land optical cameras
and thermal cameras loaded on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and it is expected to improve its
detection accuracy. It can also be integrated in a decision support system to direct the fire fighting
forces in a manner that will reduce the time between ignition and first announcement, increasing
the efficiency of the initial attack. Satellite-based automatic fire detection systems have already been
developed and tested for their efficiency in fire prone areas [39,40]. These systems, despite the coarse
spatial resolution of the imagery (i.e., MSG-Seviri and Himawari-8), are of high operational value
in wildfire management [72] since they can detect fires as small as 0.1 ha [73]. The only objection to
those systems is the difficulty in the precise positioning of the fire event within the large sized pixel.
The integration of the spatially explicit fire hazard index developed here into the raw data processing
chain may allow for the identification and allocation of new fire spots with higher spatial accuracy.
The identification of the vegetation formation that faces the highest fire hazard is also an important
outcome of the study and the adopted approach.
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Starting from the lowlands to the uplands, the fire hazard in the study area increases. The low
altitude areas are dominated by the low hazard formations of scarce and low shrubs, which are often
intermixed with agricultural land and other anthropogenic activities, including pastoralism. The latter
is often associated with frequent fires of a small area and low heat yield, burnt for the improvement
of grazing conditions. The intensive human presence in this area has resulted in the degradation of
vegetation which currently consists of phryganic-type formations with a scarce presence of grazing
resistant shrubs. The fuel load is kept low, and, as a result, the possibility of a high-intensity fire in
these areas is low. In the absence of grazing or any other degradation factors the vegetation turns into
dense shrublands, dominated by Q. alnifolia which constitute one of the most hazardous vegetation
formations in the study area. Dense shrublands have been reported to be among the most fire prone
vegetation types and the main carriers of fires in the Eastern Mediterranean, with a high contribution
in the annually burned area [18,19]. Furthermore, Moreira et al. [74] reported a higher probability of
an ignition to turn into a big fire when it occurs in shrubland forest formations.

Broadleaved forests face a relatively low hazard by wildfires. In the study area these forests are
mainly confined across the streams, from high altitudes to the lowlands. These forests, despite the
relatively high dead fuel load, which is generated by the annual drop of leaves and the relatively slow
decomposition rate of the Mediterranean region, have humid conditions that locally prevail in these
microhabitats, which increase the fuel moisture content and prevent an ignition from turning into a
high-intensity fire.

Low- and high-density pine formations are the most vulnerable to fires and are those with the
highest possibility to result in a high-intensity fire, and subsequently face the highest fire hazard.
The largest and the most catastrophic wildfires that have occurred in the Eastern Mediterranean region
over the last 15 years have primarily burned pine forests, dominated by P. halepensis and P. brutia [18,19].
All conifers and especially the Mediterranean pines P. halepensis and P. brutia have a high resin content,
both in the woody parts and in the needles, which result in high flammability compared to other
vegetation types. At the same time, the shrub understory, rich in flammable essential oils, promotes
flammability and increases the fire hazard [75]. Furthermore, the canopy height of pine forests, which
often exceeds 20 m, allows fire brands to disperse in longer distances promoting the advancement of
fire front by spotting.

Another important observation in the current study is the significant role of vegetation structural
characteristics in determining the fire hazard in the vegetation formations of pine forests most prone to
high-intensity fires. CC is a major determinant of fire hazard with low tree densities being associated
with low fire hazard. CBH is also important in determining the fire hazard in pine forests, with a CBH
that exceeds 3.35 m resulting in a lower hazard on relatively gentler slopes. The trend of Mediterranean
pines to retain dead branches in the crown and along the trunk has been thought of and reported to be
a fire adaptive trait which promotes fire as a mechanism to create a favorable regeneration environment
(niche construction) for the seeds retained in serotinous cones in the crown [76,77]. However, it is more
likely that this trend is related to the slow decomposition rate of the Mediterranean pine forests rather
than a niche construction mechanism. Nevertheless, the negative correlation between CBH and fire
hazard provides an indication on the management measures that could prevent large high-intensity
fires. Sheltered fuelbreaks on both sides of roads and, in some cases, in the cores of forest patches,
where the CC would be kept low and the CBH high, have been proposed by Xanthopoulos et al. [78] as
a method for the horizontal disruption of fuel continuity in fire-prone ecosystems. Such a practice
would prevent the evolvement of an ignition into a high-intensity crown fire without exposing the
soil to conditions of high soil erosion and degradation, often associated with clear cut firebreaks.
This aspect was also found to have a significant role in determining the fire hazard with southern
slopes scoring lower values. This was a little surprising since southern slopes are generally drier which
should favor high-intensity fires. However, the dry conditions of southern slopes most likely prevent
the accumulation of high fuel loads and, as a result, reduces the risk of a high-intensity fire.
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Estimating fire hazard and identifying the most vulnerable areas to high-intensity fires is probably
the necessary first step towards developing a more effective fire management strategy. Traditional
approaches of wildfire management which rely almost exclusively on fire suppression have reached
their limits of success [79], despite the improvement in fire-fighting tactics and methods and the
increased amount of resources allocated to it [80]. An alternative strategy is suggested by many
experts, which should be based on a better balance between fire suppression, an increased level of
preparedness involving fuel management and affordable cost in the burned area [81–83]. Fire-smart
forest management has been proposed as a more effective approach of fire management, which
employs forest management practices, including fuel reduction, conversion and isolation to decrease
the probability of an ignition to turn into a high-intensity fire and increase the resistance of forests
stands to fires [79,84]. Despite the uncertainties behind the effect of projected climate change on fire
regimes, particularly with regards to the changes in the fire landscape (“firescape”), it seems that
wildfires will become wilder in the future. Prescribed burning, tested primarily under fire simulation
scenarios, seems to be reducing the intensity of future wildfires and, with the exception of the WUI, it
deserves higher attention as a fuel reduction measure [84,85]. The same purpose of reducing fuel load
could also be served by biomass extraction for bioenergy, especially when the intensity of extraction is
high, and it is coupled with an intensive suppression effort [86].

5. Conclusions

The current study reveals the critical fire hazard faced by the most valuable protected area of
Cyprus and one of the most valuable areas in the Mediterranean region. In total, 50% of the entire
study area and the great majority of the designated FNP are in the high and extremely high class
of fire hazard. Its protection relies on preventing megafires that could result in a significant loss of
habitats, possible properties and infrastructure. The FDI employed in the study for the estimation
of fire hazard is composed by components that can be easily interpreted, in relation to fire behavior
and fire risk. It also integrates components related to local peculiarities in terms of ignition risk, so it
also integrates local knowledge. The data required (satellite images and topographic data) are freely
available while the software used are well documented and widely used. As a result, the proposed
approach can easily be transferred to other fire-prone regions of Europe and elsewhere to support an
effective wildfire management strategy. Increasing the level of preparedness through the appropriate
allocation of resources and the adoption of management measures which could reduce the fire intensity
and rate of spread, are steps in the right direction. When fuel management measures are adopted it is
essential to ensure the ecological integrity of the ecosystems and avoid measures that could lead to
significant degradation. Furthermore, the integration of the resulted mapping products in automatic
fire detection systems could decrease significantly the time required for the initial attack. When wildfire
management strategy is developed, one should always bear in mind that the main objective should not
be the complete elimination of fires, which is both impossible and ecologically dubious, but rather the
establishment of a fire regime with low intensity fires and, most importantly, a low socioeconomic and
ecological cost [87].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Confusion Matrix and accuracy assessment of the landcover mapping.

Landcover Type (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) Total
Users

Accuracy

Broaldleaved Forests (1) 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 1.00

Bare ground-Agr Land (2) 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 37 1.00

Scarse and Low
shrublands (3)

0 2 35 0 0 6 0 43 0.81

Low Density Pines (4) 0 0 0 79 5 6 0 90 0.88

Juniperus foetidisima (5) 0 0 0 2 78 0 80 0.98

High Density Pines (6) 0 0 0 6 0 80 0 86 0.93

Dense shrublands (7) 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16 1.00

Total 13 39 35 87 83 92 16 365

P_Accuracy 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.91 0.94 0.87 1.00

Kappa 0.90

Overall Accuracy
0.93

(93%)
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